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INSIDE OUTSIDE:
THE CULTURAL PARADOX OF SALVATION ARMY BRASS BANDS IN
AMERICA DURING THE AGE OF NATIONALISM
By the turn of the twentieth century, the sight and sound of a little brass band of
uniformed evangelists on street corners declaring war on sin became ubiquitous in
American cities. Although Salvationists came to hold a cherished place in society,
Americans greeted their initial invasion with contempt. They came with a message of
transformative redemption for the poor and disenfranchised, loudly declaring that anyone
and anything could be made holy and fit for God’s Salvation Army. This included
minstrel tunes and other rough musics appropriated from the working-class Americans.
However, eventually their music had less in common with poor Americans and more in
common with British Salvationists.
Having adopted brass bands in Britain that reinforced a working-class image,
American Salvationists also began commissioning brass bands for service. However, in
the United States, brass bands were not associated exclusively with the working-class, but
instead conjured a nostalgic image of brass bands of the American Civil War.
This project considers how Salvation Army brass bands reinforced a distinctively
Salvationist identity and helped transform their image in society from reviled iconoclast
to revered cultural icon, somehow both inside and outside American culture.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
But there are two things that no speaker can stand up against… One’s a band; the
other's a fight. The Salvation Army knows that—they always has [sic] a band.
—George Bernard Shaw, Major Barbara (1907)
SUBJECT BACKGROUND
The sight and sound of Salvationists gathered on city streets loudly proclaiming
the Kingdom of God with brass bands, bonnets, and big bass drums, was such a familiar
scene that it was omnipresent in the American consciousness of city life. Composers,
such as Theodore Moses Tobani, Charles Orth, Ellis Brooks, John Philip Sousa, and
Charles Ives composed pieces about the Salvation Army.1 Stories about the Salvation
Army filled theater stages and movie halls. Staged plays like Major Barbara, The Belle of
Broadway, Salvation Nell, and Guys and Dolls, depicted wholesome and angelic
Salvationist lassies trying to win over sinful men. Fifteen movies were made featuring
Salvationists between 1911 and 1920, and many of Hollywood's biggest stars took to the
big screen wearing the iconic Salvation Army uniform, including Charlie Chaplin, Joan
Crawford, Mae West, Cary Grant, and Clark Gable.2 In almost every portrayal, the
Salvationists are accompanied by their ubiquitous brass band. Dr. Ed McKinley, a preeminent Salvation Army historian, suggests, "No religious organization has ever become

1

While the trademark for The Salvation Army calls for the capitalization of the definite
article, it will be left as lower case as a matter of preference and style that is consistent
with the practice of the Salvation Army during the period covered in this project.
2
Diane H. Winston, Red Hot and Righteous: The Urban Religion of the Salvation Army.
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2000), 165.
1

more certainly identified with one part of its ministry than has the Salvation Army with
its street corner bands. Their genial and brassy evangelism had long since become a part
of the national life."3 By 1941, Newsweek reported that there were around a thousand
Salvationist bands actively operating in the United States.4 It is hard to imagine that any
single organization, except the public high school marching band, has made a louder
impact on American musical life than has the Salvation Army since the formation of its
first brass band in the United States in 1885. Nevertheless, when looking at historical
accounts of American musical life and even histories of the American band tradition, one
finds no mention of the thousands of Salvationists wielding horns and blasting salvation
all across the land.
While few musicologists have undertaken scholarship in the music of
Salvationists, there is one significant exception. Ronald Holz, who has written the history
of the Brass Bands of the Salvation Army, is the only musicologist to have published a
sizeable serious work on Salvation Army bands, and even he acknowledges that his work
is not a comprehensive study.5 It also is limited in its scope to the brass bands of the
Salvation Army and, as such, does not address other musical expressions of Salvationism.
This research will fill a gap in the greater understanding of the music of early
Salvationists in the United States, how it reflected and shaped an evolving sense of

3

Edward H. McKinley, Marching to Glory: The History of the Salvation Army in the
United States of America, 1880-1992 (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company, 1995), 186.
4
Newsweek, December 15, 1941, 69.
5
Ronald W. Holz, Brass Bands of The Salvation Army: Their Mission and Music,
Volume One (Hitchin: Streets Publishers, 2006), xxi.
2

personal and corporate identity, and how Salvationists related to and were understood in
the cultural context of the United States in the Age of Nationalism, 1850-1914.6

THESIS
William and Catherine Booth founded the Christian Mission in London’s
impoverished East End as a non-descript evangelistic association, the mission
transformed into the Salvation Army when he adopted military language, structure, and
symbolism. This outfit of soldiers and officers seeking to redeem the lost has been
considered by many scholars that have studied it, including Roger Green and Andrew
Eason, as the final grand act of Victorian optimism and idealism. However, this
overlooks the reality that mainstream Victorian society saw Salvationists as outsiders and
dissenters. Working in the slums of Europe’s wealthiest city, the Salvation Army
provided alternate means of establishing group identity for a class of people ignored,
overlooked, and left behind by Victorian society. Lisa Greenfield and Alexander Motyl
have identified this state of anomie as essential for the foundation of new national
identities. Considering the Salvation Army as a sort of borderless nation sheds new light
on its meteoric growth and success among the disenfranchised and makes sense of
Salvationist culture and traditions that made compelling claims on soldiers' identities.
Shortly after adopting the new name, Salvationists began arming themselves with
brass instruments and formed brass bands that recalled those traditional in poor mining

6

Webster’s Dictionary defines nationalism as:
: a feeling that people have of being loyal to and proud of their country often with
the belief that it is better and more important than other countries
: a desire by a large group of people (such as people who share the same culture, history,
language, etc.) to form a separate and independent nation of their own
3

communities across Britain. These new brass players added to a growing musical
tradition that appropriated other elements of working-class culture, such as music hall
songs and minstrelsy. The adoption of brass bands further reinforced the identity of the
Salvation Army as a working-class movement. The music of Salvationists also helped
forge an identity that was uniquely its own, outside of the prevailing culture it was
embedded within. As the Salvation Army grew and expanded around the globe, it worked
to create an independent, international, and self-sufficient musical culture that reinforced
a distinctly Salvationist identity and established the Salvation Army as a transnational
nation.
Initially, American Salvationists, similar to their comrades in Britain,
appropriated the music of the poor working-classes they sought to identify with and reach
with their message of redemption and transformation. By using minstrel instruments and
songs with transformed words and messages, Salvationists boldly proclaimed that
anything and anyone could be reclaimed and be fit for service in the Salvation Army.
Respectable Americans disapproved of their tactics and saw these earliest Salvationists as
a scourge and blight on society. However, as time went on, Salvationists in America also
started deploying brass bands, which held a different cultural place in America than in
Britain, having less in common with the American working class. At the same time,
many Americans began to see the Salvation Army as making a positive contribution to
society through its selfless service among the poor. The growth of their brass band
tradition coincided with the disappearance from the town brass band in American musical
culture and created a sense of nostalgia for Americans, who recalled the brass bands of
the Civil War, and who progressively saw these Salvationists beloved, but still “other.”
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The arrival of the Salvation Army in America also coincided with the
development and growth of a sense of American national identity in the years following
the Civil War. This project considers how the musical activity of American Salvationists
sheds light on how they understood their place both inside and outside American culture
as they navigated two growing and competing claims on their national identity.

DELIMITATION
This project looks at the musical activity of Salvationists in the United States,
although it is nested within the broader context, including England. The term
"Salvationist" in this study accounts for the members of the Salvation Army, officers, and
soldiers. It does not include benefactors, which were referred to as auxiliaries during the
periods covered in the study. Current Salvationists understand the differentiation between
officers and soldiers in an ecclesial context, with officers serving as clergy and soldiers as
the laity. However, it was not until 1978 that the officers were ordained, and early
Salvationists vehemently denied that they constituted a church. Officers served as leaders
and evangelists, but soldiers were also commissioned as evangelists when they became
members by signing their "Articles of War."7
The term "America" or "Americas" is most accurately used to describe the
continents in the Western Hemisphere, though it references a particular nation, the United
States of America, most often. Because of its widespread usage and conciseness,
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Articles of War are signed when Salvationists enroll as Soldiers. This includes an
affirmation of the Salvation Army doctrines and a lifelong commitment of one's self and
resources to furthering the mission of the Salvation Army for the redemption of the
World. Appendix 1.1 contains the 1921 version of the Articles of War.
5

"America," in the parameters of this study is used synonymously to reference the United
States.
Scholars consider the age of Nationalism as the time between the start of the
Second French Republic in 1850 and the beginning of the First World War in 1914.8
Other descriptive titles could be applied to this epoch, but casting the action of
Salvationists in America in light of Nationalism allows for drawing parallels between the
development of national identity and the development of a unique Salvationist identity
and culture during this time. This study considers the activity of Salvationists in America
from the time of their invasion in 1879, until 1919.9 The First World War served as a
transitional moment for how Americans understood the Salvation Army, mainly through
the service of Salvationist "doughnut girls" serving in the trenches of the war in France.
1919 serves as a highwater mark for the Salvation Army place in American culture. Also,
by 1919 Salvationist brass bands in America had been thoroughly established and would
not undergo significant changes. Therefore, this study considers the activity of
Salvationists in America in the Age of Nationalism, 1880-1919.
Further, concluding the scope of this study in 1919 provides a level of scholarly
distance from my great-grandparents, Ralph and Martha Miller, who began their career as
Salvation Army officers in 1919. While my great-great-grandparents, Fred and Louisa
Miller, were officers during the scope of this study, there are no accounts of their taking
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an active role in Salvationist music and they never held significant leadership positions.
However, Ralph played cornet, flugel horn, and alto horn in Army brass bands, and wrote
an editorial on the efficacy of bandsmen role in fulfilling the mission of the Army in
1929.10 Toward the end of his career he also served as the provincial commander for the
Salvation Army in New England and also as national evangelist for the Salvation Army.
My family has had a continued a relationship with the Salvation Army from 1888 until
the present, with both set of my grandparents serving as officers, as well as my parents
and three of my siblings. Most notably, my grandfather, Andrew Miller Sr. served as
national commander for the Salvation Army in the America from 1986-1989.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE – SECONDARY SOURCES
Scholarship on Salvation Army Music
While the musical traditions of the Salvation Army are vast and diverse, it has not
been the source of much scholarly study. This likely is due to many factors, chief among
which is the intensely practical nature of the Salvation Army itself. William (1829-1912)
and Catherine (1829-1890) Booth had a millennial theology and believed that the
Salvation Army was the chosen vessel of God to usher in the return of Christ by bringing
salvation to the entire world. The early history of the Salvation Army's expansion and
growth only encouraged this theology and may have been a factor in the Salvation
Army's lack of a thorough ecclesiology, as an ecclesiology would be moot upon the
return of Christ. While the Salvation Army has abandoned this millennial theology, it has
remained a utilitarian organization, and despite thousands of bands and countless
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musicians, and notwithstanding its prominence as one of the largest charitable
organizations in America, very few people are aware of its unique musical traditions.
Often, familiarity breeds contempt; however, in this case, it may be that perceived
familiarity had bred disinterest. Another reason for the lack of scholarly interest in the
Salvation Army is in academia's suspicion of evangelicalism. The uncomfortable union
of right-wing politics and conservative evangelical Christianity, along with the academy's
identification with the political left, fueled this skepticism. Further, there has been a sort
of ghettoization of seminaries, which seldom interact with the broader academy. While
scholars have detailed the sacred music of the early colonists, very little work has been
done on later developments in sacred American music. Although there are a few notable
exceptions, such as the work of Stephen Marini on sacred music in American culture,
Kay Norton’s scholarship on American hymnody, and Ted Gentry's writing on the origins
of Evangelical pianism.11
Some writers have accounted for the history of Salvation Army bands, but most of
these are not thorough or scholarly. Brindley Boon’s Play the Music, Play: The Story of
The Salvation Army Brass Band (1966),12 is narrative and anecdotal and does not include
scholarly notes, nor does it consider non-Salvationist resources, such as newspaper
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accounts or other essays critiquing Salvationist bands in the open air. It does, however,
provide a glimpse into how Salvationists themselves tell the story of their musical
traditions and heritage, and in how they perceive that music in the Salvation Army plays
an integral role in accomplishing their mission. Ray Steadman-Allen (1922-1914), a
noted Salvationist composer, who was active from the late 1930s until his death in 2014,
took an interest in scholarship in Salvation Army music but did not have training as a
scholar and did not publish a monograph on the subject. He did write the entry on
“Salvation Army music” for the New Grove Encyclopedia of Music,13 and contributed
many articles to Salvationist and British brass band publications. Steadman-Allen's
scholarship is encyclopedic and not critical. As a Salvationist composer, he primarily
looks at Salvation Army musical activity through the lens of the composer and the
composition, with a lesser focus on the musical activity of Salvationist musicians.
Trevor Herbert is the most prominent writer on the history of British brass band
activity and, as such, has considered the bands of the Salvation Army in the greater
context of British banding. His book, The British Brass Band: A Musical and Social
History (2000),14 is the most thorough and comprehensive study on the subject. Herbert
devotes a chapter, God’s Perfect Minstrels: The Bands of The Salvation Army, to the
musical traditions of the Salvation Army. As a cultural historian, Herbert explores the
role of Army bands in society and their contentious relationship with the British brass
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band tradition. Although he notes the international reach of the Salvation Army, the focus
of his research is on the traditions and practices of Salvationist bands in Britain.
Gordon Cox, a professor of music education, developed an interest in Salvation
Army music history when he reflected on the music education he received as a child in
the Salvation Army. In his book, The Musical Salvationist: The World of Richard Slater,
‘Father of Salvation Army Music’ (2011),15 he described realizing how this education
was isolated from his other musical experiences: “I became acutely aware that this
musical world [of the Salvation Army], with its spontaneity and informality seemed
separate from the musical culture into which I was being inducted through piano lessons
and music theory instruction. It was a bicultural musical existence.”16 The title of this
book is a bit misleading, as it delves much deeper into early Army music than the
life/world of Richard Slater. Cox gives a thorough treatment not only of Slater's life but
also of the development of a distinctly Salvationist musical world.17 He explores
Salvationist music activity and the creation of a comprehensive music education system,
created in an attempt to make Army music and musicians self-sufficient, but also
isolated.
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Cox draws much of his research for this book from Richard Slater's thorough and
voluminous personal diaries. Cox was fortunate to be allowed access to the diaries by
Slater's great-granddaughter. However, this diary is buttressed by extensive research in
Army literature, both musical and historical, and interdisciplinary studies from the
disciplines of music education and ethnomusicology. In the chapter on the musical
activity of Salvationists, Cox compiled all of the data included in “Feature Band” articles
for the Local Officer magazine.18 This data includes musicians' name, age, trade, and
sometimes the date of conversion. A veritable treasure trove of sociological data, the lists,
and graphs included in this chapter help refute some of the claims made by scholars such
as Norman Murdoch and Alexander Nicol, who have suggested that the Army was mostly
unsuccessful at evangelizing the poor working classes by clearly detailing that a majority
of Salvation Army bandsmen were employed in working-class trades.
His research, being the first to interact with Slater’s diaries, helps to provide
primary-source documentation of the role that International Headquarters played in
working to create “one band life” throughout the Salvation Army.19 This desire for a
unique Salvationist musical culture conflicts with distinctly American elements in the
music of Salvationists in the United States. The distinctiveness of American bands was
on full display when the National Staff Band performed at the International Congress in
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London in 1904. Slater commented begrudgingly that the American Army seemed to be
held to a different standard by being allowed to play outside music. This comment refers
directly to marches in the part book, titled American Salvation Army Marches that I
discovered in archival research in at the Salvation Army Heritage Center in New York in
2014.20 By placing this resource in dialogue with Slater’s response, it is possible to have
a deeper understanding of the reception of the National Staff Band’s performance at the
1904 congress and better understand how American Salvationists navigated competing
claims on their musical identities.
Without question, the most significant work on the history of Salvationist brass
bands is the two-volume work, Brass Bands of the Salvation Army: Their Mission and
Music (2006),21 by Ronald Holz.22 However, in the preface, Holz acknowledges that this
is not a thorough history, but instead a broad overview. The first two chapters deal with a
broad historical overview of the development of Salvationist brass bands in England
beginning with the Fry family, who assembled the first Salvationist brass band, and
Richard Slater, the Army's first international music secretary. It notes the formation of an
instrument factory and the development of its music printing, which led to the
standardization of the instrumentation and practices of Salvationist bands. The following
chapters of the first volume look at the history of Salvation Army bands in nations around
the world where they maintain an active brass band tradition. The second volume looks
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more closely at seminal composers and music leaders, as well as providing a
technical/theoretical study of many important pieces throughout the repertoire. While this
work is seminal in the history of Salvation Army bands, it is limited by the focus on brass
bands and treats all other early Salvationist music traditions as evolutionary steps toward
brass bands. Holz also cites Salvationist publications almost entirely, limiting the book’s
narrative capacity to look at how Salvation Army brass bands interacted with and were
perceived by society. Although it contains chapters on the history of Army bands from a
variety of cultures, it mainly considers only the British influence on those traditions. For
instance, the chapter on Salvationist bands in America does not consider deeply the
American brass band tradition, which is understandable given the international scope of
the project, and Holz’s affirmation that the work is only a broad overview.
Holz has also written well-researched books on the history of the New York Staff
Band,23 and the composer Eric Leidzén (1894-1962).24 His book, The Proclaimers: A
History Celebrating the 120th Anniversary of the New York Staff Band, 1887-2007
(2007),25 is the most thorough account of the development of Salvationist banding in the
United States and is an invaluable resource for this study. This work takes a more
thorough look at the American context for Salvationist brass bands, though as the work is
exclusively about the New York Staff Band, its contextualization is not comprehensive.
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The New York Staff Band played an integral role as a model band in establishing
brass bands in the Salvation Army in the United States.26 In the years before the
flourishing of brass bands in the American Salvation Army, Salvationist music more
resembled lowbrow American popular music, with performing ensembles mirroring those
found on the Vaudeville stage or in the minstrel troupe. Almost no study has been
undertaken, except anecdotally in general histories, of the musical traditions of
Salvationists in America before the establishing of the brass band tradition.27 This
oversight is most likely because these traditions, while essential for understanding the
identity and practice of early Salvationists, were not continued and living traditions,
whereas brass bands remain an integral part of cultural Salvationism. This study seeks to
fill in the historical gaps of Holz’s research by presenting a more robust accounting of the
musical activity of early American Salvationists, particularly that of the traditions outside
of the brass band and the music performed by Salvationist brass bands that were not
officially sanctioned by the Salvation Army. Exploration of the musical practices of early
Salvationists bands in the United States also demonstrates connections between
Salvationists and the American Brass Band tradition that have not been studied in depth
previously.
Resources on General Salvation Army History
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General histories of the Salvation Army are more numerous than music-specific
works, with serious contributions coming from both inside and outside the organization.
The Salvation Army has published an official history in nine volumes. Each volume was
written by an officer, or retired officer, in the Salvation Army. The first three were
written by Colonel Robert Sandall and cover the founding of the Salvation Army in 1865
through 1886.28 Lieutenant Commissioner Arch Wiggins wrote volumes four and five,
carrying the story of the Salvation Army up to the start of the First World War, 18861914.29 General Frederic Coutts wrote volumes six and seven, covering 1914-1977,
including the years he served as General of the Salvation Army, 1963-1969.30 The eighth
volume was written by Colonel Henry Gariepy and detailed the history of the Salvation
Army up to 1994.31 The most recent volume was authored by General Shaw Clifton and
published in 2018.32 This ninth volume covers the period from 1994-2015, the final years
coinciding with General Clifton's tenure as the international leader of the Salvation
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Army, 2006-2011. These works are the most significant source of the Army's internal
history. They primarily cite Salvation Army publications and archives and leave out
details and events that might be unflattering as they stand as a significant work of
hagiography.33 That two generals were responsible for writing the official history that
covered their tenure in office confirms the biased nature of these publications. With this
in mind, these works, though voluminous, cannot be considered to carry scholarly
authority. For this reason, there has been an intentional effort in this project to avoid
citing these sources where possible. Instead, an attempt has been made to cite less biased
material. An example of the bias of these histories is the contentious removal of
Bramwell Booth from office in 1929. General Frederick Coutts covered this in volume
six but did so in only the most favorable light, withholding critical information vital to
understanding the events surrounding Bramwell's ousting as general.
A more critical history was not written about thoroughly until retired General
John Larsson’s 1929: The Crisis that Shaped the Salvation Army’s Future (2009). The
significance of this work, an honest and critical look at Salvationist heroes written by a
retired General and published by the Salvation Army, cannot be overstated. It opened the
door to a more honest reflection on Salvationist history and allowed a more complete and
nuanced understanding of the people and events that shaped the Salvation Army. While
Larsson's book is not used in this project, as the events are outside its delimitation, its
publication marks a different posture of Salvation Army publishing and archives toward
serious and critical research.
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Edward McKinley’s Marching to Glory: The History of the Salvation Army in the
United States (1995), is a thoroughly researched and well-written monograph.34
McKinley’s thorough archival research of major American newspapers, as well as
internal documents, provides an invaluable resource for future scholars. McKinley
provides an honest assessment of the Army’s heroes and saints that acknowledges their
energy, zeal, and accomplishments, but not at the cost of painting an unrealistic picture
that ignores their shortcomings. As such, it stands as the first non-hagiographic, nondemonographic, serious study of Salvation Army history, and it has opened the door to a
flowering of research from both inside and outside, the Salvation Army. McKinley,
showing a bent toward cultural history, shifted the focus to the activities of rank and file
Salvationists. His archival research, both inside and outside Army publications, revealed
much information on the musical activity of early American salvationists. Despite not
being a musicologist, McKinley provides as much detail about the musical activity of
American Salvationists as any other source and is often cited in this project.
Diane Winston’s Red-hot and Righteous: The Urban Religion of the Salvation
Army (2000),35 is indebted to McKinley's research and is one of the most significant
studies on the Salvation Army from outside of the army’s ranks. In her book, Winston
looks specifically at Salvationist activity in New York City and explores the Salvation
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Army in the context of urbanization and commercialization. She uses commercial culture
as an interpretive lens for understanding a religious movement that was “actively engaged
with the city’s life, its streets, and its people.”36 Winston's research, which engages
thoroughly with New York newspapers, details how Salvationists engaged with and were
received by New Yorkers. Contextualizing her work with closer study of the musical
practices of Salvationists at the time, reveals how the music of the Salvation Army
affected their engagement with culture.
Lillian Taiz has extensively researched the Salvation Army and its relationship to
popular culture and the American working class in her book, Hallelujah Lads & Lasses:
Remaking the Salvation Army in America, 1880-1930 (2001).37 There are two distinct
focuses in Taiz's book: the role of gender in the Army, and Salvationists’ interaction with
American culture. Her research is broader geographically than Winston's book, which
focuses on New York. While not ignoring the musical practices of the Army entirely,
Taiz's work does not provide further insight into the musical life of American
Salvationists. However, her primary source research into American newspapers helps
paint a fuller picture of the way American culture interacted with Salvationists during
their first fifty years in the United States. Comparing this reception with the developing
musical traditions of American Salvationists demonstrates how the activity of their brass
bands helped them transform from annoying iconoclasts into icons of American virtue.
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Norman Murdoch was the son of Salvation Army officers who left the Army on
unfavorable terms.38 For his book, Origins of the Salvation Army (1994),39 Murdoch
thoroughly researched sources from outside of the Army. However, he was barred from
accessing official archives on account of his hostility toward the organization and the
archival staff.40 Consequently, it is not surprising that it can sometimes read as though
the author has an ax to grind. He relies heavily on sources, such as Alex Nicol, who also
had less than amiable exits from Salvation Army service. It seems that Murdoch often
applies an unreasonable rubric for evaluating the success or failure, as he sees it, of the
mission of the early Salvation Army. Murdoch suggests that the Army failed in both
evangelical outreach and social control. He suggests that the Army failed in an attempt to
transform the masses in London’s East End, and only then took up an international
mission and a focus on holiness preaching.41
Murdoch's appraisal is in contrast to many Salvationist historians who evaluate
the Army as particularly successful, though it is hard to take their hagiographic
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assessments at face value. This bifurcation of perspectives was long the status of
Salvation Army research, with little serious scholarship existing in the gaps between
hagiography and demonography. However, Diane Winston, and other recent scholars,
including David Taylor, Lillian Taiz, and Pamela Walker, following McKinley's seminal
work, have helped propel the academic and critical study of The Salvation Army into a
new and more vibrant discourse through applying new lenses and rigorous academic
study.
Philip Needham and David Taylor explore Salvation Army history through the
lens of ecclesiology.42 Needham’s Community in Mission: A Salvationist Ecclesiology
(1987),43 was the first comprehensive ecclesial study of the Salvation Army, which is
messy and unclear since, during its first seventy-five years, leaders of the Army regularly
avoided referring to it as a church. As Commissioner George Scott Railton asserted, "We
are not and will not be made a church. There are plenty for anyone who wishes to join
them, to vote, and to rest."44 Railton and William Booth had been frustrated by Victorian
Churches that seemed more interested in membership and polity than in working
earnestly for save the lost. They weren’t looking for restful members for a church, but
instead aggressive soldiers for an army. Although over time Salvationists developed an
ecclesial identity, Needham was the first to study this academically.
David Taylor goes further into the Army's ecclesiology by looking into
Salvationists' relationship to and with the Anglican Church, among other denominations,
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in his book, Like a Mighty Army? The Salvation Army, The Church, and the Churches
(2015).45 More importantly, he proposes an understanding of current Salvationist
ecclesiology as a complex cord of three distinct fibers – 1. Mission, 2. Army, 3. Church.
He suggests that these fibers developed chronologically, but with each previous strand
impacting Salvationist identity. He lays out his study by disentangling each of these
distinct threads. In the chapter where he unpacks the ecclesial impact of the decision to
become an Army, Taylor makes the case that Salvationists did not imagine themselves as
being something like an Army. Instead, they viewed themselves as real soldiers. Though
he never goes so far as to suggest that Salvationists imagined themselves as a nation, his
research helps further this argument, which is central to the one of the primary focuses of
this current project—namely, that Salvationists in America are navigating two competing
national identities as Americans and Salvationists, which is reflected in their music.
Pamela Walker applies the lens of Victorianism in her book Pulling the Devil’s
Kingdom Down, The Salvation Army in Victorian Britain (2001).46 Her work helps
contextualize how Victorians understood the activity of the Army at the end of the
nineteenth century. However, beyond merely placing the Army and its origins in the
Victorian age, Walker sees the Army's founding as quintessentially Victorian.
Understanding the life and work of early Salvationists as the last great expression of
Victorianism has also become a primary lens for many other scholars.
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Roger Green’s biography of the Army’s founder, The Life and Ministry of
William Booth: Founder of the Salvation Army (2005),47 describes William Booth as
“one of the last great Victorians.”48 Green draws heavily upon the research of Owen
Chadwick, Victorian scholar, and writer of The Victorian Church (1970),49 and cites him
heavily as he places Booth as the culmination of grand Victorian social action. However,
Chadwick labels Salvationists as dissenters from Victorian society and the Anglican
church. G. Kitson Clark, in his work, The Making of Victorian England (1962),50 asserts
that the Salvation Army “was in some way the climax” of Victorian evangelicalism.51 In
light of the scholarly disagreement as to the Salvation Army’s relationship to the
Victorian age, one is led to ask, is the Salvation Army the climax of Victorian
Evangelicalism, or is it a movement standing against the separatism of Victorian
exclusionism? The Salvation Army promoted a doctrine of transformation that held at its
core that all things could be made holy, which meant that someone living in poverty, and
even the vile temples of rough culture—the music halls—could be redeemed and
sanctified. It caused Salvationists to seek out people living in conditions of anomie and
present them with a new identity and social structure. This separated the Salvation Army
from the great movements of Victorian charity, which saw education and cultural uplift
as preconditions to morality and Christian virtue.
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That the Salvation Army was birthed in the Victorian age is not up for question.
However, its relationship to the prevailing culture of its time, and its continued growth
after the twilight of the Victorian age does call into question the assumptions of scholars
like Green and Clark, among others, who consider William Booth and his Army as the
last great expression of Victorian idealism.
Non-Army Histories on Late 19th Century Culture
In the introduction to The Cambridge Companion to Victorian Culture (2010),52
Francis O’Gorman outlines and delimits the Victorian age both chronologically and as a
flawed term that can sometimes be over-broad, as he points out the many aspects of
nineteenth-century England that are done a disservice by application of a Victorian lens.
For instance, tacitly applying the values of the Victorian era to Salvationists can cause
one to overlook how Booth and his Army stood against the zeitgeist of the age and
marked out a new identity motivated by different values.
The Cambridge Companion to Victorian Culture contains articles by several
prominent authors, such as Serge Denisoff, a noted scholar of Victorian popular culture
and the working class, who wrote an insightful piece in the companion, as well as other
books that have been helpful in grasping the context of music and culture of the poorer
classes that were the targets and recruits of Salvationists’ campaigns.53 Edward Spiers
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contributed another article in the companion. His essay on war and militarism, which
covered the martial zeitgeist that pervaded much of the late Victorian age, points out its
prevalence in the birth of paramilitary organizations and war-themed music and art. This
article helps contextualize how the military imagery and imperial zeal for the Kingdom of
God of Salvationists mirrored the aggressive imperialism prevalent in Western Europe at
the time.54
Jeffrey Richards’sbook, Imperialism and Music: Britain, 1876-1953 (2001),55
elaborates on the use of jingoist imperial themes in English hymnody in the chapter
"From Greenland's icy mountains… The imperial hymn." He points to the influx of new
nationalistic hymns written during the Boer War that urged Britons to go in Jesus's name
and conquer the Boer's land. Barbara Harlow and Mia Carter collected many primary
source examples of British imperial hymns in their book, Imperialism and Orientalism: A
Documentary Sourcebook (1999),56 however, they mistakenly used a Salvationist song as
an example of English imperialism without considering the context. They contextualized
the piece through a Victorian lens as emblematic of an English imperial hymn. Andrew
Eason, in his article in Word and Deed, “We’re Marching on to Conquer All”: The
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Question of Imperialism in Early Salvation Army Music” (2015),57 refutes their research
by providing the context they overlooked, primarily viewing the song as advocating the
expansion of the British empire and flag throughout the world when the author was
referencing the conquering of the World, including Britain, by the Salvation Army.
General Histories on American Music
To understand how music shaped and reflected the identity of Salvationists in an
American context, it is essential to comprehend the American musical landscape. Gilbert
Chase published the seminal monograph of American music history. America’s Music:
From Pilgrim to Present (1955)58 was the first book to look at American music outside of
the lens of Eurocentric condescension. Chase is the first significant scholar of American
music to consider the history of music in America from the perspective of music
performed, as opposed to music composed in America. This change in perspective
broadens the field of study and paints a fuller picture of American musical life not
confined merely to the concert hall and opera stage. He viewed musical activity in
America as flowing in two streams. The first stream contained cultivated musicians who
looked to Europe for guidance and, in the case of many composers, traveled to Europe for
their education. Musicians in the second stream made their music with little regard for
European standards or traditions. Minstrelsy, Jazz, Ragtime, and Tin-Pan Alley grew out
of this stream. For years, many scholars of American music neglected this second stream.
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It was not until Richard Crawford, who proclaimed to stand on the shoulders of
Gilbert Chase, published The American Musical Landscape (1993),59 that Chase’s
America’s Music would finally be replaced as the go-to text on the history of American
music. Crawford addresses various musical styles and genres on their own terms, while
still recognizing the interconnectedness among different styles. Placing greater emphasis
on performances, as opposed to a singular focus on compositions, allows him to address
vernacular music with more facility, while still looking at pieces of American composers,
just not to the detriment of oral traditions. In doing so, Crawford’s text paints the fullest
picture of the American musical context at the time of the Salvationist invasion of 1880.
Minstrelsy
The most popular entertainment in nineteenth-century America was Blackface
Minstrelsy. Although blackface minstrelsy is considered inherently racist today, white
Americans at the time reveled in the music of African Americans that was appropriated
by this tradition. However, while there is an apparent love for African music, minstrelsy
systematically reinforced the image of black Americans as inferior. Regardless of its
problematic racial history, blackface minstrelsy was a shared cultural tradition throughout
the United States and formed the bedrock of a distinctly American culture. Because of its
complicated history, there was a reluctance to give it academic credence.
R.C. Toll set forth to eradicate the academic neglect of minstrelsy with his book,
Blacking up: The Minstrel Show in Nineteenth Century America (1974).60 Toll succeeds
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in providing nuance to this complicated subject matter by detailing the complexity of
meanings inherent in a music simultaneously originating from, and mocking AfricanAmerican culture. Eric Lott furthered a thoughtful discourse into minstrelsy with his
ground-breaking book, Love and Theft: Blackface Minstrelsy and the American Working
Class (1993).61 In this book, Lott conclusively shows how the commodification of
African American music in minstrelsy was motivated by envy, repulsion, sympathetic
identification, and fear. He reveals that minstrelsy not only drove a wedge between black
and white but also between the working and upper classes. Dale Cockrell explores the
connection between minstrelsy and other working-class entertainment that preceded and
influenced and shaped it. In Demons of Disorder (1997),62 he connects minstrelsy to the
English folk custom of charivari "rough music" that used pots and pans and discordant
music in mock parades. Later, Salvationists' street meetings would be accused of a
similar annoyance and disrespect for societal norms.
The first American music conscribed for service by Salvationists in America was
that of Blackface Minstrelsy. Repurposing the songs of minstrel troupes and tin-pan alley
was a sophisticated application of contrafacta at the time and is even more challenging to
countenance now, given the racism attached to black-faced minstrelsy. Still, this was the
single most popular music of the time. The use of minstrel songs by Salvationists
represents a sort of double thievery, stealing and transforming a stolen and transformed
music.
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While the conscription of popular songs by early Salvationists is well
documented, the use of minstrel tunes receives nothing but a passing note in most
accounts of Salvationists' music of this time. Primary sources detailing the utilization of
these tunes come from reports in local newspapers, tunes in Salvation Army songbooks
and song sheets, and songs published in the bi-weekly War Cry.63 George McGlaughlin, a
Salvationist interested in secular musical sources for Salvation Army songs, collected a
library of secular songs used in Salvationist singing. This collection contains source
melodies for songs used by the Salvation Army as well as the various text Salvationists
have applied to the melodies. He gifted his research materials, which I will refer to as the
McGlaughlin collection, to me in the fall of 2016 when he heard about my research.64
The American Band Tradition
By the mid-1880s Salvation Army brass bands began to appear in the United
States. The general narrative surrounding the beginning of Army brass bands in America
has been that it was in an attempt to replicate the bands used by the Army in England,
which first began using brass bands in 1878 modeled after the British brass band
tradition. While it is undoubtedly true that Salvationists would want to duplicate the
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success of the British bands, this straightforward narrative ignores the fact that the
earliest Army bands in the United States shared more in common with the American
brass band tradition, which, while similar, is distinct musically and contextually.
In England, beyond their connection to martial music, brass bands were
associated with the poor working class through mining bands. In the United States, where
orchestras were only beginning to take hold, the town band functioned as a more
respectable ensemble and the primary arbiter of art music to the populace, and its cultural
connotations were not so thoroughly working class as in England. Jon Newsom's essay,
The American Brass Band Movement, was first published in the Quarterly Journal of
Congress in 197965 but was updated and reprinted in a Festschrift for Donald Hunsberger
and the Eastman Wind Ensemble, edited by Frank Cipolla and published in 1994.66 This
essay is the most comprehensive look at brass bands in America but lacks thoroughness
and depth, and like almost all books on banding in the United States completely
overlooks the music of the Salvation Army. The Festschrift for Donald Hunsberger also
includes relevant articles from some of the most significant scholars in the history of the
American banding, including Raoul Camus’sessay, The Early American Wind Band.
The brass band was the most pervasive musical ensemble during the Civil War;
however, it was only a part of the broader cultural backdrop of this time. Steven
Cornelius’sbook, Music of the Civil War Era (2004)67 effectively details the activity and
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influence of brass bands, but also the music about slavery, such as abolitionist anthems
and racially charged minstrel shows, and the growth of the music publishing industry.
Mark Snell and Bruce Kelly edited Bugle Resounding: Music and Musicians of the Civil
War (2004),68 a collection of essays more narrowly and rigorously focused on the
musicians of the Civil War and accounting for the music that they made. Christian
McWhirter’s Battle Hymns: The Power and Popularity of Music in the Civil War
(2012)69 details the influence of Civil War music on popular culture, both during the war
and in the years that followed. He discussed how the music of this period had profound
resonance for both blacks and whites for many years. Along with Mark Noll's The Civil
War as a Theological Crisis (2006),70 these works help lay the foundation for how
Salvation Army brass bands became associated with the Civil War and reinforced the
image of Salvationists as holy soldiers on a sacred mission.
Paul Bierley and Patrick Warfield have both contributed significant work into the
life and music of John Philip Sousa and his bands.71 However, the lack of substantial
research into the life and music of other significant bandmasters of the nineteenth-century
serves as a good barometer of the status of musicological research in the area of the
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American band tradition.72 Several monographs also help provide a greater
understanding of the cultural significance and practical function of town bands, such as
Phillipa Burgess’s dissertation, An Examination of Function, Venue, and Sources in the
Repertoire of Mid-Nineteenth-Century American Brass Bands (1997), Kenneth Kreitner’s
book, Discoursing Sweet Music: Town Bands in Turn-of-the-Century Pennsylvania
(1990), and Carol Shansky’s dissertation, A History of Two New Jersey Community
Bands: The Franklin and Waldwick Bands (2009).73 These works help one understand
how the presence of Salvation Army bands in the early years of the twentieth-century
engendered a sense of nostalgia for many Americans who saw the brass band as a relic of
a bygone era.
Identity and Nationalism
There has been significant musicological research into music and identity, both
personal and corporate. Two books of collected essays are particularly useful in laying
the groundwork for exploring music's role in the formation of cultural identity. First, The
Cultural Study of Music: A Critical Introduction (2003),74 edited by Martin Clayton,
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Trevor Herbert, and Richard Middleton, contains a dizzying array of essays on various
topics from "Music and the Biocultural Evolution" to "Music in the Market: the
Economics of Music in the Modern World," and everything in between. This book
functions as a comprehensive examination of the health and breadth of musicology in the
twenty-first century.75 Second, Questions of Cultural Identity, (2011),76 edited by Paul
Du Gay and Stuart Hall, includes an essay by noted popular music scholar, Simon Frith,
on music and identity. In this essay, Frith paints one's experience with music in a quasiGadamerian framework that acknowledges both creators and consumers as having a role
in shaping and forming meaning. This article was especially helpful when considering
how early Salvationists conscribed popular melodies for use in their services, imbuing
them with layered and complex meanings that sometimes discarded, and often played off
of, the composers' intent.
The Encyclopedia of Nationalism (2001),77 edited by Alexander Motyl, is an
invaluable tool in exploring contemporary research in the field. The entry by Lisa
Greenfield, "Etymology, Definitions, and Types," is particularly useful. Her description
of the sociopolitical conditions for the emergence of a new national identity is consistent
with the anomic environment in East London in 1865, in New York in 1880, and in every
subsequent flourishing of Salvationist identity around the world. She suggests:
The adoption of national identity in every case (whether as a result of creation, as
in England, or of importation, as in other cases) was a response to a
fundamentally similar structural situation. It occurred because an influential group
(or groups) was dissatisfied with its traditional identity as a result of a profound
75
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inconsistency between the definition of social order expressed in it and the
experience of the involved actors… Whatever the cause of the identity crises, its
structural manifestation was in every case the same: anomie.78
The Booths found Victorian society and the church, in particular, unsatisfactory in its
accessibility to the poor and its rejection of women in ministry. The English masses were
similarly dissatisfied and began to join the Army from one of two primary anomic
environments: First, Christians who, like the Booths, longed for active ministry to the
unreached, and second, as Booth called them in his book, In Darkest England and the
Way Out (1890),79 the submerged tenth, referencing the ten percent of society that lived
in perpetual poverty. Both of these groups found themselves in a state of anomie, and
many of them found a new identity, a new nation, in the Salvation Army.
Benedict Anderson revolutionized the field of Nationalism when he first
published his, Imagined Communities, in 1991.80 Up to that point, scholars from both
liberal and Marxist theories of nationalism had failed to deal with many challenging
paradoxes that plagued the field, and no one had yet described how nations came to be.
Ernest Gellner suggested, in his book Thought and Change (1964),81 that “Nationalism is
not the awakening of nations to self-consciousness: it invents nations where they do not
exist.”82 Benedict Anderson took issue with Gellner’s use of the verb, invent, which
suggests falsity, as opposed to imagined. He proposes that nations are imagined
communities as he presents a new framework for an understanding of nation as a socially
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constructed community of people who perceive themselves to be a part of the group. This
imagined inclusion creates an out-group homogeneity that perceives all others beyond
one's nation as "other." Ultimately, Anderson established that nations can be formed
without borders and can be any community that imagines itself as a distinct people. This
perspective is transformative when considering the Salvation Army as an imagined
community—a transnational nation united by a shared culture and mission—intent on
conquering the world for God.
While researching the music of early Salvationists and how it reflected and
shaped their identity, it was necessary to search for parallels to the musics of other
churches and mission/charitable organizations. The development of Salvationists' music
was not analogous to the formation of music in other ecclesial or missional bodies.
Salvationists seemed to perceive their identity in the Army in a much more robust and
less fluid way than other denominational affiliations. From the time that the Christian
Mission changed its name to The Salvation Army, Salvationists immediately began
writing songs about themselves, their flag, their destiny, and their shared identity, as seen
in Examples 1.1 and 1.2.
Example 1.1 – Text of second verse of “We’re in God’s Army and We Fight” 83
When our invading forces march,
In every tongue we sing;
We are of every class and race,
Yet one in Christ, the King.
Our Master’s darkest battlefield,
Upon a lonely height,
Reveals God’s sword to everyone,
A cross of love and light.
Catherine Baird
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Example 1.2 – Text of third verse of “Joy in the Salvation Army” 84
Joy! joy! joy!
There is joy in The Salvation Army,
Joy! joy! joy! in the Army of the Lord.
We will sing, we will sing,
Till the world is full of joy;
We will shout, we will shout,
Till glad voices rend the sky.
With a thousand bands and a thousand drums
We will praise the Lord
In bright, happy homes,
We will sing and shout till the Master comes,
We will ever praise the Lord.
William Jones Pearson
These were not militant songs for a church; instead, they can be viewed as patriotic songs
for a new nation. By applying the lens of Nationalism, the music and identity of
Salvationists make more sense and opens one to a field of study replete with resources for
understanding the formation of self-contained and self-sufficient Salvationist musical
culture.
In the years following the Civil War, Americans were developing a growing sense
of national identity, while the country was also developing as a world power. At the same
time that the Salvation Army began to grow and thrive in the United States after its
arrival from Great Britain, Americans were becoming increasingly wary of English
intervention in American affairs, mainly as it related to the Venezuelan border crisis of
1895.85 When, in the same year, National Commanders Ballington and Maud Booth, were
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recalled from their posts by Ballington’s father and brother at International Headquarters
in London, American Salvationists protested the perceived colonial overreach. Ballington
and Maud embraced American nationalism and had promoted a split identity among
American Salvationists. These split allegiances were most evident in Maud’s book,
Beneath Two Flags (1890),86 which appealed to an American audience and argued that
the Salvation Army was essentially a grand expression of American patriotism. However,
William Booth’s intolerance of these split allegiances and frustration with the “Yankee
Doodleisms” of the American Army were among his chief motivations for recalling
Ballington and Maud.87
When Ballington and Maud refused the orders from International Headquarters in
London, there erupted a crisis of identity among American Salvationists. The choice was
clear: they could remain faithful to their Salvationist identity, or they could reaffirm their
American identity and follow their now-deposed leaders in their new organization
established exclusively for the benefit of the people of America, the Volunteers of
America. Herbert Wisbey wrote The History of the Volunteers of America (1954),88
which was published internally by the organization.89 This is the only thorough
accounting of Ballington Booth’s motivations and intentions for splitting with his father's
organization from a perspective outside the Salvation Army. Understanding the
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motivations behind the schism, and detailing the differences between these two
organizations, helps understand the success of the Salvation Army in making a primary
mark on the identities of its members. It was this sense of primacy in their Salvationist
identity that made it possible for the Salvation Army to develop and maintain a selfcontained musical tradition of brass banding amidst the broader American context
wherein brass bands had disappeared in cultural memory.

METHODOLOGY – PRIMARY SOURCES
Much research for this study has been bibliographic and described and
contextualized in detail in the review of the literature above. Beyond secondary sources
such as monographs, essays, and articles by historians and scholars, primary sources have
played a vital role in this project. Newspapers and periodicals from both inside and
outside the Salvation Army have been used to explore the activity and reception of
Salvationists. Archival research at Salvation Army museums, heritage centers, and
archives unearthed uncatalogued music sources, personal correspondence, and concert
programs, among other items, that have been valuable in understanding with greater
specificity the musical life of Salvationists in America. Information about the music sung
or played that has been gleaned from these and secondary sources, has been crossreferenced against various databases and collections of contemporaneous music to have a
complete understanding of the tunes used by early American Salvationists and the various
meanings and readings they carried in late nineteenth-century.
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Salvation Army Periodicals
The most prominent Salvation Army periodical, the War Cry, was published first
in England and then also in different locations around the globe, including the United
States, with different content. In the United States alone, there were, for quite some time,
separate editions published simultaneously under the same name in New York, Chicago,
and San Francisco.90 This magazine, sold to Salvationists and non-Salvationists alike,
contained stories and reports about the Salvation Army’s successful campaigns, as well
as stories that presented the message of salvation for non-Salvationist readers.
Beyond carrying the message of the Army, selling the War Cry was a primary
source of income, along with “soldiers' firing of their cartridges,” Salvationist
terminology for tithing. Salvationists would sell War Crys at every open-air as they
traveled from pub to pub evangelizing on what they called “tavern routes.” The earliest
editions of the War Cry also functioned as a hymnal, as each issue contained song texts
with a suggested tune, which was most often a popular melody that would be familiar to
their working-class audiences.91 Cataloging the texts and suggested tunes found in these
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similar practices though not as prevalent.
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earliest editions of the American War Cry have helped in understanding the musical
practices of early American Salvationists.92 The most significant genre of writing in the
War Cry came in the form of reports from the front lines. In these accounts, field officers
would report their activity and success. These reports detailed the opposition faced by the
Army, but more importantly, they highlighted the persevering faith and service of the
Salvationists. These accounts often described the musical practices of a given corps, and
included what songs were sung, to what tunes, and by whom. These vivid accounts,
written by the heroes of the narratives, have to be taken with a grain of salt. In some
cases, the reports from the War Cry can be put into dialogue with local newspaper
accounts of the same events to provide greater context and clarity. In chapter four, both
local newspaper accounts and War Cry reports are used to paint a vivid picture of a
vibrant Corps that mustered the first Salvation Army band in America.
Local newspapers from the eras studied were accessed through a variety of
databases and online archives. Some prominent newspapers, like the New York Times,
have robust search engines that enable keyword searches that aid in the efficacy of
research.93 Many newspaper archives, like the Chicago Tribune, are stored at
Newspapers.com, the largest online newspaper archive. Many other newspaper archives
are stored in the Library of Congress’s Chronicling America directory.94 These online
resources enabled focused research into the activity of Salvationists in America that
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revealed a second lens to many stories shared in Salvation Army publications. Newspaper
crime blotters often detailed the arrests of noisy Salvationists in their earliest years in
America. Later, newspapers carried glowing accounts and descriptions of Army band
concerts. Altogether, archival research in local newspapers helped track the reception of
Salvationists in the United States.
The Local Officer magazine is particularly useful in understanding the culture and
practices of Salvation Army bands from 1897-1907. Named after the position of a “local
officer” in the Salvation Army, who functioned as a lay leader at a local corps, this
magazine was intended for committed Salvation Army soldiers.95 Because the Army did
not intend this magazine for the public, it did not contain evangelistic material. Instead, it
was intended as a resource for developing local leaders through practical advice and
encouragement, as well as through devotional material meant to discipline soldiers and
deepen their faith. However, most of the content for the magazine was focused on
bandsmen and bandmasters.96
Musical content in the magazine included instructions for bandmasters,97 various
correspondence courses in a broad range of practical subjects,98 stories of Salvation Army
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bandsmen, and features highlighting a particular Salvationist band. These feature stories
were complete with a picture and a roster of the given band that included how long each
bandsman had been "saved," how long they had played in the band, their instrument, and
often their career vocation. This information helps show how the culture of Salvation
Army bands became more insular over time. Whereas the earliest Salvationist brass
bands were comprised of converts learning to play instruments, later bands are comprised
primarily of children who had been raised in Salvation Army families. Children of
Salvationist parents were sometimes referred to as "children of the regiment." This
transition from bands of converts to bands of generational Salvationists further
demonstrates one of the central claims of this project—that as the Salvation Army
musical traditions grow, the Army made an increasingly strong mark on Salvationists'
identities. This insular and self-sufficient musical tradition did not occur on accident but
as an intentional effort to create a parallel but self-contained working-class culture of
Salvationism.99
Similar to the War Cry, the Local Officer was initially published exclusively in
London. However, the American branch of the Army later printed another magazine
beginning in 1919 with a similar name, The Local Officer Counselor, then eventually,
just The Counselor, before publication ceased in 1941. It is not explicit why the
publication of The Counselor was terminated, though it seems likely that this was
impacted by the advent of the Second World War. The content of this magazine was
similar in form and content to that of the earlier English publication. The English Local
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Officer changed its name to The Bandsman and Songster, to more clearly reflect its
content, in 1907.
Archival Research
The Salvation Army maintains archives in each of its four territorial headquarters.
These archives contain a wealth of primary resources on each Corps in its territory, such
as soldiership rolls, information on buildings, and significant events in the history of a
given Corps. The Salvation Army's National Heritage Library, in Alexandria, Virginia,
maintains a collection of almost all of the Salvation Army's published material in the
United States. The Heritage Museum, in West Nyack, New York, contains a substantial
collection of heirlooms and personal items that constitute a veritable treasure trove of
unprocessed primary source materials.100 Much of the primary source material available
at these museums and research libraries has not been tapped, leaving the field of research,
musicological and otherwise, in Salvation Army studies unimaginably rich and broad.
The greatest challenge was finding points of delimitation to bound this thesis.
At the Heritage Museum in New York, I discovered an un-cataloged first cornet
part book from the National Staff Band's trip to the 1904 International Congress.101 This
part book contains forty-eight marches, forty-seven of which are pieces of printed sheet
music published outside the Salvation Army, and one manuscript composed by a member
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of the band. Most of the titles and publication information were removed, so significant
research was needed to discover as much as possible about the music included. On some
of the marches, the composer's name remained, which provided a starting point.
However, to determine the piece's title, the existing part had to be compared with either
sheet music or a recording.102 Two web-based sources were the most helpful in
uncovering the original publication of this music—The Heritage Encyclopedia of Band
Music: Composers and Their Music (1991),103, and the Library of Congress’s American
Memory Collection.104 Research for the Heritage Encyclopedia is ongoing, and the
collection is expanding. At present, the encyclopedia contains over 20,000 composer
listings and over 100,000 searchable works. The archive of searchable works from the
nineteenth century is not complete; for example, there are many band arrangements in the
Library of Congress collection that are not accounted for in the encyclopedia. However,
in light of the poor record-keeping by publishing houses at the time, the encyclopedia is
still a monumental accomplishment and a valuable resource documenting the history of
the American tradition.
The American Memory Collection housed at the Library of Congress, and
accessible on their website contains a voluminous collection of nineteenth-century song
sheets that have been very helpful in cross-referencing melodies used for Salvationist
gospel songs and source melodies for the arrangements found in the National Staff Band's
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1904 part book. The back page of many of the songs sheets contained advertisements for
band arrangements of popular tunes made by the publisher of the song. Since many
Salvation Army songs used popular melodies for their tunes, these arrangements for band
were especially attractive to Salvationist bands.
Other non-scholarly internet resources helped uncover the titles of the pieces in
the part book. Hours of searching for marches on http://youtube.com by composer names
was more fruitful and enjoyable than one might imagine. http://bandmusicpdf.org
crowdsources the discovery and scanning of band music from the “Golden Age” of
American town bands that is in the public domain.105 While this catalog is not
comprehensive, the site is well designed and easily searchable. Furthermore, the site
holds complete sets of parts for marches from the National Staff Band, which enables the
performance and historical recreation of many of the marches found within the book.
The Library of Congress Digital Collection of “Band Music from the Civil War
Era” is thorough, robust, and accessible for free on their website.106 This collection
contains various printed part books from bands and publishers from 1846-1872,107 as well
as manuscript part books from the Manchester Cornet Band and the Port Royal Band.
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Among this collection is Dodworth’s Brass Band School (1853). The Dodworth Brass
Band was the most highly regarded in America in the nineteenth century. Members of the
Dodworth family were founding members of the New York Philharmonic Society in
1848, and Allan Dodworth published their Brass Band School, which was a tutorial on
starting and training a brass band. It also contained some of the only published music for
brass bands in the 1850s, as most bands created their own arrangements. The digital
collection from the Civil War era also contains essays, articles, photos, and recordings of
many of the pieces found in the collection by modern ensembles performing on
instruments manufactured during the period. By providing a clear picture of the
American brass band tradition during the Civil War, these sources help establish the
practices of an era that was nostalgically recalled by Americans when the Salvation Army
brass bands developed in the United States.

ORGANIZATIONAL OVERVIEW
The following chapters of this project are conceived in two primary sections.
First, chapters two and three provide the contexts for understanding the arrival of the
Salvation Army in America. Second, chapters four through six explore the musical
activity of Salvationists through three distinct periods and investigate how music shaped
and reflected the way they navigated two competing claims on their identity as
Americans and Salvationists.
Chapter two, “Salvation Nation: The Making of a Salvationist Identity,” provides
the historical context for the Salvation Army and its music in Britain. This chapter argues
that the Salvation Army, and the identity of Salvationists, can be understood through the
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lens of nationalism. Viewing the Salvation Army as a nation provides a lens for
understanding the songs jingoistic and imperialistic songs of Salvationists that call for the
Army to conquer all nations. Two vignettes of Salvationists demonstrate the
transformative nature of Salvationist identity, which demanded that all vestiges of self be
subjugated to the Salvation Army. The final portion of the chapter explores the
foundation of Army band music and William Booth (1829-1912) and Richard Slater’s
(1854-1939) desire to creating a self-sufficient and self-sustaining musical culture
throughout the Army world.
Chapter Three, "American Bandstand: The Function of Bands in American
Society," establishes the context for brass bands in America at the time of the arrival of
the Salvation Army in 1879. Because brass bands held a different place in America than
they did in Britain, they carried different connotations for the American public. Having
reached its zenith during the Civil War, the American brass band, under the influence of
Patrick Gilmore (1829-1892) and John Philip Sousa (1854-1932), the town brass band
began to evolve into the modern American wind band. By the time the Salvation Army
brass bands began to be ubiquitous in the United States, the American brass band
tradition was virtually dead. Although the American brass band disappeared, late
nineteenth-gospel songs derived much of their martial content, musical and lyrical, from
the music of Civil War brass bands. Salvationist brass bands in the 1890s kindled in
Americans a sense of nostalgia for the sacralized Civil War and coded Salvationists as
pure and good.
Chapter four, “Disciples of Noise: 1779-1886," explores the music of early
American Salvationists and their contentious relationship with American society.
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Through the appropriation of minstrelsy and working-class culture, Salvationists sought
to connect with and redeem those that were often over-looked and left out. A case study
of the Paterson, New Jersey corps, in 1882 shows both the spirit and intensity of
Salvationists and the variety of opinions on their activity that ranged from contempt to
respect. It was there that the first Salvationist band in America was formed, which
resembled the standard lineup of minstrel shows, and reinforced their working-class
image. Toward the end of this epoch, the first brass bands in the American Salvation
Army began to form. These resembled earlier American town brass bands, except that
they were multiethnic and gender-inclusive, a feature that reflected Salvationist theology.
It was also during this era that the first schism in the American Army took place, as
Thomas Moore separated from the authority of the International Headquarters in London
and established the short-lived Salvation Army of America.
Chapter five, “Beneath Two Flags: Ballington and Maud and the Crisis of
American Salvationists, 1886-1896," studies the exponential growth of the Army under
Ballington and Maud Booth. During this time, the Army encouraged the development of
brass bands, and Salvationists began to be more widely accepted by American society. At
first, Army brass bands were formed by hiring local bandmasters to teach converts to
play. Model bands were formed and deployed to encourage and support the improvement
of these bands, and slowly they improved their quality.
Maud and Ballington sought out wealthy Americans and worked to engage them
in the mission by the formation of the Auxiliary League, an organization of supporters of
the Army's work. Ballington and Maud also adopted symbols of American nationalism in
an attempt to create a distinctly American brand of Salvationism. The display of
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American nationalism by the American delegates at the 1894 international congress in
London displeased the General, who then decided to withdraw Maud and Ballington from
the American command. When they refused the command, they left the Army, severed all
familial ties, and formed the Volunteers of America, an organization that mirrored the
Salvation Army in almost every way, except that it demanded only the part-time
commitment of volunteers and was explicitly formed and existed for the betterment of the
American people. However, as the Volunteers' identity was intrinsically tied to American
society, it was unable to support and maintain a self-contained musical life, and its
attempts at brass bands failed. Further, while the Volunteers of America became a large
national charity, it never paralleled the success of the Salvation Army, which flourished
in large part because of the full-time commitment of its soldiers to the Army.
Chapter six, “Good Old Army Bands: 1896-1920," tracks the final phase of the
development of Salvation Army brass bands as their quality improved, and Salvationists
became a beloved part of the fabric of American life. As their bands began to have more
in common with Salvationist bands in Britain and less in common with American
working-class culture, they became less effective at evangelism. However, because of the
formation of an international Salvation Army musical culture, the music of Army bands
came to carry more profound meaning to Salvationists that reinforced their identity.
At the beginning of this era, Frederick and Emma Booth-Tucker saved the Army
from the peril that followed the second schism and reaffirmed the primacy of a
Salvationist identity and worked to promote the evangelistic and social missions of the
Army equally. Following the tragic death of Emma, Evangeline Booth became the
national commander and was afforded more liberty by international headquarters than
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any of her predecessors. Under her leadership, the Salvation Army communicated to
Salvationists the importance of evangelistic work, while downplaying this mission to the
public. Instead, she marketed the Army to the public as a force for societal good.
Following the work of the Doughnut Girls, young Salvationist women serving on the
front lines with the United States Army in France during the First World War, the Army
became America's most beloved charity.
Chapter seven provides an epilogue to the project and shows how the Salvation
Army continued to cement a Salvationist identity through the continued development of a
self-sufficient musical world. Their brass bands flourished throughout the United States
at a time when the American brass band had otherwise entirely disappeared from
American society. These Salvationist bands performed prolifically and became a
ubiquitous symbol of the Salvation Army, which was by now an essential part of
American urban life. Despite their perpetual presence on American streets, Salvation
Army bands have been almost entirely ignored by American music historians, reflecting
how the Salvation Army occupied a space both inside and outside of American culture.
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CHAPTER TWO:
THE MAKING OF A SALVATIONIST: THE SALVATION ARMY AND IDENTITY
Yet in the poorest corner of this soul-destroying Christendom vitality suddenly
begins to germinate again. Joyousness, a sacred gift long dethroned by the hellish
laughter of derision and obscenity, rises like a flood miraculously out of the fetid
dust and mud of the slums; rousing marches and impetuous dithyrambs rise to the
heavens from people among whom the depressing noise called "sacred music" is a
standing joke…
—George Bernard Shaw, Preface to Major Barbara1
INTRODUCTION
When William and Catherine Booth founded the Christian Mission in 1865, it was
reasonably easy to understand and characterize. It was not substantially unlike other
mission organizations, either in its form and structure or in its relationship to the larger
society and culture. However, when this little mission re-formed itself into an Army and
sparked an international phenomenon, it was also organized into something unfamiliar to
other missions, organizations, or churches. As scholars have looked back on the origins
of the Salvation Army, they have done so by applying various lenses for understanding
the uniqueness of this arms-less army, these soldiers without swords. Surprisingly, it has
not often been studied through the metaphor it adopted as essential to its identity.
Understanding the early Salvation Army through the lens of late-nineteenth-century
nationalism and imperialism, as an imperialist Army, marching forward as the vanguard
for the Kingdom of God helps shed light on how Salvationists understood their identity.
Furthermore, exploring the music of Salvationists illuminates how they related to, and
navigated, their surrounding culture, and ultimately created a self-sufficient, pan-national,
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Salvationist musical culture—in the words of Richard Slater (1854-1939), creating “one
band life” across the international Salvation Army.2
BOOTHS AND FOUNDING
Catherine Mumford’s Early Life
Catherine Mumford (1829-1890) was born into a poor family in Derbyshire,
England. Plagued by illness in her youth, she devoted herself to her faith and testified to
having read through the bible eight times by the time she was twelve years old. She also
voraciously read the sermons of Charles Finney and John Wesley.3 She was a pious,
sensitive, and empathetic child, which she demonstrated when she walked with a prisoner
who was being mocked and abused by a crowd while being dragged to the jail. Her
father, John Mumford, though a lay preacher, was unsteady and unreliable, often
relapsing in his faith and abstinence of alcohol. Catherine's mother, Sarah Milward
Mumford, however, was fiercely committed to her faith and a steady and reliable
influence on her family.
Educated at home by her mother, Catherine was steeped in the study of the bible,
literature, and theology, but Roger Green notes that her mother also emphasized the
development of character.4 Her mother, as all devout Methodists at the time, was actively
involved in class meetings at the Wesleyan Methodist chapel they attended in Brixton.
However, neither of the Mumford women were particularly pleased with the vitality of
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their church and supported the Methodist Reformer movement that arose in 1849. The
next year, on account of their support of the reformers, the Mumfords had their
membership unrenewed by their local congregation. This separation led Catherine to the
Binfield House Chapel at Clapham that supported the Reformers. By 1852, she began
teaching a Sunday school class for girls. As painful as it was for having been separated
from the Wesleyan Methodist church that she loved, it was ultimately this experience that
led her to meet her husband and ministry partner.
William Booth’s Early Life
William Booth (1829-1912) was born in Nottingham, England, on April 10, 1829,
to Samuel and Mary Moss Booth. William had a distant relationship with his father, who
was obsessed with obtaining wealth and being regarded as a gentleman. He summarized
his father’s life succinctly: “He had been born in poverty. He determined to grow rich;
and he did. He grew very rich, because he lived without God and simply worked for
money; and when he lost it all, his heart broke with it and he died miserably.”5 When
William was thirteen years old, the family's financial crises reached a breaking point, and
he had to abandon his formal education and was apprenticed to a pawnbroker. Booth
scholar, Roger Green, noted the impact this must have had on William: "He who had
been reared with the pretense of being a gentleman's son now worked in a miserable trade
in the poorest part of Nottingham."6 Because of his poverty, he was driven to work in an
industry that brought him into direct contact with the overwhelming poverty of others.
When writing In Darkest England and the Way Out, William reflected on this time in his
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life among the poor and destitute in Nottingham. He remarked how it "kindled in my
heart yearnings to help the poor which have continued to this day and which have had a
powerful influence on my whole life."7
When William was fourteen years old, he took an interest in Anne Dent, a young
girl from a devout Methodist family who started bringing William with them to the
Wesleyan chapel. He began attending both the Sunday service and the weekly class
meetings that were essential to the Wesleyan method. Feeling the guilt of his sin
profoundly, William repented and found the peace of God, and though his poverty
persisted, he found a purpose for his life. Together with his friend, Will Sansom, William
began preaching on the lowly streets of Nottingham in ways that foresaw his life's work.
On one occasion, he and Will helped a poor beggar woman find housing, and on another,
he marched a local group of street boys into the front row of the Wesleyan chapel before
being chastised for his improper and impulsive act.8
In a time of great unrest among the working class, Booth was drawn to the
ministry of James Caughey (1810-1891), an Irish Methodist revivalist who was active in
the United States and England.9 Roger Green suggests that it was through Caughey that
Booth began to see spiritual answers as more essential than political ones, contrasting the
Chartists, whose movement had swept through Nottingham and other poor and working-
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class cities in England.10 David Taylor also traces the influence on Booth in these years to
American revivalists Charles Finney and Phoebe Palmer, both of whom made
evangelistic trips to England during this time.11 Palmer’s brand of holiness revivalism
was especially influential, as it developed in the Booths an emphasis on the role of the
believers in placing themselves on the altar in full surrender to receive the sanctifying
grace of the Holy Spirit.12 This sort of all-encompassing surrender resonated with
William, who had, years earlier, after a Methodist class meeting, written in his diary that
"God shall have all there is of William Booth."13
Despite his passion for preaching, William struggled to remove himself from the
poverty that surrounded him. When he lost his job in Nottingham, he moved to London
and eventually got work in another pawn shop. This time of his life was especially hard,
and he lamented that the community of Christians provided no tangible means to help
him improve his situation. He later recalled that "my recollection of my boyhood and
early manhood is that I never got a helping-hand from anybody—that is, I had to help
myself."14 He felt driven to preach the Gospel but did not know he could pay the bills as a
preacher. With no thought to another means of providing for himself, he continued in
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pawnbroking but took the opportunity to preach as a lay preacher a few times each week.
William's fortunes began to change when Edward Rabbits, a successful boot
manufacturer and devout Methodist, heard Booth’s preaching at the Walworth Wesleyan
Chapel. Roger Green notes that Rabbits “saw in William Booth the kind of evangelical
preacher who provided a stark contrast both to the many monotonous preachers of the
day and the to the deadly formality of the worship service even within his beloved
Methodism.”15 Eventually, wanting to encourage Booth to pursue full-time ministry,
Rabbits agreed to support William for three months while Booth sought “some sort of
settled ministry among the Methodists.”16
Marriage and Ministry in the New Connexion
After receiving little to no practical help in his life from other Christians, meeting
Edward Rabbits turned out to be a turning point for William Booth. Not only did Rabbits
provide the supportive push needed for William to pursue full-time preaching, but he also
introduced him to Catherine Mumford. They were married on June 16, 1855, after a
three-year engagement. Over the next six years, William served in the Methodist New
Connexion, before frustration with the church bureaucracy caused him to leave the
denomination.17 The Methodist New Connexion was nonconformist denomination that
split off from the Wesleyan Methodists in 1797.18 Led by Alexander Kilham (1767-1798)
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and William Thom (1751-1811), who thought the Methodist conference deferred to
strongly to minsters of the Church of England and devalued the role of the laity, the
Methodist New Connexion sought to emphasize the laity in church leadership and
missions.
However, many leaders in the Methodist New Connexion did not approve of
Booth’s methods and style, disliking the undignified nature of his ministry and his
willingness to break with social norms of respectable parishioners. Alex Nicol suggested
that four things happened everywhere that Booth went as an evangelist: ministers disliked
him, crowds were attracted, people were converted, and ministers dampened the success
after his revival.19 This created tension between William, who wanted to be an evangelist,
and the church that sought to limit his exposure while harnessing the effectiveness of his
ministry in circuit appointments. It is ironic that a denomination that was founded in
response to the perception of the autocratic bureaucracy and oversight of the Church of
England lost one of its most dynamic preachers for the same reason.20
At the annual conference for the Methodist New Connexion in 1861, William was
offered a position at a prestigious circuit, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.21 This post was a
prominent promotion, but it was another setback for Booth, who longed for an
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appointment as an evangelist. Alex Nicol commented on the decision by the church
leadership and the fractured opinion in the church as to what to do with this controversial
and dynamic young preacher:
The majority sided with the decision of the leaders, but the minority, the truest
successors of John Wesley, the outdoor evangelist, thought the young man had the
spirit of the Gospel. Booth's boys, it is true, were noisy and violent in their
language and unwise in their diplomacy, and they consequently somewhat spoiled
a reputation that otherwise would have triumphed over the little ecclesiasticism.
Still, the fact that the fathers of his adopted Church did not see the needs of the
poor people as he did made a painful impression on young Booth. He wept,
prayed, and gnashed his teeth.22
After quite a bit of tooth gnashing, the Booths refused the appointment and made the
difficult decision to leave the denomination.
Freed from the burdens of appeasing a church conference, the Booths set out as
free-lance revivalists. Though the Methodist New Connexion had allowed Catherine to
preach from pulpits to which William had been appointed, many churches refused to
allow both Booths to preach because “William was too evangelistic, and Catherine was a
woman.”23 For the better part of four years, the Booths served as itinerant evangelists.
Both William and Catherine were preaching with success, though Catherine, who was
gaining esteem as an orator, had grown weary of itinerancy. In 1865, the Booths moved
back to London so that Catherine could preach around the city and better tend to the
home life of their growing family, and William could continue in his evangelistic work.
Roger Green notes that they were able to afford this move because of income that was
being generated by the sale of Catherine’s pamphlet on women’s right to preach and
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William’s first hymnal compilation.24 While not a steady source of income, these two
revenue streams grew in the coming years as Catherine continued to write, and William
began to compile more hymnals with songs suitable for his aggressive brand of revivalist
ministry.
William Booth and Music
There is almost no information on the musical experiences of William’s early life,
though, since none of his biographers describe any, it is safe to assume that he received
no formal music education. His experience as an adolescent in moving from wealth to
poverty and work in a Nottingham pawn shop would have brought him into contact with
songs of the urban poor, including music hall songs, minstrelsy, and all variety of
working-class music. Not having been raised in the church, William's first interactions
with church music came as a newly converted teenager in the Methodist church and at the
revivalist services of touring evangelists from America, like James Caughey and Phoebe
Palmer. Therefore, the hymnody of the Wesleys and the gospel songs of the Second Great
Awakening formed the foundation for Booth’s hymnals. Further, William often selected
hymns with themes of urgent evangelism, altar symbolism, and the journey of the
Christian toward heaven. These themes reflected Booth's sense of mission, which was
rooted in the holiness tradition and his Millennial theology, which led him to believe the
second advent of Christ would come when the whole world was evangelized and
redeemed. Therefore, as an effective evangelist, Booth could help quicken the salvation
of the world and the return of Christ. Later, Booth came to believe that God had called
him to raise an army for this exact end.
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When William began writing hymn texts, he chose simple melodies and wrote
descriptive and vivid texts that unfolded sequentially over many verses. His most famous
hymn, “O Boundless Salvation,” known to Salvationists as “The Founder's Hymn,” is set
to the tune “My Jesus I Love Thee” by J. Ellis.25 Booth’s narrative text unfolds over
seven verses that track the life of a sinner longing for Salvation, which arrives in the sixth
verse. The hymn has no repeating chorus text, but the tune’s refrain is connected in each
verse by a thrice-repeated penultimate statement, which represents at various points
Christ’s blood, God’s purity, and water baptism, pouring over the life of the penitent
sinner.26
Example 2.1 - Last line from each verse of “O Boundless Salvation.”27
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

… Now flowing for all men [3x], come, roll over me!
… Thy waters can cleanse me [3x], come, roll over me!
… O come, mighty ocean [3x], and roll over me!
… If once thy pure waters [3x] would roll over me.
… I will not go back [3x] till it rolls over me.
… I plunge ‘neath the waters [3x], they roll over me.
… Who opened his bosom to pour out this sea
Of boundless salvation [3x] for you and for me.

This sort of vivid imagery is part and parcel of William's writing style, both in his prose
and in his hymn writing. In both his music and preaching, he preferred messages that
were clear, simple, and void of the trappings of the sophisticated church. He emphasized
these preferences in the preface to Songs of the Salvation Army, his first attempt at a full
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Salvation Army hymnal in 1880.28 He concluded his preface by boldly declaring a
mission-driven, aesthetic ethos for Salvationist songs: "Let all who desire chaste, elegant,
indefinite poetry, and cold, quiet singing, look elsewhere. Let all who love these songs
sing up, that every poor sinner may hear them.”29

MILITARISM AND IMPERIALISM: A SALVATIONIST NATION
Becoming an Army
While the Salvation Army claims to have been founded by William and Catherine
Booth in 1865, this date merely represents the commencement of William's evangelistic
efforts in London's impoverished East End. As Catherine was speaking to wealthy
Christians in the West End, advocating for women's role in the pulpit, William was
accepting invitations from a variety of evangelistic organizations in the East End.30 The
East End was inundated with a variety of missional organizations that sought to share the
Gospel and civilize the poorest of the poor. William did not have any grand plans for
civilizing the masses of the destitute, but he was moved with compassion at the
desperation of the East Enders and believed fervently that their most profound poverty
was spiritual. He separated himself from many other evangelists in that he did not
perceive that their poverty and lack of Victorian decorum made them unsuitable to
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receive the redemptive and saving grace of Jesus. Slowly, William's evangelistic success
began to draw benefactors who were impressed by his zeal and the effectiveness of his
tactics.
William’s ministry had no clear and consistent name nor any organizational
structure for the mission that was forming around his revivalist preaching until he chose
the name “Christian Mission” in 1869 and wrote a constitution the following year. Up to
this point, Booth had relied on a council comprised of philanthropists and a committee of
nine other “persons.”31 The constitution in 1870 listed William as the General
Superintendent of the Conference, and by 1875 it was agreed that he, always distrustful
of committees and oversight from his time in the New Connexion, could override any
decisions of the committee. The constitution thus vested the General Superintendent,
William Booth, with full autocratic control.32
Three years after claiming dictatorial control of his mission organization, in 1878,
William Booth, with the input of his son, Bramwell (1856-1929), and his closest
associate in the mission, George Scott Railton (1849-1913), decided that the world did
not need a mission or merely volunteer soldiers, but instead, a full-time army mustered
for the salvation of the world. Though the idea for a Salvation Army did not emerge until
1878, Booth’s ministry always had a militant streak. Not unlike other English evangelists
that were influenced by American revivalists, he regularly coopted military metaphors in
the years following the American Civil War when attacking the enemy, the devil, in
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sermons, recasting evangelism as a war against sin and evil.33 Further, hymnals edited by
Booth began including more and more songs that employed militant imagery. Christians
were referenced as conquering soldiers, and Jesus was often represented as the captain of
the army. This sort of martial emphasis was not unusual at the time, as songs with
military metaphors filled hymnals in most denominations. As an illustration of the
prevalence of military imagery in the hymnody in English churches, the most famous
such hymn, "Onward Christian Soldiers," was composed by Arthur Sullivan (1842-1900)
for use in the Church of England. It was not the use of military themes that made the
Christian Mission, and later the Salvation Army, distinct, it was the degree of their
commitment, which moved beyond the metaphor and became a reality.
Once the decision was made to become a real, full-time army committed to the
salvation of the world, Booth and his soldiers jumped headfirst with remarkable energy
into converting all elements of their work into a military model. Edward McKinley noted
the rapidity of the transformation:
Within a year, the now-familiar accouterments of the 'Great Salvation War' began
to be added piecemeal: Church halls became corps, flags, ceremonials, military
badges, ranks, brass bands, and the rudiments of uniform were added with wildly
encouraging results.34
Following the adoption of its new military metaphor, the growth of The Salvation Army
was considerable. Before the year was out, the Salvation Army more than doubled in
size; having begun the year with 30 stations and 36 evangelists, it concluded the year
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with 75 corps and 120 officers.35 By 1880, the year Commissioner George Scott Railton
officially began the work in America, the Salvation Army had expanded to 172 corps and
382 officers. By the end of 1886, The Salvation Army recorded having 1,749 corps and
4,192 officers.36 It is no coincidence that the adoption of military systems and structures
coincided with an explosion of growth in the Salvation Army. In an age of nationalism
and imperialism, Western societies were riddled with militaristic fervor in all strata of
culture. Religious militarism in England was not born with the Salvation Army. It began
to appear in England when Dwight L. Moody and Ira Sankey took sacred songs utilizing
tunes inspired by Civil War brass bands to Britain on the revival crusades. Olive
Anderson noted how American evangelists and the Civil War affected English religious
life:
But the chief encouragement to the increased use of military metaphors in these
years stemmed from the long-standing trans-Atlantic connections of evangelical
and revivalist circles. After the “second great awakening” crossed the Atlantic in
1859, not only did visits from American revivalist preachers and English editions
of American popular devotional literature multiply, but the adoption in England of
American hymns and “sacred songs” proceeded apace. Thus the influences
exerted by the anti-slavery campaign and the civil war on American
evangelicalism had many repercussions in Britain also. In the Northern states,
these events contributed largely to a revived enthusiasm for the idea of Christian
endeavor as a battle, not only for the individual soul but also for the laws and
institutions of society.37
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The Moody and Sankey revivals in Britain incorporated a militaristic metaphor that was
later capitalized on by William and Catherine Booth's Salvation Army, whose adoption of
military structure and symbolism struck a dominant chord in late-nineteenth-century
British life, both religious and secular. This symbolism was appealing in both sacred and
secular circles and had a powerful impact on The Salvation Army's success in recruiting
sympathetic Christians and down-trodden sinners alike. One key element of The
Salvation Army’s approach was its iconic use of “open-air” meetings.
Holding services in outdoor public spaces was not unique to the Army. These
sorts of meetings had been an integral part of John Wesley's ministry a hundred years
earlier. As the Salvation Army grew out of Methodism, it could be said that services in
the open air were in the DNA of the Salvation Army. The Wesleys' Methodist movement,
like the Salvation Army, started as an extra-ecclesial evangelical movement. Neither
Booth nor Wesley intended to start a denomination, and as such, buildings were less
important than being able to meet sinners where they were.38
Becoming Soldiers – Salvationist Identity
Every corps held a majority of its services on the street, often accompanied by
their brass bands and always dressed in their military uniforms. Edward McKinley noted
the frequency of these services and the militancy with which they were attended: "The
Army adapted to militancy with characteristic thoroughness. Salvationists of all ranks
were expected to be in uniform every time they were on duty, which for the soldiers
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meant fifteen times per week, and for the officers meant always, by official order in
1889."39 Consequently, a Salvationist’s role as a soldier became a significant marker on
their identity. They lived out the military metaphor so entirely that they did not imagine
that they were like soldiers, but that they were, in fact, real soldiers engaged in an actual
war against sin and evil. This sense of identification as soldiers is present in countless
songs; for instance, this theme is particularly strong in Example 2.2, “Oh, tell us why you
call yourselves an Army?”
Example 2.2 – Text of “Are You Soldiers? Do You Fight?” 40
Oh, tell us why you call yourselves an Army?
Are you soldiers? Do you fight? –
Oh, yes, we are the real Salvation Army,
We are soldiers and we fight.
Our Leader is the Lord of Hosts,
‘Tis in His strength the Army boasts,
We’ll drive the devil from these coasts –
Trusting Jesus we shall win.
We’ll fight the fight for God and right,
We never will give in;
And trusting in the Saviour’s might,
The Army’s bound to win.
Here, the question of the self-perception of their identity is clear—as Salvationists sang
this song, they were not merely playing soldiers, they were actual soldiers fighting for
God in a war they were sure to win. Because they held a majority of their services on the
street outside of bars and music halls where they regularly faced violent persecution,
Salvationists also perceived the war against sin as tangibly real. It was not the
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metaphorical war sung about by Victorian Christians sitting in pews and living in middle
and upper-class communities. Salvationists could see their enemies and feel their attacks
as they often poured down rotten food, rocks, and bricks that sometimes yielded fatal
results.41 Famously, there was, for some time, an organized opposition to Salvationists
called the “Skeleton Army” comprised of pub owners and faithful patrons who were
annoyed by the presence of the noisy evangelists.42 They were most bothered by the
Salvationists’ victories, which often deprived them of faithful pub mates and reliable
patrons. While the militaristic metaphor was imagined and applied to the Booths’
mission, it certainly did not feel contrived to soldiers fighting what seemed to be a
material war.
William and Catherine had not set out to form an army, and contrary to
Salvationist folklore, the idea did not come to them in a comprehensive vision from God.
Instead, it developed through small acts of obedience to the call from God to preach the
Gospel in the highways and byways. William’s sureness in the will of God and his
certainty in the purity of his intentions enabled him to have the confidence necessary to
establish himself as the General and autocratic head of an army hell-bent on conquering
the world for Christ. As his army grew, Booth became increasingly convinced that his
Army was going to sweep across the world and usher in the second advent of Christ.
Consequently, the music of Salvationists regularly echoed their intention to conquer the
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world, which resembled nationalist themes that appeared in the hymnody of mainstream
denominations.
The Salvation Army in Victorian England
In their book, Imperialism and Orientalism: A Documentary Sourcebook, Barbara
Harlow and Mia Carter use a Salvationist song as an example of religious affirmation of
Victorian Imperialism.43 However, Andrew Eason corrected their research, noting that
they understood the army songs they cited in the wrong context.44 For example, they
considered the song included in Example 2.2, “Oh, tell us why you call yourselves an
Army?” as a prime example of British imperialism. In response to Harlow and Carter
using this song as an example of implicit approval of British Imperialism, Eason
protested vehemently: "Songs of this nature hardly painted Britain as a model Christian
nation, because, as Army members recognized, the motherland had its fair share of
devilish vices, from drunkenness and violence to prostitution and injustice.”45 One must
recognize that when they sang, “we’ll drive the devil from these coasts,” Salvationists
were referring to the British Isles as much as any other coast.
Eason alluded to Catherine Booth's pacifism and quoted from William Booth's
opposition to the Boer Wars in South Africa: "Remember, you stand in the place of
Christ, and are the friends of both Boers and Britons."46 Therefore, Eason suggests the
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Army was not guilty of the jingoism evident in the other sacred songs presented by
Harlow and Carter. He went to great lengths to separate the Army from the imperialism
of the age. Eason stated, “While there is some truth to this assertion [that hymns lent
considerable weight and legitimacy to the expanding British empire], the songs of one
quintessentially Victorian body, The Salvation Army, suggest the need for a more
qualified conclusion.”47 Although Eason was undoubtedly successful in correcting the
missteps of Harlow and Carter, his defense overlooked one clear truth; the song is openly
jingoistic and imperialistic, only for a different nation—a Salvationist nation.
As opposed to separating a quintessentially Victorian Army from the Imperialism
of its age, as Eason did, it may be more helpful to separate an imperial Army from the
Victorianism of its time and place. Booth’s grand statement of equal solidarity with
Britons and Boers is not so much an example of a stance against British imperialism, but
a stance against British nationalism. Here Booth dis-identified with Britons - his soldiers
were not Britons, but the friends of Britons. They were not subjects of the queen, but
instead, subjects of the Lord of hosts. By viewing the Army through the lens of
nationalism and imperialism, that is, to consider the Army as a nation, one can
understand how the Army conscribed what is arguably one of the most influential
movements of its time, in establishing a manifestation of the Kingdom of God on earth.
Enabling its members, its soldiers, its citizens, to undergo a dynamic shift in identity that
would inform their understanding of the world, and how they related to it.
The Victorian lens is particularly tricky for considering the development and
growth of the Army because it carries many connotations and expectations. It is
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simultaneously broad and specific. Victorian scholar Francis O'Gorman, in the
introduction to The Cambridge Companion to Victorian Culture, sheds helpful light on
the difficulty with this lens. He states:
The problems with “Victorian” are not hard to find. The adjective is parochial. It
is monarchical, too – it suggests an aristocratic history rather than one about all
classes and social divisions. It is plainly fortuitous rather than necessary: why
should the reign of a single constitutional monarch, albeit a long one, cover a
period that was distinctive from what went before and what came after?48
In its broadest meaning, Victorian denotes the period in the United Kingdom
under the reign of Queen Victoria, 1837-1901. In this sense, the Army's beginnings are
undoubtedly Victorian. In a narrower sense, however, the Army's origins are
quintessentially un-Victorian. Or, more directly, even anti-Victorian. While this might
seem an aggressive statement now, it indeed would not have seemed an extraordinary
statement to most Victorians. Matthew Arnold, the Victorian cultural critic, labeled
Salvationists as non-conformists and dissenters, and this was the prevailing view of the
early Army in Victorian England.49 Comics, newspaper accounts, and even the Army’s
own testimonies confirm their position as outsiders and non-conformists in Victorian
England.
Victorianism is often characterized by a sense of superiority in British culture and
education, and cultural critics believed that, if made accessible, these things would lift the
lower classes, and races, from their depravity and poverty. For many, conversion to
Christianity, or right moral action, was an expected outcome of Victorian culture and
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education. We see this manifested in many of the social programs in the East End and
missionary ventures across the globe. Victorians felt that their superiority endowed them
with a great responsibility, popularly known as the “white man’s burden.”
Refinement and propriety, and the disjuncture between things that were base and
unacceptable and those that were good and worthy were important ideals to the
Victorians. It is understandable that upon a cursory glance, one would associate
Salvationists' activity as emblematic of the Victorian ideal of social uplift, as do Harlow
and Carter. However, upon more thorough inspection, one recognizes that Salvationists
stood against this Victorian worldview. For instance, when Henry Morton Stanley
declared that Africa was dark, William Booth responded by proclaiming England dark.50
As Eason defends the Army against the implication that its hymns offered tacit approval
of the worst of British Imperialism, he also presents evidence that the Army is not
"quintessentially Victorian." He points out that the songs referenced by Harlow and
Carter prove something quite different from their assumption. Eason makes the point
most strongly in the conclusion of his article:
The Salvation Army may have been born in the heart of the English capital, but it
was never captive to any one country or ideology. As careful analysis of its
earliest hymns demonstrates, it sought, above all, to unite Christians everywhere
in the global war against sin and human misery. This was not an imperial project,
but indicative of the Great Commission.51
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So, can the early Army be Victorian if one must qualify all the ways in which it
does not conform to Victorian culture, ideals, and identity, or might there be a better lens
through which to understand the activity, culture, and identity of the early Army? There
is a reason that Harlow and Carter mistake the Army songs for British jingoism—because
they are jingoistic.52 One can suggest, like Eason and many others, that they are not
imperial because they are not imploring the flying of the Union Jack over every land and
sea, but that does not change the fact that these songs are calling for an army to invade
and conquer. Converts did not wear uniforms, devote countless hours to service, and face
persecution to do a moral good for Victorian society. They did so because they were
soldiers, fighting a war, and conquering the world as a nation—a Salvationist nation.
By considering the Salvation Army through the lens of nationalism and
imperialism, we can better understand the Army's transnational success, the dynamic
formation of soldier's identity and camaraderie, and how Salvationists interacted in the
cultures and society in which they worked and ministered. Nationalism and imperialism
swept through western culture in the late nineteenth century and eventually led
catastrophically to the First World War. During the late nineteenth century, Germany and
Italy unified into monolithic nation-states, and all European nations increased their
standing armies. People across Western culture were identifying themselves more
strongly with others who shared their language, traditions, cultures, and mutual interests.
In the United States, for the first time, a sense of American nationalism arose after
the Civil War. It picked up steam with the Venezuelan Border Dispute in 1895 when the
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United States invoked the Monroe Doctrine in response to perceived imperialist
intervention by Great Britain.53 Later, the sense of American nationalism increased in
1898, when the country united after the USS Maine was sunk in Havana Harbor, sparking
U.S. involvement in the Spanish-American War. The rapid military buildup across
Europe and the rise of American nationalism occurred at the same time as the meteoric
growth of the Salvation Army. Beyond the apparent parallels between the growth of the
Salvation Army and the military buildup throughout Europe, Salvationists also embodied
other markers of nationalism, such as shared culture, language, emphasis on flags, and a
belief that one’s own nation is more important than others.
Salvationist Nation
It is true that Salvationists valued their soldiership above their national
allegiances, and that they saw their involvement in the Salvation Army as their best and
most vital affiliation. The prominence of uniform wearing, distinctive language, a shared
history, and remarkable time demands made Salvationists’ activity in the Army their
principal cultural experience and one that clearly set them apart as Other.54
Alexander Motyl outlined in the Encyclopedia of Nationalism the circumstances
in which new national identities are formed. He suggests:
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The adoption of national identity in every case… was a response to a
fundamentally similar situation. It occurred because an influential group (or
groups) was dissatisfied with its traditional identity as a result of a profound
inconsistency between the definition of social order expressed in it and the
experience of individual actors… Whatever the cause of the identity crisis, its
structural manifestation was the same: anomie… The underlying ideas of
nationality were shaped and modified in accordance with the situational
constraints of the actors and the aspirations, frustrations, and interests which these
constraints generated.
This anomie results in a society or societies reinterpreting identity, retaining
elements that are deemed acceptable and removing elements deemed
unacceptable, in order to create a unified community. This development may be
the result of internal structural issues or the result of resentment by an existing
group or groups towards other communities, especially foreign powers that are or
are deemed to be controlling them. 55
A state of anomie is the consistent unifying factor for communities across the
world where the Salvation Army flourished. Whether it was in the impoverished East
End, the slums of Calcutta, or the ghettos of New York, the Salvation Army's message
was compelling to people who were dissatisfied with the orders and structures around
them. In the Salvation Army, they found a new order and structure that did not discard
them as dissenters or societal blights, but accepted them as soldiers in the conquering
army of the Kingdom of God. The Salvation Army reinterpreted cultural elements in
creating a new identity for Salvationists that unified them into a distinctive community
that existed across the globe.
Newly developed national identities always placed profound importance on
national symbols, such as flags and anthems. These emphases were present in America in
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the late nineteenth century, as Americans placed greater emphasis on the American flag
and as various national songs rose in popularity, especially "The Star-Spangled Banner,"
a song that immortalized the American flag and eventually became the national anthem.
It was also true of the Salvation Army, as it is impossible to read Salvationist war songs
and not sense the fervid importance that they placed on the flag. Songs like "I Cannot
Leave the Dear Old Flag" suggested that death was a favored outcome to deserting the
Salvation Army Flag.56 Viewing the Army through this lens is transformative in
understanding how early Salvationists created a unified, trans-continental community. It
sheds light on the transformation and development of their art, beginning by retaining and
reinterpreting elements of the surrounding culture, then eventually by creating its own
culture, art, symbols, and origin myths. Applying this lens also helps make sense of the
presence of countless Salvation Army songs about Salvationist identity. These songs
carry almost no parallel in other denominations. One does not find many songs about
Methodism, Lutheranism, or even Catholicism, yet Salvation Army song books contain
entire sections of songs about the Salvation Army, like "Joy in the Salvation Army," and
"I'm Glad I'm a Salvation Soldier," among hundreds of other similar songs.
One of the troubles with considering the Army as quintessentially Victorian is that
the term carries with it a set of values and goals that are inconsistent with those stated by
the Army. This has caused some scholars, such as Norman Murdoch, to suggest that the
early Army failed in its early endeavors in London's East End. Building his evaluation
upon Victorian goals and ends, Murdoch indicted the Army for not revitalizing the East
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End's cultural malaise.57 Booth and Railton consistently fought against assertions by
those like Matthew Arnold that condemned the Army for not uplifting the downtrodden
in the East End. Early Salvationists took a stance that was opposed to that of the
Victorians. To early Salvationists, redemption did not look like middle-class
Christendom. They were not attempting to reform the culture of the poor. Instead, they
fought to conquer cultural expressions of the working-class and claim them for the
Kingdom of God. The songs, art, drama, clothing, and even the temples of the heathen
masses – the music halls, could be redeemed and made holy. Holiness, for these soldiers,
did not mean a journey out of poverty. Rather, it often meant sanctification in their
poverty. For middle-class girls drawn to the Army by its liberating theology of genderequality, it meant throwing off cultural respectability as they took on the dress of the
impoverished. Murdoch recalls Railton's response to Matthew Arnold:
Railton advised, you should see the wildest East London character “born again of
the Holy Ghost”; the most intelligent Belgravian [someone from central London –
Westminster] could not rise a step nearer God. While Railton’s solution worked
miracles with individuals, it did not succeed when Booth’s mission applied it to
the East End masses.58
Here it seems that Murdoch has missed the point. This response is as much an
indictment of the Belgravians as it is of the East End masses. Booth never imagined the
East End as a shining city on a hill, but as the launching pad of the Kingdom of God. In
the Darkest England scheme, Booth did not intend the rescue shops to close in the East
End. He did not imagine that the poverty and sin endemic to that area would be
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overturned but instead imagined that the coming Kingdom of Christ would be ushered in
by an Army of poor and working-class people.

NEW NAMES AND TRANSFORMED IDENTITIES
Charley the Boozer
When looking at testimonies of early Salvationist converts, one finds accounts of
cultural uplift scant. However, stories of transformational identity abound. In these
testimonies, the convert undergoes a shift from an old identity to a new one. New soldiers
were often taken to the temples of their former life, the pubs and taverns they used to
frequent, where they would renounce who they once were and testify to their new
identity. This transformation would be seen tangibly in the newness of their uniform,
comrades, identity, and purpose but not their circumstances. For instance, in his book
Practical Visionaries, Humphrey Wallis transcribed an open-air testimony of Charlie
Ward given outside of the Lion, the bar that he, once known as "Charley the Boozer,"
used to frequent:
“You all know me. You all know what I was.”
A voice from the crowd: “Ain't you ashamed to boast of it, you ole hypocrite?”
“I ain't boastin'. I'm only lettin' every one as hears me know God picked me up
out o' the dust-'eap an' the gutter, forgive my sins, an' washed my soul in His
Precious Blood. 'Ere I stands outside the "Lion," where they've had to chuck me
out many a time. God bless the publican! God bless my ole chums what's inside,
an' save 'em, an' bring 'em to the Glory and Goodness what saves me - me, ole
Charley the Gab, Charley the Boozer, Charley what hadn't a coat to his back and
was walkin' on his uppers when The Salvation Army come here an' showed him
that Jesus loved him enough to save him. Oh, there ain't none too bad for the Lord
Jesus to save... God bless and save you! I've made a hash of all I wanted to say,
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but I'm willin' to be a fool for Christ's sake, an' He can use any word, even poor
ole Charley's, to reach some poor feller's heart. Amen.”59
Notice that this published account did not attempt to whitewash Charlie’s poverty,
nor did it suggest that he was no longer impoverished. Instead, it emphasized that
salvation and identity transformation were not dependent on pre-requisite goodness. In
this way, Salvationists carefully navigated a relationship with the enemy, that set
themselves inside, and outside, of the culture they sought to conquer. Furthermore, it
imparted a construct of transformational identity upon all those they encountered as both
enemy and recruit. In the same way, the music halls – the strongholds of the enemy, the
songs and styles, and other cultural elements – could become trophies of conquest and
repurposed for the grand war. This perspective was remarkably different from other
Victorian Christian missions, which saw these cultural elements of dissenters as
inherently, and structurally, evil.
There are countless examples of this sort of transformation among the converts of
the Army that either emphasized what they were saved from or to, in each way, the
transformation of the soldier was central to their identity. The new Salvationists were
often given nicknames like the “Hallelujah Minstrel,” “Ash Barrell Jimmy,” and “Happy
Tom,” as new converts were taken from their old life and given a new one that they
cemented with new attire, community, and even a new name. This transformation was not
only real for the poor and drunk converts: wealthy and upstanding recruits to the Army
were also expected to leave their old lives behind. Famously, Samuel Logan Brengle
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(1860-1936), a graduate of the Boston Theological Seminary, was drawn to the Army by
the preaching of William Booth. When he entered the training barracks in London, the
administration assigned him to shine the other cadets' shoes, effectively forcing him to
lay down his privilege and status to become an officer.
Maud Charlesworth Booth
Shortly before their appointment to the United States as national commanders, in
1886, Ballington and Maud Elizabeth Charlesworth were married. Once a barrister in
London, Maud’s father, Samuel Charlesworth, had left his successful career in the law to
serve the poor as an Anglican minister in London's East End. It was this move that
initially drew Maud to the ministry of the Army, then the Christian Mission, as she
observed their street meetings from the windows of their home. Often her parents, who
were active in social welfare through the Church of England, would provide shelter to the
evangelists when they were assaulted on the streets, allowing them to hold their open-air
meetings on the property of the church when the police refused to allow them on public
land.
Later, after these eager evangelists became the Salvation Army and after her
mother had passed away, Maud was drawn into their street meetings and became
acquainted with William and Catherine Booth's children. Samuel was concerned about
his "impressionable and excitable" daughter's passionate involvement with the Army, and
subsequently attended a few meetings with her and became horrified at what he saw.60 He
was disturbed by the "material and worldly element" coopted from the working-class
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culture present in the singing and style of their services and unsettled by the “autocratic
and exacting obedience” that Booth demanded of his followers.61 However, he was more
deeply troubled when he discovered that his beloved daughter was more strongly drawn
to the Army than to her own family. As a widowed husband, Samuel felt a strong
compulsion to protect his daughter, and since he perceived that she was determined to
help the Army, he thought that the work among the poor in Paris might be less exciting
and also safer. Consequently, he traveled with Maud to Paris to see the work of
Salvationists in the French capital and was pleased with the diligent work among the poor
and that it was attended to with “moderation and propriety” under the supervision of Miss
[Kate] Booth, the eldest daughter of William and Catherine.62
When Samuel returned to London, he did so without his daughter, whom he left in
Paris to the care of Kate Booth, whom her father, General Booth, had given the rank and
title, La Maréchale.63 A few months later, Kate and Maud, along with a few French
Salvationists, set off to invade Geneva and claim Switzerland for God and the Salvation
Army. Maud later recalled that their work in Geneva, in conformance with Swiss culture,
was less aggressive at first and aimed toward the middle-class. The Genevans had told
them that there was no drunken class of people in their fair city. Confident that this was
not the case, they eventually abandoned their quieter approach and adopted a more
traditional Salvationist style. When the drunken class appeared, it was not just those
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seeking transformation, but also an angry mob intent on disrupting the work of the eager
young Salvationists. Maud described the persecution in Geneva as the worst the Army
had seen anywhere, amplified not only by the government's unwillingness to defend the
Salvationists but also by their participation in the persecution, which Maud attributed to a
corrupt chief of police who was invested in alcohol distribution in the city.64
The persecution of Salvationists in Geneva was covered heavily in the British
press. For example, updates on the situation were included regularly in the Times over
two weeks in February 1883. Maud's father, Samuel, who had allowed Maud to go to
Switzerland on the strict condition that she be considered only a visitor of the Army and
not a uniformed soldier or officer, received these reports with much concern. Further, he
had asked that she be cared for in Switzerland by a close family friend.65 However, when
a correspondent of the Times interviewed Maud following a brief inquisition by the
Genevan chief of police, it became clear to Samuel that his intentions regarding the
neutrality of his daughter were not being obeyed.66 The article, “The Salvation Army at
Geneva-A Lamb Among Wolves,” detailed persecution against the Army generally and
against Maud particularly.67 This singular report served as the breaking point for Samuel,
and ultimately for his relationship with his daughter. The next day he sent a letter to the
editor of the Times airing his grievances against the Salvation Army and its methods.68
William Booth responded the following day, calling Rev. Charlesworth’s protestations
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“undutiful and untruthful,” citing previous correspondences in which Samuel had allowed
for Maud's travel to Switzerland and her full involvement in the Army at the judgment of
Kate “La Maréchale” Booth.69 He addressed Samuel's complaints with biting critique,
reminding the public that his daughter, Kate, was also the object of persecution,
suggesting, "One might have expected sympathy, instead of reproaches, from all fathers
under such circumstances.”70
Samuel Charlesworth replied not only with an editorial but later with the
publication of a short book with an extraordinarily long title, Sensational Religion; as
Resorted to in the System Called the 'Salvation Army,' in its Influence Upon the Young,
and in its Effect Upon the Duties and Claims of Home Life.71 Samuel Charlesworth wrote
the editorial that followed immediately and the book that came later from the perspective
of a parent who had come to terms with estrangement from his daughter. It is also clear
that he believed the home to be the appropriate mission field for women, and that their
ministry and responsibilities should be as a wife and mother. This Victorian sensibility
toward the role of women in the family and the church ran contrary to the theology and
practice of the Salvation Army, which accepted Maud as an officer and evangelist of the
Gospel.
He considered Maud to have been "torn from [his] widowed home" and regarded
her as a "captive of the Salvation Army," recalling a letter he received from Maud after
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he appealed for her to leave Switzerland and return home.72 She wrote, “I will always do
what God tells me, and I intend till death to stick to my colours, come what may.
Precious father, if you love me, which I know you do, leave me with Miss Booth.”73 Her
father recognized that her love for him could not compete with her commitment to the
colors of the Salvation Army flag, for which she was willing to die. Later, in her book,
Beneath Two Flags, she attested to having more tenderness and affection for fellow
Salvationists than she had for her ordinary relatives.74
Samuel felt that the Army caused women to abandon the traditional duties of
Victorian women by offering them the chance to “in every way be the rivals of men,” and
that this made ordinary life as a wife and a mother seem “intolerably dull.”75 After
arriving in America, Maud developed a more nuanced perspective on womanhood by
taking a middle road between traditionalists and the modern woman, marking out a place
for the “new woman:” empowered, independent, but still a mother, still a woman.76 Her
father, however, did not recognize this distinction, which Maud built on the model she
saw in Catherine Booth, who was equal to her husband while remaining a wife and
mother and was affectionately called the Army’s mother. Later, Maud presented herself
as the “Little Mother” to American Salvationists, even signing her letters, “Your Mother
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in the War.”77 While her decision to join the Army was clearly in opposition to her
father’s wishes, it mirrored her father’s own decision to leave a successful career in the
law to minister to the poor. In this way, her ministry in the Army enabled her, as Diane
Winston suggests, “to live out her parents’ values.”78
The fractured relationship between Maud and her father, Samuel, serves as a
reminder that the Salvation Army was not the last great expression of Victorian idealism,
and instead, that the actions and methods of the Salvation Army stood against Victorian
propriety. Even a minister like Samuel Charlesworth, who was compelled to serve the
poor through the church, and was supportive of the Christian Mission, could not tolerate
the Salvation Army and how it broke from societal norms.
After her expulsion from Geneva, Maud returned to London and continued her
work with the Salvation Army. On September 16, 1886, Maud and Ballington Booth
were married in a grand ceremony at the Army’s Clapton Congress Hall, the crown jewel
of the Army at the time. The wedding was reported on in the press and attended by four
thousand who paid for tickets. Maud's father was not among the throng celebrating with
the happy couple when she and her new husband vowed life-long devotion to each other
and the Salvation Army, a distinctive pledge of Salvationist weddings between officers.79
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ARMY MUSIC AND BRASS BANDS
Brass Bands in Britain
By the time William and Catherine Booth founded the Christian Mission in
London's East End in 1865, brass bands were already intertwined with British society,
particularly in poor mining communities. Mine management and other benefactors had
hoped that the positive and virtuous communal activity of brass banding would be a
means of uplifting and enculturing the depressed and downtrodden working class. British
band scholar and social historian Trevor Herbert describes the Victorians' beliefs about
the effect of brass bands on the public:
Another factor which was helpful to the development of banding was the belief,
widely prevalent in the Victorian period, that music, and, in particular, art music,
represented a force for the moral elevation of working people. The performance,
and, indeed, the reception of music, was a ‘rational recreation’, a panacea for the
many ills to which the working class were believed to be susceptible.80
Brass bands were not, however, associated with the military in the same way that they
were in the United States during and after the Civil War.81 In Britain at this time, military
ensembles were exclusively wind bands in the broader European tradition, and there was
a disjuncture between the military wind band and brass band traditions in the United
Kingdom.82 However, in 1859, under fear of invasion from the French, Great Britain
enacted the Volunteer Force. This part-time citizen-army drilled monthly to maintain a
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sense of military discipline and readiness to respond to a potential invasion.83 The
enactment of the Volunteer force coincided with the first flourishing of the brass band
movement in Britain.
In a time of hyper-militarism, in which martial activity was seen as a virtue and as
a means of developing manliness, the Volunteer Force enabled civilians to put on the
performative uniform of a soldier. Adding to the martial gaiety of the whole experience,
volunteer regiments signed up brass bands en masse and employed them on the march
and in drills. These bands imparted the impression of authenticity to the volunteers,
fostered a greater sense of community among the soldiers, and promoted good
relationships between the volunteers and cities and villages that supported them.
However, the working-class members of these bands lacked much of the martial
discipline of the full-time army bandsmen. A volunteer officer opined in an 1868 issue of
the Volunteer Service Gazette that the bands were “one of the main causes of the disgrace
which has recently fallen on the volunteer force.”84 Ultimately, the brass bands of the
volunteer movement would play a vital role in the development of Salvationist bands, but
their first influence seems to have been a negative one. William Booth was serving as a
minister in the Methodist New Connexion in Brighouse, in the Yorkshire region, in 1859
when the volunteer movement commenced. Yorkshire was a hot-bed of the brass band
movement, and Herbert suggests that it is likely that Booth observed how the volunteer
bands overwhelmed the mission and purpose of the movement.85 This experience may
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help explain why Booth, who was eager to adopt many of the most unacceptable cultural
expressions, such as minstrelsy, was reluctant to commission brass bands into service in
his army.
Eventually, Booth did accept brass bands in his movement, but he did so slowly at
first. He refused to allow any brass instruments in his services until 1877 because he
thought they would be a distraction to the singing. Nonetheless, Booth’s opinion began to
change when he recognized the utility of the cornet on the march.86 He recounted in his
diary in 1877, the conversion of two members of a brass band and their usefulness in a
parade with the South Stockton mission: “…Brother Russell put him with his cornet in
the front rank of the procession… He certainly improved the singing and brought crowds
all along the line of march, wondering curiously what we should do next.”87 It was not
just his employment of brass instruments in the mission that was open to curiosity, and
within the next year, significant changes were afoot.
The Fry Family and the First Salvationist Bands
In Salisbury, in 1878, shortly after Booth’s mission became an army, a former
bandsman in the volunteer forces and a devout Methodist, Charles Fry, along with three
of his sons, came to a street meeting to help protect Salvationists from aggressive
opponents who sought to silence their message. Charles, a bricklayer by trade, was an
accomplished musician who could play a variety of string and brass instruments. He
previously played solo cornet in a rifle band in the volunteer movement and led a choir at
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a local Wesleyan chapel.88 Armed with their brass instruments, the Fry family did more
than protect the eager evangelists; they amplified their message on their brass horns and
drew a large crowd.89 General Booth was impressed enough at the result to change his
mind, once and for all, as to the utility of instruments in the Army. Trevor Herbert put it
aptly: “Amid the throng, the uniforms, the swirling flags, the happy, optimistic, selfconfident exhortations of hope, the singing, and the beating of tambourines and drums,
the stirring sound of brass band music added a significant dimension to the vivid image
of Salvationism.”90
There is little disagreement that the Frys’ involvement in Salisbury is undoubtedly
the most significant single event in the establishment of the Salvation Army's brass band
tradition. However, what happened next and which corps commissioned the first official
Salvationist brass band is disputed. In 1906, the War Cry reported that the first corps
band was established in December 1879 in Consett, County Durham. This information is
consistent with the earliest official histories of the Salvation Army. However, Glenn
Horridge and Ron Holz both suggest that a band was commissioned in March of the same
year in Manchester. Holz asserts that Booth's third son, Herbert, led this corps.91
Contrarily, Horridge states that Ballington, William and Catherine’s second son, was the
officer in charge.92 It is unlikely that Herbert was in command in Manchester at this time,
as he was still an adolescent and away at boarding school. Further, while both Ballington
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and Herbert would later resign from the Army and fracture ties with their family,
Ballington's departure was the first and the messiest, and it is for this reason that
Horridge argues that official histories may have intentionally forgotten Ballington's role
in forming the first commissioned brass band.
Regardless of where, when, and by whom the first band was commissioned, it
took little time for other corps to follow suit. In England, brass bands strengthened
Salvationists' identity in a few different ways. First, by the association of bands with
militarism, the brass bands suggested that these Salvationists intended to be a real army.
Second, the brass band movement in Britain was primarily associated with the miners and
other blue-collar communities, so that it further codified the Army as a working-class
movement. However, the repertoire of the British brass band movement, which intended
to enculturate the poor, differed almost entirely from that of Salvationist bands, which
were playing gospel songs set to bar tunes, minstrel songs, and melodies from the
American Civil War and Holiness camp meetings. Thus, while the repertoire of mine and
colliery bands was intended to lift up uncultured workers with transcriptions of art music,
the Army bands sought to appeal to the masses by an appropriation of working-class
culture. In this way, they actualized a key component of Salvationist theology and
practice—that everything could be transformed from sinful to holy and that anything
could be pressed into service for the Kingdom of God.
Within the next few years, many of the traditions and practices of Salvationist
music-making began to form. The tambourine and the bass drum were introduced to
Salvation Army services, and both, though used with brass bands, took their place in
Salvationist folklore. The tambourine, an instrument plucked from its place in minstrel
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bands, served not only as an instrument but also a de facto offering plate. The bass drum
took a special and sacred place in Army services, not just for its contributions on the
march, but as an altar on the street when Salvationists flipped it on its side and called
sinners to it for repentance and salvation.
Brindley Boon suggested that it was in 1882, at the grand opening of the Clapton
Congress Hall corps, in a building the Army converted from a former orphan's asylum,
that Salvationists first started appropriating drinking songs when Captain Fielder led a
song with his fiddle in a setting of the tune of “Champagne Charley.”93 At first, William
Booth thought this tune was too secular but changed his mind when he heard the joy with
which the crowd took to the new words—"Bless His name He sets me Free.” The
Christian Mission had been adapting secular tunes for some time, though these were often
parlor songs like “I Traced Her Footsteps in the Snow” and “Pretty Louise.” However,
after the experience at Clapton Congress Hall, the Salvation Army took an aggressive
approach in stealing tunes from the devil himself. Boon further reported that it was at this
meeting that “hand-clapping was first introduced into Salvation Army meetings, and the
battle for the ‘devil's tunes’ was won.”94
Performance Practices of Early Salvationist Bands
After William Booth endorsed the use of instruments in the Salvation Army,
chaos broke out in the ranks as all manner of instruments were taken up as arms in the
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battle against the enemy. On March 27, 1880, General Booth issued his first “General
Order on Music and Bands:”95
We do here express our desire that as many of our officers and soldiers generally,
male and female, as have the ability for so doing, shall learn to play on some
instrument… This includes violins, bass viols, concertinas, cornets, or any brass
instrument, drums, or anything else that will make a pleasant sound for the Lord.96
The General gave no instruction on what instruments should be used, how the
musicians should be organized, or what music they should play. However, a few things
were apparent: The General desired a musical tradition that was gender-equal, and he
seemed to value participative quantity above quality. The Salvation Army Dictionary of
Music, published in 1908, described the cacophonous performance practice of earliest
Salvation Army instrumental music:
Every instrument that was available was pressed into service forming in some
cases, peculiar mixtures that certainly could not commend themselves to a trained
Bandsman of the present day. Violins, flutes, banjos, guitars, concertinas, as well
as various forms of brass and reed instruments were brought together. A joyful
noise was attained, if the charms of harmony were absent on such occasions… Of
course there was no music to play from, and every man did very much as his
fancy led him, with what results the imagination of the musical will scarcely dare
to seek to realize. This state of things could not but be preliminary.97
It may have been preliminary, but to observers at the time, it could not have been clear as
to what might happen next. Within a year, General Booth recognized the need to put
more restrictions on Salvation Army music, and he issued his second "General Order" on
instrumental music on February 24, 1881.98 In it, he decreed that only Soldiers were
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allowed to play and that all instruments used in Salvation Army meetings must be owned
by, and played only for, the Army. Although the Army never enforced this order, it did
begin to curtail the chaotic nature of the Army's musical practice. General Booth,
seemingly aware of the possibilities of enthusiastic new Salvationist musicians, but also
conscious of potential problems, sought to create a system for organizing and controlling
Army music.
In 1883, General Booth turned first to Charles Fry's oldest son, Fred Fry, to lead
a new Musical Department. However, it was not long before a young convert, Richard
Slater, was appointed as head of the department. Though he went on to become known as
the Father of Salvation Army Music, Richard Slater's entrance to the Salvation Army was
unusual but unquestionably fortuitous. The son of a widowed mother, Slater grew up in
poverty but was an autodidact driven toward self-betterment. He was a voracious reader
who taught himself music theory and composition from treatises. He developed a career
as a violinist and music teacher. He was an avowed atheist who enjoyed speaking in the
public square about self-improvement. He was converted at a Salvation Army open-air
street meeting when he heard a young servant girl's sincere testimony. In it, she
proclaimed that Jesus saved her and that she was not the same anymore. She declared that
"Mu [sic] missus says she believes I am saved, because I sweep beneath the mats now,
and I didn’t before.”99 He was not fond of all the trappings of the Salvation Army, but the
earnestness and sincerity of Salvationists demonstrated by people like the young servant
girl who began to sweep beneath the mats impacted him profoundly.
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After deciding to join the Army on a one-year trial, he was sent to a corps that met
at The Grecian, a converted music hall and theater. In his diary he detailed the musical
forces he encountered on his first visit:
There were 4 brass instruments and a big drum on the stage, a few tambourines, a
triangle and a violin. The playing was only just passable. A young man with a thin
voice sang a hymn to the tune – ‘Hiding in Thee’ and a female sang a song about
heaven. To the last there was no accompaniment and as she started in a high key,
the gallery folks made forms of bet of her difficulty in reaching the high notes. To
the first song the violinist made an attempt at a sort of pizzicato as an
accompaniment, a few notes vamped, and a note or two given by the cornet.
Another song by a Bass Singer was given, but it was quite a failure.100
Before long, he was playing his violin and serving as bandmaster of the Grecian Corps,
and by 1883 he was appointed to the newly formed Music Editorial Department,
eventually serving as its Editor-in-Chief. He recognized immediately that the Army
needed to develop fixed instrumentation if it hoped to create order and provide resources
to Salvationist musicians. Most bands at this time either improvised or played band
arrangements from a variety of sources. Slater recalled later that General Booth, in his
biting wit, commented to him on the provenance of the arrangements played by Army
bands in the early years, “Some from Liverpool, some from Hull, and perhaps from
Hell”101 Therefore, Slater made it his goal to develop a repertoire that could power a
unified musical movement that would appeal to the masses. He described the sort of
music he wanted the Army to develop as popular in style, melodic, and with simple
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structure. He hoped this style would create a music that was “universal in its scope, and
direct in its effect.”102

“ONE BAND LIFE”
Formation of the Music Editorial Department
Although Richard Slater and William Booth did not always see eye to eye, they
agreed on one essential point.103 They both desired for the Salvation Army to develop a
self-sustaining musical culture that was insulated from external influences—or more
directly, in the words of Richard Slater, to create “one band life” for Salvationist
musicians around the globe.104 Under Slater’s direction, the Music Editorial Department
set about creating the infrastructure to support a uniquely Salvationist musical world that
reinforced Salvationist identity and enhanced the aggressive evangelistic goals of the
Army. Employing a multi-pronged approach, the Music Editorial Department worked to
provide resources for teaching Salvationists to play brass instruments, published music
for bands, sponsored songwriting and band composition contests to motivate
Salvationists to create new music, and formed and deployed model bands around Britain
and the world to encourage Salvation Army brass banding.
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The Music Editorial Department provided resources for Salvation Army bands
through the publication of band tutors and periodicals that gave practical advice for
bandsmen and highlighted successful bands and bandmasters.105 Richard Slater also took
on the monumental task of creating a Dictionary of Salvation Army Music, a one-hundred
fifty-page dictionary that included entries about music history, pedagogy, and Salvation
Army specific terminology and practices.106 Other resources, like Prout’s Harmony: Its
Theory and Practice (1889), or Riemann’s Harmony Simplified (1895), were made
available for sale through the Trade Department, along with sets of tune books and
instruments from a variety of manufacturers. Later, the Salvation Army opened its own
instrument factory, to create high-quality but affordable instruments, which it required its
bands to purchase.107
Songwriting competitions in the War Cry stimulated a torrent of new songs for
the Salvation Army. The appeal for new songs, most often in the early years set to
melodies from secular songs, was so successful that Richard Slater recounted that the
Music Editorial Department received around two hundred submissions each week.108
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However, by as early as 1883, with the publication of Salvation Music II, Salvationists
were composing new melodies for their songs. At first, every measure of every piece
published for Salvation Army brass bands had to be associated with a text from a
Salvationist song book. Since most early Salvationist songs were set to popular melodies,
this meant that Salvation Army band music functioned on two levels. It was appealing to
people on the street drawn to the music of a band playing popular tunes, while
simultaneously carrying a coded message to Salvationists based on the text the Army
associated with the melody. However, as Salvationist-composed melodies became
commonplace, the music of Army bands began to be less successful communicating a
shared identity with passersby.
Another means of institutional support and encouragement for a growing brass
band tradition was the creation and deployment of model bands. The Army
commissioned the first such band, the Household Troops Band, in 1887, in the hopes that
it would demonstrate the effectiveness of a well-run Salvationist brass band and spawn
the formation of new bands. Within the first year and a half, the band had traveled to
Ireland, Canada, and the United States, while also touring much of England. As hoped,
many new bands were born after a visit by the Household Troops Band. Beyond
encouraging the formation of new corps bands, it also motivated the formation of other
“special” bands after this model. After William Booth appointed the colorful bandmaster,
Harry Appleby, to oversee the Household Troops and other similar bands, there was a
boom in model bands.109
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Among the new special bands were staff bands, comprised of officers and
employees at administrative headquarters. The most famous of these new staff bands was
the International Staff Band. Eventually, the pervasiveness of brass bands in the army
made it such that there was no need for special bands to promote their creation. However,
staff bands continued to serve as a model of a different sort—a model of the excellence
that Salvationist bands could achieve. They served as the house bands for divisional and
territorial events and continued to tour regularly, though more as standard-bearers of
Salvationist art than as a resource for the cultivation of new bands. Because of the high
standards of excellence in these bands, they also provided a vehicle for Salvationist
composers to push the limits of what was possible in Army music. Many of the most
beloved compositions in Army music, then and now, have been commissioned by staff
bands.
In order to develop one band life, beyond providing resourcing for new musical
culture, there had to be clarity about who and what was inside that musical world. Booth
and Slater were in agreement that Salvationist musicians needed to consecrate themselves
to the Army wholly, and as such, bandsmen were not allowed to play with outside brass
bands. Slater also thought it was essential, and the General agreed that the Army needed
to publish music, and that allowing outside music would be disastrous to the creation of
an independent musical culture. Altogether, with rigid guidelines for Army music,
appropriate resources made available to Salvationist musicians, and strong leadership

to a particular Corps but existed to support the work of various Corps to which they were
not directly associated. The term could also apply to individual musicians or preachers so
that a corps could have the "Hallelujah Minstrel" come as a musical special.
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from the Music Editorial Department, Slater and Booth helped to foster "one band life"
throughout the Salvation Army that united Salvationists in shared mission and culture.
The Band Journal – Arming an Army Band with Music
In August of 1884, the Music Editorial Department began monthly publication of
the Band Journal, which published music for brass bands to accompany singing. In
November they published Band Music for the Salvation Army, which contained eightyeight tunes, numbered consecutively and arranged for fourteen instrumental parts by
Slater, Fred Fry, and Henry Hill.110 Now that the Army had a growing repertoire, General
Booth issued his third and final "General Order" for bands, forbidding the playing of
outside music and mandating that all Salvation Army bands would play only Salvation
Army music. He also determined that Salvation Army music could not be shared with, or
sold to, bands outside the Army. Both of these policies remained in place until the 1990s.
This policy was buttressed by the creation of the International Music Editorial Board,
which the General tasked with ensuring that all music published by the Music Editorial
Department met the standards for Salvation Army music set forth by the General. Trevor
Herbert commented on the uniqueness of this board, stating that "no other agency, from
the Church of England to the British military establishment, has sought to centralize the
control of its repertoire by vesting authority in a single office, and imposing a total
restriction on any repertoire which does not pass through it.”111
Richard Slater often bumped heads with the editorial board, which was separate
from the Music Editorial Department. However, he supported the board in principal and
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would later grow frustrated that Army bands in other countries did not have similar
oversight.112 General Booth hoped that the editorial board, comprised of administrative
officers who were not necessarily musicians, would keep Army music on-mission and
provide a check on the artistic ambitions of Salvationist composers. Although William
Booth vested supervisory power in the editorial board, he was still keen to interject his
autocratic tendencies into Army music. Sometimes his interventions frustrated the board,
as in 1901, when he first allowed the publication of some pieces which had portions that
were not associated with an Army text. Other times his interventions were a great
frustration to Slater and the Music Editorial Department, such as when, in 1908, Booth
criticized new compositions from the most recent journal as being too complicated. Slater
vented his frustrations with the General in his diary, whom he suggested “acts on
personal whims, uncontrolled desires, and not on all-round and soundly reasoned
principles.”113
Many of the complaints of the General and the Editorial Board regarded the
advancements in composition techniques and the desire of composers, Slater chief among
them, to use their improving craft to more cleverly communicate the Gospel. In February
of 1889, Richard Slater published a collection of pieces in The Musical Salvationist
entitled “The Life Story of a Salvationist.”114 Essentially a simplified version of an
oratorio or a cantata, this “Service of Song,” or “Song Service,” combined Scripture
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readings with the songs to create a quasi-theatrical program.115 Slater, a self-trained
musician, was well versed in music history and the classics of the Western art music
repertoire.116 Throughout his tenure as editor-in-chief, Slater carried a tension between
his desire to reach the masses and his compulsion to better himself and refine his craft.
This same tension can be tracked in his work in creating new musical genres within
Army music.
In 1901, the Editorial Board requested and was granted permission from the
General, to loosen rules for the publication policy to allow more freedom in original
compositions. No longer were Salvationist composers limited to simple settings of Army
songs from the song books. Pieces still had to be connected to Army texts, and an
evangelical message had to remain its primary objective, but composers could exhibit
greater creativity in composing original material for introductions and linking
passages.117 All new compositions had to be vetted and approved by the board, but the
restrictions were loosened. In order to maintain clarity of purpose and to set a clear
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standard for the new compositions, the General tasked the Music Editorial Board with
composing model pieces for three new genres of composition: the selection, the
meditation, and the march.
Selections were usually a sort of medley of song settings, but with an originally
composed introduction and instrumental episodes between the different songs. For the
first time, the song settings could also include solos for a member of the band. Early
selections could still be used to accompany singing as a medley, or bands could play the
individual settings as stand-alone arrangements. Meditations were extended elaborations
of one song, in which the composer attempted to paint the various verses in a sort of
interpretive approach to the song text. In his notes for his first meditation, “Jesus, Hope
of Souls Repentant,” Richard Slater suggests that the piece unfolded in four parts with
“the aim being to bring out different aspects and moods” of the song’s four verses.118
The first Salvation Army marches were published in 1902. Some of these marches
combined two songs, one for the first strain and one for the trio, and others included only
an Army song at the trio, with the rest of the piece being newly composed. The activity of
Salvation Army bands marching to and from open air services and the pervasive joy of
Salvationists made the march a favorite genre for bands after its introduction. The
freedoms afforded by the form made it a favorite genre for composers. However, for
Richard Slater, who sought to infuse Army composition with deep meaning while
keeping the focus on the song text, the preference for marches over settings and
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meditations was regrettable.119 He saw marches as frivolous, and more bent toward
entertainment than evangelism.
George Bernard Shaw and an Improved Image
The famous English music critic, George Bernard Shaw (1856-1950), shared
Slater’s distaste for Army marches.120 When reviewing a Salvation Army music festival
in December 1905, he found the marches played verged on profanity, and he considered
them void of any religious character. For him, there was nothing to distinguish them from
a military march. He concluded, "I think it a pity that the Salvation Army, which has
produced a distinctive type of religious service and religious life, should not also produce
a distinctive type of marching music…"121
General Booth invited Shaw to observe the music festival after he took up his pen
in defense of Salvation Army bands following a critical review of his play Major
Barbara in the Standard mocked “ill-tuned” Army bands. In his defense, included in full
in Appendix 2.4, Shaw decries the description of Army bands as "ill-tuned" as the
greatest libel ever penned. He went on to describe hearing Army bands play settings
while on the march from Donizetti's Lucia di Lammermoor and Handel's “Dead March”
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from Saul.122 The performances of these pieces, which often were intolerable by
professional orchestras, when rendered by the Salvation Army band were to Shaw, “a
magnificent paean of glory that sent me… almost out of my senses with enthusiasm.”123
He finished by asserting that any critic could say what they would like about his plays,
but should refrain from slandering “Salvation bands whilst [his] hand can wield a pen in
their defense.”124 Shaw biographer Allen Gordon Chappelow (1919-2006), reported that
Shaw’s editorial “produced an extraordinary effect on General Booth who had never
before received a compliment on his bands before.”125
In his preface to the play, “Major Barbara,” Shaw beautifully articulates what
attracted him to the Salvation Army and its bands.
Yet in the poorest corner of this soul-destroying Christendom vitality suddenly
begins to germinate again. Joyousness, a sacred gift long dethroned by the hellish
laughter of derision and obscenity, rises like a flood miraculously out of the fetid
dust and mud of the slums; rousing marches and impetuous dithyrambs rise to the
heavens from people among whom the depressing noise called "sacred music" is a
standing joke; a flag with Blood and Fire on it is unfurled, not in murderous
rancor, but because fire is beautiful and blood a vital and splendid red; Fear,
which we flatter by calling Self, vanishes; and transfigured men and women carry
their gospel through a transfigured world, calling their leader General, themselves
captains and brigadiers, and their whole body an Army: praying, but praying only
for refreshment, for strength to fight, and for needful MONEY (a notable sign,
that); preaching, but not preaching submission; daring ill-usage and abuse, but not
putting up with more of it than is inevitable; and practising what the world will let
them practise, including soap and water, color and music.
Theirs was not depressing music dressed up as sacred. He thought that their singing and
playing, in its sincerity and joy, even mocked the faux-piety of sacred melodies. These
were selfless and fearless soldiers marching into the world with the Gospel of "soap and
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water, color and music." It seems that to Shaw, the continued development and
improvement of Army music, and especially the compositional liberties of Salvation
Army marches, distanced the Army from the direct and straightforward roots of their
musical heritage. Here was the great tension of Salvation Army music in the early part of
the twentieth century—the improvement of their bands was beginning to bring praise and
adulation, but the same improvement came with the risk of overwhelming the simplicity
of their mission.
Commission of Inquiry
In his role as Editor-in-Chief of the Music Editorial Department, Slater had to
deal with competing tensions that worked against his desire for one band life. For
instance, while the thriving brass band tradition among Britain's working-class made
Salvationist brass bands ideal for the Army's mission, it also posed a continual threat, as
competing bands were attractive to Salvationists who might be dissatisfied with their
corps band. A significant source of dissatisfaction came from the perceived insufficiency
of Army music by the most excellent corps bands. As many corps bands grew in size and
musical ability, their capacity outpaced the technical demands of the newest
arrangements. Corps bandmasters had to mediate this tension, and in an attempt to meet
the needs of their band, would often program non-army music. The Music Editorial
Department had to navigate the chasm of technical abilities between variously skilled
bands. If they composed works to challenge the best bands, they risked losing and
alienating less excellent ensembles. Similarly, if they published works that were
appropriate to less skilled bands, they jeopardized boring the most skilled ensembles. The
incongruency between Army policy and the practice of Salvationist bands created a
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tension that would ultimately lead to a conflict when bandmasters were called to account
for their disobedience of official policy.
By 1913, after William Booth’s death (1912) and Richard Slater’s retirement as
head of the Music Editorial Department (1913), the Army had, in large part,
accomplished its goal of creating a self-sustained musical culture of working-class
Salvationists. The Culture of Brass Project reports that by 1913 there were 25,537
Salvationist bandsmen worldwide.126 Further, in a study of occupational data from
representative bands published in the Local Officer, Gordon Cox demonstrates that
92.4% of Army bandsmen were from the working classes.127 These data stand in
opposition to the view of some historians, like Victor Bailey and Norman Murdoch, who
have argued that the Army failed to reach working-class audiences and was instead an
agency of middle-class attitudes and interests.128 A band anthem, shown in Example 2.3,
submitted to the Local Officer from the corps in Nottingham, England, emphasized the
working-class status of its band.129
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Example 2.3 - Text of Nottingham Corps Band Anthem
We’re a band of working men
Whom God has saved from sin and hell,
And by His grace we mean to tell
Of Jesus’ love, of Jesus’ love.
We play our instruments of brass
For Him who saved us my His grace,
And filled us with His love to last
For evermore, for evermore!
The strength and breadth of the musical forces of a worldwide working-class
Army were on display at the International Congress of 1914 in London. Gordon Cox
suggested that this congress, which featured many bands from around the world,
represented a pinnacle of Salvationist music making up to this point. He argued that the
Army's bands "had become a powerful international marker of Salvationist identity."130
However, as noted above, the practice of Salvationist bands had deviated considerably
from Army policy regarding repertoire. With the vacuum created by William Booth’s
death and Richard Slater’s retirement, bands felt freed to more openly subvert official
Army policy. Following the congress, Bramwell Booth, just two years into his tenure as
General, set up a Commission of Inquiry.131 Ronald Holz describes the task given to the
ten administrative officers on the commission: “Their task was to study the development
of [Salvation Army] music, both in terms of repertoire and musical practice, in light of
the Army’s mission of salvation of the people, and the building up of a simple and
zealous soldiery.”132
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The commission interviewed members of the Music Editorial Department as well
as corps officers, divisional officers, bandmasters, and songster leaders. When questioned
as to why his band at the Chalk Farm Corps in London played pieces from outside the
Army, Bandmaster Punchard responded, "it is because we have not got enough published
to take the place of it."133 While the Salvation Army had, by this time, already published
quite a bit of music after thirty years of music publishing, the activity of Army bands still
outpaced the amount of music available to them. When asked if bandsmen were pulling
their fair share of the work of the Army, Divisional Bandmaster Brand replied assertively
to the question from Commissioner John Carleton, chair of the Commission: “Saturday
night Open Air and indoor Meeting; Sunday all day; and say one night a week, in
addition to Practice night… fair? – I should say ‘yes’, Commissioner.”134 Based on
contemporary accounts of Corps bands, it would not appear that Bandmaster Brand
exaggerated his response.
In the end, the Commission concluded that Salvation Army music had succeeded
in inspiring Salvationists and in bringing “hope, comfort, and encouragement to sad
hearts,” but it had largely fallen short of its aim in bringing lost souls to salvation.135
Richard Slater seemed to agree with this assessment when interviewed by the
Commission, but he additionally reflected on the advancement of Salvation Army music,
noting that the bandsmen of that day were “much better educated than their
forebearers.”136 Arthur Goldsmith, a member of the Music Editorial Department,
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remarked on the exclusive role the Army played in his musical education, noting that all
of his training had come through the Army. While pleased with the advances made in the
Army's musical education, Slater's testimony was not entirely positive. He regretted the
deterioration of the "top-down control on what bands could play," and he also felt that
bands played too loudly and discouraged singing and warned that "the music of the Army
must not be prostituted to the purposes of the concert.”137
The Commission concluded that the Music Editorial Department needed to
publish a wider variety of music for variously capable bands and that officers needed to
take a more involved role with the local music forces, but affirmed that “in Bands and
Songster Brigades, the Army has a fighting force incomparable with that of any other
Religious Organisation in the World.”138 In the following years, the Music Editorial
Department created three separate journals of music for bands to accommodate the
variety of needs of different Army bands. In 1921, it started publishing the "Second
Series," a journal for smaller, less accomplished bands. In 1923, it initiated the "Festival
Series" that printed music for the most accomplished bands to play in festival concerts.
At that time, the first band journal was retitled the "General Series," and the second series
was renamed the "Triumph Series."139
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CONCLUSION
Fifty years after a mission became an army, William Booth and Richard Slater,
along with thousands of soldiers, had built a self-contained musical world. They
appropriated working-class culture and built a distinct repertoire of songs. By focusing
their efforts on creating a system for supporting and nurturing brass bands, they created
an ensemble that became an emblem of their army that was recognized as a defining
musical marker around the world. Under Slater's supervision, the Music Editorial
Department created a vast network of resources to meet the educational needs of
Salvationist musicians, adequately insulating them from external influences. Further,
Slater and the Editorial Department created specific musical genres that helped Army
music carry coded but clear messages to Salvationists in a way that promoted the primacy
of Salvationist identity.
The Army now had musical resources to arm a full complement of bands, the
structures necessary to oversee it, and a system for training young musicians and
empowering leaders. All the necessary components were in place for the flourishing of a
comprehensive and self-sufficient musical world. The Army had made itself into a nation,
and Army bands were an essential part of the cultural fabric that wove Salvationists from
around the world into a people.
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CHAPTER THREE
AMERICAN BANDSTAND: THE FUNCTION OF BANDS IN AMERICAN SOCIETY
I make no doubt yer new band now's a competenter band,
And plays their music more by note than what they play by hand,
And stylisher and grander tunes; but somehow — any way,
I want to hear the old band play.
—James Whitcomb Riley, “The Old Band” (1903)1
INTRODUCTION
While the Salvation Army band has its origins in Britain, Salvationist bandsmen
were the simultaneous inheritors of the American band tradition as well. “Band” has
always been an imprecise term. Referring to everything from a military wind ensemble to
a group of Swedish grandmothers playing mandolins, “band” can be descriptive of almost
any collection of instrumentalists. In spite of this ambiguity, it is the best term to describe
ensembles of some combination of winds, brass, and percussion, and will be used in this
study to denote those ensembles specifically. The history of bands in America
encompasses a few distinct ensemble traditions within a larger and quasi-linear narrative.
While each smaller tradition embedded within the larger narrative deserves thorough
study, such detail, while interesting, would distract from the purpose of this chapter,
which is to better understand the social contexts for Salvationist music in America. A
central argument of this project is that the music of Salvationist brass bands carried
different embedded meanings in the United States than they did in Britain. Therefore,
tracing the development of bands in America, beginning with the formation of the Marine
Band in 1798, through the development of the American brass band, and continuing
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through the Golden Age of wind bands during the career of John Philip Sousa (18541932) is essential.2 Also of prime importance is an exploration of the impact of the Civil
War on the late-nineteenth century American church and its music, which led to a
muscular, masculine, and militant Christianity that became manifest in new gospel
songs.3

VOLUME, VALVES, AND VERSATILITY: THE AMERICAN BRASS BAND
By exploring the history of bands and their connection to militarism and
evangelicalism in the United States, we can better understand the social contexts of
Salvation Army bands in America, which are vastly different from the cultural subtext
implicit to brass bands in Britain. The earliest wind bands in the United States were
military bands modeled, in form and function, after their European predecessors. These
ensembles deployed oboes, clarinets, bassoons, natural horns, and percussion.4 Among
the earliest, and certainly the most significant of these military wind bands was the

2

While there are many terms used in the nineteenth century for collections of conical
brass instruments – for instance, cornet band, silver band, and brass band among others –
this project will use the term brass bands, to describe these ensembles at large and will
only use other terms when referring to the name of a specific band, such as Saxton’s
Cornet Band. Other terms, such as military band, concert band, or marching band, have
been used to describe ensembles with brass, woodwinds, and percussion. Since this study
is looking most specifically at Salvation Army brass bands, mixed wind ensembles,
which are contrasting in form and style to brass bands, will identified by the broadest
term, wind bands, for clarity.
3
Gospel songs were a new type of American sacred music that grew out of the camp
meeting movement of the last half of the nineteenth century. These were different than
traditional hymns of the Protestant denominations, in that they were more rhythmically
vibrant and resembled popular music of the day, particularly that of the Civil War brass
band, as will be discussed later in this chapter. An important distinction should be made
between gospel songs, and gospel music, which emerges in the African American church
in the twentieth century.
4
They also occasionally employed serpents, flutes, and natural trumpets.
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Marine Band, which was founded in 1798 by an act of Congress and is the oldest
continually active ensemble in the United States.5 Civilian bands in America, however,
were less dependent on European traditions, and instead were comprised of a hodgepodge
of available instruments.6 An exception to the musical milieu of the time was the distinct
musical traditions of the Moravians, who immigrated from Bohemia beginning in the
1820s and brought with them their unique musical culture, consisting of sacred music for
sting ensembles, trombone choirs, and vocal music in addition to a secular band
tradition.7
While the introduction of valved-brass instruments in the 1830s and 40s made
brass instruments more accessible to amateurs, Carolyn Bryant suggests that the
preference for all-brass bands in America predates this development. She noted “the
movement toward all-brass bands began in the United States about 1815 with the
introduction of the keyed bugle.... It soon replaced the clarinet in popularity as the
leading melodic voice in the band.”8 Keyed bugles, through a system similar to a flute or
a clarinet, were able to produce the entire chromatic series on a brass instrument, as
opposed to merely the notes of the overtone series as with a traditional bugle. However,
this instrument was notoriously difficult to master and would not produce as consistent a
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sound throughout its register as would the later saxhorn cornets. The prominence of the
keyed bugle as the leading voice in bands would infer that the preference for all-brass
bands was not merely a product of affordability and ease of technical facility, but instead,
there seems to have been a preference for the volume and homogeneous sound of allbrass ensembles. The volume of brass instruments enabled them to project cleanly and
clearly in open-air venues and their brass construction made them durable and portable.
Later, for Salvationists, this volume and portability were ideal for a church holding
services in the cathedral of street corners and the open-air.
While the preference for all-brass bands came first, they gained prominence
during the mid-nineteenth century as musicians took advantage of new valve
technologies employed in the homogeneous family of instruments invented by Adolphe
Sax. This family of brass instruments covered the full vocal range from soprano to bass,
with the soprano bugle on top and the sax tuba at the bottom.9 Richard Goldman posited
that while not new in principle, Sax’s application of a “perfected valve system to the
family of conical-bore brass instruments” was a real breakthrough.10
Because of his role in perfecting the valve for brass instruments, Adolphe Sax is a
significant figure in the development brass bands in Europe and the United Sates.
However, his invention of the saxophone also made him vital in the instrumentation of
the modern wind band. These two successful inventions, the saxophone and the saxhorn,
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were both envisioned as homogeneous ensembles unto themselves, though only the
saxhorns became widely adopted as a standalone ensemble as brass bands. He also hoped
that the saxophone, in four voices (soprano, alto, tenor, baritone), would be adopted as a
whole new section in orchestras. While never taken seriously by most composers as
either a standalone ensemble or as a distinct section in orchestras, there was a brief
flourishing of their use in both these capacities around the turn of the twentieth century,
especially in France.11 Saxophones began to be incorporated in the American wind band
toward the end of the nineteenth century and in an ironic twist the alto and tenor
saxophones replaced the alto and tenor saxhorns as internal voices as the brass band later
evolved into the modern wind band. The technical skills of Adolphe Sax greatly
increased the range and breadth of instruments found in bands, as cornets and tubas,
descendants of his saxhorns, and saxophones still feature prominently in wind bands.
Frank Battisti credits Sax with increasing “the expressive and technical potential of wind
instruments and the wind band.”12 His impact on bands, both brass and wind is
incalculable in the history of banding.
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After Sax’s invention, manufacturers around the world began producing
affordable saxhorns. Trevor Herbert notes the effects of the confluence of affordability
and playability in The Cambridge Companion to Brass Instruments:
The most important reasons why brass instruments became popular among
amateurs are that the application of valves made them easier to play, and that a
coincidence of other circumstances made it possible for poorer people to own
them. Almost all brass players before the 1830s were professionals... Valved
instruments changed all of that.13
During the 1830s, brass bands began appearing in many cities across the United
States. Among the first was the Boston Brass Band, founded by Edward Kendall (18061861) in 1835.14 Soon amateur brass bands were being newly organized, or converted
from military style wind bands, in cities and towns across the United States, so that, by
the 1840's the sound of brass bands in the city square became ubiquitous throughout the
nation.15 Bryant points out that this “can be seen not only from concert programs and
pictures of bands but also from the many collections of music and instruction books for
brass bands that were published.”16 These instruction books, or tutors, were an American
phenomenon that had no European predecessor, as the continental model for bands
instruction up to this point was entirely built upon military tradition.17 In Britain, this
model was perpetuated through the hierarchical structure of the patronage bands in
mining communities, a network of trained music “professors,” and the military rigidness
of the contest tradition that emerged.18 The most notable tutor for bands was Dodworth’s
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Brass Band School, a tutorial that provided basic instruction on playing the instruments,
as well as model pieces and advice on ensemble playing and performance practice.19
Dodworth’s tutor built upon a long tradition of resources for enabling self-taught
American musicians to learn to play instruments and establish ensembles. Earlier tutors
in this tradition, like William Whitely’s Instrumental Preceptor in 1816 and Ezekial
Goodale’s Instrumental Director in 1819, predate the invention of valves and had a
shorter shelf life, but nevertheless demonstrate a desire among Americans to learn to play
instruments and form civic bands.20
Brass bands became a sociological phenomenon that swept not just through
nineteenth-century American culture, but also around the world. Similar traditions
emerged simultaneously in every inhabited continent around the world, though the
history of brass bands has been most strongly identified with the British brass band
tradition. The prominence of this tradition has so superseded that of other cultures and
national traditions that most encyclopedias look at them as an afterthought or subset of
the British tradition. This anglophile perspective can be seen in Trevor Herbert’s
introduction to the Brass Band entry in the New Grove Dictionary of Music.
The brass band is an ensemble usually made up exclusively of brass instruments.
In Britain the term signifies a specific genre which can be explained in terms of
its history, instrumentation, repertory and performance idiom. This British model
has been imitated in various parts of the world. A looser usage refers to any
ensemble made up primarily of brass instruments…. Almost always this looser
meaning also signifies music making that is amateur and linked with vernacular
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traditions. So, taking both meanings, it can be said that there are brass bands
throughout the world, including many in non-Western countries and cultures.21
While it is true that the British model, replete with its competitions and rigid
instrumentation, has been imitated around the world in the twentieth century and after,
this view fails to acknowledge that distinct traditions emerged simultaneously with those
that developed in the British Isles in nineteenth century. In so doing, a cultural amnesia
has caused an overlooking of the distinctiveness of the American brass band tradition,
which differed in some significant ways from the British tradition, and instead views all
of the American brass band tradition as an imitation of the British model. However, as
established earlier, an American preference for all-brass ensembles predates the invention
of saxhorns and their arrival in the United States. Further, the growth and development of
saxhorn brass bands emerged simultaneously in America and Britain. Among other
primary ways in which the two traditions differ is in respect to class and function. In
Britain, the brass band movement was almost exclusively a movement of the working
class, particularly in its connection to mines through colliery bands. Herbert suggests that
wealthy Victorian coal mine owners saw brass bands as a “rational recreation, a panacea
for the many ills of the working class.”22 Furthermore, the orchestral tradition throughout
Europe served the musical needs of the wealthier classes, while brass bands emerged in
Britain as the first access to art music for the poorer working classes. However, in the
United States there was no significant orchestral tradition until the final decades of the
nineteenth century. There was also limited infrastructure to support orchestral music in
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appropriately sized orchestral halls, or educational institutions intended to supply a large
professional class of performers. So that in America, while brass bands were still
accessible to the working classes, they were also the primary vehicle for the
dissemination of instrumental art music through all strata of society. In America, brass
bands had no respect for economic distinctions that had marked music before the
introduction of the valve, or after the arrival of a significant orchestral tradition in this
country. So while Salvation Army brass bands in England would have carried with them
a strong connection and identification with the working class and a desire for social
uplift, in the United States, Salvationists blaring brassy horns would have not carried the
same class distinctions.

THE CIVIL WAR AND SAXHORN PROLIFERATION
Frank Battisti reports that before the Civil War there were over 3,000 functioning
brass bands in the United States, totaling more 60,000 musicians.23 While mixed windbands existed, brass bands were the most popular and most common band at the time
during and preceding the Civil War.24 These brass bands were largely civic bands,
associated in name with their city of origin, as in the Boston Brass Band and the like.
However, even when functioning in a civic capacity, bands still carried with them the
connotations of their martial heritage. This was perpetuated by the use of military style
uniforms, and in many instances the associations of brass bands with militias. Regardless
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of their affiliation, brass bands were the loudest and most active musical organizations in
most towns throughout the nation, north and south.
It is difficult to overestimate the all-encompassing influence of the Civil War on
American civilian life. In a country of thirty-one million people, more than three million
men served in the armies of the Union and the Confederacy.25 With more than ten
percent of the citizenry serving in the military and with a casualty rate of more than two
percent of the population, the Civil War was the most far-reaching and costly war in
American history.
The Civil War could also be considered America’s most musical war. At the start
of the war, every regiment in the armies of both the North and the South was entitled to a
brass band comprised of approximately twenty musicians. 26 This was in addition to the
long-standing military wind bands such as Marine Band and New York’s famed Seventh
Regiment led by Claudio Grafulla (1810-1880) as well as fifers, buglers, and drummers
that served the more practical purpose of communicating instructions to the army as it
was engaged in battle. While military wind bands had existed in Europe and the United
States since the eighteenth century, the conscription of brass bands into military service
expanded music in the military on an unprecedented scale. In his book, Music on the
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March, Frank Rauscher described the overwhelming nature of brass bands on Union
army encampments and their subsequent reduction by an act of Congress:
At the beginning of the war every regiment . . . had full brass bands, some of them
numbering as high as fifty pieces. When it is considered that in every brigade
there were from four to five regiments, three brigades in one division and three
divisions in each corps, an aggregate of from thirty-six to forty bands is shown for
every corps. When a division was encamped in a small space, which was
frequently the case when on the march, and the band of each regiment performing
at the same time at Regimental Headquarters, the effect of the confusion of
sounds produced can hardly be imagined. Whilst this was an unnecessary
arrangement and very expensive to the government, it kept a host of
noncombatants in the rear of the army. Congress, however, at an early day passed
an act abolishing all regimental bands in the volunteer service, with the provision
that each brigade should be entitled to a band at the headquarters. It so happened
that when the order of disbandment reached the Army [of the Potomac], the bands
had seen considerable and hard service on the Peninsula under General
McClellan, and therefore the men gladly accepted their discharges and almost to a
man went home. As a consequence the army was left with scarcely any music.27
In spite of Rauscher’s suggestion, it does not seem that “the army was left with scarcely
any music,” as some regiments were able to reach compromises to maintain their
regimental band. Furthermore, the presence of Divisional and Corps bands never
declined, so that even at the end of the war, the sounds of the brass band could still be
heard in the trenches of combat. Lieutenant S. Millett Thompson of the 13th New
Hampshire recalls an experience hearing brass bands from both armies while finding
cover in the midst of combat:
This evening the Band of the Thirteenth goes into the trenches at the front, and
indulges in a "competition concert" with a band that is playing over across in the
enemy's trenches. The enemy's Band renders Dixie, Bonnie Blue Flag, My
Maryland, and other airs dear to the Southerner's heart. Our Band replies with
America, Star Spangled Banner, Old John Brown, etc. After a little time, the
enemy's band introduces another class of music; only to be joined almost instantly
27
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by our Band with the same tune. All at once the band over there stops, and a rebel
battery opens with grape. Very few of our men are exposed, so the enemy wasted
his ammunition; while our band continues its playing, all the more earnestly until
all their shelling is over.28
J.L. Freemantle, a British observer with Lee’s army of northern Virginia,
described the unusual sound of music rising over the sounds of battle at Gettysburg:
“When the cannonade was at its height a Confederate band of music between the
cemetery and ourselves, began to play polkas and waltzes, which sounded very curious,
accompanied by the hissing and bursting of shells”29 His account of hearing polkas and
waltzes provides a glimpse at the variety of music performed by Civil War brass bands. It
also sheds light on the distinctiveness of the American brass band tradition and its
engagement in the military life of the Civil War. The music must have sounded curious to
Freemantle for a number of reasons. First, while there were bands attached to the military
in Britain, they were not brass bands. Second, there was a clear distinction in Europe
between field music and Harmoniemusik, which was for entertainment. In this report he
details hearing dances and not bugle calls, an odd mixing of pleasure and combat. Third,
it highlights the sheer volume and omnipresence of the brass band during the Civil War.
Beyond the performance of polkas and waltzes, Civil War brass bands would also
frequently play arrangements of opera arias, folk tunes, and popular songs such as those
of Stephen Foster. The diverse repertoire of these bands reflects the civilian origins of the
ensembles. Despite this versatility, bands were best known for the quicksteps played as
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the army marched in formation, either in a drill or toward the battle. Quicksteps drew
thematic material from the rest of the repertory so that opera airs and popular melodies
were converted into quicksteps for use on the march. This transformation would require
that the tempo be set at between 110 and 120 beats per minute.30 Also, pieces in triple
meter were converted to duple meter by either augmentation or diminution of the
melody's rhythm. An application of stylistic features such as the “oom-pa, oom-pa”
engine provided by the bass and alto/tenor parts, and prevalence of dotted rhythms in
both the melodic and accompanying material would help make any tune appropriate for
the march. The prominence of the quickstep in the repertory of Civil War bands is
evidenced not only in its frequent appearance in band books but also in the very design of
the instruments. Bands outfitted themselves with rear-facing, “over-the-shoulder”
instruments so that the sound of the band would be projected to the soldiers marching
behind as the band would have been positioned at the front of a column. Allen
Dodworth, bandmaster and music publisher, commented on the functionality of over-theshoulder saxhorns in his publication Brass Band School: "In selecting the instruments,
attention should be paid to the use intended; if for military purposes only, those with bells
behind, over the shoulder, are preferable, as they throw all the tone to those who are
marching to it, but for any other purpose are not so good. These were first introduced by
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the Dodworth family in the year 1838."31 In spite of their lack of versatility, their
popularity is a testament to the primary importance of bands for providing music for the
march.

Evolution: Gilmore, Sousa, and the reintroduction of Winds
Patrick Gilmore (1829-1892) immigrated to the United States and settled in
Boston in 1849. He began his career as a cornet player but it was not long until Gilmore
began conducting brass bands in the United States. He achieved much acclaim while
leading the Salem Brass Band (1855-1858), performing for many prestigious events such
as the inauguration of President James Buchanan. In 1849, Gilmore started his own band
known as Gilmore's Band, which would enlist in the Union Army with the 24th
Massachusetts Infantry Regiment. While it appears Gilmore had an appreciation for
brass bands, given his upbringing, it also seems that he was enthusiastic about
orchestrating grand spectacles. Gilmore organized the first of his enormous events on
March 4, 1864, in New Orleans for the inauguration of Michael Hahn as Governor of
Louisiana. The band for this occasion surpassed 500 members and accompanied a chorus
of more than 6000 singers. Concerned that the ensemble was not yet grand enough,
Gilmore secured the services of 50 canons and 40 soldiers striking anvils as he also
arranged for the concurrent clamoring of all New Orleans’schurch bells. Instead of
satisfying his penchant for excess, the grand inauguration in Louisiana seems to have
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ignited a passion for the extravagant spectacle. In 1869, he doubled his forces from New
Orleans with the National Peace Jubilee and Music Festival in Boston, only to triple the
size of the event for the World Peace Jubilee and International Music Festival, in that
same city in 1872.32 This final event lasted 18 days and was held in a temporary coliseum
built to seat 100,000 spectators that housed a 43-foot high pipe organ. The event included
performers and ensembles from across the globe, including Johann Strauss Jr, who
conducted a performance of Verdi’s Il Trovatore, with a 2000 piece orchestra and a
20,000-voice choir. Dwight’s Journal of Music reported on the reception of the event:
"The great, usurping, tyrannizing, noisy and pretentious thing is over, and there is a
general feeling of relief, as if a heavy, brooding nightmare had been lifted from us all."33
It is not surprising then, that this was the last of Gilmore’s grand musical festivals.
While the public's appetite for extravagant festivals waned, Gilmore’s penchant
for excess led to Gilmore's expansion of the brass band by the reintroduction of the
clarinet and eventually the permanent inclusion of woodwinds in his group. Jon Newsom
proposed that Gilmore’s band inspired other bands to follow suit in adding woodwinds to
the, formerly, all-brass band, and also to raise the standard of their of performance and
expand their repertoire.34 Richard Goldman credits Gilmore’s influence in introducing
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mixed-wind bands into a musical culture previously dominated by the brass band.35
While some bands began to imitate Gilmore's orchestration, his most important impact
was on the career of John Philip Sousa, who picked up where Gilmore left off, continuing
the march toward the modern American wind band.
John Philip Sousa (1854-1932) was born to António de Sousa (Portuguese), a
trombonist in the Marine Band, and Maria Elisabeth Trinkhaus (Bavarian) in
Washington, D.C. As a child, he studied violin, piano, singing, flute and several brass
instruments at the Esputa Conservatory of Music. He enlisted in the Marine Corps Band
as an apprentice musician at the age of 13, under the direction of Francis M. Scala
(c.1819-1903).36 While indeed the most famous composer and conductor in the
American band tradition, Sousa’s musical career, and experiences were, in fact, quite
broad and diverse. This variety of skills would later influence his concert programming as
a conductor with the Marine Band, but especially with his own band. His early career was
split between playing trombone as apprentice musician in the Marine band and
performing violin in orchestras around the Washington D.C. area (including playing with
an adult quadrille orchestra that he organized himself when he was 11). He left the
Marine Band when he was twenty years old and began working full-time as a violinist
and conductor in and around Washington, D.C. In 1876 he took a position in the first
violin section of the International Exhibition Orchestra, conducted by Jacques Offenbach,
at the American centenary celebration in Philadelphia. It was while he was there that he
had his first personal contact with Patrick Gilmore and his band. Gilmore’s influence
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would prove profound later in Sousa's life. After the Exhibition, Sousa stayed in
Philadelphia and continued his musical career working for several theatres, even drawing
praise from Gilbert and Sullivan.37
In 1880, the President’s Own Marine Band appointed Sousa as its director. The
Marine Band, unlike most other American military ensembles during the Civil War, had
an unbroken tradition as a mixed-wind band. This was mainly on account of their Italianborn and educated director, Francis Scala, whose ensembles more closely resembled
European military bands than American brass bands in their instrumentation and
repertoire. Captain Frank Byrne, Marine Band historian, notes the influence of Scala:
During his 16 years as Leader, Scala increased the size of the band from the ten or
so musicians he found when he joined the band to approximately 35 pieces at the
time of his retirement. More importantly, he established and maintained a full
compliment [sic] of woodwinds in the band during the Civil War period, a time
when many bands were dominated (if not composed entirely) by brass
instruments. Scala’s foresight in keeping the balanced instrumentation of both
woodwinds and brass gave the Marine Band a continuity matched by few other
organizations and set the stage for the further developments which were
accomplished under the leadership of John Philip Sousa.38
Combining the tradition of Scala, the influence of Gilmore, his unrelenting pursuit of
musical excellence, and a grand sense of theatrical performance, Sousa led the Marine
Band to unparalleled success. The reputation of the band soared, and his celebrity grew as
Sousa embarked on two national tours during his final two years as director. These tours,
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managed and promoted by David Blakely, sparked in Sousa a desire for something
beyond what the Marine band could provide. Blakely, who formerly managed Gilmore's
band, convinced Sousa to form his own band, and in 1892 “Sousa’s Band” was born.
This new band toured North America each year, and made five international tours,
between 1892 and 1931, performing over 15,000 concerts during that time.39 These
yearly tours propelled Sousa into a level of stardom not before seen by an American
musician.40 Otis Skinner, a prominent stage actor, suggested it wasn’t only the musical
excellence of his band that fueled his popularity:
Sousa is away ahead of us all. Watch him in his exquisite art of dress, his makeup, his fascinating stage manner, his abandon to the character of the music his
band plays and his magnetic capture of the audience. Of course, his band is the
greatest on earth and that has something to do with it, but Sousa is the best actor
America ever produced.41
He went beyond being merely a musical celebrity and became an American cultural icon
that was ideally suited to turn-of-the-century hopes and expectations of audiences across
America. As Warfield concludes, “Sousa was well matched to his time, and he was able
to sell a dramatic character—masculine, commanding, and accessible—to an audience
happily cheering the self-reliant man many of them hoped to become.”42
During these years of touring, Sousa’s band had a dichotomous relationship with
town brass bands across the country. On the one hand, Jon Newsome argues that it was
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the cultural traditions, artistic and social, of these town brass bands that provided the
ideal climate for Sousa to flourish. 43 On the other hand, Sousa’s popularity marked the
end of the town brass band tradition, as band after band sought to emulate the band of the
March King by expanding their instrumentation and finding a greater sense of
professionalism.
While Gilmore expanded the brass band’s instrumentation to include winds, it
was Sousa that established the sound of the wind section as the dominant timbre of the
American wind band. Francis Mayer in his dissertation, “A History of Scoring for Band,”
discusses Sousa's instrumental development and his new emphasis on woodwinds:
“Although it is impossible to establish the chronology of the library there is obvious
development toward colorful and distinctive instrumentation based not on parallelism but
on the concept of the band as a new medium; throughout [Sousa's career] there is definite
emphasis on the woodwind section as diapason to a degree not found in earlier
[composers'] works.”44 The overwhelming success of the tours by Sousa and his band
helped complete this evolution of bands in America, from brass bands to the modern
American wind band, such that by 1930s, there was hardly a brass band left in the
country.
While in the 1880s there were few American orchestras, it was bands that served
as the mediator of high art to the masses. Sousa continued the tradition of the American
brass band by building much of his concert repertoire from arias and overtures from the
opera stage. His background as a violinist, his skill at band management and conducting,
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and his sense of drama, enabled him to take this programming model to a higher level. By
employing virtuoso vocal and violin soloists, as well as maintaining an exceptional band
full of renowned soloists, Sousa’s concerts were can't-miss events when they arrived in
town. His dual command of the audience and his musicians enabled him to inject his
performances with spontaneity when the audience’s attention seemed to be slipping. In
these moments, he was liable to call on the band to insert a show-stopping march, for
which he was most famous, but the genre most notably sparse in its appearance in printed
concert programs. Figure 3.1 shows a typical program for a concert with "Sousa and His
Band."
Professional wind bands in America reached their zenith during the Sousa era
(1880-1925), even becoming, as Frank Battisti suggests, the nation’s most popular form
of entertainment.45 However, as can be seen from the repertoire of Sousa’s band, along
with his projected identity of manliness and virtue, and the socio-historical context of
bands in America as both martial music and as purveyors and mediators of high art, this
popularity crossed class barriers in a way that other popular musics, past and present,
have not.
There are three tangible ways to see the pre-eminence of Sousa during this era.
First, the evolution of town brass bands toward mixed-winds bands were modeled after
Sousa’s instrumentation. Second, the popularity of his music is seen in the quantity of
performances of Sousa’s compositions by other mixed-wind bands. And third, the extent
to which other winds bands recorded Sousa's music. Walter Mitziga reports that no other
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composer had more recordings made of his compositions during the “history of
gramophone” than Sousa.46
Figure 3.1 Grand Concert by SOUSA AND HIS BAND
Thursday, October 18, 1906, Evening, 8-10
1. Overture, “Poet and Peasant”

Weber

2. Song for cornet “The Lost Chord”
Mr. Herbert L. Clarke

Sullivan

3. Songs of Grace and Songs of Glory
(A collection of hymn tunes of the American
Churches introducing “Lead Kindly Light” and
“Nearer My God to Thee,” two favorite hymns
of the late President McKinley)

Sousa

4. Aria for soprano, “Samson and Delilah”
Miss Ada Chambers

St. Säens

5. Gems from “Lady Madcap” (new)

Rubens

6. Second Polonaise

Liszt

7. a. Caprice, “Paradise on Earth” (new)
b. March, “King Cotton”

Einoedshofer
Sousa

8. Violin Solo- “Prize Song”
from Die Meistersinger,
Miss Jeannette Powers

Wagner

9. Overture, “William Tell”

Rossini47
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Walter Mitziga, John Philip Sousa: Compositions Recorded: The Sound of Sousa
(Chicago: South Shore Printers, 1986). 10. Mitziga does not delimit the timeframe he is
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holds a sound recording collection compiled by Mitziga that contains recordings from
1910-1958. This distinction made by Mitziga is also ironic, because Sousa despised
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This program order is duplicated from Richard K. Hansen, American Wind Band: A
Cultural History (Chicago: Gia Publications, 2005), 47.
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Mitziga, in the introduction to his book, John Philip Sousa, describes playing in a
brass band in 1933 and speaks of that band’s growing instrumentation being enlarged to
include woodwinds so that its repertory might include the works of Sousa.48 It is rational
to assume this was a common motive for the growing instrumentation of these evolving
bands at the beginning of the twentieth century. In his entry on bands for the New Grove
Dictionary, Raoul Camus shows the expansion of band instrumentation throughout the
last two centuries.49 It demonstrates the formalizing of the modern wind band
instrumentation and the disappearance of the most distinctive brass band instruments,
such as the E-flat soprano cornet and alto and tenor horns by 1900. It also shows a
gradual shift from cornets to trumpets around the same time as the removal of the other
saxhorns. Although cornets do reappear later, this reintroduction comes well after brass
bands have all but vanished in the United States.
It was not just that the brass band movement in America preceded the wind
band’s flourishing under Sousa, it is that brass bands provided the context and structure
from which the American wind band tradition grew. As Jon Newsom reminds us, the
brass band “helped produce the culture in which [Sousa] flourished. The brass band
movement, was also the foundation of the community bands that continue to thrive as an
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American tradition that has many facets, not only artistic but social.”50 This social and
communal facet of the American community band tradition is consistent with the brass
band movement internationally, which was primarily an amateur and civic endeavor.
Trevor Herbert, in his book, The British Brass Band, suggests “One of the achievements
of the brass band movement is that it created what was probably the first mass
engagement of working-class people in instrumental art music…”51 While Herbert is
speaking specifically about British brass bands, the engagement of working-class people
in brass bands was an international phenomenon, and it is undoubtedly true that the
performance of art music by brass bands was as essential to the repertoire of American
brass bands as it was to their transatlantic neighbors. However, because of the appeal of
brass bands across the entirety of the social strata, Sousa was able to achieve a level of
prominence unparalleled by any British bandmaster or composer for band. The American
brass band’s role as purveyor of art music was one of the foundations upon which Sousa
built as he helped create and codify the performance practice and instrumentation of the
American wind band tradition. It is the reintroduction of wind instruments into the brass
band that makes the American wind band tradition distinct from other military band
traditions in Europe. While the brass band reached its zenith in America during the civil
war, its origins were not directly from the military band tradition.52
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ONWARD CHRISTIAN SOLDIER SONGS
Much like the sound of a band on the march, the impact of brass bands in
American culture did not remain linearly contained. Instead, its influences were
particularly profound through the proliferation of bands throughout the Civil War, such
that when the last shots of the Civil War faded into silence, the sound of warfare did not
stop in America. Instead, a conflict that pitted brother against brother in bloody battle was
transfigured into an assault that united the re-unified nation in a spiritual skirmish against
Satan and sin. The sound of this combat was no longer the deafening roar of cannon and
rifle, but now it rang out as thousands of voices, gathered in song, resolutely marching as
to war. Militarism became progressively more pervasive throughout civilian society and
created a metaphor that increasingly became embedded in the content of hymns and
gospel songs through emulation of the martial musical style of Civil War brass bands.
While the impact of the Civil War was overwhelming, it was not the sole source
of militarism in religious and civilian life. The appearance and development of militancy
in civic organizations was not a new phenomenon in the years following the Civil War,
but the number of groups adopting this metaphor and the success those groups had in
recruitment was on an entirely new scale. The Civil War did not create something new;
instead, it helped foster an environment where these old metaphors would become
increasingly more efficacious throughout the whole society.
The Second Great Awakening (c.1799-c.1844) was a revival that led to a new
emphasis on personal salvation and the ability of the individual Christian to understand
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the Bible as the simple and clear word of God.53 As the most significant religious
movement in nineteenth century America, it would also have dramatic effects on what
and how the church sang. This revival was essentially a marriage of Christianity and the
Enlightenment. With a new emphasis on Christian reason, the believer was able to have
confidence in the validity of his or her own faith and principles. The revivalism that
spread throughout the country, both North and South, led Christians from each region to
vastly different conclusions regarding how their similar faith realized itself in daily life,
especially concerning the issues of slavery and self-government. Mark Noll articulates
this very clearly in The Civil War as a Theological Crisis:
Belief that God controlled events had always been foundational wherever biblical
religion prevailed. Yet in nineteenth-century America, confidence in the human
ability to fathom God’s providential actions rose to new heights. When the
prevalence of religious conviction was added to widespread self-confidence in the
powers of human perception, assessment, and interpretation, the result was a
flourishing of providential reasoning. Americans thought they could see clearly
what the world was like, what God was like, what factors drove the world, who
was responsible for events, and how the moral balance sheet should read. They
were children of the Enlightenment as well as children of God.54
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The Second Great Awakening was a revival that spread across the United States and
emphasized the personal experience of Christianity. Its most prominent ritual was the
multi-day, charismatic camp meeting. “[It] created a common evangelical theology of
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This sense of certainty in their ability to ascertain God’s providential will led soldiers on
both fronts to feel as though they were fighting a sacred war. Lincoln spoke eloquently on
this paradox in his second inaugural address:
Both read the same Bible and pray to the same God, and each invokes His aid
against the other. It may seem strange that any men should dare to ask a just God's
assistance in wringing their bread from the sweat of other men's faces, but let us
judge not, that we be not judged. The prayers of both could not be answered. That
of neither has been answered fully. The Almighty has His own purposes.55
Mark Noll suggests that by 1860, religion in America had reached a pinnacle of cultural
relevance and public influence.56 These factors contributed to making the Civil War
America’s most religious war, and given the proliferation of brass bands throughout the
conflict on both sides, it was simultaneously the most musical conflict as well.
In Three Centuries of American Hymnody, Henry Wilder Foote wrote of the shift
that was taking place in American sacred music at the close of Civil War:
Younger hymn writers… produced hymns of distinctive types, especially in the
field of evangelism, and in the more advanced interpretations of religion. The
great wave of enthusiasm for missions which marked the period from about 1820
to about 1870 had passed its crest, and with it ebbed the impulse to write
missionary hymns. In their place came the gospel songs which swept the country
as a concomitant of the revival movement in which Moody and Sankey were the
leaders.57
The shift to domestic evangelism motivated the adoption of a more popular hymnody,
what would come to be called gospel songs. Often, new sacred texts would pair with
popular tunes, and there were no more popular tunes in the era of reconstruction than
those played by brass bands. The most well-known example of this sort of contrafact is
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the repurposing of the melody used for “John Brown’s Body.”58 In this instance, the older
words to the song were discarded, and the song was given new life with the text that has
become known as “The Battle Hymn of the Republic,” which became a favorite song in
encampments of the Union army.59 While the original words sacralized the death of
militant abolitionist John Brown at Harper’s Ferry in his attempt to lead a slave uprising,
the words of “The Battle Hymn of the Republic” recast the Civil War as a conflict
increasingly made sacred as a fight to end slavery, particularly after the Emancipation
Proclamation. When sung on the march and in the camps of the Union army, the Battle
Hymn injected an armed conflict with a consecrated purpose.
After the war, the same song, now sung in evangelical camp meetings, instilled a
spirit of militarism in the saving of sinners and the sanctification of saints. This sort of
contrafact was common after the war, with countless melodies from the repertoire of
Civil War brass band becoming retrofitted for church service. Evangelists did not solely
use contrafactum for the creation of a new populist hymnody, but they also called upon
composers to write new gospel songs in a similar style. William Harper commented on
Dwight D. Moody's intentional marketing targeted at military men in YMCA meetings
for: “Moody had come to the fore as an evangelist for the YMCA during the Civil War.
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The singing of those meetings was peppy and rhythmical, designed to catch the feelings
of men in battle.”60
Leonard Ratner, a music theorist, developed the term "topics" to refer to
characteristic figures found in music in the eighteenth century. These particular figures,
or topics, functioned as fixed and agreed- upon musical metaphors. In his book, Classic
Music: Expression, Form, and Style, Ratner shows how dotted rhythms in duple meter
drew an immediate allusion to the march, something that would be familiar from its use
in both ceremony and battle. 61
Its [the march’s] natural habitats were the parade ground and the battlefield,
where its moderately quick duple meter, dotted rhythms, and bold manner
quickened the spirit. If the minuet, the queen of 18th-century dances, symbolized
the social life of the elegant world, the march reminded the listener of authority,
of the cavalier and the manly virtues ascribed to him.62
If “moderately quick duple meter, dotted rhythms, and bold manner” drew an immediate
allusion of marching in eighteenth-century European life, how much more so would it
create a similar suggestion to Americans following the Civil War, a war that put
marching bands in every regiment, both North, and South? Steven Cornelius writes:
“Historians Lord and Wise state that by the end of 1861 the Union army had nearly
28,000 musicians enlisted of which about 14,000 were performing in 618 bands
averaging about twenty-three members each.”63 Following the war, these musicians that
survived the conflict would go home and repopulate town bands across the nation, and it
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would not just be their tunes that would find adoption in American sacred songs, but their
instruments as well. The most notable example of this is the Salvation Army, because of
its tradition of using brass bands in its services, but other denominations also employed
brass bands in worship and evangelism following the Civil War. A notable example of
both the Salvation Army’s use of brass bands in America and the use of similar
ensembles by other American denominations is the career George Ives (1845-1894),
father of composer Charles Ives (1874-1954). George Ives was the youngest bandmaster
in the Union Army during the Civil War, and following the war returned to Danbury,
Connecticut, where he continued his career in music by performing, teaching, and leading
brass bands, orchestras, and choirs, which included his leading brass bands at Methodist
camp meeting and even being hired by the Salvation Army to help develop a brass band
from local soldiers.64

CONCLUSION
When Salvationists arrived on American shores in 1878, their brass band tradition
in England was just beginning, and would not begin to take form in this country until
1884. The music of the earliest Salvationists in the United States was characterized by
similarities to the songs and styles of minstrelsy and the music hall. As such, one was
more likely to see Salvationists strumming banjos than blaring brassy horns. This
connection to the basest music of the poor and working classes made many Christians
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leery of this new armsless Army, these soldiers without swords. Christian communities,
in particular, found Salvationists and their worship style to be vulgar and distasteful.
Nonetheless, their music did make their intended converts, the least and lowest, seem
right at home. Brass bands in England, on account of their connection with working-class
miners, further credentialed Salvationists’ music as that of the working poor. However,
the nature of the social status of bands in America at the dawning of a Salvationist band
tradition in the United States meant that the Army band in America carried the cultural
marks of respectability, religiosity, and morality.
While brass bands, like those being employed by Salvationists in the late 1880s
and early 1890s, were disappearing in favor of the mixed-wind bands of Sousa, the
memory of Civil War brass bands was not distant in the minds of most Americans.
Seeing uniformed soldiers playing in brass bands while on the march through city streets
would have called to account the memory of the Civil War, which was America’s most
musical and religious conflict. It would have also drawn connections with America’s
most prominent celebrity and ideal man, John Philip Sousa, whose quasi-militaristic
Sousa’s Band, was continually touring the nation. The new martial musical style of
gospel songs would find a perfect vehicle in Salvationist brass bands. Further, the
correlation of the martial topic in these gospel songs and the extreme militarism of the
Salvation Army would make it such that the activity of Salvation Army bands would play
a critical role in the Salvationists moving from cultural outcasts to a cherished American
institution.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DISCIPLES OF NOISE: 1879-1886
Let all who desire chaste, elegant, indefinite poetry, and cold, quiet singing, look
elsewhere. Let all who love these songs sing up, that every poor sinner may hear them.
—William Booth, Preface to Songs of the Salvation Army, 18801
INTRODUCTION
The most common image of the music of Salvationists is that of a small brass band on
a city street, so much so that Edward McKinley suggests that "No religious organization
has ever become more certainly identified with one part of its ministry than has the
Salvation Army with its street corner bands. Their genial and brassy evangelism had
long since become a part of the national life."2 While this is the image that is the most
lasting, it is not an accurate picture of Salvationists’ music in its beginnings in the United
States: Salvationists were not blaring brassy horns, at least not yet. Instead, they were
raising a ruckus and disturbing the peace in a way that was objectionable to sinners and
saints alike. A reporter in Baltimore called them “disciples of noise.”3 A reporter from the
Catoctin Clarion in Mechanicstown, Maryland declared the Salvation Army a “howling
farce” and decried their activity as “ludicrous and brazen.” When concerned Christians
took the Salvation Army to court in Chicago in 1885, they found a sympathetic judge
who was not too pleased with what he saw in the Army's street corner services: “He
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described the Army as ‘a monkey show’ and complained the organization ‘gather[ed]
together all the worst types of people.’ He was particularly appalled by the Army's
‘[r]idiculous street parades, blatant discourses before gatherings of hoodlums and
[their]... imitation of religious rites.’ These sacrilegious ‘parod[ies of] religious
ceremonies,’ he said, ‘made the organization more than just a nuisance’ because they
fostered among ‘the ignorant and unthinking, a contempt for the religion these street
performers profess.’”4 Salvationists were not the first community to be decried for their
racket and impropriety, but their noisy demonstrations connected them in conduct and
reception to the “rough music” of detestable classes of uncivilized dissenters. These
accounts of their meetings, or “monkey shows,” draw allusions to minstrel shows,
vaudeville, and the loud offensive horn-blowing, pan-clanging “callithumpian bands”
described by Stephen Nissenbaum as ruining the peaceful celebrations of the dignified in
his book, The Battle for Christmas.5
ELIZA INVADES PHILADELPHIA
It was not the blast of the trumpet or the thunder of the big bass drum that marked the
beginning of the Salvation Army in the United States.6 There was no grand march or
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display of flags; there were not even military uniforms, as Salvationists wouldn’t adopt
the uniform in London until February of the following year. Instead, the first sentry of
Salvationists to begin inconspicuously the invasion of America was led by a seventeenyear-old girl, Lt. Eliza Shirley, and her mother, Annie. General Booth had only
begrudgingly permitted the young Lieutenant to use the Salvation Army’s name in
America, and this was only after working to persuade her to stay in England against her
father's wishes. Amos Shirley, also a Salvation Army convert, had immigrated to the
United States ahead of his wife and daughter to take up work as a foreman at a silk
manufacturing plant outside of Philadelphia, before sending for them to join him in
America. Upon their arrival, they immediately began making preparations for the work of
the Army to commence. Amos used his extra income to rent and furnish an abandoned
chair factory, dubbed the Salvation Factory, and plastered posters all over the
neighborhood calling the rich and poor to come to hear “Two Hallelujah Females” of the
Salvation Army “Speak and Sing in behalf of God and Precious Souls.”7 So, on October
5, 1879, while on their way to the first meeting, Eliza and Annie took up their position on
the corner of Fourth Street and Oxford, in Philadelphia. They sang the hymn, “Eden
Above,” and called for lost sinners to repent, before leading a lonely march back to the
Salvation Factory where a measly crowd of twelve Christian friends had come to support
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the devoted and courageous women.8 And thus, the grand Salvation War had been
brought to American soil.9
As Eliza and her mother, Annie, travelled across the Atlantic to join Amos in
Philadelphia, they must have often imagined their first meetings and the songs they
selected would not have been chosen haphazardly. As they began to sing, they declared
their mission and their purpose. “Eden Above,” included in Appendix 4.1, composed by
William Hunter, an Irish-born Methodist minister in Ohio, speaks with confidence of a
traveler on his way to heaven calling lost sinners to join him.10 The hymn first appeared
in The Minstrel of Zion, which was edited by Reverend Hunter, in 1854.11 In its first
appearances, it was rendered with straight eighth notes; however, like many similar
songs, it was infused with martial purpose as militarism embedded itself within the
American church around the time of the Civil War by altering pairs of the eighth notes
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into dotted-eighth-sixteenth notes, which, as discussed above in Chapter 3, were
identified by Leonard Ratner as the “martial topic” because of their prevalence in military
music dating back into the eighteenth century.12
In many Salvationist publications, substituting the word “Soldiers” in the place of
“Pilgrims” in the fifth verse further strengthened the militarism. Most Army publications
also removed the third verse, which declares that there will be no poverty in heaven,
where the verse also asserts also that all the saints will be wealthy. While this verse might
appear to be appealing to the poor and downtrodden who were objects of the Salvationist
mission, it is loaded with the unintended connotation that poverty is equated with
sinfulness while wealth is virtuous. While most Victorian-era Christians in both England
and the United States may have agreed with this sentiment, it stood against a central
premise of the Salvation Army—that the poor could be sanctified just as the wealthy and
that cultural uplift wasn’t a precondition to salvation or sanctification. Though we cannot
be sure what verses were sung by the Shirleys on that lonely winter night in Philadelphia,
we can be sure that they identified that their real home was located in heaven and
understood their place in America as only way station on their way to Glory. And while
no one returned with them to the repurposed chair factory that evening, soon many
American pilgrims would find themselves transformed into Soldiers in the Army of God.
If their first outing was a disappointment, their second was a disaster. McKinley
recounts that when they next ventured out, this time to Five Points, an impoverished
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industrial neighborhood, they were greeted with a shower of insults, mud, and garbage.13
This time they called upon a song with a similar message, “We Are Going to Wear a
Crown, to Wear a Starry Crown” (included in Appendix 4.2). This song, as did “Eden
Above,” stated the purpose and mission of these Salvationists within an eschatological
context – they were temporary travelers who belonged to another, heavenly land, while
simultaneously inviting the passing sinner to partake in this holy journey. This song was
sometimes attributed to E. E. Nickerson, who would have a short tenure as a Salvation
Army officer beginning in 1884, though it has its roots in Alabama around the time of the
Civil War, far from Nickerson’s home in the Northeast. William Barton notes the song as
an Alabama plantation song with syncopation and content that reminds one “of the
negro.”14 Richard Jackson suggests that "Seaborn M. Denson ... musical editor of the
1911 edition of The Original Sacred Harp ... told me he had heard this song sung in camp
meetings around Civil War times in northern Alabama."15 Regardless of where it was
from, this song became popular among Salvationists from the time of the Shirleys
through the early part of the 20th century, likely on account of its simple binary structure
making it simple to sing and remember. While it may not have been the most popular
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song, it was particularly singable and easy to learn. Each verse was composed of two
lines that would repeat. Further, only the first five syllables of each verse would change,
so that the first verse: “O we are going to wear a crown, to wear a starry crown,” would
be altered into a new verse by only replacing “O we are going” with any set of four to six
syllable text. The 1886 publication of Salvation Army Band Music offers ten possible
precursors to wearing that crown which range from, "you must repent," to "O come poor
drunkard,” such that this song could be adorned with new improvised verses that could be
tailored to the situation so that a person would not be surprised to find a verse suggesting
that, “Hey, you, over there, can wear a crown.” This simple structure was consistent with
many Salvationist songs of the time, which needed to be memorable and quickly learned
by crowds without the aid of hymnals. Salvationists valued many songs like the one
above, which were simple enough to be adaptable to be particularly relevant to specific
crowds by adjusting the text as necessary through incremental repetition. So, ideal songs
for service in the Army were simple, singable, and raucous enough to draw a crowd.
After their second fruitless night of evangelism was greeted with such hostility,
the Shirleys took their complaints of mistreatment to the mayor of Philadelphia, who told
them, according to Herbert Wisbey, that they were, themselves, the cause of the
annoyance and he ordered them off the streets.16 But the tepid response of the public and
the lack of empathy from the mayor did not deter the Shirleys from the mission to which
they were bound. Banned from the streets, they began holding their open-air meetings in
a vacant lot. With no crowds and almost no hope, they prayed fervently and trudged on,
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when one day, much to their surprise, they arrived and found their vacant lot occupied.
The crowd had not come to hear the preaching. Instead, they had gathered around a tar
fire set by some rowdy boys. Regardless of the reason for the crowd, the Shirleys
considered the fire providential and began singing the song, “Traveller, Whither Art
Though Going,” another American hymn that shared the same central theme as the songs
mentioned earlier. The full text of the song is included in Appendix 4.3. The chorus was
stridently confident:
For I’m going, yes, I’m going
To that land that has no storm.
The verses placed this confidence within the context of storms, danger, and
darkness. Altogether, this song reflected the circumstances, faith, and resolve of these
three immigrant soldiers. And this time, their faith and fervor resulted in an excited
crowd that stayed to listen to Amos's short message on grace. Ed McKinley beautifully
recounts what happened next, as "a drunken, rumpled man, who proved later to be a
notorious local known only as ‘Reddie,’ struggled forward to ask, in his bewilderment, if
such Good News could be for the likes of him?”17 He, and many of the crowd who were
amazed at what they saw, and trudged with the Shirleys eight blocks back to the
Salvation Factory. Once they arrived, Reddie fell asleep, as the Shirleys conducted a
meeting while they waited for him to wake up. When after an hour he woke up, he was
converted on the spot. Now that the first American convert had been won, the attack on
sin and darkness in America began apace. Herbert Wisbey summarizes the immediate
success that followed:
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When the news that "Reddie" had joined the Salvation Army reached his old
cronies, many of them came around to see for themselves, and the Salvation
Factory was filled night after night and the penitent form lined with seekers.
Money poured in, and the old building was made comfortable for the winter. A
reporter from the Philadelphia News was sent to look up "the two Hallelujah
Females" who were the object of so much commotion. He attended one of the
meetings, interviewed Amos Shirley, and wrote a lengthy account of the work of
the Shirleys for his paper. The Shirleys' Salvation Army was a success. Eliza
Shirley was able to write to General Booth, telling of their work and enclosing a
clipping from the newspaper.18
This account not only previews the battle plan for the future success of
Salvationists in America—use of testimonies of the saved to draw new converts—but it
also foreshadows the persecution the Salvationists would encounter. Because while the
attention the Shirleys received for their conquest brought numbers and success, the article
in the paper caused Amos's boss to give him an ultimatum—either he needed to abandon
his post and activity in the Salvation Army, or he would lose his job. For him the choice
was clear: he gave up his work in the factory and took leadership of the mission full-time.
Just two months after the conversion of Reddie, in January of 1880, Eliza and a
new young female convert split off from the Corps at the Salvation Factory and opened a
new corps in a hall in West Philadelphia, on the corner of Forty-Second Street and
Market. The success of this new outpost rivaled the first. The Shirleys sent reports of
their astounding success to General Booth in London, and the decision was made to send
George Scott Railton to lead an official invasion of the New World.
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RAILTON LANDS AT HARRY HILL’S
The expedition of Commissioner George Scott Railton and his seven Hallelujah
Lasses, who were selected so that they could marry American converts and ensure a less
colonial Army, embarked from England on February 14th, 1880, just three months after
Reddie’s conversion in Philadelphia. Their farewell celebration in London marked the
first time that an official Salvation Army uniform was worn, and it was seen on the newly
minted “Commissioner” and his seven lasses bound for a new land. They boarded the
Anchor Liner Australia after being presented with two flags, one for the Shirleys’ corps
in Philadelphia, and one for the opening of work in New York.19 These flags, seen in
figure 4.1, were made especially for this occasion and included a small American flag in
the upper left hand corner, and as such were duplicitous in their messaging in a way that
foreshadowed an identity crisis for Salvationists in America—which flag would hold the
dearest place in their hearts and to which flag would they always be true?
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The Salvation Army flag first appeared when Catherine Booth gave one as a gift to
Captain C. Reynolds of the Coventry Corps in September 1878. The first flags were very
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Figure 4.1 – Railton and Seven Hallelujah Lasses disembark the Australia at Battery
Park, New York City.20

The Salvationist invaders came with a big vision and grand dreams that were
contrasted in equal measure by a lack of foresight and planning. Edward McKinley sums
up the grandeur and irony of this fantastic endeavor at the beginning of his book,
Marching to Glory:
They came to launch a great crusade. By all odds, they should have failed on the spot,
outright and finally. Led by an amiable eccentric, as single-minded as an arrow in
flight (but who proved in the end to be as ill-fitted to this grand endeavor as he was to
many smaller ones), were seven women so graceless that their leader referred to them
affectionately as “half-a-dozen ignoramuses.” This was the pioneer party of The
Salvation Army. They struggled with a flag, luggage, and the other passengers down
the gangplank of the steamer Australia at Castle Garden, New York City, on March
10, 1880, to claim America for God.21
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Immediately upon stepping on American soil after exiting the Australia, the eight
eager Salvationists dramatically planted their flag and began to sing the following song to
the tune of the verse of Stephen Foster's "My Old Kentucky Home.”22
Example 4.1 – Text of “With a Sorrow for Sin.”
1. With a sorrow for sin let repentance begin,
Then conversion, of course, will draw nigh;
But still washed in the blood of a crucified Lord,
We shall never be ready to die
2. And that you may succeed, come along with all speed
To a Saviour who will not deny;
Tell him plainly, in brief, that for sin you feel grief,
And you long to be ready to die.
3. We’ve His word and His oath, and His blood seals them both,
And we’re sure the Almighty can’t lie,
If you do not delay, but repent while you may,
He will soon make you ready to die.
4. When the fight we have done and the victory won,
We to mansions of glory shall fly;
There eternally praise the blest Ancient of Days,
For His love made us ready to die.23
This obscure hymn carried a central message about the identity of the
Salvationists—they were coming to fight and win America for God, and they were
prepared to die in the process. It further appropriated the melody of a nostalgic American
song, which longed for a return to an idyllic home. While this hymn lays out the path to
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Salvation for the sinner, it is much more interested in calling the Christian to be faithful
unto death, so that the believer might arrive at a sun-soaked home in glory. Further,
Railton hoped that the melody of this immensely popular Stephen Foster song might
ingratiate the Salvationists to an American audience. Choosing one of Foster’s minstrel
songs, and not his parlor songs, indicated what segment of the population the Army was
targeting.
The sight of these singing soldiers began to draw a crowd before a shift to a more
evangelistic hymn, “You Must Be a Lover of the Lord.” This is the only other text that
was reported to have been sung that day by the eight Salvationists, and the New York
Times, while not commenting on the text of the songs, recalled that two American tunes
were used by the Salvationists: “My Old Kentucky Home,” which matches metrically
with the text listed above, and “Way Down on the Suwanee River.” While the text of the
chorus, “You Must be a Lover of the Lord,” does not fit the melody of the chorus to
Suwanee River in an obvious way, it could be managed as shown in Example 4.2. While
the singing and grand display initially drew a crowd that soon dissipated, the new
dispatch of the Salvation Army met with Amos Shirley and a few Christian supporters
eager to aid in the Army’s work in America and began making practical arrangements
and planning for the next meetings.
Example 4.2 – Chorus of “You Must Be a Lover of the Lord,” set to the melody
of the chorus of “Way Down on the Suwanee River.”
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Eager to make a splash, and demonstrate the success of the Army’s methods,
Railton eschewed the advice from some Christian friends and supporters and accepted an
invitation from Harry Hill to appear at his variety theater that Sunday evening. While
Hill’s theater had some famous patrons, including Mark Twain and Thomas Edison, who
made the theater one of the first buildings illuminated with electric lights, it was not
regarded as a place for respectable people. Described by Edward van Every as “one of the
best worst places,” Harry Hill’s seemed like an ideal place for an Army that was
accustomed to conscripting brothels and music halls into service for God.24 Though while
the eight eager Salvationists had no concern being seen in such an establishment,
Christians who may have been eager to help previously were indeed disturbed to find
seven young Christian women take the stage in a hall described by Edward Martin as a
“place in which no virtuous woman is ever seen.”25 While virtuous women may have
been a rarity, fighting women were not, as Hill had been well-known for staging the first
female prize fight in 1776. In this regard, it might be that Harry Hill's was the most
logical place for a Railton and seven women to begin their battle against the devil on
American soil.
The only songs recorded from the service that evening at the variety theater were
two songs already used by Salvationists in America, "You Must Be a Lover of the Lord"
and "Eden Above." The songs were sung in a manner consistent with Salvationist
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practice in England, where verses would be read or sung and explained while the chorus
would be joined in on by the whole army and as much of the audience as could be
compelled to sing. Wisbey recounts the performance of “Eden Above” colorfully:
One of the young women ‘intoned a hymn in a high, tremulous voice, dropping
her ‘h's' and inserting ‘ahs' with rising inflection as she raised herself on her toes
in a manner that made the irreverent audience laugh. The hymn as she read it
invited the ‘'appy pilgrim’ to go to the Eden above, and the concluding refrain,
‘We will go,’ sung by the whole army was applauded with energy.”26
The choice of the text used by Salvationists when singing the final verse of “Eden
Above” can be telling. As mentioned previously, the 1880 edition of the Salvation Army
Music retains the word “pilgrim” from the original, and it is that version which was sung
or intoned at Harry Hill's. This is a reminder that while the Salvationists readily adopted
the military metaphor, it was not entirely pervasive. The name of the organization had
only been changed from the Christian Mission to the Salvation Army just over a year
before, and this performance at the variety theater would only have been the third time
that any of these Salvationists would have conducted a service in their uniforms. Most of
the Salvationists in the room that evening would not go on to have long careers as
Salvation Army officers. As suggested in chapter 1, Salvationism would eventually take
on a nationalistic identity, but at this point, the Salvation Army was so new that the
strength of its mark on the identity of these officers would have been less developed.27
More than anything, these Salvationists were travelers and pilgrims, understood in both a
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practical way as English immigrants in a new land, but also in an existential way as
citizens of Heaven making their way home.
The event was covered in local newspapers, which were unimpressed by both the
Army’s approach and the crowd that was drummed up for the service. The New York
Herald did not pull punches in its assessment of the crowd:
A more motley, vice-smitten, pestilence-breeding, congregation could seldom be
found in a house of worship. There were Negroes, dancing girls, prostitutes, and
station house tramps sandwiched between well-dressed visitors who had
sauntered in out of curiosity… The floors were as clean as a deck of a man-ofwar, but in a few minutes they were frescoed with tobacco juice, the stench
became overpowering, and a yellow-fever pest-house could not have been less
attractive.28
While newspaper reporters and genteel Christians might have found the crowd at
Harry Hill's objectionable and inappropriate for Christian service, it was precisely the sort
of crowd for which Railton was looking. It was the belief and practice of the Army to
seek out the worst sinners of society, convert them and enroll them in service as a
“triumphant advertisement.”29 However, no one responded to the penitent form
(Salvationists’ term for the altar) when the call for repentance was made.30 It seemed at
the close of the service that the evening had been a failure. But just outside the doors to
Harry Hill’s, which had charged twenty-five cents for admissions, stood a notorious
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drunkard who could not afford a seat inside. James Kemp, known as “Ash-Barrel Jimmy”
after a police officer had found him drunk and asleep inside an empty ash-barrel, had
been ordered by a magistrate court to attend the curious Salvation Army act at Harry
Hill’s variety theater. Though unable to get in that night, he did make his way, drunkenly,
to the Salvationists’ meeting the next evening at the Hudson River Hall. When finally
allowed in by Railton himself after being denied entrance by policemen at the gate, AshBarrel Jimmy became the first convert of the Salvation Army in New York. And true to
the plan of attack, this conversion of a well-known drunkard and sinner brought crowds,
credibility, and money from those impressed at the work of this odd little army. The
funds collected were sufficient to begin renting their own hall, the Grand Union on
Fourth Avenue, which was known as the “Blood and Fire New York No. 1 Corps.”31
James Kemp’s story of salvation was repeated and reprinted many times over, as he
served as a faithful soldier and eventually an officer up to his death in 1895, while
serving as a Captain for the Salvation Army in Boston, Massachusetts.32
When Commissioner Railton arrived in New York in March of 1880, he was
confident that he would win America for God and the Salvation Army. However, General
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Booth recalled him to London on January 1, 1881. In his ten months as National
Commander, Railton established National Headquarters, as it were, in New York, before
relocating it to Philadelphia on March 24 and then to St. Louis in November. To call his
offices a headquarters is a bit of an overstatement, as they amounted to little more than
the place where Railton was. When the Salvation Army returned to St. Louis seven years
later, the officers were under the impression that they were the first Salvationists to open
the work in that city.
While Railton’s tenure was short and ineffectual, most of the seven Hallelujah
Lasses fared worse. Only two, Emma Westbrook and Clara Price, would remain as
officers in America through the summer, though Emma Morris would return later. Of the
lassies, Emma Westbrook had the most significant impact, serving as a successful officer
in the country until her retirement in 1920. After returning from England, Emma Morris
served as an officer for 16 years in the United States, before resigning to get married. She
remained faithful to the Army throughout her life, and to this day many of her
descendants still serve as soldiers and officers.33 Despite Railton’s intention, none of the
seven Hallelujah Lasses attracted American suitors to Salvation Army officership.
As Railton returned to England after being recalled by General Booth, he felt the
pangs of disappointment at an invasion that was by the most gracious assessment left
unfinished, though by most measures an abject failure. He obediently departed for
England against his objections, not sure what awaited him upon his return. As he
traveled, he composed the words to one of his best-known hymns, which is still included
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in the Salvation Army Songbook, “No Home on Earth Have I.” This text, shown in
Example 4.3, is most commonly set to the tune “Chalvey,” which was usually associated
at the time with the hymn text “A Few More Years Shall Roll,” included in Appendix
4.6, a hymn that would have been a comfort to Railton as he faced uncertainty and doubt
as to his future.34 The text of “A Few More Years Shall Roll” contrasts the challenge of
temporal life with the great rest, sweetness, gladness, and great joy of Heaven. The final
verse, with its promise of calm after storms and tempests, must have been especially
poignant after he had spent the previous nine months crisscrossing the country in what
now may have seemed to have been futile endeavor to save a new country that he appears
to have loved.35 It was likely to this tune, and against this context that Railton composed
the words to this new Salvationist anthem that places his identity, trust, and obedience
firmly in the hands of God, and begins to lay the groundwork for an understanding of a
Salvationist identity that is divorced from geopolitical nationalism.
Example 4.3 – Text of “No Home on Earth Have I.”36
No home on earth have I,
No nation owns my soul,
My dwelling place is the Most High,
I'm under His control.
O'er all the earth alike,
My Father's grand domain,
Each land and sea with Him alike
O'er all He yet shall reign.
34
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No place on earth I own,
No field, no house be mine;
Myself, my all I still disown,
My God, let all be Thine.
Into Thy gracious hands
My life is ever placed;
To die fulfilling Thy commands,
I march with bounding haste.
With Thee, my God, is Home;
With Thee is endless joy;
With Thee in ceaseless rest I roam;
With Thee, can death destroy?
With Thee, the east, the west,
The north, the south are one;
The battle's front I love the best,
And yet: Thy will be done.37
It was songs like this, and a life lived in full-obedience if not in the full-glory of
unquestioned success, that marked the influence of Railton upon the Salvation Army at
large, and especially among American Salvationists, who still see him has the great victor
of the Salvationist invasion of America. Eliza Shirley later reflected on his impact:
“Commissioner Railton was a pioneer. Poverty, privation, hardship, misrepresentation,
and persecution – these were a tonic to him. They were the elixir of life to his brave
elevated spirit. He was a pattern of Godliness, and truly gave us an example.”38
CONSOLIDATION AND GROWTH – 1881-1882
After Railton’s begrudging departure, Amos Shirley headed the Salvation Army
until Major Thomas Moore, previously the commander of the Salvation Army Corps in
London, arrived in June of 1881 as General Booth’s newly appointed national
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commander.39 While Railton had been hell-bent on expanding the Army in America, the
Army was undoubtedly spread beyond what it could maintain. So, as McKinley noted,
1881 was a year of consolidation.40 Many Americans saw this consolidation as a sign of
the failure of the Salvation Army in an American context. These views were reflected in a
report in the St. Louis Globe-Democrat, from June 12, 1881:
The signal failure of the “Salvation Army” in this country, says the Central Christian
Advocate, while it is accomplishing so much good in parts of England can not
perhaps be fully explained. The methods employed had not a single element of
attraction for our people; indeed they were so contrary to all our notions of successful
religious work that they were repulsive to serious people, and a matter of amusement
for the wicked and careless. It is probable that under new circumstances in which they
were placed they had not competent leaders. In and about St. Louis they fell into the
hands of men devoid of religious character, in whom no one who knew them had the
slightest confidence.41
While the first months of Thomas Moore's tenure were characterized by
consolidations, the Salvation Army in America multiplied under his leadership. He was
dynamic, colorful, enthusiastic, encouraging, and well-liked by his officers. If 1881 had
been a year of consolidation after the departure of Railton and the appointment of
Thomas Moore, 1882 was a year of rapid growth and much noise. Salvationists,
encouraged by their growth became louder and more aggressive.
Following General Booth’s allowance of the use of brass bands in combat against
the devil in 1878, Salvationists in England quickly took up these noisy arms in battle. As
discussed in chapter two, the connection of brass bands to mining communities in
England further cemented the working class identity of the Salvation Army. In America,
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on the other hand, the lack of an orchestral tradition and the sacralization of brass bands
during the Civil War made it such that brass bands were not coded as working class in the
same way that they were in England. So that while the appeals to take up brass
instruments for service in the war were made to Salvationists on both sides of the
Atlantic, the call was not nearly as quickly efficacious in America.
The most important function of the Salvationist brass bands was attracting
attention and drawing a crowd, which was, in the words of William Booth, the “first
necessity of the movement.”42 Trevor Herbert commented on the synergy between the
Salvation Army and brass bands:
The shimmering clarity of the sound of brass combined with drums, gave added
substance to the [military] metaphor. Brass bands also had other advantages: they
were loud and vibrant, and contributed to a spectacle which must have been truly
eye-catching. Amid the throng, the uniforms, the swirling flags, the happy,
optimistic, self-confident exhortations of hope, the singing, and the beating of
tambourines and drums, the stirring sound of brass band music added a significant
dimension to the vivid image of Salvationism. Performance and display was one
of the crucial ritual instruments of the Army’s campaigns.43
In an attempt to mirror the success of Salvationist brass bands in England, the call
was put out for cornets in the War Cry on June 3, 1882.
Attention! -- Wanted, 1st Penn., corps a 1st and 2nd cornet or any instrument that
can be carried about. Captain Irons will be thankful if one of our readers having
such things, and are willing to give them to God, will send them along to 1822
Cemac street.44
A cornet came in to the 2nd New York Corps in February of 1883. However, they still
needed to place an advertisement to find “sanctified lungs to blow it.”
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2d N.Y. Army band
Received from W.K. Meserole, a fine Cornet. Want sanctified lungs to blow it.45
W.K. Meserole and his wife were well-known supporters of the arts in New York
City, and were apparently among the first well-to-do citizens there to support the work of
the Army. That there were no soldiers at the 2nd New York Corps who were able to blow
this cornet suggests that there was little interest among them in learning. Instead, the
music of Salvationists in America during the first half of the 1880s reflected the music of
the poor working class people they sought to evangelize in the tunes that were
appropriated for their songs and the instruments they used to amplify them. This meant
that many Army songs used minstrel tunes and minstrel instruments, much as employed
by the first band in Paterson. Diane Winston suggests that “in its early years the Army’s
strength was its ability to be a part of street life; its success was predicated on attracting
crowds who confused it with a circus, a variety show, or minstrelsy.”46 The War Cry was
filled with details of the activities of noted Salvationist banjo players such as the
“Converted Minstrel,” the “Blood-Washed Engineer,” and the “Hallelujah Minstrel.”47
Fiddles, tambourines, and bones, which were other staples of minstrel bands, were the
most common instruments used. This was not inconsistent with many of the first bands in
England, as Gordon Cox notes that they were "a hodgepodge of instrumentation, style,
and practice.”48 But they did not stay that way in England for long, as the brass band’s
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appeal and connection to the working class in England made the all-brass Salvation Army
band ubiquitous on English streets. However, Salvationist music in America remained a
hodgepodge of instrumentation, with appeals to initiate brass bands mostly failing until
the formation of the National Staff Band in 1887, with fewer than ten Salvationist brass
bands in America up to that point.
The entire nation seemed captivated by the activity of Salvationists throughout
1882. The Omaha Daily Bee ran a report on its front page from the Philadelphia Press, on
March 3, 1882, detailing the noise of the Army in that town. This account gives a graphic
description of colorful Salvationist characters, and the noise they made in proclaiming the
Kingdom of God. Salvationists marketed a “Real Salvation Spree” in advertising columns
of local papers the day before the attack took place. The Press described these
advertisements as a “strange compound of blasphemy and sensation.”49 The
advertisements promoted not only the Army, but also many of the colorful characters that
would be leading the attack: Shouting Annie, Charley the Salvation Wonder, and the
Hallelujah Drummer among them. The report of the assault was descriptive and thorough,
and helps one understand why many may have objected to Salvationists’ methods.
Shortly after 3 o’clock, noise without caused all eyes to turn toward the door-way,
through which there immediately strode, at a brisk gait, a short, thick-set man of
thirty, in cap and uniform, shouting a salvation army song at the top of his voice.
He was followed by a [straggling] procession of twenty-five men, women and
boys, bearing aloft a red flag, and each [vying] with the leader in power of lung,
but with little attempt at agreement in tune. Mounting the platform, where seats
had been reserved for them, the army entered upon the “spree” of the afternoon by
singing from the salvation army song book a hymn with the refrain,
“Then a soldier I shall be
Happy in Eternity,”
in which many of the audience joined. Standing upon the front of the platform
during the singing, and marking time with the most violent arm gymnastics, were
49
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the four leading warriors of the “blood and fire brigade.” Captain Irons, Captain
Light, Captain Pilgrim, and Shouting Annie. The last named are women of about
fifty years, both of swarthy complexion…
After the opening hymn, knee-drill was gone through with, each of the leaders
praying with unction, their companions punctuating their utterances with sighs
and groans, contortions of face and body and agonized interjections. The songs,
however, gave fuller vent to those noisy propensities, which are a large part of the
outfit of these enthusiasts. The words, while not always distinguished by that
delicacy which might be looked for in spiritual song, are wonderfully direct and
never forget to rhyme. Here is a couplet that was sung with much fervor:
“My old companion, fare you well;
I will not go with you to hell.:
Another favorite hymn had this reference to the gentleman below:
“The devil and me we can’t agree,
For I hate him and he hates me.”
This vindictive spirit cropped out in another song, beginning:
“We’ll roll the old chariot along,
But we won’t hang on behind,”
And then continuing”
“If the devil’s in the way we’ll roll it over him.”
These were sung with the swaying of the body, stamping of the feet and clapping
of the hands, and that [peculiar] delirium of ecstasy characteristic of the colored
brethren… At intervals they stopped short and broke in upon some familiar
hymn—and the service alternated. “I’ll meet my Sainted Mother Over There” was
sung over and over again, finally moving many of the audience to tears—the only
pathetic touch in the whole scene.”
A Young girl on the platform testified: “I mean to go to heaven, and I don’t care
what the people say; they can drag you to hell, but they can’t drag you out.”
“Amen,” “Praise God,” “Hallelujah,” came from all over the platform, and then
the enthusiasm found vent in the strain:
“I tumbled in the fountain
And He washed my sins away.”
“…Charlie, the Salvation Wonder,” proved to be a precocious youngster of ten
years. He sang, “Only an Armor-bearer,” in a shrill, piping voice, and then
proceeded to exhort the people with all the earnestness of a practiced public
orator.50
This account clearly shows that volume and noise seemed to be in higher demand
than pitch and reverence, which is consistent with General Booth's exhortation in the
preface to the song book that was likely used at this service: “Let all who desire chaste,
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elegant, indefinite poetry, and cold, quiet singing, look elsewhere. Let all who love these
songs sing up, that every poor sinner may hear them.”51 The reporter from the
Philadelphia Press was also keen to recognize that the songs sung were made up of
simple rhymes with short rhyming verses more like pub songs than church anthems. The
songs were sung with dancing and clapping, and focused on the life of the Soldier as
transient—as that of a pilgrim going home. They also show a strong belief in the devil
and spiritual warfare. However, these songs were not sung with any amount of fear of the
devil. Instead, they were sung with full confidence in their coming victory. The service
also shows that the Salvationists had little to no regard for social conventions. Women
and men, children and the aged, all were fit for service in the Army.
The Blood-Washed Warriors of Paterson, New Jersey – A Case Study
The summer of 1882 was especially eventful in Paterson, New Jersey, a bluecollar industrial town with a large immigrant population that staffed the town’s many silk
factories. The appearance of the first Salvation Army band in December was preluded by
much noise and controversy. One report suggested that Salvationists in Paterson “have
been in the habit of marching through the streets” singing “Right, left, right, left, the Lord
is right and the devil is left,” as well as “songs to the tune of ‘Champagne Charley,’ and
‘Up in a Balloon,’”52among others. The Paterson Daily News reported on the commotion
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that took place on Sunday, June 4: “The bloodwashed warriors and hallelujah lasses
marched through the streets singing sacred words to decidedly secular tunes, and
attracting a crowd and causing a tumult that seemed to the police and the city officials
prejudicial to the peace of the city.”53 So the police arrested the commanding officers of
the Paterson Corps, Captain Jonas Inman, and Lieutenant Charles Woods, and charged
them with disorderly conduct. A reporter from the Wheeling Daily Intelligencer detailed
the scene that followed the arrest of the two officers as they were taken to Police Court
and brought before the Court Recorder:
They were followed to the Police Court by the rest of the members of the “army,”
including several women, two of whom were dressed in uniform. The female
contingent fell upon their knees and uttered a fervent prayer, after which the
Recorder thought it was time for him to begin his proceedings.54 The officers
indignantly denied the charge of having been disorderly, and declared that the
vengeance of the Lord would fall heavily upon all who had been concerned in
arresting them. The Recorder asked them whether they desired a trial, and they
wanted to know who would have the hardihood to appear before the emissaries of
the Lord. The Recorder replied that the City Council would run that risk, and set
the case down for a hearing tomorrow afternoon. The army then endeavored to
convert some of the police, but not succeeding in making even the first
impression, retreated in good order.55
Over the next two and a half weeks the trial was postponed and delayed as the city
was broiled in controversy and much of the nation began to take notice – the events in
Paterson were reported in newspapers around the country. This controversy did not
dampen the spirits of the Salvationists; on the contrary, it strengthened their resolve. The
Paterson Daily Press reported on June 9 that there was "quite a noisy time last night in
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Pope's Hall," the building rented by the Salvation Army as its meeting hall, or in
Salvationist parlance, its barracks. On that evening, some young men made an attempt to
break up the meeting and the police were called to the scene but failed to apprehend the
troublemakers.
The New York Tribune reported that on Saturday, June 17 a “disturbance was
caused by some young ruffians in the audience, which almost caused a riot.”56 The
reporter favorably contrasted the fervent prayer of the Salvationists with hooting and
yelling of the ruffians. Things escalated when an attempt was made to clear the hall, "as
the boys began to overturn benches… Screams and cries of pain were heard intermingled
with the yells of the young ruffians." The police were again called, but failed to arrest the
troublemakers.
Many citizens stood up in defense of the Salvationists, noting that they had pure
intentions. Most notable among their supporters was the former Mayor of Paterson,
Socrates Tuttle, who volunteered his services to defend the Salvationists in their court
case. On June 10, the Paterson Daily Press published a report from The Churchman on
the growing acceptance in England of the Salvation Army, and the desire by some in the
Church of England to embrace the movement and incorporate it into the state church.57
The report for the Paterson paper called into question the tactics of the Army but then
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also appealed to the authorities to act more indulgently toward the Salvationists, while
suggesting that real disturbers of the peace were the "brutal roughs" and "mischievous
boys" who were in the habit of assaulting Salvationists in their mission.58
After many delays, the day of the trial finally arrived on June 21, 1882. The
former mayor of Paterson, the beloved Socrates Tuttle, volunteered his services to defend
the Salvationists. 59 He and the prosecutor, Mr. Griggs, argued vociferously back and
forth in a way that seemed both contentious and comical as they built their cases from
both American jurisprudence and the Bible. The reporter for the Daily Press described
the tilts between the lawyers as “many and sharp, though good-natured.”60 As to the
appeals to biblical texts, the reporter noted cheekily, “as usual the inspired volume was
made to prove two sides of a question.” The prosecutor appealed to 1 Peter 2:13, in
calling for the Salvationists to be subject to the ordinances of men, and Mr. Tuttle
accused the accusers of Pharisaism. In the end, the judge found the Salvationists guilty of
violating the law, but because he found them sincere, he suspended their sentence and
promised that they would receive adequate police protection in the future. He sternly
warned them not to repeat their offense. He did, however allow them to march, "but they
must be quiet and not behave in such a way as to attract a crowd on the streets.” After all
the drama and the suspended sentence, the judge must have certainly expected some level
of gratitude from Lt. Wood and Captain Inman. Instead, they informed all present that
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they would continue in the way they felt the Holy Spirit led them. The reporter noted
their response: “The officers of the Army then began a discussion in Court, and one of
them made quite a long speech, the purport of which was that they had not been violating
the law as they understood it, and that the ‘spirit’ would compel them to continue their
operations.”
The Salvationists followed through on their commitment to continue in the way
they saw fit by making a great deal of noise, and the promise of sufficient police
protection was maintained. However, while the presence of the police and arrests of
hoodlums disrupting services increased, the resistance to Salvation Army remained
undeterred.61
If the resistance to the Army proceeded undeterred following the trial of Lt. Wood
and Capt. Inman, the resolve and activity of the Salvationists increased significantly. The
officers received acclaim and notoriety amongst other Salvationists, and the “BloodWashed Warriors” began appearing more regularly in the War Cry, both in accounts from
their activity in Paterson, and reporting their appearances as regular special guests at
other Army meetings in other cities. One such occasion in Brooklyn was reported in the
July 22, 1882 edition of the War Cry. At the conclusion of the report, an account was
given of Lt. Wood singing and immortalizing the ordeal and recontextualizing it not as a
moment of trial and adversity, but as one of happiness and joy:
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…our Hallelujah Minstrel, Lieut. Harley [likely short for Charles] Wood, sang
and played on his banjo a song he seemed to make up as he went along, to the
tune "He was found Worthy," One verse ran like this:
"We have Capt. Inman, from Paterson, here.
He is so Happy,
He didn't go to prison, but he came very near,
Yes, He was happy,
We're a blood-washed crowd,
We're a blood-washed crowd,
We're a blood-washed crowd,
We are so happy,"62
Following the trial, a continuous stream of reports and editorials detailing the
attacks by Paterson hoodlums appeared in the paper throughout the year. In most
churches or organizations, attacks from the public and rebukes from the authorities would
be interpreted as negative or unfortunate. But to Salvationists, this seemed like part of the
plan. Because they saw themselves as actual soldiers who were really at war, conflict
only strengthened their identity and encouraged them in the fight. This resolve to fight
and their firm identity as real soldiers, can be seen in the song “Army Boldness,” written
by Captain Inman and published in the War Cry in February of that same year, 1882.63
The text, seen in Example 4.4, was sung to the tune, “Lift Up the Banner on High,” by
W.T. Giffe, an American gospel song writer and hymnal publisher.64 Only verses were
written by Inman, who retained the chorus from Giffe’s original song. The fighting spirit
of Captain Inman and his fellow Salvationists permeates every verse of this song, as the
song declares their willingness to fight boldly, loyally, and fiercely.
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Example 4.4 - Text of “Army Boldness.”
How bold and brave the righteous are
From fear of sin set free.
They dare to fight like men of war
For right and Liberty.
Chorus:
We'll lift up the banner on high.
The Salvation banner of love.
We'll fight beneath its colors till we die
Then we'll march to our home above

With holy boldness we will fight,
Our Captain leads us on
Opposing wrong, upholding right,
Grand victories shall be won.
We'll [strive] to spread through all the world
The news of God's free grace,
Redemption's story shall be told,
To all the fallen race.
America shall ring with songs
Of praises to our King.
In his own strength let us be strong
And trophies we shall bring.
We'll fight like loyal warriors here
And when the battle's o'er,
Our crown of Glory we shall wear
On heaven's eternal shore.
The battle will be fierce and long,
But when the end shall come;
Then we will sing the victor's song,
In our eternal home
They were not particularly concerned with the approval of the authorities, because
they felt bound to obey only God and His Army. They sang songs that reconstructed the
conflict around them, affirmed their identity, and assured them of a victory that was not
only detached from suffering but also connected intrinsically to it. This can be seen in the
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phrase, “we’ll conquer if we die,” that appeared in three separate songs published in the
War Cry in 1882 and 1883.65 Not only were they willing to fight to the death, but their
victory was dependent on it.
“Will You Go So Far,” seen in Example 4.5, was published in the War Cry on
June 24, 1882. Unlike most hymns, its title does not appear at all in the text of the song.
Instead, it functions as a subtext to the whole narrative—the unspoken question that is
answered by each couplet. It was to be sung to the tune “In the Morning.” The beginning
of the second stanza, “In the Army” mirrors the title of the tune. This sort of simple
exchange of one word for another was common in Salvationist contrafact. It is not clear
which song was intended as the source for the tune, as many songs from the time have “in
the morning” as a part of their title.66 However, the syllabic structure of this Army song
does not match any of those potential sources. The first two stanzas are the only two that
are not simple couplets. The content of these first two stanzas also seem to answer the
material of each of the couplets that follow. Therefore, it would appear that one or both of
these stanzas would have functioned as a refrain. The brevity and simplicity of each
couplet that follows would have made this an ideal marching song, in which this text
could have been chanted or sung. On the march, newly converted soldiers would parade
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past the people of the town as trophies of the Army's conquest, often marching right past
the pubs they used to frequent as they declared their faith and cemented their new identity
as Soldiers in the Lord’s Army.
Example 4.5 – Text of “Will You Go So Far?”67
I've listed with my Saviour now,
Say, brother, will you follow me?
And to Him every knee shall bowWe'll conquer if we die.
In the Army,
in the Lord's Salvation Army,
I'm going to fight for Jesus in The Army.
I've left the devil and sin behind;
To go all lengths make up your mind.
For money and fame I do not care,
For Christ there's nothing too hard to bear.
In the strength of God I can go alone.
From the work of one The Army's grown.
I'll go and fight if I'm ever so weak,
The Lord gives victory to the meek.
I'll march and shout in the open air,
No roughs or prisons our souls will scare.
I'll go to the lowest slums in the place,
We'll tell men about their sins to their face.
I'll keep on at it from day to day,
And the Lord will lead us all the way.
The Lord shall have every bit of my life;
Let nothing but death get me out of the strife.
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The other two instances of this motto are shorter, simpler, and more direct.
“Under the Army Flag,” Example 4.6, contained only four short lines, but hit on some
critical themes for early Salvationists. First, it emphasized the soldier’s obedience to God
and the Army by placing themselves metaphorically beneath the Army flag. It established
their transient mission as they fight their way to glory. And finally, it cemented the
assurance in their purpose and the finality of their commitment as they declare that they’ll
conquer if they die:
Example 4.6 – Text of “Under the Army Flag.”68
Under the Army flag,
We'll fight our way to glory;
Under the Army flag,
We'll conquer if we die.
The simplest and most famous of these songs, shown in Example 4.7, first
appeared in the War Cry on February 11, 1882. “All Hail I’m Saved," was only two lines
long.
Example 4.7 – Text of “All Hail I’m Saved.” 69
All Hail I’m Saved,
We’ll conquer if we die!
It appeared not only as a printed chorus but also in the accounts of many street marches
and open-air services, it was often mentioned as the last song sung as the Army marched
away from the barracks, as was the case on a fateful December day in Paterson, New
Jersey.
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On the first day of the last month of a year filled with intense persecution and
remarkable growth, a noisy army took up its noisiest armament as a Salvation Army band
attacked American streets for the very first time. However, this was not a brass band,
such as would become synonymous with Salvation Army music, but rather an odd
collection of instruments—concertina, piccolo, banjo, and a tambourine—that bore more
resemblance to a minstrel band than any military ensemble.70 Captain Joe Ludgate, a
prolific officer, appointed to the New York #1 Corps at the time, reported the events in
the December 7 edition of the War Cry.71
Tuesday night, grand march; led by the captain with His Hallelujah Concertina.
Good meeting indoors, with two souls at the close. Wednesday night's drill was a
jolly time, Major Moore being present, ... Thursday night we had our Band out for
the first time. Which consists of a concertina, picollo [sic], banjo, and tambourine,
which caused quite a stir, the people running in all directions to see what was the
matter. ... Saturday we met at the Barracks at 7:15 for open air, when our band
was re-inforced by our saved drummer [and] his Hallelujah Drum. When the
order was given to fall in two deep, we counted twenty-six in the ranks... we
marched off, the band playing All Hail! I am Saved.72
Other Corps were quick to emulate the success of the Paterson band, with the
second account of a band appearing just three weeks later in Williamsburg, Pennsylvania:
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Bless God, the Devil's been cheated out of a many souls; he's awfully mad
because he is losing ground. On, on, my comrades to the war against sin; We'll
never give in, God helping us. The Lord is raising up a brave little band here in
Williamsburg. Bless His Name! One of our soldiers marched behind the drum and
tambourines in the face of all his old companions and then spoke to them of the
salvation he got in the Old Brewery, even the Lord Jesus Christ. Our Hallelujah
Cornet Player too, testified to God's love, while Captain Ernie played a solo on
the Picolo [sic], while about 700 voices joined in the chorus.73
This marks the first report of a cornet being played by an American Salvationist. We
cannot be sure if this was the cornet donated by W.K. Meserole, but if it was, it appears
that sanctified lungs had been procured for its blowing. However, it wouldn’t be until
1884 that the first Salvationist brass bands in America would form.

THE NOISE OF DISSENSION, DIVISION, AND DISAPPROVAL
The Army continued to grow throughout 1883 and 1884, and its musical activity
continued on the same path. There were setbacks, but the continued growth in the face of
persecution quickened the Salvationists’ resolve. Thomas Moore was beloved by his
officers and soldiers and Salvationists seemed confident that under his leadership they
were well on their way to conquering America for God and the Salvation Army.
However, all would not remain rosy and bright, as Moore’s tenure as National
Commander ultimately ended in a dispute with General Booth over ownership of
Salvation Army property in the United States and the legal need to be incorporated in the
United States that was not appropriately understood by the General. The dispute ended
with Moore incorporating as “The Salvation Army of America,” and William Booth
stripping him of his command so that there were, for a few years, two Salvation Armies.
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In the end, Moore’s Army would fail, and most of the officers who left with him would
return to the international Army. The activity and practices of both Salvation Armies
were nearly identical, and certainly so in their musical traditions. Thomas Moore even
published Booth's collections of Salvation Army songs for his Army with only slight
variations and updates.74
Institutional histories of the Salvation Army tend to overlook Thomas Moore's
contributions to the success of the Salvation Army in America, in much the same way
that most Americans do not give much time to exploring the contributions of Benedict
Arnold to the American forces during the Revolutionary War. Careful inspection does
shed a more favorable light on his contributions, though. In 1881, Moore took over a
fledgling Army composed of a handful of corps, but by 1884, the Salvation Army in
America boasted of having 100 corps and 500 officers.75 In 1890, Maude Booth, who
would, along with her husband, also later desert the Army, suggested in her book,
Beneath Two Flags, that Moore was very successful and only recalled on account of a
technicality. She went further to say that “had no check been given, [the Army under
Moore] would have been stronger in America to-day [1890] than in any other country.”76
She argued that his rebellion and “bogus Army” was the single biggest obstacle to the
success of the Army in the late 1880s.
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While the Salvation Army succeeded in the United States under Thomas Moore’s
command, the “Salvation Army of America,” the name he gave his newly incorporated
Army that was untethered from General Booth, floundered and languished. This failure is
hard to understand on its surface because Moore’s Army seemed to have every
advantage. McKinley points out that in spite of the fact that “he had little ability, and no
interest, in the practical side of administration,” he did have the forethought “in a rare
burst of acumen… [to] register all Salvation Army insignia, including the crest, and
copyright The War Cry.”77 Further, upon his succession, around 80 of the 100 Corps
followed him in separating from the International Salvation Army. And finally, Moore’s
Army was identical in style and practice to the international Army. McKinley noted the
strange similarity between the two Armies:
Though both groups propagated similar doctrines, used the same techniques, sang the
same songs, and appeared almost identical, Booth’s Army marching under a new
crest cleverly crowned with a gallant eagle (which really represented the wings on
which the redeemed shall mount up, but which Americans found gratifyingly patriotic
anyway) grew and prospered while Moore’s Army languished.78
If it had been merely on account of his poor leadership that his rebel Army had failed,
then how was the original Army so successful during the nearly four years of his
administration before the schism?
Moore had hoped that after incorporating the Salvation Army in America that
General Booth would recognize that this was the only sensible decision and change his
course and accept the necessity of incorporation in the United States. However, this was
not the case, and General Booth dispatched Frank Smith to assume command in the
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United States. Moore then established his own Army and served as General of the
Salvation Army of America from its formation until he was voted out of office, as his
organization was more democratic in polity, in 1889. Moore then led around 20 corps
under the name Christian Crusaders until 1891. After he was voted out of his
Generalship, Richard E. Holz took command of the Salvation Army of America and led
them to reunification with the international Army. The few separatists that did not want
reunification continued in their own Army until a court case ruled in favor of the
international Army and required that the separatists change their name, which they did, to
"American Rescue Workers," an organization that still exists to this day in a few cities,
most notably Baltimore, MD. They still use military ranks and symbolism, and wear
uniforms that are strikingly similar to those of the Salvation Army.79
In 1883, Cyrus P. Osborne, a Congregationalist minister from New England, set
about to find out more about the Salvation Army, which had seemed to take American
streets by storm. The New Englander published his report in July of 1883. He estimated
that there must be 500 corps in the United States at the time “making a joyful noise unto
the Lord,” singing hymns to tunes “such as ‘John Brown,’ ‘Anne Laurie,’ ‘Molly
Darling,’ ‘Wait for the Wagon,’ and the like.”80 He went on to suggest that the Salvation
Army's success was not on account of their practices and activities, but instead “The
Salvationists [were] successful beyond all precedent because there are [according to
William Booth] ‘thousands if not tens of thousands of soldiers who are ready at a word to
leave all and go out and rescue the souls of others.’ John Wesley’s maxim ‘All at it, and
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always at it,’ was perhaps never before, since apostolic times, so completely realized on a
large scale.”81 By leaving all, Salvationists had to lay down even their national identity
and commit the totality of their identity to Jesus and serve him through the Salvation
Army. The success of the Salvation Army was dependent on the unrivaled commitment
of soldiers and officers. It is possible that Moore’s army failed because when he
established “The Salvation Army of America,” he required that the identity of his soldiers
be split between their identity as Americans and as Salvationists. McKinley posits that
“Moore never understood the mind of General Booth, who regarded The Salvation Army
as a living entity encircling the globe, and his own authority over it as sacred and
inviolable.”82 General Booth emphasized this in many open letters published in the
American War Cry as he called for every book, chair, heart, and mind to be faithful to the
one Salvation Army Flag.83 Officers viewed their obedience to the Salvation Army as
equivalent to obedience to Jesus, such that obedience to marching orders, the Salvation
Army term for a transfer, was synonymous with obedience to the call of God. Ultimately,
Moore was mistaken in thinking that the insignia, uniforms, and distinct practices made
the Army when it was the unrivaled allegiance and obedience of fully committed soldiers
that made the Army and made it successful.
The totality of a Salvationist’s commitment was embedded in songs like “All Hail
I’m Saved,” which declared, as discussed earlier, that conquering victory was made
possible through death. This was reinforced most strongly in a Salvationist’s funeral,
which was reframed as a Promotion to Glory. These joyous services, like all other
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Salvation Army meetings, were required to include an altar call in which sinners could be
brought to grace. Death was just another opportunity to do service for God and the Army.
When Capt. Amos Shirley tragically died of a heart attack while swimming in the ocean
off the shore of Asbury Park, New Jersey, in 1884, the New York Times reported on the
unusual events surrounding the death of this Army hero:
CAPT. SHIRLEY’S FUNERAL
ASBURY PARK, N.J., Aug. 15.—A large audience gathered in the new barracks
of the Salvation Army, on Main-street, this afternoon, at the funeral of the late
Capt. Amos Shirley, who was drowned here Monday evening while bathing. The
body was taken from the undertaker’s establishment in a hearse, followed by over
100 uniformed members of the army, headed by a band. The body was dressed in
the regular uniform of the organization and one of the nickel-plated badges was
pinned on the left breast of the body. Speeches were made at the barracks by
Major Moore, the head officer of the American division of the army; the two
daughters of the dead Captain, and others. Major Moore created a decided
sensation by trying to turn the funeral service into a revival meeting by asking
those who felt their need of Christ to come forward, kneel by the side of the
casket, and there seek forgiveness for their sins. The body was eventually buried
in Mount Prospect Cemetery.84
Salvationists reframed death as a victory through these sorts of celebrations and
the songs that continually encouraged faithfulness unto death. This gave Salvationists the
courage and resolve needed to endure even the most violent opposition. This was
important, for while few American Salvationists died as martyrs in the Army, the
persecution they faced during this time was real and significant. That soldiers felt that
their service might end in their death is not irrational or imagined. Famously, the
Salvation Army’s most significant writer, Samuel Logan Brengle, first began writing his
books while recovering from being struck in the head by a brick launched, with almost
fatal results, by an assailant trying to break up an open-air in Boston. William and Minnie
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Brewer, well-known Army officers and leaders, wrote in the 1890s of persecutions of
past years. William recalled a time when a ruffian, intending "to show his hatred of the
Salvation Army," slapped his infant child while in his arms.85 His wife, Minnie Brewer,
remembered being refused service in a store on account of her uniform.86 However, they
sacralized these events as a necessary part of fulfilling God's call, as William wrote: "But
persecutions purify, and only those who felt the sacredness of their call to work for God
in just the ways which proved surest to reach the lowest and the worst, stood fast through
the storms."87 The reports of attacks were regular and often violent. The Bluegrass Blade,
reported a “big cannon fire cracker” being thrown into a crowd of Salvationists in
Georgetown, Kentucky.88 Although the attacks may have been violent, the theology and
mission of the Salvationists, sung into their hearts through fight songs that
recontextualized persecution as success, empowered them to press on through pain and
suffering to bring the lowest and worst to the saving grace of Jesus. This is summed up
by this account from Portland, Maine, about the attack of an officer by a liquor seller
frustrated by the Army’s work among his patrons in 1885:
“Hallelujah!” shouted Captain Gray, while the blood streamed down his face from
a deep gash in his forehead.
“You fool, we’ll make you stop,” yelled back one of the furious mob.
"God is with us; you can't do it," was the reply of the fearless Captain. A block of
ice struck him in the mouth as he spoke, but his only reply was, "God bless you, my
man! Come and get saved! God bless you!”... “We are martyrs in the holy war," was
the exultant cry of Captain Gray, and he wiped the freshly-streaming blood from his
eyes and lifted them to the stormy skies.89
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Such was the spirit of many early Salvationists; willingly putting on a uniform that would
bring ridicule, marching in the street in hopes of causing a scene, and making as much
noise as they could muster in hopes that one lost soul might hear the call to repent and be
saved. However, up to this point, the loudest and most iconic expression of Salvationist
music and culture, the brass band, had not yet taken up arms on American streets. And
while its adoption by American Salvationists was not as quick and thorough as it was
across the sea, once this armament was employed, the Salvation Army brass band’s
march toward ubiquity would be steady and ultimately exhaustive, as it would become
the most recognizable feature of Salvationist ritual practice.
FIRST AMERICAN SALVATION ARMY BRASS BANDS
The first Salvation Army brass band to perform in the United States was a visiting
corps band from Kingston, Ontario, Canada, on November 11 in Syracuse, New York.90
They had come at the invitation of Thomas Moore to support a “Monster Salvation
Demonstration.” It would not be much longer before the first American Salvationist brass
bands would emerge. Likely inspired by the success of the Canadian band, Moore began
to push for increased activity of bands in 1884. On July 17, Moore published General
William Booth’s first General Order on bands, which was initially published in England
in 1880, for the first time in the American War Cry:
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
By the General
Psalm xcviii, 6. – ‘With trumpets and sound of cornet make’, etc.
Psalm cl.4. – Praise Him with the timbrel’, etc.
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Isaiah xxxviii.20 – The Lord was ready to save me; therefore we will
sing my songs to the stringed instruments’.
Whereas, during the late Welsh and Cornish Councils, and before that time at
Plymouth, Nottingham and elsewhere, we have proved the great utility of musical
instruments in attracting crowds to our open air and indoor services, we do here
express our desire that as many of our Officers and Soldiers generally, male or
female, as have the ability for so doing, learn to play on some suitable instrument.
And as in many instances the obtaining of an instrument is a difficulty, we shall
be glad if any friends who may have such instruments lying idle will consecrate
them to this service, and send them to Headquarters. This includes violins, bass
viols, concertinas, cornets or any brass instruments, drums or anything else that
will make a pleasant sound for the Lord.
Headquarters, 272 Whitechapel Road, London, E91
This call for bands was broad and diverse, asking for as many Salvationists as
possible to take up musical arms of any variety, so long as it could make a pleasant
sound to the Lord. While the call was for diverse instruments, in England the brass
band had been so dominant, that when Booth issued his second General Order on
February 24, 1881, it dealt specifically and exclusively with brass bands. It was also
in 1881 that the Salvation Army began publishing some of its own music for brass
bands in England.92 Thomas Moore, who read the English War Cry, would have been
aware of this subsequent order and his decision to republish only the first, more
inclusive order, showed his understanding of the musical activity of his troops in
America. And while there was not yet an active brass band, the Army was full of odd
ensembles reminiscent of the first band in Paterson in 1882, such as the band of
drums, cornet, concertina, and tambourines that took to the streets in Newark in
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September of 1884.93 By the end of that year, the War Cry ran its first report of an
American brass band, when on December 27, the new but rapidly growing Corps in
East Liverpool, Ohio, sent its new brass band out on the march.94 Not much is known
of this band, as its success and activity was short lived.
The Corps in Grand Rapids, Michigan, also claims to have been first
commissioned in 1884, though this claim is hard to support conclusively, as they do
not appear in the War Cry until 1887. The source for the suggestion that this band
began in 1884 comes from a photo of the band held at the Central Territories archives
in Chicago, which is dated 1884 on an appendix to the photo. However, as Ron Holz
points out in the notes to his book, Salvation Army Brass Bands, the same photo was
used in the War Cry report about the band in 1887.95 The Corps in Grand Rapids also
claims 1884 as the date of the band’s commissioning, though there is little
documentary evidence to support this. Regardless of when exactly the band in Grand
Rapids formed, it was certainly one of the most active early American Salvationist
brass bands, as evidenced by their six-week, 1,000 mile band tour of 1888-1889. The
picture of the Grand Rapids Citadel Band (Figure 4.2) that was featured in the War
Cry on June 11, 1887, is remarkable for a number of reasons that help shed light on
the nature and structure of early Salvation Army bands.
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Figure 4.2 – Photo of Grand Rapids Citadel Band, c.1884.96

First, this photo shows a standard American brass band that would not stand out
from many other non-Salvationist town bands at the time in terms of instrumentation and
dress. The instrumentation of the band, listed in Figure 4.3, is observable from the above
photo. The uniforms are not standardized, as Salvationist’s uniforms at the time were
scrapped together by the individual or the Corps. The only item of dress that marks this
band as Salvationist is the shield pin worn by most of the soldiers and the crest broach on
the woman just to the right of the drum major in the front row. The most common and
distinctive uniform element at this time was the ‘S’ affixed to both collars, though only
three soldiers in this photo can be seen with their ‘Ss clearly displayed. While their
military style hats are uniform, excepting the woman on the far right of the second row,
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its inscription is unclear in this photo, though it may have borne the monogram, GRC, for
Grand Rapids Citadel, inside leafy filigree.
Figure 4.3 – Instrumentation of Grand Rapids Citadel Band
1-clarinet
5-cornets
2-alto/tenor horns
1-valve trombone
1-euphonium/bombardon
1-tuba
1-bass drum
1-snare drum
1-tambourinist
2-flag bearers
1-drum major
The most distinctive feature of this band in comparison to town bands of the time
is the diversity of its membership. Comprised of eleven men and six women, the band is
thoroughly mix-gendered. While it was not uncommon to have ladies bands, it was very
uncommon to have mix-gendered ensembles in America at the time.97 There are also two
black soldiers in the band and a very young drummer. All of these points of diversity
were common in the earliest Salvation Army bands and suggest that faithfulness to the
evangelical mission of the Army and earnestness in making a joyful noise and drawing a
crowd outweighed any concerns of social propriety. However, while the instrumental and
musical distinctiveness of Salvationist bands would increase in coming years, eventually
the Army’s bands would more resemble town bands in becoming an activity that was
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increasingly segregated in practice by both race and gender for much of the twentieth
century.
CONCLUSION
From the time that the Shirleys began the attack on Philadelphia and the mayor
declared them an annoyance, many Americans were put off by this aggressive, militant,
and noisy brand of evangelism. Both the clergyman and the publican resisted Salvationist
methods and mission. In spite of this, many Christians, like Socrates Tuttle and Cyrus
Osborne, were inspired by the soldiers' selfless service and came to their defense, and
many drunkards and notorious sinners, like Reddie and Ash-Barrel Jimmy, heeded their
call, came, and joined the Army. However, to those outside their ranks, whether supporter
or adversary, Salvationists were decidedly Other—them, not us.
Notwithstanding their clear identity as Other, Salvationists at the start of the
invasion of America did not yet have clear and fixed Salvationist identity. Many of the
most characteristic elements of Salvationism, the uniform, the flag, and the brass band
among them, had not yet been adopted thoroughly. The Shirleys began the work in
Philadelphia before the development of a Salvation Army uniform or the adoption of the
flag. Further, five of the seven Hallelujah Lasses that accompanied George Scott Railton
on the official invasion in 1880 would abandon their post before the end of the year. But
while their identity was not especially fixed, it was particularly transferrable to those they
sought to save from sin. This transferability was declared in the words of their songs that
called for the sinners to join the soldiers on their way to glory. The invitation was made
agreeable and accessible by transforming the melodies and musical styles of the poor
working-class people they attempted to redeem.
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By stealing the melodies and instruments from the minstrel show and creating
circus-like spectacles, Salvationists drew large crowds and scored many converts for the
Army. These musical contrafacts mirrored the message of the Salvationists, as they
declared that you can become us. The proud display of the repentance of even the worst
sinners and subsequent new identity rooted in the Army validated their mission and
message, and helped stamp a new Salvationist identity on those who were redeemed.
Anyone could go from the Ash-Barrel to a captain in the Army of the Lord.
The failure of the Salvation Army to implement brass bands as quickly in
America as they had in England, where brass bands were most associated with colliery
bands from coal mines, is indicative of the different musical contexts between the two
nations. Still, by 1886 there were eight reported Corps brass bands functioning in the
American command, along with a handful of other bands that were constituted by
soldiers and officers from various Corps.98
As this period progressed and the Army grew in numbers, the strength of Army
symbolism and identity became increasingly more fixed. However, this growing sense of
Salvationist identity was developing alongside a similar development of a national
American identity that emerged following the Civil War. These two appeals for the
primary identity marker in the lives of Salvationists would come to a head in the conflict
between Thomas Moore, the National Commander, and General William Booth in
England. The schism between Moore’s Army and the international Army meant that
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Salvationists in America had to choose their identity. When the original Army prevailed,
it was because a fully committed identity to God and the Army manifested itself in
obedient soldiers who were willing to serve unto death—the most attractive and
compelling dimension of the Salvation Army was the faithfulness and courage of its
soldiers. As the identity of Salvationists became fixed, the music of the Army would
continue to become more divergent from the American musical traditions in which it was
embedded and take on the style and substance of a distinct transnational Salvationist
culture.
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CHAPTER FIVE
BENEATH TWO FLAGS: BALLINGTON AND MAUD AND THE
CRISIS OF AMERICAN SALVATIONISTS, 1886-1896
The command, "Go ye out into the highways and hedges and compel them to
come in," has been found a very necessary one, and with two flags at its head the
procession of uniformed men and women, accompanied by one or two brass
instruments, has proved a successful cure for empty seats and thinly-attended
meetings.
—Maud Booth, Beneath Two Flags (1890)1

INTRODUCTION
Between 1886 and 1896, while under the command of Ballington and Maud
Booth, the Army in America experienced rapid growth in numbers of officers and
soldiers, an expansion in the territory covered by the Army, and an increase in the Army's
financial standing. Salvationist brass bands in America also began to spread and improve,
and were progressively becoming more visible on the street, helping to communicate a
more agreeable image to respectable society. All of this resulted in a marked change in
how American society perceived and interacted with the Salvation Army. Progressively,
Salvationists became less reviled and more revered as agents of positive social change
who were embedded in and perceived as an integral part of American culture.
As the Army grew in America at the same time as a rise in American patriotism,
an identity crisis emerged for Salvationists in America—which flag would be most dear?
Would they be Salvationists who happened to be in America or Americans who happened
to be Salvationists? For most Salvationists during this time, these two identities did not
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appear to be conflicting, as evidenced by Maud's 1890 book, Beneath Two Flags, in
which she asserted that the Salvationists could be distinctly American and distinctly
Salvationist.2 However, by 1896, the conflict was apparent—Salvationists had to choose
between being full-time soldiers in the Salvation Army or American volunteers. For
Maud herself, her assertion proved false: there could only be one flag for her. The crisis
in identity and loyalty led Ballington and Maud to resign their post and found the
Volunteers of America, and also led to Salvationists in America affirming their primary
commitment to the mission of the Army. The differences between the Salvation Army
and the Volunteers of America help demonstrate the uniqueness of Salvationist identity
and how it helped to foster the creation of an independent and self-sufficient musical
culture that perpetuated an identity of Salvationist nationalism.

BALLINGTON AND MAUD
Appointment and Arrival in the United States
Bramwell Booth, William and Catherine’s oldest son, worked closely with his
father and played an increasingly essential role as William’s chief of staff and second-incommand. He was particularly well suited to this task, as he was thorough and organized,
and had a mind for structures and organization, although he lacked the zeal and organic
magnetism of his father. However, what Bramwell lacked in dynamism was manifest
profoundly in William and Catherine’s second son, Ballington. When he first visited the
United States in 1886, on his way to London from Australia, the Daily Alta California, in
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San Francisco, interviewed him and described him as an "earnest, whole-souled
enthusiast," though they casually derided him for being "thoroughly English."3
Later in 1896, in London, Ballington and Maud Elizabeth Charlesworth were
married. Rev. Samuel Charlesworth, Maud’s father, strongly objected to the wedding and
especially Maud’s involvement as an officer in the Salvation Army, causing estrangement
between father and daughter.4 Immediately following the wedding, William Booth set off
on a steamship for America, to review the strength of the Army in the United States.
During his trip, he spoke glowingly of Ballington and Maud, suggesting she was “one of
the most earnest” Salvationists. He was so profuse in his praise of the young couple that
many believed and speculated that Ballington, not his oldest son, Bramwell, was the
likely heir-apparent to succeed William as General.5 Upon his return, he appointed
Ballington and Maud as the new national commanders of the Salvation Army in America.
They replaced Frank Smith, who had taken command of the Salvation Army's American
forces following the Moore Split in 1884.6
While Smith consolidated and secured the Army in America following the Moore
Split, the Army was still reviled by the public, possibly on account of his distrust of the
middle and upper classes, whom he felt had a corrupting influence.7 He was also
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particularly eager to evangelize the African American population and even declared that
he was willing to be cast aside by all of white society to meet this end. Smith’s adoption
of African American music and styles caused his wild and fantastical meetings to be
mocked by the press, and his willingness to call out the hypocrisy of white Christians
contributed to a distrust of the Army by respectable Americans. In an essay for the
Salvation Army’s All the World magazine, Commissioner Smith acknowledged
America’s great sin of slavery and condemned the American ideal of equality as
“benevolent fallacy” since it was not extended to African Americans 8 He asserted that it
was the desire of the Army to make the written equality of American democracy a
“living, practical reality” for African Americans, declaring boldly that “our colored
brother is supposed to occupy the same platform with the white.”9
It was during Smith’s tenure as national commander that the first Salvationist
brass bands began appearing in the US, though there were only about ten brass bands in
the country by the time Ballington and Maud arrived. These bands were added to a
musical force of other instrumental ensembles ranging from minstrel bands to random
collections of instruments accompanying the ubiquitous bass drum to create a spectacle
that drew the attention of the public, if not their admiration. A meeting in Scranton in
1886 was described as "highly gymnastic and energetic," where "drums, tambourines,
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cornets, and banjos swelled the discord that served as an accompaniment to the opening
hymn.”10 In a grand meeting in New York for the sendoff of William Booth from his
1896 tour, the New York Times described the singing as being joined by "six cornets of
different pitches and bass drum," that rushed through the piece so awkwardly as to leave
an "accordion to wheeze out its protest in a dismal wail at the end.”11 In a famous event
celebrating the fifth anniversary of the Army's arrival in New York, Commissioner Frank
Smith referred to the Army as a Hallelujah Octopus, a term the press applied mockingly
to him for a time afterward. At this meeting, the Army sang hymns to the tunes of
"Captain Jinks," "I am a Pirate King" from the Pirates of Penzance, and “Marching
Through Georgia,” accompanied by the dancing of jigs and the playing of a banjo swung
around in “true minstrel style.”12
While society saw brass and wind bands as a morally uplifting activity that
encouraged discipline and order, the performance practice of Salvationist bands at this
time did not engender such a reception. Instead, the music of Army bands in the mid1880s reinforced an image of a wild, unruly, socially dangerous collection of
inappropriate and immoral faux-evangelists that made a mockery of the Gospel they
sought to proclaim. However, it was just the sort of musical activity that signaled a
belonging and shared identity with the same portion of society that they aimed to reach
with their transformative message of full salvation. The unsavory opinion of Salvationists
by much of Christian society, however, was about to change, as Ballington and Maud
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attempted to promote the work of the Army among the respectable classes while still
aiming to evangelize the urban poor.
The dynamic and charming Ballington and Maude arrived in New York in April
1887 and served until February 1896, a time in which the Salvation Army saw
remarkable growth in numbers and strength, and also in the esteem of American society.
The New York Times reported in December 1887 that his every movement "seemed to
have a magnetic effect upon the men and women before him.”13 Six years later, the
reception of Ballington and Maud had only intensified. A report on the reception they
received at the 1893 Congress claimed that Carnegie Hall had never before been filled to
such a capacity and that the ovation received by Ballington and Maud upon taking the
stage was more “spontaneous, whole-souled, and jubilant” than had ever been received
by any statesman or public figure.14 The reporter noted that even non-Salvationists and
“mere spectators” were so caught up in the enthusiasm of the moment as to have gone
“fairly wild.”15 However, these nine years would see the death of Catherine Booth, the
Army mother, and the subsequent deterioration of the Booths’ familial relationships that
ended ultimately in the estrangement of Maud and Ballington from the Army and the
Booth family.

ESTABLISHING OF SALVATION ARMY BANDS IN AMERICA
Under the command of Ballington, who took a more active leadership role in the
Army’s music, there was an increase in the number and the quality of Salvationist brass
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bands. His experience with the first official corps band in Manchester in 1879 had
convinced him of the efficacy of brass bands in the Army, so his interest in promoting
brass bands as National Commander is not surprising. Ballington formed and deployed a
few new special brass bands in wide-reaching national fundraising campaigns, most
notably for the new National Headquarters building on West 14th Street in New York.
The presence of these bands, along with the charisma of Ballington and the charm of
Maud, helped usher in a new era of the Salvation Army’s interaction with American
culture, as progressively Salvationists became less and less detested.
As discussed in chapter three, the context for brass bands in the United States was
entirely different than in Great Britain, as American brass bands were not primarily
associated with the working-class in the same way as in British bands. Further, while the
British were busy expanding their empire, they were not receiving immigrants and their
cultural influence. In America, the cultural flow was different, and brass bands in the
United States had significant influences from German, Italian, and Irish immigrants,
among others.16 The lack of a significant American orchestral tradition, the cross-class
appeal of bands, and the correlation of bands with morality and constructive manliness
made it such that when Salvationists began arming themselves with brassy horns, it
signaled something different–it did not reaffirm their working-class status but instead
signaled a sort of moral standing. Further, because the American town brass band had
already begun to transform into the modern American wind band, the Army brass band
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also rekindled nostalgia for the music and religious fervor of the Civil War. It marked
these earnest evangelists as virtuous, manly, and respectable.
After the first corps bands began to emerge at the end of 1884, new bands were
added slowly, with just a few more corps bands added each year. There were three
primary ways by which the Army added to its musical forces: in some instances, the
Army utilized converts with previous musical experience, such as Ed “Trumpeter”
Trumble, who was converted to the Army in Elyria, Ohio.17 Before joining the ranks, he
performed with a traveling minstrel band and with the Grand Army Band, a civilian
ensemble that used military/wind band instrumentation.18 Salvationist musicians
immigrating from Britain were another primary source for bandsmen and music leaders,
as was the case with William Halpin, an officer who was transferred to New York from
England in 1885 and later served as the executive officer for the National Staff Band.19
The most common source for Salvationist bandsmen during this time, however, was
soldiers without any previous musical training either drawn from converts or children of
the regiment.20 Brindley Boon described a corps band in Buffalo made up primarily of
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"converted drunkards," who were taught to play by a local music teacher who was paid
with weekly dues collected from the eager and newly sober Salvationist bandsmen.21
When Commissioner William Francis was a young officer in Danbury, Connecticut, in
the 1970s, he found sources that detailed the hiring of George Ives, the father of noted
American composer Charles Ives and the bandmaster of the town band, to teach new
converts to play.22 A contributor identified by the nom de plume, “Fil Fiddle,” recalled in
the Local Officer magazine his first experience in starting a band. He began teaching
theory lessons to some of the soldiers "who could sing at all," and soon, they purchased
cornets with the money raised from their lesson fees and a fundraising "coffee supper."
After seven weeks, a blacksmith with slow fingers and a "lad of thirteen, whose ear was
not too good," were playing simplified arrangements of seven tunes made by Fil Fiddle
himself, since little ensemble was unable to play published music.23
Limited ability and lack of repertoire, however, were not sufficient reasons for
any new band to stay silent. The War Cry reported on the mustering of the new brass
band at the Boston #1 Corps on May 7, 1887, whose musicians were not deterred by
being only able to play three tunes.24 Ron Holz suggests that the increased activity of a
few small bands made it evident to Commander Booth that models were needed, and in
the summer of 1887, Ballington formed the National Staff Band at National Headquarters
to support local corps as a "special" group and to encourage the rapid formation of more
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corps bands.25 Ballington Booth trumpeted the formation of the Staff Band in the June
25, 1887 edition of The War Cry:
A large staff band has been started at our centre in New York with a sure prospect
of success. All the bandsmen are saved. They are all commissioned and will wear
a special white uniform helmet. Cheer up, you silent corps; with so many
instrumentalists at headquarters you will soon have a boom.26
While contemporary reports on the activity level of Salvationists at this time would make
it rare to have a silent corps, it is clear that this model band certainly did create a boom.27
Soon brass bands were formed at many corps, and they began to play a significant role in
the perception of the Army by society.
As more and more brass bands took their place in the ranks, they amplified the
spectacle of the open-air meetings on city streets. Moreover, as these bands grew and
improved, they did so in a more respectable and dignified way than the minstrel-like
ensembles and random instrumental amalgams that preceded them. Diane Winston
argued that it was the culture around the Army that changed and caused a shift in how
churched society saw the Army, suggesting that it was the perception of Salvationist
brass bands that shifted from distasteful to entertaining during the tenure of Maud and
Ballington Booth.28 However, as opposed to Winston’s assertion, it is not so much that
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the societal perception of Army music changed, but instead the reception of the
Salvationists on the streets improved as corps brass bands emerged, developed, and
joined the fight.
Despite the many gains made in public perception of the Salvation Army,
processions and parades were still likely to draw the scorn of many citizens subjected to
them. For instance, the War Cry cited an unidentified New York newspaper’s reaction to
a street parade in August of 1887: “The invader[s] danced, pranced, sang, tooted and
drummed their way up Broadway, attracting more attention than a circus parade and
about an equal amount of religious feeling.”29 These parades, almost always accompanied
by the big bass drum, sometimes with a straggling instrumentalist or two, though
increasingly with the accompaniment of brass bands, were beginning to make an impact
on broader American culture as the sight and sound of Salvationists on the street became
woven into the fabric of American city life, and not just in mocking comics or scathing
editorials.
In 1892, the Carl Fischer publishing company printed Salvation Army Patrol, a
piece for band by Theodore Moses Tobani.30 Another piece from the same year, The
Advance and Retreat of the Salvation Army by Charles Orth, made an even more
significant impact.31 After the piece was featured prominently by Sousa's "New Marine
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Band" in October 1892 at the dedication ceremonies for Columbian Exposition in
Chicago, it reached a national audience.32 Subsequently, newspaper accounts from
concert programs around the country show the popularity of the piece as it was performed
regularly by bands around the nation. The famous Gilmore's Band even singled out Orth
for a medal on account of this work's quality and reception.33 Orth described the piece as
a Marche Characteristique and included a program note at the top of the score:34
This composition is descriptive of a Salvation Army parade. Commencing with
the drums in the distance, the army is heard gradually coming nearer. Passing by
they make a short halt, singing one of their war songs, led by trumpets, amidst
shouting and whistling of the street Arabs; after which they march on again, and
gradually disappear.
The war song referenced in the middle, “Oh, you must be a lover of the Lord,” was one
of the most popular among Salvationists.35 The words Orth calls to be sung during the
piece are different from those found in Salvationist songbooks, "Oh, you must be with us
by and by, Oh you must be with us when you die."36 While it certainly would not have
been unusual for Salvationists to alter words of a song and these words are not out of
character for the Army, it could also be that Orth misremembered them or altered them
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intentionally. Regardless of why these words were used, they capture the urgency of the
message of Salvationists' evangelistic parades. Ron Holz asserts that the two pieces by
Orth and Tobani are evidence that Salvationist brass bands were impacting culture and
"attracting the interest of publishers."37
However, while progressively more Army brass bands were being mustered, the
majority of Army corps at this time would not have had a brass band, and neither of these
pieces directly suggests an Army brass band as their subject. In fact, Orth, a musician
who certainly knew of brass bands, chose to describe the singing of the Salvationists in
his sketch as accompanied only by trumpets, along with a reference to drums as the Army
marched. Further, the publication of these pieces does not show an interest by publishers
in the music of Salvation Army bands, since they made no efforts to republish Army
arrangements. Instead, this demonstrates how ubiquitous the activity of Salvationists had
become and how their reception by society was beginning to shift from derision to
affection.
As the resources available to bands in America increased, they began to grow,
improve, and resemble more closely both Salvationist bands in England and those of the
American brass band tradition. These bands were also attractive to the members of the
Auxiliary League, comprised of benefactors and supporters drawn from the well-to-do,
who were grateful for the social benefits of the Salvation Army work among the poor but
were unlikely to join the Army as soldiers or officers.
The Auxiliaries were first formed in 1883 but were revived by Maud after she
began holding her drawing-room meetings, in which she would tell the wealthiest in
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society about the work of the Army among the poor. McKinley reports that women were
so moved by Maud's accounts of the Army's success in rescuing the lost and fallen, "that
they wept, opened their purses, and even donated their rings and jewelry on the spot."38
These meetings, and Maud's middle-of-the-road perspective on womanhood, made her a
sensation in New York society, which adored and revered her.39 This regard for her
became especially high after she initiated the slum work in 1889, through which
Salvation Army lasses dressed in simple clothes and took up residence in the poorest
slums in the city. Their mission was less directly evangelical, as they sought
predominantly to care for the needs of women by helping with cleaning and other
practical challenges faced by the city's poorest residents. This work was particularly
attractive as an essential topic in Maud's drawing-room meetings. However, despite its
prominent place in the Army's outreach to the public, it was less emphasized to the
soldiers and officers, who, as Herbert Wisbey noted, “were never permitted to forget the
primary mission of the Army—saving souls.”40 By splitting the messaging received by
Salvationists and the public, Diane Winston argues that “the Army multiplied the
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possible readings of its activities,” and enabled wealthy supporters to project their own
hopes and beliefs onto the Army’s mission.41
The split messaging and conflicted identity had to be mediated by Salvationist
bandsmen, who, because of the cross-class appeal of brass bands in America, were
deployed on the street corner reaching lost souls and in events to raise money from
benefactors. In August of 1887, Ballington and the staff band, or “the boys,” as he liked
to call them, were invited to participate in camp meetings in Ocean Grove, New Jersey.42
A member of the band commented on the event in the War Cry:
The hall was fairly well filled – not with the rough, unkempt mob this time, but
with respectable upper-class visitors. “They played well” was the general remark,
but we were determined in our own hearts that before the time arrived for us to
leave they should be made to say “They live well.” for WE LIVE to make the
world – the fashionable, dress-loving, ease seeking world – believe in us;
believing that God can empower us to LIVE what we sing and play and we talk
about and profess.43
As Salvationists in America began to adopt brass bands, they stumbled into an
identity crisis as they began to move from being rejected outsiders to forming a cherished
part of the American cultural landscape. While Army bandsmen’s normative experience
at first involved playing exclusively for “rough, unkempt mobs,” in this report, we also
find pride in the reception they received from the unusual experience of performing for
respectable upper-class visitors. However, they were not interested in merely currying
favor, but in testifying to the power of God to transform lives. Over time, the normative
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experience for bands would shift as their service to society, and the quality of their
performance, brought them into greater contact with more respectable audiences.44
The use of brass bands by the Salvation Army played an essential role in its
growing acceptance among reputable society. The presence of these bands, dressed in
military uniforms, in an American context, suggested respectability and discipline, and
reminded Americans more of Gilmore and Sousa's bands performing for genteel society
and of the brass bands of the increasingly sacralized Civil War, than of a rowdy mob or a
drunken crowd. Over time, the music of the Salvationists caused them to be seen less as
disturbers of the peace, and more as the army of the Prince of peace. Though they
persisted and would continue for many years, the banjos and minstrel bands were
declining and would ultimately become forgotten, and the little cluster of uniformed
Salvationists in a brass band on the city corner would become ubiquitous throughout the
country. Diane Winston suggests that while the Army's initial intent was to "sell"
salvation, eventually, it had to "sell" itself so that it could pay its officers, open corps, and
manage a growing mission. And thus, when Salvationist leaders planned performances
for "those with money to spend," the countercultural elements of Army practice were less
emphasized than the ways their work "contributed to the well-being of a broken and
blighted society."45
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Visit of the Household Troops Bands and Formation of Model Bands
In 1889, the Household Troops Band from International Headquarters made a tour
of Ontario, New England, and the New York City area. The purpose of this band was to
stimulate the growth of Salvationist bands around the world and encourage their
faithfulness to the mission and purpose of the Salvation Army so that bands would not
only play but also live and evangelize excellently. In 1920, staff bandsman E.S.
Gerberich recalled the visit for the Local Officer Counselor, a magazine for Salvationist
musicians and lay-leaders. He described a “spirit of revival” that accompanied the band
and noted that their influence sparked the formation of “quite a few” bands and gave
Army bands in America “a great revelation of possibilities.”46 It was not just Salvationists
that were impressed by the Household Troops Band: a New York Times reporter
remarked that their bandmaster and solo cornetist, Captain Appleby, was as impressive in
"trilling and tonguing," as Jules Levy, who was proclaimed to be the greatest cornetist in
the world. Moreover, while the reporter found humor in the militant maneuvers of the
band, he acknowledged that the band's "enthusiasm excels in vigor and noise that of any
band that ever appeared here."47 A month after the band's visit, Ballington started a
second band at National Headquarters, the Volunteer Brigade Band, which he modeled
after the Household Troops Band, keeping a similarly rigorous touring schedule.48
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In 1891, Ballington formed another touring band after the same model; this group,
the National Guards Band, accompanied the National Commander as he traveled through
eleven states fundraising for the new headquarters in New York City. Bandmaster Walter
Duncan led the band, which featured cornet soloist Ed "Trumpeter" Trumble, who, after
being touted in the War Cry as a “Musical Marvel,” was recruited by Ballington to
National Headquarters. According to musicologist Ron Holz, the National Guard Band
rehearsed four hours a day in preparation for their grand tour, as they traveled non-stop
and played in a new town every few days from September 1891 through June 1892.49 At
the end of this grueling schedule, members of the band took leadership positions in
various corps bands throughout the east coast. This redeployment left the National Staff
Band, from whose membership the Guards band was drawn, in a bit of a lurch. Ed
Trumble was appointed as the new bandmaster for the National Staff Band in 1892 and
would remain in this position until 1896.50 He was also given additional duties for
promoting and organizing bands as well as overseeing other functions similar to future
iterations of music and band departments.
As musical staffs at headquarters in London and New York continued to develop,
there was an increasing number of resources available for Salvationist brass bands. In
New York, the Trade Department began selling complete sets of brass instruments by
January 1886. In London, the Music Department, under the direction of Richard Slater,
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was now publishing a regular series of brass band music called the Band Journal.51 They
also began publishing a monthly magazine, The Musical Salvationist, which included
articles on, and music for, bands and songsters, the Salvationist name given to choirs.52
William Booth and Richard Slater’s desire to create and develop an independent and selfsufficient musical system and culture led to the encouragement for Salvationists to
compose original songs, and the new journals gave the Army the means to disseminate
them. No longer would Salvationist music be limited to the application of new words to
popular tunes. These new resources enabled new compositions that were not dependent
on the popularity of a melody to the masses.
Despite the developments in London, it was not until the fall of 1888 that the
Band Journal could be purchased in the United States.53 So, it was unlikely for Army
bandsmen in America to abide by General Booth’s 1885 General Order, which stated:
“From this date no Band will be allowed to play from music excepting ‘The Salvation
Army General Band Book’ – the Journals published by us from time to time and other
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music issued from Headquarters. Quicksteps and Introductions are strictly prohibited.”54
Beyond the practical barriers to being able to abide by this order, early Army bands in
America often showed little interest in abandoning non-Army repertoire and routinely
played non-army pieces. In the United States, there was an ample supply of music
available for Salvation Army bands from outside music publishers, and Ron Holz reports
that music from outside publishers regularly made their way into the band books of
Salvationist bands.55 However, encouragement and pressure from headquarters, at least
publicly, to abide by the General's orders persisted. In October of 1891, the eighteenmember corps band from Ishpeming, Michigan, featured on the cover of the American
War Cry, was heralded for the quality of their playing and because they played “nothing
but Salvation Army music, playing the Brass Band Journal up to No. 90.”56 That plaudits
for playing only Salvationist music were so regular, suggests that not playing Army
music was the norm, rather than the exception. The article went on to draw attention to
the pattern of their uniforms and encouraged the reader to purchase the same uniform for
bandsmen from the Headquarters. The article, therefore, was equal parts propaganda and
advertisement.

SING A NEW SONG – A DISTINCTLY SALVATIONIST MUSIC
The improvement of Army bands and the development of a music department that
could disseminate new music also coincided with the moving of more meetings inside
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newly constructed citadels and barracks.57 For the first time, music in the Salvation Army
could separate Salvationists from those on the street. Appropriation of non-Army songs
continued, but progressively the tunes were more often taken from sentimental ballads
intended for the parlors of the middle class and even some opera arias.58 Salvationists
also began to sing more gospel songs that were popular in camp meetings across the
country. These gospel songs were very agreeable to Salvationists, as much of their
musical material was derived from the martial music of the Civil War and well suited for
the singing of the Salvation Army. The singing of the old, previously conscripted popular
melodies did not stop, but how Salvationists deployed these tunes began to change, along
with a decreased rate of enlistment of new popular tunes. Bar songs and melodies from
the music halls used for Army songs began to be further removed from their sources as a
new generation of Salvationists were now often learning them first through the songbook
and not the pub. Further, as these songs became less associated with their original
context, the melodies and forms slowly changed, and often fragments of one song would
be affixed to another tune entirely.
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Among the most beloved war songs of the Army is "Storm the Forts of
Darkness."59 It is well known and often shared that the original melody, “Here’s to Good
Ol’ Whiskey,” a drinking song sung by British soldiers, was captured from the barrooms
of the devil and pressed into service for the Lord.60 This little melody was ideally suited
for the Army and the militant text given to it by Sottish Salvationist, Robert Johnson.
Example 5.1, shows the original melody with a text comparison from the original
drinking song and the new lyrics by Johnson. The sequencing of the opening phrase up
one-step in the second phrase adds to the jovial and martial energy that continues
building through the short third and fourth phrases that end on eighth notes with
percussive conciseness, before cascading to its inevitable conclusion in the fifth and final
phrase.
Johnson had such faith in the song that he sent it into the War Cry three times
before it was finally printed. Richard Slater, head of the Army's musical department in
London, was not sure why the song had been rejected but noted that more than 200 songs
were sent into the War Cry each week in the mid-1880s, suggesting that it could have
been discarded on account of tune not being well-known, or that it was simply
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overlooked because of the pressure of workload on the editorial staff. During this time,
the War Cry printed only the texts to new songs along with the title of a suggested tune,
so it was important that tunes be popular in order for them to be of service. The sparsity
of existing sources of this tune suggest that it is not as widely popular as many other
tunes appropriated by the Army in this era. Regardless, as soon as it was published, it
became a favorite of Salvationists everywhere.
Example 5.1 – Text comparison, “Here’s to Good Ol’ and “Storm the Forts of
Darkness.”61

While the song quickly became popular in the Salvation Army, there is a lack of
clarity regarding the authorship of the melody and text of the complete setting of “Storm
the Forts of Darkness” as it has been canonized in Salvationist song books. In all
Salvationist publications since at least 1892, the song contains three distinct musical
sections as seen in Example 5.2.62 The verse, labeled below as section A, and the second
half chorus, section C, are not included in any extant versions of the original drinking
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song. Since the War Cry did not print music for submitted song texts, it would have been
impossible for Johnson to have submitted the verses or second half of the chorus, as these
melodies were not a part of the original sailors’ drinking song. However, Ralph E.
Hudson, in 1886, published and copyrighted a stand-alone hymn entitled, "Glory, Honor
to His Name," which is nearly identical to the Army's "Storm the Forts of Darkness," but
without the first part of the chorus, section B, drawn from the drinking song.63
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Example 5.2 – Melody to “Storm the Forts of Darkness.”64

13

Ralph Hudson served in the Union Army during the Civil War and taught for five
years at Mt. Union College, in Alliance, Ohio, after the war, before forming his own
publishing company.65 During the mid-1880s, he supported the Salvation Army when it
arrived in Alliance, one of the few people in the town to do so.66 His strong support for
temperance and abolition, along with his experience as a U.S. Army soldier, made him an
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that he became an officer, since he never he never moved from Alliance, something he
would have been required to do as an officer. He may have been a soldier or merely a
friend of the Army.
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ideal candidate for the mission and style of Salvationist worship and service. Many of his
published songs are similar in style to the music of the Army, characterized by martial
rhythms, vibrant melodies, and themes of transformation, such as going home to heaven
and victory in Christ over sin and temptation. It would have been during this time that he
became acquainted with the Salvation Army's gospel hymnody, some of which he later
published in hymn collections.67 Even after ceasing his involvement with Army, the
music of Salvationists had a continued influence on Hudson, and many Army songs
appeared in hymnals he published. In each instance, he appropriately credited the
Salvationist songwriter, however, he claimed authorship for the hymn “Glory, Honor to
His Name.” Given that he attributed other songs Salvationist songwriters it would seem
unlikely that his claims to authorship of this hymn would be intentionally misleading.
Further, In the third verse, he places the text "Blood and Fire" in quotation marks making
a clear reference to the Salvation Army’s motto, so it is likely that the song was
composed for, or inspired by, Salvation army meetings he attended.
It is not clear how the chorus "Storm the Forts of Darkness," was joined with
Hudson’s hymn, Glory, Honor to His Name," and how it made its way through the
Salvation Army. A small undated song book, What to Sing, included both Johnson’s
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chorus and the chorus to Hudson hymn back to back as separate entries.68 It could have
been that someone joined these two songs on account of this juxtaposition of the choruses
in this song book. It may have been that either Hudson or Johnson became aware of the
other song and combined them. Regardless of how the completed song was joined
together, in March 1892, it was published in full in the Musical Salvationist, as shown in
Example 5.3, and offers a glimpse of how Salvationist music had changed. It shows that
Salvationists were no longer merely applying new words to popular tunes, but also
composing new tunes and creating a distinctive style, though it was still not entirely
dependent on the appropriation of contemporary culture. As a result, their music became
more complex and more distanced from the working class than their earlier music had
been.
Example 5.3 – Text comparison, “Storm the Forts of Darkness,” and “Glory to His
Name.”
Storm the Forts of Darkness69
Verse 1
Soldiers of our God, arise!
The day is drawing nearer;
Shake the slumber from your eyes,
The light is growing clearer.
Sit no longer idly by,
While the heedless millions die;
Lift the blood-stained banner high,
And take the field for Jesus.

Glory, Honor to His Name70
Verse 1
Soldiers of our God, arise!
The day is drawing nearer;
To the hills uplift your eyes,
The light is growing clearer.
Do not let the moments fly,
While the heedless millions lie;
Lift the blood-stained banner high,
And take the field for Jesus.
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Chorus
Chorus
Storm the forts of darkness,
Glory, honor to the Lamb,
bring them down, bring them down!
Glory, honor to the Lamb,
Storm the forts of darkness,
Glory, honor, praise and power,
bring them down, bring them down!
Be forever to the Lamb.
Pull down the devil’s kingdom,
Where’er he holds dominion,
Storm the forts of darkness, bring them down.
Glory, honor to the Lamb,
Praise and power to the Lamb;
Glory, honor, praise and power,
Be forever to the Lamb.
The development of this song also shows how the function of Salvation Army
music changed over time. Johnson’s chorus, "Storm the Forts of Darkness," had its roots
in a drinking song that would have made sense to sing on the march or outside the pub.
With the edition of the added hymn, the focus of the song shifts—it is now clearly
directed toward faithful soldiers, spurring them on to the battle—the audience is no
longer the sinner called to join, but the saint called to go. This narrative shift, along with
the song's more complex melody and structure, demonstrates a change in how
Salvationists understood themselves and how they engaged with the culture around them.
That the Army attracted Ralph Hudson, a professor, publisher, and respected citizen,
reflects a growing acceptance of the Army among Christian society in the United States.
Year by year, Salvationists were seen less as a nuisance on the street and an insult to
Christian decency, and more as a positive expression of Christian service and a force for
the betterment of society.
As new tune-books began to emerge, we see more and more new music composed
for the Salvation Army. In his monumental Salvation Army Dictionary of Music, Richard
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Slater noted that it was in the 1883 publication of Salvation Music 2 that the “great
stream of original music made its start.”71 It was during this era, 1886-1896, that the force
of the stream began to quicken. Also, during this time, many of the devil’s choice tunes,
previously stolen, were codified into the songbook and Army lore. “Here’s to Good Old
Whisky,” "Champagne Charley," and "Old Black Joe" took their place alongside "Ein
Feste Burg" and "Old Hundredth," and there they stayed, even as they became relics on
the streets. This did not stop Salvationists from singing them but, combined with the
development and perpetual improvement in the quality of the bands, it changed the way
the Army was perceived and received by passersby.

A SPLIT IDENTITY – FIGHTING FOR AND AGAINST SOCIETY
Other developments were also contributing to continually improved perceptions
of Salvationists by what was considered at the time decent society. Along with Maud's
drawing-room meetings and the work of the slum sisters in New York, other social
programs became increasingly more critical and visible ministries of the Army. This
public emphasis on social ministry was especially strong after William Booth published
his best-selling book, In Darkest England and the Way Out, and initiated his three-fold
scheme for uplifting the “submerged tenth” out of urban poverty and into self-sustaining
work in farm colonies.72 Even though Booth’s dream for the large-scale eradication of
poverty through the engine of the Salvation Army would fail, it captured the imagination
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of many people who were drawn to its vision and passion. The promotion of the plan and
the fundraising campaign for the new national headquarters by Ballington and the
National Guards Band, along with the growth of Maud's Auxiliary League,
communicated a different identity to the public than the evangelical invaders of previous
years. This new image, of Christian do-gooders, was more welcomed, and while it was
not uncommon for Salvationists to still face persecution, the tide had turned.
In 1889, the War Cry reported that even newspapers were coming to support the
Army, and all the "funny men" that used to mock Salvationists had "apparently been
dismissed."73 Herbert Wisbey cited an 1892 article in the New York Tribune that
suggested the Army had moved from being regarded in “contempt,” to “contemptuous
toleration,” and eventually to the place where “nearly all the people” acknowledged the
Army as a force for good.74 Later in 1892, President Harrison sent a letter of endorsement
on the occasion of the grand Columbian Congress in New York, and Ballington had to
warn Salvationists against “the dangers attending to the universal well-speaking of all
men.”75
Because perseverance through persecution was intrinsically linked to
Salvationists' identity, they had to combat the friendliness of their former foes by
amplifying the opposition they received and, in many cases, sought out. Since they could
not have war heroes without a war, it was essential for the War Cry to print stories of
oppression, both current and from yesteryear, and make heroes of Salvationists who
fought through persecution for the sake of the Kingdom of God. The most exaggerated
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example of this was the career and exploits of "Joe the Turk." An Armenian born in
Turkey, Joseph Garabed immigrated to the United States and ended up in San Francisco,
where a prominent hero of the Salvation Army in the West, John Milsaps, converted the
street-tough and drunkard.76 He became an officer in 1887 and served in a few corps
before making a career as a traveling Army personality.77 Armed with his cornet and
dressed in "full Turkish costume," he traveled the country searching for petty laws and
penal codes that might get him sent to prison. Eager for the attention and publicity of
being behind bars, Joe would decline the opportunity to pay his fines, regardless of how
small, and instead plaster the jail cell with his stamp which read “Jesus Saves” and write
accounts of his adventures for the War Cry.
While Joe the Turk may have come by his first arrests on the streets of Los
Angeles and San Francisco honestly, many of his later arrests were marketing ploys
reluctantly carried out by police officers who did not want to arrest him in the first place.
He also peddled tall tales, as many of his arrests are difficult to confirm with reports in
local papers. The grandest example of this came when he claimed to oust the corrupt
mayor of Macomb, Illinois, in 1892, and then name himself mayor, appointing the corps
officer as his chief of police. However, it is impossible to verify this escapade as it was
not reported even in the War Cry until 1934, in a retrospective on the life of "Joe the
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Turk."78 The Macomb Eagle ran a story on this tale in 2004, after a local strongman
competition named itself in Joe's honor, which cited noted local historian John Hallwas,
who claimed that the story had "zero" truth to it.79
With a flair for marketing, Joe made use of everything he could to preach the
gospel and promote the Salvation Army. He had a colorful umbrella he carried with him
everywhere that he emblazoned with an image of William Booth and short, pithy
statements warning readers that "Burning Hell" awaited "the wicked," and encouraging
them to "get ready for the judgment day." He would travel the country with all sorts of
gimmicks and attractions to gain attention, such as large canvas signs that captured,
immortalized, and proclaimed his persecutions. Commemorative photos, Figures 5.1 and
5.2, show of Joe the Turk in front of large format posters that were used on Joe’s
evangelistic campaigns.80 Figure 5.1 shows Joe the Turk, with sword and shield, along
with his umbrella, standing in front of a large canvas sign depicting the violent arrest of
Joe and a cadre of Salvationist women. One woman has been thrown onto the ground
atop the Salvation Army flag, as another woman is being assaulted as she carries the
American flag, while another police officer strangles Joe. The messages at the top of the
sign read, "Stars and Stripes Arrested" and "We Fight For Liberty." Another similar
image, shown in Figure 5.2, depicts "Joe the Turk" being taken to jail for Jesus while
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playing his cornet, as "Uncle Sam" opines from a distance, "this outrage must be
stopped."
Figure 5.1 - Photo of “Joe the Turk” standing in front of poster, “Joe the Turk to Jail for
Jesus.”81

Figure 5.2 - Photo of “Joe the Turk” standing in front of poster, “We Fight For
Liberty” 82
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Here, "Joe the Turk" simultaneously protested his treatment by the police and sacralized
it. He positioned himself as quintessentially American and the police as the enemy of the
Army and the ideals of freedom and liberty. In these photos, Joe proudly claims multiple
national identities: American, Turkish/Armenian, and as a Salvationist. These posters
show an Army under attack by unjust and tyrannical authority figures. However, during
the career of Joe the Turk, the Salvation Army became revered by the public and largely
protected by the police, in a way that contrasted Salvationists earlier experiences. His
persecution seeking antics, and the eagerness of the War Cry to perpetuate often dubious
claims of injustice, reflect the need for a fight to maintain the identity of an Army. There
can be no soldiers and no war if there is no conflict, therefore, in an era of greater
acceptance by society, Joe sought out conflict and the Army amplified it in its internal
publications directed toward other Salvationists.
In these images, he protests the policies of the state while simultaneously
appealing to Americans' sense of national identity, which was on the rise in the 1890s.
This growing sense of American identity was happening simultaneously with the
development of a distinctly Salvationist identity. These identities, along which seemed
fluid and agreeable in the life of "Joe the Turk," and especially in Maud Booth's book,
Beneath Two Flags, would eventually come into direct conflict following the General’s
visit to the United States in 1895.
Beneath Two Flags
In 1890, Funk and Wagnalls published Maud Booth’s book, Beneath Two Flags,
in New York. This book stands as a stark contrast to the imagery of the flag used in the
Salvation Army and its songs, which often state sentiments such as "There's only one flag
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for me."83 In Army songs, faithfulness to the flag always involves a commitment to
saving the world through lifelong service under the Army flag. This sentiment is captured
in a song by Maud's brother-in-law, Frederick Booth-Tucker, shown in Example 5.4.
Example 5.4 – Text of "I Cannot Leave the Dear Old Flag:"84
They say the fighting is too hard,
That health will surely fail,
That dreadful is a pauper’s lot,
They’d have such fears prevail.
But oh, how can I quit my post,
While millions sin-bound lie?
I cannot leave the dear old flag!
‘Twere better far to die!
In contrast to these sentimentalities, Maud's book suggests a bifurcated identity for
herself and American Salvationists. Specifically addressed to Americans, it promotes the
work of the Army as a benefit to the United States, as opposed to earlier imagery of
Railton and others, even her husband, who sought to conquer America for God and the
Army. Ballington composed a song, “We Shall Win America,” upon their arrival and
declared the Army’s desire to plant its flag in every state with no regard to the scoffs and
jeers of its adversaries. The fourth and final verse of this song praised the spirit of “true
Salvationists” as being “far braver than the bravest of earthly volunteers.” Here,
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Ballington is emphasizing the essentiality of the full-time commitment of Salvationists
over mere volunteers, a sentiment he either forgot his or deemed false when he and Maud
formed the Volunteers of America, an intra-denominational mission founded for service
to America.85
In her book, Maud took a less aggressive posture than Ballington’s “We Shall
Win America,” and sought to persuade skeptics of the Army of Salvationists’ virtue and
of the value of their work for America. Toward this end, she used examples and
testimonies of the Army’s work in the United States and other countries to affirm the
efficacy of their work and methods and belay concerns that respectable Americans might
have about the tactics and style of the Army. However, the book is dichotomous at times
as she appealed for the acceptance of the Army for its support to society while suggesting
that the same societal structure is the problem. Another odd contradiction is how she
implied that the persecution of Salvationists by society was a sign that the Salvation
Army had the Lord’s blessing, while also appealing for an end to the same
discrimination. She also described in detail the function and forms of the Army, and even
emphasized the total obedience of its officers. This call to obedience, along with the title
of the book, ironically foreshadows her and Ballington’s coming disobedience when they
refused the Army’s orders in 1896.
She argued throughout the book that it is the success, both social and spiritual, of
the Army that justified its means, which often seemed objectionable. Reasoning that
"organ music, however classical and melodious, is tedious" to the uneducated, Maud
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made a case for the Army's appropriation of the banjo, cornet, and drum.86 The army, she
said, “with two flags at its head the procession of uniformed men and women,
accompanied by one or two brass instruments,” had found the cure for empty pews and
sparsely attended meetings of other Christian evangelists.87 She continued by saying that
once the penitent filled the seats, Salvationists regaled them not with "Classical, solemn,
orthodox tunes,” but instead with “national airs, songs of war and bloodshed, love-songs,
and sea melodies.”88 She argued that songs, once considered profane, could be washed
clean through the application of sacred words. However, the variety of songs she
mentions, with the possible exception of "sea melodies," differ from earlier accounts of
music hall songs and the Army's appropriation of minstrelsy.89 She also made a point to
emphasize that the Army was now raising its own composers whose songs were now
being taken and used by other churches.90
Throughout the book, she cited and quoted from prominent American thinkers,
such as Ralph Waldo Emerson, and characters from American novels, such as Topsy
from Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin and Desire Ledwith from A.D.T.
Whitney’s Real Folks. By mirroring the language of Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address, she
suggested that the Salvationists serving on the streets of American cities had become
“literally of the people.” She further stressed, “The Army is and desires to be distinctively
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American," and that most of the officers in America are native-born and those that are not
have become naturalized citizens out of genuine love for a country whose possibilities are
"greater than those of any other land under the sun."91 Countering complaints that the
Army's hierarchical polity and demand for total obedience led to despotism, she argued
that since "God has been observably faithful to the General," then obedience to the
General is the “sine qua non,” or essential condition, of any military body and thus, that
"in all matters of conscience no people of the earth are so free."92 However, six years
later, when the General commanded that they leave the United States for a new
appointment, Maud and Ballington opted instead to disobey, abandon the Army flag and
stand beneath the American flag alone.
Identity in Crisis - Removal of Ballington and Maud
In the summer of 1894, the cornerstone was laid for the Army’s new national
headquarters on 14th Street in Manhattan, where Maud and Ballington would command
an Army that had grown to 1880 officers and 604 corps. Just seven years earlier, there
were only 650 officers and 387 corps in the United States. The joy and pride of the
American wing of the Salvation Army was on full display with the American delegation
at the International Congress in London of July 1894. The men went dressed in specially
made tunics crafted with the stars and stripes of the American flag. The women adorned
their uniforms with American flag sashes, as seen in Figure 5.3. They marched in the
grand parade behind two large American flags, the only delegation seen marching
beneath the national colors. Privately, the display of American patriotism angered the
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General, who saw his Army as one that was to conquer the nations. Unaware of their
reception by the General, the American delegation was proud to display the victories of
the Army from across the Atlantic and was particularly proud of the diversity
demonstrated by six African Americans included in the delegation of twenty. A particular
highlight for the American delegation occurred when one of the African American men, a
former slave and Union Army soldier, delivered his testimony. He shared how he served
in the Union Army out of hatred for white men and for the joy of seeing them kill each
other, but was freed from this hatred when he was saved at a Salvation Army open air and
traded in “his sword for a plowshare and [gave] his heart to the Lord."93
Figure 5.3 – Photo of American Delegation to 1894 International Congress.94

In light of the clear victories and success of the Army in America, the mood was
excited and triumphant in October of 1894, when General William Booth arrived for a
tour of the United States. Ten years after the Moore split had stunted the growth of the
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Army in America, Ballington was eager to show his father the success of the Army
throughout the country. The New York Times reported that the General traveled 18,453
miles and made almost 500 speeches as he preached the Gospel, promoted his “Darkest
England” plan, and helped raise funds for the work of the Army.95 And while the reports
in the War Cry and local newspapers of the General's impressions of the Army in
America were positive, in private he was troubled by the way Ballington and Maud had
synthesized Salvationist and American cultures. The General was uncomfortable with the
"Americanization" of the Army and wrote to his daughter Emma of his disgust for the
"Yankee Doodleism" he found, like the prominent display of the American flag with the
Salvation Army flag on platforms and in parades.96 McKinley recalled that ten years
earlier, after the crisis with Thomas Moore, William pleaded with American Salvationists
that “everything must be for the ‘ONE Salvation Army,’ every book and chair (and heart
and mind) must be ‘nailed to the one Salvation Army flag.’”97 For William, the Salvation
Army was to be malleable and flexible in different cultural contexts. However, he wanted
it to synthesize the culture of the working class, not the national identity. He hoped that
around the world, as in England, the Army might set itself against the prevailing culture
of wealth and privilege. While his outward message remained positive, his last speeches
in America doubled down on these areas in which he perceived the American Salvation
Army to be deficient. In his farewell meeting—which was accompanied by the staff
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band, as well as harp, piano, violin, and guitar—hardly the instruments of the working
class—he declared forcefully that “The experience of Salvation cannot be maintained
without conflict,” and that one “can’t maintain a relationship with God without a fight.”98
Discouraged by an approach he thought was pandering to the rich by Maud and
Ballington, he implored American Salvationists to "stick to the poor, and by and by the
rich will come to you."99
In many private conversations during his trip, the General became convinced that
Ballington and Maud had become too enchanted by the wealthy and had, as McKinley
described, “lost the vision of the worldwide Army.”100 More directly, General Booth had
come to the opinion that Ballington and Maud had set down their identity as Salvationists
in exchange for one that was distinctly American. When Ballington communicated to him
his distrust of Bramwell as chief-of-staff, the General regarded it as treasonous and began
to plan an exit strategy from Ballington and Maud’s leadership. He even considered
liquidating all of the Army’s assets in America to support the mission around the
world.101 Despite this, the General still hoped for reconciliation when he departed without
making concrete plans as to the future of the Army in America.
However, Ballington and Maud did not heed the General's advice and instead
made decisions that increased the chasm between them and the international Army. Less
than a month later, a New York Times headline declared, “Commander Booth Preaches to
What Are Called the “Upper” Classes.”102 Here, accompanied by the staff band,
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Ballington held a week of meetings for "the 'better' people of New York," and asserted
that the people in "slumdom" were of no less regard to God than they were. While his
messages stuck to the poor, one cannot overlook that Ballington's method and approach
completely contrasted with the approach advocated by the General in his farewell
address. He further distanced himself from his father's wishes when he and Maud were
sworn in as American citizens on May 24 of that year, a decision the General regarded as
“somehow sinister.”103
The final straw in Ballington’s relationship with his father, and the Army, came
with the dedication of the new headquarters on 14th Street. At the dedication, Ballington
and Maud loudly asserted a vision for the Army with a distinctly American identity.
When the reports of the grand event reached London, they must have read as a sort of
declaration of independence to the General. The New York Times account of the
spectacle demonstrated both a brazen and unapologetic celebration of America and its
flag and a growing sense of Salvationist musical identity that was increasingly removed
from the American working class.104 The article began with a description of Ballington
dressed in the "full insignia of the rank of General," a likely mistake by the reporter, that
while probably unintended by Ballington, would have been deplorable to William and
especially Bramwell in London. Maud, dressed with a silk American flag as a sash over
her uniform, was adorned with white satin ribbons at the waist and shoulder, indeed not
the uniform of an Army that identified with the poor. It was reported that around 1000
officers marched in a parade to the dedication that was described as being "one of the
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most picturesque ever seen in New York." The Staff Band led the parade, which
deployed at least three other brass bands, including a band from Peekskill that had “four
of the biggest brass instruments being played by brawny country girls.”
When the parade ended, the Booths and their chief officers mounted a small
platform massed in front of thousands of spectators while the staff band played
“America.” A gun rang out a salute from the western turret of the new headquarters, as a
large American flag was unveiled rising out of the smoke above the turret. The crowd
cheered the scene and shouted with affirmation, “Hallelujah, Amen,” and “Glory to
God.” Ballington followed the unveiling of the American flag with a short speech
proclaiming that he was “proud of the glorious flag that floats above our building,” and
that it represented a strong union between the Army and the nation. Immediately a similar
display was revealed from the east turret that unveiled a Salvation Army flag, after which
Maud gave a short discourse: "In this, our great city, of a mighty Nation, it is fitting that
the Salvation Army should establish a national headquarters that will reflect credit to us.”
Together, Maud and Ballington read out a declaration from the second-floor balcony that
consecrated the building to be used "only for the purpose of the common people of this
great Nation.” There could no longer be any doubt where Ballington and Maud placed
their allegiance and to which flag they would remain loyal. True to the General's fear,
they had indeed lost the vision of the international Army and instead conceived of the
Army in America being only for Americans. Thus, the proclamations Ballington made
upon his arrival in America, put to paper in the song, "We Shall Win America,"
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ultimately proved false, as it was America that won his heart and the colors of the
American flag that ultimately held the day.105
In July of that same year, 1895, supported by the National Staff Band, the Harlem
Corps hosted the first Salvation Army band festival in the United States. Army band
festivals more resembled a concert than an open-air evangelistic meeting, though still
evangelical in intention. The band was afforded more liberty in its performance and funds
raised were often used to support the band in the purchase of new instruments, music, or
special uniforms. Musical selections were still intended to communicate the gospel and
were usually followed by a testimony from a bandsman, and, as in all Army services,
sinners were called to repent and give their lives to service of God in the Salvation Army.
This first American band festival further demonstrates that the implicit mission and
audience of Salvationists brass bands was growing broader. Army brass bands were
beginning to function as more than an addition to the open-air meeting; now, as their
quality improved, they were beginning to perform concerts and festivals as well.
In December, Anglophobia began to rise in the country over the Venezuela
boundary dispute, as President Grover Cleveland invoked the Monroe Doctrine in
resisting British intervention in the Western Hemisphere.106 This became a prominent
campaign issue during the ensuing presidential election of 1896, as both candidates,
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William Jennings Bryan and William McKinley, jockeyed to see who could be the most
anti-British. A growing sense of national identity began to emerge throughout the country
in the years following the Civil War, but this accelerated with the Venezuela boundary
dispute as America was beginning to assert its place on the international stage.107 This
growing sense of American pride, couple with an anti-British sentiment, created a climate
that stoked the fires of dissension and unrest in the Army, as Ballington clashed with his
brother and father, the Army's international administration in London.
On January 6, 1896, Maud and Ballington received word that they were being
relieved of their command and transferred to a new international appointment.
Ballington, Maud, and their supporters received this news in the context of the prevailing
sentiment in the nation against British overreach manifest in the Venezuelan crisis. While
this transfer was a part of a broader reshuffling of Army leadership around the globe,
Ballington and Maud took exception to the order and asked Bramwell to reconsider the
command. When International Headquarters denied their request, they asked permission
to step quietly aside from service in the Army and to remain in America. However, as
Maud had identified in her book, Beneath Two Flags, obedience was one of the essential
conditions of an Army, so to allow Ballington and Maud to remain in their position and
disobey their orders would threaten the entire structure of the Army. If General Booth
had compromised based on the demands of his son, while demanding the obedience of
twenty other commissioners being transferred, it would have justified the objection of
many to perceived nepotism in his Army. Herbert Wisbey points out further
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complications regarding the Founder's transnational vision for the Army that were created
by Maud and Ballington's refusal of their orders:
To have recognized the demands of nationalism in the case of the United States
and Ballington Booth would have severely weakened and perhaps destroyed the
General's vision of a genuinely international organization independent of family
influence, governed by one code of commands, no respecter of person or country,
and determined to be in reality worldwide in its unity with one faith, one aim, one
flag, and one General.108
When William Booth sent his children Eva and Herbert along with Colonel
Alexander Nicol in an attempt to help resolve the conflict with Ballington and Maud, he
inadvertently ended all hope of reconciliation. So concerned was Ballington with the
ambitions of his siblings, that he was convinced his removal as National Commander
stemmed from the conniving of Herbert, at that time in charge of the Army in Canada,
and his desire to take the American command. While still attempting reconciliation after
being asked to return to England, he submitted a list of conditions on which he would
travel to meet with the General in London. Among these conditions were: "That
Commandant Herbert Booth go back to Toronto and remain there, and not return to New
York from there under any circumstances or pretext whatever until my return to the
United States." Furthermore, "That Commissioner Eva Booth return to London with
me."109 Along with his removal as National Commander, Ballington also disagreed with
Bramwell’s plan to transfer some American states to the Canadian command, sensing that
there would be resentment by American Salvationists at being under the command of
Canadian officers who would see this decision as an example of English colonialism.
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Wisbey remarked, “One of the greatest handicaps to the Salvation Army in America in
those days was a belief that it was an English Army—a belief that Ballington Booth tried
to combat.”110 The General adamant that the Salvationism superseded national borders
and was not at its core an English army. However, Ballington did not further this
argument in America, and instead argued that the Salvation Army could be distinctly
American. In essence, Ballington perceived Salvationist identity to be permeable in
different national contexts, while his father saw Salvationism transcended national
distinction.111 However, despite Ballington's protestations, Eva and Herbert did arrive in
New York. On February 22, they, along with Colonel Alexander Nicol, oversaw the
transition of power from Ballington and Maud to Eva, who oversaw the work of the
Army in America until her sister Emma and her husband, Frederick Booth-Tucker arrived
in April.112
The initial response to the new interim leadership was cold and skeptical.
Salvationists felt as though much of the success of recent years was in danger of being
rolled back. Though they still remembered the conflicts of the past, most Salvationists
were glad for the better treatment by the police and the press. Because of this, they were
dismayed when the display windows at the Headquarters building were adorned with the
Joe the Turk posters showing abuse at the hands of the police, shown in Figures 5.1 and
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5.2. A soldier interviewed by the New York Times complained about the new
administration’s use of these images:
“That’s something new and quite English,” a man who was attracted by the
peculiar art display said. “It shows that they are going back to first principles.
They don’t know that we have got beyond the slum period. Those pictures will do
a great bit of harm, for they are offensive. Ballington Booth would have not
allowed them to be put up. He knew better. Salvationists are not assaulted now,
and it does no good to revive the past in such a way. We are not in the slums, and
to picture us as hoodlums is an insult.113
The fracture was deep between William Booth's vision for his Army and that which had
been fostered by Ballington among Salvationists in America. And though the sentiment
of this one soldier does not speak for the whole, there was a general distrust and fear of
the Army's new leadership.
On March 1, Eva held two large meetings in which she weathered the storm of
resentment toward her and stabilized support for the Army among American
Salvationists. However, she did not toe the preferred line of her father, that the Army was
above national identification. Instead, she embraced the Stars and Stripes and won the
day by an appropriation of American patriotism, much in the same way Ballington and
Maud had. At an afternoon meeting at the Army's Washington Street Citadel in Newark,
the hall reported to be crowded with 2000 people, including many prominent officers
who were thought to be "in sympathy" with Ballington and Maud, Eva was greeted with a
"mingling of cheers and hisses."114 The New York Times described her effective response
to the tumultuous predicament:
As Miss Booth rose there was a scene of great confusion. Hisses greeted her from
every section of the big citadel. Some of her followers seated on the platform rose
and waved their hands to the audience.
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A pleading look posed on the face of Miss Booth as she lifted the Bible which she
carried in one hand and gently swayed an American flag in the other hand."
“Don’t disgrace the American flag!” she shouted, as the noise became deafening.
This appeal to the patriotism of the assemblage had a good effect. A portion of the
audience waved their handkerchiefs and cheered loudly, completely drowning the
hisses.
After the meeting concluded with prayer and singing, many “Salvation Army Girls”
declared to the reporter that they intended to “stand by the colors” and that desertions
from the Army, at least in Newark, would be “very slight.”
Later that same evening, in Manhattan's East Village, Eva appeared at Cooper
Union, a hall often rented for significant army events, in what was her first public
appearance in New York City as the acting Commander for the Salvation Army in
America. This time, the opposition was stronger and more obstinate, yet Eva and those
faithful to her employed similar tactics and ultimately won the day by an embrace of
American patriotism and a remarkable display of bravery and persistence. Faithful
soldiers of the Bowery Corps occupied the center stage with Eva and Colonel Niccol,
while a brass band and a string band occupied the wings.115 The newspapers, however,
only reported on the playing of the brass band, possibly because the raucous environment
made the string band unsuited for the task. The brass band, conversely, was particularly
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well-armed to combat the hostilities of the crowd. The bandmaster on duty that evening,
Ensign March, had his forces well-prepared for the occasion, and as the crowd's hisses
grew louder and more intense, he shouted: "Play! Play!" and the band took up the strains
of "The Star-Spangled Banner."116 Although it would not become the National Anthem
until 1931, it was becoming increasingly popular during the 1890s as the flag took on a
greater symbolic meaning to Americans as a distinctly American identity rose during this
time of nationalistic fervor. When the band first began playing the "Star-Spangled
Banner," the crowd responded with more hissing, while the soldiers on stage cheered and
beat their tambourines more loudly, and through repetition and ultimately the courage of
Eva, the hisses eventually subsided, and the service concluded: "without further
evidences of hostility to Miss Booth."
The use of American patriotic songs without the application of a new text was
uncommon for Salvationists at this time.117 That Salvationists did not include national
hymns and patriotic songs in their song books distinguished them from all other
significant denominations of the time. Although it was not uncommon for Salvationists to
retrofit patriotic airs with new lyrics in service of the Army, this account of Salvationists
using a patriotic song with the apparent reference and intended message being the
promotion of patriotic sentiment, was different from other instances. However, it would
continue to be characteristic of the American Salvation Army, as will be seen in the next
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chapter, with the use of American patriotic marches by the National Staff Band at the
1904 international congress.118
At the end of that eventful day in March 1896, it was clear that the Army would
not fracture or dissolve in the United States on account of Ballington and Maud's
withdrawal from the ranks. However, while it was personally tragic for the Booth family,
and organizationally unfortunate for the Army to have lost the services of two capable
and dynamic leaders, Wisbey noted that the "controversy served to strengthen rather than
to weaken the Salvation Army.”119 Wisbey went on to cite William Booth’s response to a
question from the Independent regarding the departure of Ballington and the status of the
Army in America:
The late events have forced all our officers and soldiers to ask themselves why
they follow the flag and the result has already been a greatly deepened resolve to
devote themselves to a fuller consecration than ever to the Christ-like task of
seeking the salvation of the whole world.120
Ultimately, this controversy, and the faithfulness of American Salvationists,
demonstrated that for soldiers and officers in the United States, their identity as Soldiers
of God in the Salvation Army superseded that of their identity as Americans.

IDENTITY SEVERED – BALLINGTON AND MAUD FORM THE VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
When Ballington and Maud left the Salvation Army, all meaningful connections
to the Booth family were severed, they relinquished the command of thousands of
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soldiers who adored them, and they turned over the keys to the grand headquarters on
14th Street for which they had spent many years planning and fundraising. The separation
was so contentious that the Booths changed the name of their son, whom they had named
after Ballington's father, from William to Charles.121 However, their experience, and that
of other Booth children who denounced their Salvationism, suggests that while you can
take a Booth out of the Army, you cannot take the Army out of a Booth.122 While
Ballington and Maud could have taken with them the Army's properties and copyrights,
as these were held in Ballington's name, they signed over all of the Army's assets.
Further, they encouraged soldiers and officers to remain faithful to their commitments,
and except for a handful of prominent officers, they did not invite Salvationists to join
them in their new undertaking. While they took some time determining what to do next,
they issued a statement to the press on March 1, 1896, the same day as Eva's two
contentious services in the New York area, affirming that they would be starting an
independent evangelistic movement raised up for the specific purpose of reaching lost
Americans with the gospel. They asked for patience as they sought God's leading but
declared their fidelity to the same principles they had always held, especially scriptural
plainness and distinctiveness of dress.
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Despite their insistence that they would be patient, on March 7, 1896, less than a
week after Eva's service in the same building, the Booths held a meeting in Cooper Union
announcing their intention to found a new movement that would eventually become the
Volunteers of America. By December of the same year, their new organization had been
incorporated with a constitution, organizational structure, and a permanent name.
Although they did not take with them the physical and legal assets of the Army, they did
establish their new organization with the support of many of the wealthy Americans they
had attracted to their auxiliaries. The Volunteers were well funded and had a clarity of
purpose – knowing what they wanted to keep and what they wanted to discard from the
practice and structure of the Army.
Among the things they would attempt to retain were the accouterments of an
Army, with its uniforms, titles, and bands. The external similarities were so obvious it
confused the public for a considerable amount of time.123 They attempted to combat the
confusion initially by designing seal brown uniforms instead of the Salvationists' dark
navy blue. However, Wisbey noted that "This entirely innocent choice brought near
rebellion in his ranks as the woman officers decided that brown was not a becoming
color.”124 Through an appeal to Maud, the women's uniform was changed to cadet blue,
which helped "show off feminine charms to better advantage," and the men's uniform was
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changed to dark blue, which was not that dissimilar to the Army's uniforms. However,
later, in 1898, the Grand Field Council changed to uniforms of dark gray to further
separate the Volunteers from Salvationists.
The Volunteers set up their organizational structure based on the American
constitution with a representative government. Beyond the attempt to make the
organization by Americans and for America, Ballington was also seeking to avoid the
despotism he perceived from his father and especially his oldest brother, Bramwell,
whom he thought had grown too distant, isolated, and autocratic in London. However,
despite his attempts to set up a democratic and non-monarchical government, Booth’s
control of the Volunteers became as dynastic as in the Army. Ballington was succeeded
as General upon his death by his wife Maud, who was subsequently followed by their son
Charles. In all, the Booth family led the Volunteers from its formation for sixty-two
consecutive years, only two shorter than William and Bramwell's leadership of the
Army.125
Despite Ballington’s attempt to keep the best of the Army while making it
distinctly and essentially American, the Volunteers of America never approached the
success or cultural reach of the Salvation Army in America, even while it grew into a
respected nation-wide organization. He declared in the Volunteer’s Gazette, in August
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1896, that “it is a movement the officers, rules and property of which belong to the
people of the United States.”126 This sentiment was emphasized when the Volunteers
constitution was ratified later that year. Article III stated that the Volunteers of America
“must ever be an American institution, recognizing the spirit and justice of the
constitution of the United States and it is not, and never shall be, controlled or governed
by a foreign power whatsoever.”127 Recognizing the differences between the Salvation
Army and the Volunteers of America helps underscore a source of success for the
Salvation Army–Salvationists' primary commitment to the salvation of the world through
the work of the Salvation Army. While there was no deviation in the clarity of mission
for Salvationists, Volunteers always found their identity as Volunteers subjugated to their
identity as Americans. Moreover, because the Volunteers saw America as a sacred place
and the American constitution as a sacred document, they would never imagine
themselves as invaders or conquerors. Instead, they positioned themselves theoretically as
a defensive organization that served as a conduit for Americans to serve God and
country. This posture was evident most directly in the formation of Volunteers' Defenders
League, a group similar to Maud's Auxiliary League in the Salvation Army, which was
comprised of wealthy patrons who donated financial resources to the effort.
Ballington, who, throughout his tenure in the Salvation Army had effectively
employed bands under his command, attempted to follow the same model for his new
organization. In an attempt to ensure the success of Volunteer bands, he encouraged the
National Staff Bandmaster, Ed "trumpeter" Trumble, to join him in the Volunteers as the
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National Bandmaster and member of the National Executive Council with the rank of
Major.128 Although Trumble did follow, there was not a widespread proliferation of
Volunteer bands. Where bands did form, it seems that they had a significant connection
to earlier Salvationist bands.
Figure 5.4 – Photo of the Grand Rapids Volunteer of America Post Band,1898.129

A Volunteer Band was reported in Grand Rapids, Michigan, in 1898, by the
Volunteer Gazette during the visit of General Ballington Booth in March.130 This band,
not unlike earlier Salvationist bands, shows more diverse instrumentation than traditional
brass bands, with a mandolin, guitar, violin, and cello pictured along with the brass
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instruments. A photo of the band (Figure 5.4) from the same visit appears to show
members that were present in a photo of a Salvation Army band in the same city four
years previous.131
A few bands also formed in Washington State, in what was the Northwestern
Territory of the Volunteers of America, under the command of Brigadier General
Fielding, who, as commander of the western forces, was the highest-ranking officer to
leave the Army to join the Volunteers. Bands were reported in Spokane (Figure 5.5) and
Seattle, and there was a territorial band nicknamed "General Fielding's Own," (Figure
5.6) which followed a naming tradition for famous US Army bands, like “Pershing's Own
Army Band” and the “President's Own Marine Band.” Distinct from Salvation Army
bands, Fielding's Own billed itself as a "concert band," and while the instrumentation is
not clear, the image of the band included in Figure 5.5 shows three French horns and a
Flute along with brass band instruments and percussion.132 The band in Seattle was well
established enough to recruit excellent musicians, like noted tubist and founder of the
first Negro Musicians Union, Powell Barnett. In Spokane, the band was effective enough
to, along with a Salvationist band in the same town, force the Wobblies from the
International Workers of the World to purchase instruments and train their own brass
band so that they could compete with those they called pejoratively "The Vultures"
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(Volunteers) and the “Starvation Army.”133 J.H. Walsh, noted Wobbly organizer, started
this band after he was so frustrated that he was being drowned out by the two evangelical
brass bands seeking to reach the same audience, that he convinced the Spokane chapter of
the IWW to raise $800 to purchase instruments. After a few months of learning
instruments, the Wobbly band took to the streets, and Walsh declared that if it was not yet
successful, then "we will add some bagpipes to the band, and that will quiet them
down."134
Figure 5.5 – Photo of the Spokane, WA, Volunteer of America Band, 1900.135
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Figure 5.6 – Photo of “General Fielding's Own” Northwestern Territorial Volunteers of
America Concert Band,136

It is not entirely clear why the Volunteers' efforts at creating a tradition of brass
bands failed to take hold, though there were a few benefits that were essential to the
success of Salvation Army bands that were not available to the Volunteers. These factors
help clarify how it was that Salvationists during this era were able to lay the foundation
for a distinct and self-sufficient musical culture that existed outside of, though not
entirely independent from, the prevailing American culture.

CONCLUSION
There were three primary advantages for the development of Salvationist brass
bands in America that were not shared by the Volunteers of America: the connection to,
and resourcing from, the Salvation Army in Britain; a full-time and highly active soldiery
that had the time and will to learn to play brass instruments; and a distinct sense of
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“Volunteers of America Northwestern Territorial Concert Band,” Internet Bandsman
Everything Within, (N.d.), http://www.ibew.org.uk/vbbp-usu.htm.
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identity that was agreeable to the development of a musical tradition that existed outside
of the prevailing American culture.
The ready availability of resources from the music department in London, led by
Richard Slater, cannot be overstated. The music department was busy creating
arrangements for brass band of music to accompany the songs published in the song
books, making the job of a local Salvationist band exponentially easier than if no such
resource existed. Further, the music department published tutors for learning to play,
organized and sent out model bands, and published regular journals to encourage and
support Salvationist musicians. The Army even began producing its own brand of brass
instruments in a Salvationist-run factory, providing affordable access to the
instrumentation of an Army brass band. Maintaining a self-sustaining musical tradition,
especially in the United States, where the American brass band tradition was dying out,
required an army. While Salvation Army leadership in America became less reliant on
transferred officers from Britain, there was still a steady migration stream to the United
States and Canada in these years from the British Isles, and many Salvation Army
soldiers relocated to America in search of better jobs.137 These soldiers formed the
foundation of many corps bands in America, particularly in industrial centers of the
Midwest.138
The nature of the Salvation Army at this time required a full commitment from
soldiers and officers. Therefore, when corps in America saw the efficacy of brass bands
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The Salvation Army even, for a short time, maintained its own migration office and
rented and managed passenger ships.
138
Chapter 6 explores this in more depth, particularly in regard to the corps in Flint,
Michigan.
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in the Army, there was a ready supply of converts willing to commit the time and
resources necessary to learn to play a brass instrument. The resources from London eased
this task, and more so, by the similarity and flexibility of all-brass instrumentation. In
brass bands, all instruments play in treble clef and use the same fingerings, making the
task of teaching a new group of bandsmen to play significantly easier than attempting to
train an entirely new group of woodwind and brass players for a concert band. It also
meant that players could easily shift from one part to another so that if a corps followed
the orders of the General and owned its own set of instruments, it could form and
maintain a full-functioning band with as little as four capable players. There is no way
that the Volunteers of America, or any other church that did not demand a full-time
commitment of its parishioners, could develop a nation-wide, independent, and selfsustaining musical culture.
The distinctive identity created by Salvationists added to the commitment of time
and energy of Soldiers to create a culture that was ripe for its own musical identity. As
elaborated in Chapter Two, the Salvation Army essentially became its own nation, which
required developing meaning through new symbolism, iconography, language, and
music. Because the Volunteers of America aimed to be Americans first and Volunteers
second, the identities of their members could not sustain a musical culture that separated
from their fellow citizens. Because brass bands in the United States had faded from
common practice, the presence of Army brass bands reinforced the uniqueness of a
distinctly Salvationist national identity.
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CHAPTER SIX
GOOD OLD ARMY BANDS: 1896-1920
If you want to know one of the very good reasons why the world needs
bands, just ask one of the Salvation Army warriors who for years has
searched carrying the Cross through the back alleys of life. Let him tell of
the armies of men who have been turned toward a better life by first
hearing the sound of a Salvation Army band. The first time you hear a
Salvation Army band, no matter how humble, take off your hat.
—John Philip Sousa, Etude Magazine, September 19301
INTRODUCTION
Between 1896 and 1940, Salvationists in America cemented the primacy of their
Salvationist identity, which drew them into greater union and connection with their
comrades in Britain and around the world. However, at the same time, their brass bands
rekindled in Americans a sense of nostalgia for the bygone era of the American town
brass band and those from the Civil War, while simultaneously separating them from the
contemporary American wind band. This nostalgia, coupled with a growing appreciation
for the service of Salvationists' work in society after twenty years of faithful and everpresent ministry on American streets, codified Salvationists in the collective American
consciousness as beloved outsiders woven into the very fabric of American life—both
inside and outside American culture. This transformation from despised outsiders to
beloved neighbors was finally made firm during and following the First World War with
the work of Salvationist "donut girls" in the trenches of France.

1

John Philip Sousa, “Why the World Needs Bands,” in Etude Magazine, (September
1930), 613-614.
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After Frederick and Emma Booth-Tucker were appointed as national commanders
in 1896, they worked to separate American nationalism from the identity of Salvationists
in America. This was a stark contrast from Ballington and Maud Booth, who sought to
conflate American and Salvationist identities under two flags. Conversely, Frederick and
Emma fostered a greater sense of unity with the international mission of the Army and
the connectivity between the Army’s evangelical and social ministries. When Emma’s
sister, Evangeline Booth, succeeded them as national commander, she, much like
Ballington and Maud, promoted a split identity.
As national commander, Evangeline sought to consolidate power in her office,
and she led the Army by a cult of personality, becoming more popular in this country
than any other Salvationist before or since. The rift between her and her brother,
Bramwell Booth, who became General while she was national commander, led to a
hushed but clear division between the American Army and International Headquarters in
London. Ultimately, her tenure led to a period of unparalleled success in the financial
standing and public perception of the Army. She did this while bifurcating the Army's
public service and evangelistic message, contrary to the approach of Frederick and
Emma.
Salvationist music and culture during this time saw continued growth in numbers
and quality. Where the previous growth and development of Salvationist brass bands was
driven by teaching converts to play, growth during this time was largely through
developing the musical talents of children of the regiment—second generation
Salvationists. No longer dependent on hiring local musicians to train their bands, Army
bandmasters and music leaders were now most often drawn from musicians developed by
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the Army bands. This development encouraged and fostered continued development of a
distinct Salvationist musical tradition that existed outside of greater context and influence
of the American band tradition.
Territorial and divisional music staffs were formed, and music camps and music
leaders' councils were founded to teach and to maintain a musical culture that became
increasingly isolated from American culture.2 Where once early Salvationists embraced
minstrelsy and rough culture, Salvationists in the first part of the twentieth century
rejected jazz and dance music, forbade the wearing of facial hair, and adopted an image
that identified them with the American middle-class and not with the poor and working
classes. Evangeline used grand theatrical productions that used music and new media
technologies to project a polished image of the Army and an even glamorous self-image,
most exaggerated in the publication of her Songs of the Evangel, a book of hymns
composed with the help of noted Salvationist composers, with each song accompanied by
glamorous photos of Evangeline.3
The Army's posture toward African Americans and women also changed under
Evangeline’s command to more resemble prosperous Christian society in America. While
never under a direct command or order, Salvationist congregations began to segregate,
with the labeling of primarily black congregations as "colored corps." Salvation Army
banding also became an increasingly masculine activity, as women began to disappear
from corps bands. This shift first appeared at the Princess Rink corps in Chicago, where

2

There were attempts under Evangeline's leadership to make Salvationist brass bands
more resemble American wind bands, such as the failed addition of a woodwind section
to the National Staff Band in 1922; however, these attempts ran counter to a brass band
tradition that had become settled.
3
Evangeline Booth, Songs of the Evangel (New York: Salvation Army, 1927).
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separate bands were formed for men and women. Although women appeared with the
National Staff Band at the end of the nineteenth century, and women regularly played in
smaller corps bands, no women performed with American staff bands for the first seventy
years of the twentieth century. Further, Evangeline rarely promoted women, and married
women officers often became unidirectional in their service with appointments that often
precluded them from leadership and relegated them to women's focused ministry.
Ultimately, Salvationist musicians in America developed a paradoxical
relationship with the culture around them, as they became increasingly appreciated by
society while simultaneously being seen as existing outside of it. As William Booth and
Richard Slater’s aspiration of a universal and self-sustaining Salvationist musical culture
became a reality, it bore the unintended consequence of isolating Army music from
working-class people they were trying to evangelize. Ironically, though Booth had
initially feared that brass bands might distract from the evangelistic mission of the Army,
it was the authoritarian policies he implemented in creating a separate Salvationist music
culture that helped create a band repertoire that carried profound religious meaning to
Salvationists, but was devoid of evangelical efficacy to the passersby.

APPOINTMENT OF FREDERICK AND EMMA BOOTH-TUCKER
When Frederick and Emma Booth-Tucker arrived in New York in April 1896, as
National Commanders, they inherited an Army that had been saved from the brink of
crisis by the action of Evangeline but was still riddled with doubt about its future. While
undivided, the Salvation Army in America and its new commanders faced significant
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pressures from the practical circumstances in New York, the expectations of the General,
and from family sickness and tragedy.
The Booth-Tuckers inherited an Army that had grown and strengthened during
the tenure of their predecessors, Ballington and Maud. However, with this growth came
increased financial obligations, particularly regarding the impressive new headquarters
building on 14th Street. Compounding this financial stress was the fidelity of benefactors
who had supported the Army on account of their faith and trust in Ballington and Maud,
and had already publicly pledged support for their new, though still uncertain, endeavor.
Frederick and Emma also recognized that the danger of soldiers and officers deserting the
Army had not subsided. The press covered the activity of Ballington and Maud as their
new organization, the Volunteers of America, began to take shape, and though
Salvationists had determined mainly to stay, a few missteps by their new leaders could
threaten their resolve. American Salvationists adored Ballington and Maud, and those
who stayed faithful to the Army did so, at least in part, at the request of their departed
leaders. Nevertheless, now that they were completely severed from their family and the
Army, nothing prevented Ballington and Maud from calling their former soldiers to
become Volunteers.
Both these challenges, the financial burdens and the wavering loyalty of soldiers
and officers, were combined with a general leeriness by Americans of colonial overreach
by the Army's English leadership. It would not have slipped past the attention of
American Salvationists that their new commander was one of a very few Salvationists to
come from well-to-do English society. Though his name bore the marks of his station—
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Frederick St. George de Latour Booth-Tucker—his modesty, humility, and congenial
enthusiastic nature did not.4
Coming directly from International Headquarters in London, Frederick and Emma
were also keenly aware of the expectations and demands of the General, Emma's father,
and his Chief of Staff, her brother, Bramwell. Both William and Bramwell had a clarity
of vision for the American Salvation Army. However, their shortsightedness and
misunderstanding of the Army in America had already led to two significant schisms.
Hence, the Booth-Tuckers were tasked with retaining and maintaining the Army in
America, while removing the ‘Yankee Doodleisms” that the General thought diminished
Salvationist identity and deviated from their mission to the working classes. The BoothTuckers were also charged with the continued implementation of the General's “Darkest
England” scheme, which called for farm colonies in the United States and Canada, a task
the Army had neither the resource, knowledge, or experience to undertake.5
Beyond the practical demands of their inherited situation and International
Headquarters' ambitious expectations, Fred and Emma also had to deal with the pressures
and burdens of a family amid a two-fold tragedy. First, Emma had recently given birth to
a new son, Tancred Bramwell, who was in poor health and unable to make the
transatlantic voyage when the orders were given for the Booth-Tuckers to take command

4

Like all men that married into the family, he was expected to take the Booth name,
running contrary to the custom of the time, especially for a man of a higher station than
the Booths. Though, he seemed to relish sharing the Booth name, as he kept it after the
death of his wife Emma Booth-Tucker, he also continued to use it during his third
marriage, to Minnie Reid Booth-Tucker, with the blessing of General William Booth,
who officiated at the wedding.
5
See Appendix 2.?? for a more thorough breakdown of the scheme set out in William
Booth, In Darkest England, and the Way Out (London: Salvation Army, 1890).
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in the United States. Moreover, since parental responsibilities in the Booth family were of
secondary concern to the needs of the Army, Tancred was left in the care of nurses as the
rest of the family departed for New York. Shortly after their arrival, news arrived that
their son had died. Added to this tragedy was the estrangement of Emma's brother,
Ballington, from the Booth family, a separation so contentious that it led to the renaming
of Ballington’s son from William to Charles.
Whereas Ballington most resembled their father in his charisma, Emma took after
their mother, Catherine, in her patience, tenderness, and a ready ear to listen. It may have
been for this reason that she was given the unique rank of Consul and was often referred
to as the Counselor. Her father held out hope for most of 1896 that Emma, on account of
her attributes mentioned above, might be able to help reconcile Ballington and Maud to
the Army and the Booth family.6 Although she was not able to mend such a significant
fracture, she, unlike the rest of her family, remained in contact with Ballington after he
left the Army.7 Later, Emma also maintained contact with her younger brother Herbert
when he resigned as the national commander of the Salvation Army in Australia and
moved to Canada. After her death, she was remembered by Herbert and Ballington for
her faithfulness to both as a dear and beloved sister.8 Their continued affection for Emma

6

To emphasize the esteem with which Emma held her siblings and her care for the
family, she named six of her children after six of her seven siblings. The only exception
being Ballington, who left the family before the birth of their third son. It would not have
been acceptable to the General for Emma and Frederick to name a son after a disobedient
son and disloyal officer.
7
Ballington never again referred to Bramwell as a brother after the conflict surrounding
transfer order in 1896, instead referring to him only by his rank and position.
8
For reference to Herbert and Emma's shared affection, see a transcript of a letter from
Frederick to Herbert in Appendix 6.1
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was different that their relationships with their other siblings that remained strained until
their deaths.
The son of a British colonial official in India, Frederick was raised with relative
wealth, privilege, and education that set him apart in upbringing from many of his
Salvationist comrades. His formal education had been in law, and he also had training as
a civil servant. He was married in 1877, to Louisa Mary Bode, who was eighteen years
older than him and would later, at the beginning of 1887, die in a cholera outbreak.
Similar to any good Englishmen from his station, he was raised Anglican.
However, he was converted to the Army while visiting London in 1882 after reading an
article by William Booth in the War Cry, calling for Salvationists to "to be a Nathan in
bold declaration of the Truth."9 Feeling that he fit the bill for this sort of boldness, he
entered the officers' training school against his wife’s and family's wishes and returned to
India to claim it for God and the Salvation Army. Commissioner Harry Williams, who
was a young boy in the Army while the Booth-Tuckers were national commanders in
America, compared Booth-Tucker to George Scott Railton for his boldness and loyalty.
However, he noted that, unlike Railton, Frederick had the training and disposition that
suited him for leadership. While bearing a level head and a clear mind for facts, he was
also a visionary leader, with elaborate ideas and with a flair for the dramatic. He was

9

This refers to the Old Testament prophet, Nathan, who boldly rebuked King David for
his affair with Bathsheba and the murder of her husband. Cited in unpublished essay by
Commissioner Harry Williams, Booth Tucker’s Contribution to the Development of the
Salvation Army in the United States of America (1981), 2. This essay was discovered in
an unmarked box at the Salvation Army Heritage Museum in West Nyack, New York
during the summer of 2014. A copy of the essay is included in Appendix 6.2a.
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described by William Booth as “one of the most loyal, energetic and loving comrades any
General ever had.”10
Frederick and Emma were married in London in 1888 and set out to continue the
work Frederick had begun in launching the Salvation Army in India six years earlier. The
General saw Frederick's work in India as a model for the Salvation Army's international
expansion as it maintained certain distinctives of the Army while molding itself into a
fashion that identified with the Indian working class. Frederick was able to do this by
adopting a uniform based on the saffron robes of the Fakir (or faqir in Northen India), a
term applied to Muslim and Hindu holy people that took a vow of poverty. In so doing,
he was able to identify and embed the Salvation Army within Indian culture, in contrast
to the trappings of the American Salvationists with their use of the American flag and
other nationalist symbols. Figure 6.1 shows a picture of Frederick and Emma wearing the
uniform of the Indian Salvation Army.
Figure 6.1 – Photos of Booth-Tuckers in Indian Salvation Army Uniforms.11

10

Cited in Williams, Booth Tucker, 4.
Image copied from a promotional photo of the Booth family held at the Booth
Salvation Army Heritage Museum in West Nyack, NY, and shared with permission.
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When Emma became ill, as did many English officers sent to the intemperate
climate of India, International Headquarters recalled her and Frederick to England.12
Upon their return, Emma served as "mother" of the training garrison in London, and
Frederick served as the Foreign Secretary for International Headquarters and functioned
as the primary coordinator for the international expansion of Booth's ever-growing
Army.13 This position enabled him to have a front-row seat for understanding the
complexity of the circumstances of the Army in America and an understanding of
General Booth's vision for an International Army. These experiences made Frederick and
Emma the ideal replacements for Ballington and Maud as national commanders of the
Salvation Army in America.
After surviving the initial tumult of grieving the loss of their son and transitioning
to a new appointment leading an Army that wished their predecessors had never left,
Emma fell into a depression-induced illness, and Frederick got to work. Among the first
orders of business was to begin a public relations campaign to endear themselves to
Salvationists, friends, and skeptics alike. Alerting the press, Frederick dressed as a pauper
and spent an evening among the homeless in the slums of New York. The press covered
his adventure, and Frederick had promotional cards made, shown in Figure 6.2, that he
distributed to Salvationists and friends. He also had photos taken of their oldest son, Kris,
dressed as a cowboy, shown in Figure 6.3, and distributed these to further demonstrate to
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Frederick would later return to India after Emma's death and resume his role as
National Commander. His work, along with countless Indian officers and soldiers,
flourished across the intervening generations so that there are now more Salvationists in
India than in any other country.
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Edward McKinley, Marching to Glory: The History of the Salvation Army in the
United States of America, 1880-1992 (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company, 1995), 81.
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an American audience that the Booth-Tuckers were not arriving as the henchmen of an
imperial British Salvation Army upon Salvationists in America. Instead, he announced
that they sought to identify with, and proclaim the Gospel to, the working American poor,
or, at least to his perception of the working class in America.
Figure 6.2 – Photo of Frederick Booth-Tucker disguised as a New York pauper

14

Figure 6.3 – Photo of Kris Booth-Tucker dressed as a cowboy15
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Image copied from the Booth Salvation Army Heritage Museum in West Nyack, NY,
and shared with permission.
15
Image copied from the Booth Salvation Army Heritage Museum in West Nyack, NY,
and shared with permission. Kris Booth-Tucker’s full first name, Kristodas, was after an
Indian leader Kristo Das Pal, who rose from the lowest caste to become an important
orator and civic leader and was one of the most famous and significant Indians of his
time. Noted for his fair-mindedness and good judgment, Kristo Das Pal died in 1884.
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These promotional photos were publicity stunts that were fundamentally different
than the Salvationist practice of wearing uniforms. Whereas, the uniform distinguished
Salvationists from the society around them, these photos sought to use dress to identify
with the culture. Beyond distinguishing Salvationists on the street, the uniform also
communicated to Salvationists essential elements of their identity—that they were saved
from their past life and on a mission to fight against the devil and sin. Both examples, the
photos above and Salvationists uniform, demonstrate how Salvationists of this era were
eager to use their dress as weapons in their arsenal in what they saw as the great
Salvation war.16 Whether through music or dress, Salvationists often navigated the space
between insider and outsider in their attempt to preach the Gospel and meet needs in the
name of God and the Salvation Army.
The Booth-Tuckers did not pass up any opportunity to ingratiate themselves with
the American public; for example, when Emma gave birth to a son, their first child born
in the United States, they named him Herbert Lincoln, after her brother and Abraham
Lincoln. While they emphasized non-nationalistic ways of identifying with Americans
and eschewed theatrical displays of American patriotism like those by Ballington, and
Maud, they did not remove the American flag from Army platforms or Salvationist
parades as the General would have preferred. A letter from Bramwell to Frederick in
1897 shows this continued emphasis from London, as Bramwell complained of seeing a
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The “slum sisters” are another example of Salvationists flexibility in dress in
accomplishing their mission. These Salvationists abandoned their uniforms and adopted
simple and plain dress as they lived in the slums and sought to care for the needs of
impoverished neighbors.
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picture of Colonel Higgins' family dressed in the colors of the American flag without an
Army flag to be found.17
After Emma recovered from her grief-induced depression, she and Frederick
proceeded to lead the Army in America with equal and shared responsibilities in a way
that was presented as the Army ideal but rarely actualized. Even in instances such as with
Ballington and Maud, where the wife had a significant and visible role, it was rarely the
case that both parts of the couple shared the administrative responsibilities. In the case of
the founders, William and Catherine, while she provided the theological foundations,
spoke regularly and passionately, and wrote prolifically, she was not involved in the
administration of the Army, so that there were two founders, but only one General.18
However, with Frederick and Emma, both shared interchangeable roles in the leadership
of the Army in America. Letters to national headquarters by Colonel Richard E. Holz
were responded to by either Booth-Tucker, which demonstrated that there was little
between the two that went undiscussed concerning tactics, policy, and official
correspondence.19 Commissioner Harry Williams suggested that “Nowhere in Salvation
Army history is there an example to equal that of Emma and Frederick between 1896 and
1903.”20
Edward McKinley argued that while Emma and Frederick were never as popular
with "rank-and-file" Salvationists as their predecessors, their kindheartedness, zeal for the
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mission, earnestness, and stoic perseverance in the face of tragedy endeared them to
American Salvationists. This respect, along with their competent and clearheaded
administration, as well as their engaging and inspiring preaching helped steer the Army
through a turbulent time and come out on the other end of the storm stronger and more
stable than ever before.21
Commissioner Williams perceived a three-part approach to the financial
challenges the Booth-Tucker's inherited: first, a frugality in their lifestyle and that which
they expected of their officers; second, their no-frills approach to Army properties; and
third, they sought to publicize and promote the entirety of the Army’s work, not just the
popular social ministries.
Their frugal lifestyle and a no-frills aesthetic applied to facilities reaffirmed the
Army's identification with the poor and working classes while endearing themselves to an
American public that admired this sort of self-denial. It also differentiated them from
Ballington and Maud, who kept a fashionable residence in Montclair, New Jersey, and
constructed a glamorous and ornate headquarters building of the grand headquarters on
14th Street.22 Both properties, their quarters and the headquarters building, were seen as
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Concerning their clear-headedness and attention to detail, Susan Mitchem, head
archivist at The Salvation Army's National Archives in Alexandria, Virginia, commented
to me while on a research trip in June of 2014 that she has never encountered such
accuracy and perfect editing in publications of the time than in the publications of the
Booth-Tuckers. She commented to me with a sense of awe that in publications and
official and unofficial correspondence, she could recount no typos, misspellings, or
apparent grammatical errors.
22
It can be said that part of the appeal of Maud's approach to the wealthy benefactors of
the Army was in the way that she, a fashionable and sophisticated lady from a respectable
English family, reached down to help those in need. Further, through the auxiliaries,
Ballington and Maud offered other wealthy Americans the opportunity to reach down
from their elevated positions to help those in need. In this way, respectable Americans
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problematic to the General, who objected to this penchant for extravagance in Ballington
and Maud, though he overlooked his own personal extravagances.23
The Booth-Tuckers further distinguished their approach from their predecessors
by seeking to equally promote both the evangelistic work and the social services of the
Army when appealing to the public for financial support. Ballington and Maud had
promoted the evangelistic work of the Army to Salvationist audiences while promoting to
outside audiences exclusively the social work of the Army. According to Diane Winston,
this approach "multiplied the possible readings" of the Army's activities, such that
Salvationists could read the Army as a band of soldiers seeking to win the world for God
and the Salvation Army, and wealthy outsiders could read the Army as a band of dogooders hell-bent on improving society.24 The Booth-Tuckers’ approach was less
malleable but more consistent. The third part of the Booth-Tuckers' financial approach as
detailed by Commissioner Williams is similar to the second, as he perceived that
Frederick and Emma attempted to publicize the entirety of the Army's work, not just the
most attractive or best-selling feature, as Maud and Ballington did with the Slum Sisters.
Their approach, which was more sound than flashy, eventually proved successful.
Money was very tight during the first few years of Frederick and Emma’s tenure,
and officers struggled. Nevertheless, the modest lifestyle of their leaders encouraged the
officers and created a sense of solidarity with Frederick and Emma, who were known to
send encouraging letters and sometimes a little money to officers struggling to make ends

could envision the Army as separate from the class of people they sought to serve and
save.
23
William Booth kept a fashionable home and traveled first class.
24
Winston, Red Hot and Righteous, 5.
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meet. However, by 1902, things had greatly improved, as Frederick reported to
Bramwell:
Our officers were never more contented and in a really happy and united
condition than they are now. Finances are better than they have ever been in our
history, which means that their burdens are not so heavy, and I believe that
without exceptions they have thorough confidence in International Headquarters
and in the stability of the Army.25
In further evidence of the sustained growth of the Army under the Booth-Tuckers'
command, the self-denial donations of Salvationists in 1900 surpassed $55,000, which
more than doubled the same contributions when they took over. This increase
demonstrates not only the improved financial condition of the Army but also confidence
and identification with the international Army, as these funds were sent around the world.
Here, there can be no higher contrast to Ballington and Maud, who sought to create a
Volunteer Army of Americans for America, convinced that this was the only path to
success.
Many of the Army's benefactors had defected and moved their support to the
Volunteers of America, but over time, a new group of supporters who came alongside
Salvationists to fund the mission. They were attracted, in part, by a series of illustrated
lectures developed by Frederick and Emma that incorporated music, image projection,
along with engaging speeches that communicated the mission of the Army to potential
patrons. Among the notable leaders who became friends of the Booth-Tuckers and ardent
supporters of the Army were the governor of New York, and future President, Teddy
Roosevelt; current President, William McKinley; and the governor of Ohio, Myron
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Herrick, who came to consider Emma and Frederick intimate friends and was the
namesake for Emma and Frederick's son, John Myron.26
Theodore Roosevelt, then Governor of New York, who admired both the Army’s
militant and aggressive brand of Christianity and the simplicity and straightforwardness
of the national commanders, helped the Army secure official incorporation on April 28,
1899, in the State of New York on terms that were ultimately agreeable to the General.27
This was a significant win for Frederick and Emma, who knew well that this issue was
the cause of the Moore Split and a contributing factor to disagreements between
Ballington and International Headquarters. With institutional stability, financial security,
and a clarity of purpose and identity, the Salvation Army in America under the command
of the Booth-Tuckers entered the twentieth century with hope and confidence, assured of
great victories to come.
Despite their level-headed and stable administration, the Booth-Tuckers' also had
a flair for the dramatic, and Frederick particularly enjoyed innovating in order to draw a
crowd and make a scene. This penchant for spectacle contrasted with Ballington and
Maud's more sophisticated approach to public relations. Frederick captured the balance
he attempted to strike between pragmatism and energy when he altered the well-known
proverb for a sort of life motto—"All things come to those who hustle while they wait."28
The Booth-Tuckers were eager to adopt the newest technologies and trends and
co-opt them for declaring the gospel, making use of stereopticon projections in theatrical
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presentations, and forming a Bicycle Brigade for “Hallelujah Spins” through
Manhattan.29 The Bicycle Brigade was successful enough that Frederick directed the
National Staff Band to join in on the fun in creating a “Broadway Spectacular,” where
bandsmen mounted bicycles tandem style, with one man in charge of pedaling and the
other responsible for blowing.30 Other riders carried banners that declared that they were
“Speaking, Singing, Praying and Blowing Troubadours of God.”31 Frederick further
demonstrated his penchant for extravagant ideas mixed with sensible leadership when he
divided the National Staff Band temporarily into two groups, one of which comprised
eleven excellent players who joined him on a nine-thousand-mile whistle-stop tour in a
special train car he called "Crystal."32 The rest of the band maintained its regular
activities and demonstrated the increased depth of the player pool that had improved over
years of steady growth.33
Emma also had a bent for the theatrical and went a step further than Maud's
drawing-room lectures and created a theatrical sort of presentation. Diane Winston notes
that "by expanding the performative aspect of these talks with drama, slides, and song,
the Booth-Tuckers broadened their audience beyond those interested in a straightforward
lecture."34 In a program called "Love and Sorrow," Emma also went further than Maud in
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promoting the international mission of the Army, by recalling their experiences leading
the Army in India and appearing in an Indian sari. The Boston Herald lauded the
performance: “It was a form of entertainment—if the term is not, indeed, a misnomer—
unique, forceful, and realistic.”35
The leadership provided by Frederick and Emma was consistent and unwavering,
despite continued and unrelenting family tragedy. Between 1896 and 1903, Emma gave
birth to six children, burying three in their infancy; Evangeline in 1898 at four months
old, and William in 1900 at seven months old, in addition to the loss of Tancred
Bramwell who died in England as the rest of the family was bound for New York.
However, the greatest tragedy came on October 28, 1903, when returning by train from
the Army’s farm colony in Amity, Colorado, Emma was the only casualty of a train
derailment at the railroad station in Dean Lake, Missouri.36 Stricken with grief, Frederick
struggled through the events of an enormous public funeral that included memorial
services in Chicago attended by seven thousand, by fifteen thousand at Carnegie Hall,
and finally at Memorial Hall of the 14th Street Headquarters, where twelve to thirteen
thousand came to pay their respects.37 The emotional climax of the final service came
when Frederick, nearly inconsolable, summoned the courage to sing a stanza from a song
he wrote while standing at the podium in front of the open casket of his beloved:38
Thou knowest all things, my heart Thou canst read;
Master, Thou knowest I love Thee indeed.
35
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Ask what Thou wilt my devotion to test,
I will surrender the dearest and best.
Indeed, to Frederick, their family, and Salvationist comrades, Emma was the
dearest and best. In a family scarred by infighting, jealousy, and brokenness, not a harsh
word or sentiment can be found about Emma. Never the flashiest or most striking, the
Consul endeared herself to those she knew, and she won many converts and friends to the
Army through her kindness and goodness. It is a tribute to the esteem in which she was
held that the memorial at her grave is the largest of any grave in the Salvation Army plot
at Kensico Cemetery, in Valhalla, New York. American officers paid for the memorial,
which was appropriately designed with benches gathered around as though welcoming
those in need of comfort and counsel.
It had been through the force of her will that the farm colonies in the United
States were launched and survived, and with her gone, they would quickly fail and
eventually fade from memory.39 Exhausted and overwhelmed without his partner,
Frederick lasted only a year longer as national commander before being transferred in
November of 1904.

SONGS OF THE BOOTH-TUCKERS
Like all the Booth children, Frederick and Emma provided several songs for use
in the Army. A 1921 article in The Local Officers' Counselor, a magazine for Salvationist
musicians and lay leaders, attempted to make a list of the best-loved songs of Salvationist
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songwriters and included multiple examples of both Frederick and Emma.40 Each was
adept at setting new words to existing melodies and capable of composing original
melodies for their texts. Two of Frederick's songs, "The Soul's Independence Day" and
"Liberty Bell," clearly attempted to repurpose American themes and symbols in higher
service for the Army.41 He composed both the words and music to "Liberty Bell" shortly
after his arrival in 1896, the text of the chorus is shown in Example 6.1. It first appeared
in the War Cry a year later with an illustrated border that highlighted Philadelphia's
Liberty Bell at the top of the page. The use of this icon of American freedom and
independence from Britain for his song spoke to its audience on multiple levels. Most
directly, it prioritized eternal freedom from sin as the greatest liberty:
Example 6.1 – Text to the chorus of “Liberty Bell.”42
Through endless time
How sweet thy chime,
Liberty Bell! Liberty Bell!
Bursting sin’s chain,
Cleansing each stain,
Freeing each captive from sin’s prison cell!
The third verse and final chorus clumsily reframed the bell as Calvary's Bell, in a
similar way that the Army renamed pubs and converts after transformation. More subtly,
the song reminded an American audience about principles of the American founding,
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such as independence and liberty, and attempted to demonstrate how these were also the
ideals of the Army. It highlighted that being a soldier in the Army was not in conflict
with American identity but instead a sort of flourishing of it. At the same time, symbols
like this and the Declaration of Independence did not carry the same sort of visible
nationalistic marker on identity as did the American flag, which was seen by the General
to conflict with the Army flag.
Example 6.2 – Melody to “Liberty Bell.”

The music Frederick composed for "Liberty Bell" is simple in structure, as are all
of his songs, and repeat material in a logical way. As shown in Example 6.2, the first two
measures of the melodic line in both the chorus and the verse match the first two
measures of the final phrases, with the interior phrases ending inconclusively while the
subsequent phrases close with perfect cadences. Frederick was especially frugal in
melodic material by inverting the opening motive of the verse to create the opening
motive of the chorus, labeled as “A1” in Example 6.2. Both phrases press toward the
dominant from the tonic with stepwise eighth notes that land on dotted half-notes on the
second half of the measure. This stagnates the motion of the melody and seems to mirror
the sound of a large clanging bell that continues to strike throughout the little song. The
song is somewhat clumsy in this regard and might have made more sense if the first three
eighth notes were conceived as pick-ups to the dotted quarter notes.
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Other song texts by the Commander dealt with themes of calling, such as “God’s
trumpet is sounding, ‘To arms!’ is the call, More warriors are wanted to help on the
war;”43 complete sacrifice and surrender of the soldier’s life for Christ, such as “I cannot
give Thee less than all: Lord, take it all! Lord, take it all!”44 and commitment and
faithfulness, even unto death, such as “I’ll fight to the last with the Lord’s sword and
shield, And count it an honor to die in the field; In death and the grave there is vict’ry for
me, A salvation soldier in glory I’ll be.”45
Despite composing fewer melodies than texts, it is through two original musical
compositions that Frederick made his most significant and long-lasting contribution to
Salvationists' songs. Both were composed while he served as foreign secretary and set
texts by other members of the Booth family. The first was composed for the text, "Send
the Fire," written by his father-in-law William, which first appeared at the International
Congress in 1894. While not the melody for which William wrote his text, Frederick's
tune, aptly titled "Tucker," became the most associated melody for the text.46 The melody
was later immortalized in Salvationist music by a famous cornet solo based on the
melody arranged by Eric Leidzen.47
The second work was composed by Frederick, he claimed, while climbing up the
stairs to the top deck of a London omnibus on his way home from International
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Headquarters. The joyfully ascending melody was so catchy that Emma could not resist
writing words that fit the tune. As was fitting for a couple that worked together so
seamlessly, the words and music married together perfectly in the resulting song,
"Climbing up the Golden Stair to Glory," shown in Example 6.3.48 The theme of this
song, a pilgrim calling for fellow travelers on the way to Glory, was among the most
popular themes of early Salvationists and was well suited to the General’s millennial
theology.49
Example 6.3 – Excerpt from “Climbing up the Golden Stair,” measures 1-2.

These two melodies, "Tucker" and "Climbing up the Golden Stair," along with
"Liberty Bell," demonstrate Frederick's clear and consistent compositional style. Typified
by motivic frugality and predictable phrase structure, these melodies are quickly learned
and easily remembered, as is demonstrated in the examples below. Although the melodic
direction and text painting in "Liberty Bell" is somewhat clumsy, the text and music for
the other two songs match in logical and attractive ways. In his original text to "Send the
Fire," William makes the call for fire to be sent by the Holy Ghost three times in each
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verse. In Frederick's setting, each of these calls is repeated three times with a sequenced
martial motive, and as such, echoes the call for God to "send the fire" nine times in each
verse, as shown in Examples 6.4 and 6.5. In this way, Frederick matched the insistence of
the subject matter that is explicated throughout the song with urgent statements like, "'tis
fire we want, for fire we plead," with an equally urgent motivic fragment.
Example 6.4 – Excerpt from “Send the Fire,” measures 15-16.50

Example 6.5 – Comparison of original text of “Send the Fire,” and alterations for the
tune “Tucker.”
Original text51
Thou Christ of burning, cleansing flame,
Send the fire!
Thy blood-bought gift today we claim,
Send the fire!
Look down and see this waiting host,
Give us the promised Holy Ghost,
We want another Pentecost,
Send the fire!
Altered text for tune, “Tucker”52
Thou Christ of burning, cleansing flame,
Send the fire, send the fire, send the fire!
Thy blood-bought gift today we claim,
Send the fire, send the fire, send the fire!
Look down and see this waiting host,
Give us the promised Holy Ghost,
We want another Pentecost,
50
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Send the fire, send the fire, send the fire!
"Climbing up the Golden Stair," similarly sequences short motivic fragments to
create phrases that mirror the climbing stairs of the text, while pressing forward to logical
and predictable phrase endings, as shown in Example 6.2. Both tunes, “Tucker” and
“Climbing up the Golden Stair,” employ dotted rhythms, identified by Leonard Ratner as
the martial topic.53 As discussed in Chapter 3, this rhythmic topic came to dominate
hymnals after the American Civil War. This was especially true in Salvation Army tune
books, where songwriters and composers took advantage of every opportunity to amplify
the militancy of the Army, even if the song text was not particularly martial, as was the
case with “Climbing up the Golden Stair.”

IMPROVEMENT AND GROWTH OF ARMY BANDS, 1896-1903
National Staff Band
In 1898, the Booth-Tuckers reestablished a music department, called the “Music
Publishing Section,” at national headquarters under the direction of Ensign Charles
Straubel, who also served briefly as the bandmaster of the National Staff Band.54 The
War Cry heralded that this new branch of the Trade Department would arrange and
publish "American Band Journals," under the direction of Ensign Straubel, "who by his
past experience, knows so fully the requirements of our bandsmen."55 There were only
eight journals, totaling seventeen tunes, printed in the short tenure of this iteration of the
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publishing section, including settings of songs such as “Fighting On,” and “Stick to the
Army” that called on the faithfulness of soldiers to the Army.
While the experiment with the Publishing Section and Charles Straubel ultimately
failed, the Booth-Tuckers demonstrated their capable administrative capacity in how they
managed and supported Army bands. Their selection of Charles Anderson to lead the
National Staff Band was emblematic of their ability to identify capable leaders and equip
them appropriately. Ron Holz reports that the staff band in the Anderson era was marked
by "substantial improvement in musical standards, innovative programming, and a
generally cheerful, positive approach to Christian banding."56
Anderson was already a capable musician who played cornet in a band associated
with Elsie Chapel. He was drawn into the Army while posting the bail for his future wife,
an officer in Jersey City, New Jersey, after her arrest for holding Army open-air meetings
on the streets of the city. His boss, and benefactor of the band at Elsie Chapel, was
agreeable to the Army's mission and had asked Anderson to bail out Salvationists when
arrested for holding open-air services.57 Under Anderson’s leadership, the Staff Band
incorporated female members, something that would not happen again for another eighty
years, made its first recording, and managed to support national evangelistic campaigns
while maintaining a consistent and regular presence in New York City.
The War Cry of June 5, 1897, detailed the schedule for the week for the Staff
Band, which included rehearsals on Wednesday and Friday afternoons, support of the
Commander’s Thursday evening holiness meeting, and a weekend of performances at
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Morristown, New Jersey.58 The article went on to quote a response to the demanding
schedule by the band sergeant, who declared that it was better to “wear out than rust out.”
When not on duty with the band, many bandsmen spent their time working for the
Army's Printing Department, producing the War Cry that was sent out to Salvationists
around the country.
The Staff Band at the time was filled with colorful characters who made
performances often resemble a comedy show as much as a concert. The War Cry reported
of a festival concert at the New York Bowery Corps in March 1897 that included
humorous songs, tin whistle duets, a string band, and a vocal quintet.59 Ron Holz detailed
the humor of one of the band’s noted funny men in his response to a poor review from
General William Booth during his American tour of 1898: “Staff Band drummer and selfstyled humorist J. J. Stimson soon ran afoul of the great leader [General William Booth]
when his performance was not up to this great saint’s expectations. Stimson’s only
defense became a famous retort ‘Once you hit a drum you can’t take it back.’”60
However, in spite of their penchant for humor, reports in the War Cry always noted the
bands enthusiasm for evangelism. For example, staff bandsmen on their campaign in
Poughkeepsie, New York in 1899, were noted in the War Cry for being “reckless for the
best possible spiritual results.61 The article went on to account for one and fifty souls
having sought grace at the “penitent form,” the Salvation Army term for an altar.
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The improvement in Army bands was not confined to the Staff Band; corps bands
throughout the country were also beginning to grow and improve. The Local Officer
reprinted a report from an American newspaper on the performance of the local Army
band on parade. The Salvationists were described as marching "like veterans of the Civil
War. Good lines, perfect step and vinegar all through the line," and their music was
deemed "tip-top" and "good—very good."62
South Manchester Corps Band
The band in South Manchester, Connecticut, which became one of the most
famous bands among American Salvationists, was formed in 1888, and like many bands
of the time, was launched by teaching converts to play horns. The corps purchased a set
of instruments from a local textile company, Cheney Mills, which in the past had
sponsored a brass band for its workers. That the decline of a mill band enabled the
formation of the South Manchester corps band reinforces how Salvationist bands in
America began to flourish as the American brass band tradition was fading. The South
Manchester corps band then hired a local musician, Jimmie Hall, to train and lead the
band. Fourteen years later, the Local Officer featured the band as its representative band
for a 1902 edition of the magazine.63 The short essay gave a brief history of the band's
improvement and brief biographical information on half of the band's twenty-two
members. The band acknowledged that in its earlier years, citizens of the town plugged
their ears when the band marched past. However, now the town would be "very sad"
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without the band, suggesting that when the band played nearly a thousand people could
be seen "getting as close as they can to hear the sweet strains of music."64
Altogether though, the band was most proud of the reputation it had earned for its
"praying powers." Of the bandsmen featured in the article, two were converts who
learned to play, likely under the tutelage of Jimmie Hall, in its earlier years. One of those
converts, the baritone player Brother Elliott, also learned how to read after conversion,
and the essay proudly declared that he now reads his Bible daily.65 Only one member is
noted to be a new recruit, Brother Metcalf, whom, it is safe to assume on account of his
playing first cornet, arrived in the Army with some previous musical experience.
Consistent with the increasing trend, the largest portion of the band was drawn from
children of the regiment, raised as Salvationists, and developed and nurtured in the corps
band. Three of the generational Salvationists listed in this biographical sketch came from
the British Isles, with the Perrett brothers arriving from Bristol, England, and Brother
Griminson coming to Manchester from Ireland.
Pacific Coast Provincial Band
Commissioned in May of 1902, the Pacific Coast Provincial Band functioned as a
special staff band for the Western Division and was featured as a representative band in
the June 12 issue of the Local Officer.66 Although it was not the first “special” western
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band, it was the first attempt at a permanent staff band.67 The band included twenty-one
musicians, many of whom worked for the Army's printing office in Los Angeles. Five of
the bandsmen were Salvationists imported from England, nine were American citizens,
five others were immigrants to the United States but recruited to the Army while in
America, and Bandmaster Griffiths and Brother Cameron were both Salvationists in
Canada before making their way to California.68 The Local Officer article highlighted
three bandsmen who were saved from lives of sin, including Brother Peacock, who was
previously an "opium fiend," but was now employed in the printing office and serving as
the bandmaster at the Los Angeles Number Two Corps Band. The band felt obligated to
note that while they did not play entirely from the journals, they would be ordering them
shortly and that they would catch on as well in the American West as in other parts of the
world. However, why, if they caught on so well, were they not performing from the
journals? It could be that the music in the journals was not appropriate for the band’s skill
level, or that the music in the journals was seen as less effective than other music
available to the band. It could also have been that it was difficult for the band to get the
music, though this seems unlikely because the journal was mailed to Salvationist bands
around the world. So why, if they were not playing from the journals, did they even
mention them? It seems likely that sharing this sentiment was obligatory, since
throughout each edition of the Local Officer bands were implored to stick to playing
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music from the journals. Additionally, in columns of advice to bandmasters and features
on representative bands, Salvationist bands were lauded when they declared that they
only played Army music.
The pressure to play Army music was not just casual; General Booth had decreed
in 1885, in his third general order for bands, that Salvation Army bands would only play
music written and published by the Salvation Army. Furthermore, the Army only
published band music for songs with texts printed in Salvation Army song books. General
Booth desired that the text always be forefront in the minds of bandsmen, as well as the
audience. To accomplish this, the earliest band arrangements were simple song
accompaniments, and when pieces began to be published with sections not intended to
accompany singing, the words of the chorus were emphasized to the bandsmen by
publishing the words in the band's part books, as seen in Figure 6.4.
Figure 6.4 – Photo of soprano cornet part, “The Call to War,” Salvation Army Band
Journal, no. 70.69
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NATIONAL STAFF BAND AT THE 1904 INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
In the summer of 1904, the Salvation Army held an International Congress in
London, and American Salvationists were eager to demonstrate the success and strength
of the Army in the United States. The event, which sought to celebrate the Army from
around the world, also was a potential mine-field for Frederick Booth-Tucker, who in
addition to mourning the recent death of his wife, Emma, had to avoid the pitfalls of
Ballington and Maud, who ten years previously angered the General by displays of
American patriotism during the 1894 Congress. Serving as the Foreign Secretary in 1894
gave Frederick a front-row seat to the General's frustration with the American forces
under the leadership of Ballington and Maud, and Frederick was eager not to make the
same mistakes. Attempting to find a way to express the distinctiveness of the American
army to an international audience while still mired in a state of depression, Frederick
struggled to manage the Army in America. He busied himself by wrestling over what
unique uniforms the National Staff Band would wear in London. They tried out
Minuteman uniforms and Native American attire before Frederick settled on cowboythemed uniforms for the delegation, shown in the Figure 6.5.
Cowboys occupied a romanticized place in the American consciousness. They
stirred up images of open plains of a wild and untamed land as they stood as emblems of
American individuality, self-reliance, and a can-do spirit. While there were very few
cowboys, and their lives rarely reflected their romanticized image, for a nation that was
only beginning to develop a sense of shared identity, cowboys stood as a sort of mascot
of American character. Through the sale of cowboy-themed dime novels and traveling
shows with celebrity cowboys in wild West shows such as that of Buffalo Bill, the
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cowboy became an icon of American identity in the United States, but also abroad.
Frederick’s decision to dress the staff band as cowboys played into one of the strongest
and most easily recognizable images of American life without angering the General by
coopting symbols of American nationalism, like the American flag, that he saw as an
afront to Salvationist identity.
Figure 6.5 – Photo of National Staff Band at the 1904 International Congress.70

The delegation to the congress included several musical groups, including "the
Colored Songsters," "The Yankee Choir," Chinese soloist Scheck Nong from San
Francisco, and "Colonel Holz and the Kentucky Mountaineers," in addition to the
National Staff Band.71 The band led a “grand parade” from the New York headquarters to
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the S.S. Carpathia on June 14, 1904, and played “Home Sweet Home” from the deck of
the ship as the delegation of 400 set sail for London.72 During the ten-day voyage, the
Salvationists kept a busy rehearsal and performance schedule that was carefully detailed
in a booklet that Frederick printed for the delegates. Also included in this booklet were
the words to forty-eight songs, to be learned during the voyage and to be accompanied by
the staff band.73
The words to these songs are not printed in other Salvation Army song books or
publications, though they are similar in content and style to other published Salvationist
songs. Further, no accounts exist of them being sung at the congress, and until recently,
there has not been any suggestion about what music was used to accompany these songs.
However, in July of 2014, I discovered an unfiled folder at the Salvation Army's Heritage
Museum in West Nyack, New York, that contained a first cornet part-book from the
National Staff Band from the first few years of the twentieth century.74 The title,
Salvation Army American Marches, is embroidered on the binding. In the top corners of
the cover are two generic uniformed silhouettes, one a trombonist and the other a
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cornetist. In the center of the cover is an eagle carrying two flags, an American flag on
the right, and the Salvation Army flag on the left, as seen in Figure 6.6.
Figure 6.6 – Cover of “Salvation Army American Marches,” first cornet part book.75

The book contains forty-eight marches, each with an added chorus text matching
the forty-eight songs Commander Booth-Tucker requested the American delegates to
learn while in transit to London. The part book contains one manuscript entitled "Staff
Band Guard" attributed to "Hodges," likely referencing Samuel Hodges, and forty-seven
printed pieces published outside of the Salvation Army. The title of each march was
either removed or pasted over with the generic title, "Salvation Army American March
No.___," as seen in Figure 6.7. The publication information on the bottom page was also
removed, though it can be seen to some degree on several pages. The titles of a few
marches are legible on pages where the pasted cover has been peeled away, or the
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printing of the piece made it impossible to remove the entire title from the original. In
half of the examples, the composer's name has not been obscured.
Figure 6.7 – March no. 12, from “Salvation Army American Marches,” first cornet part
Book.76

The reason for obscuring the composers’ name and publication information is
similar to the likely reason that this book has been overlooked for so long—it stands
outside the normative tradition and policies of Salvation Army music. When the book
was compiled, it was important that the Staff Band make every effort to abide, at least in
spirit, by the orders and regulations regarding Army brass bands. Further, because
Salvationists have valued the development of their own traditions and repertoire, there
has been a lack of interest in the activity of Salvationist musicians that sit outside of what
later became the normative experience of their band tradition. Most Salvationist
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identify the March as “Under the Double Eagle.” The title references the AustrioHungarian coat of arms.
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musicians would not have a frame of reference for this part book, because the internal
narrative about Salvation Army music as being self-sufficient has no place for external
repertoire.
The added lyrics for each march were pasted onto the innermost part of the page,
as seen in Figure 6.8, usually at the trio, where the text was intended to be sung.77
Following the expanded allowances for Salvation Army composers in 1901 to make
arrangements with sections of original composition, the Music Editorial Board published
model pieces. Within a year, a tradition emerged for march trios to be settings of Army
songs, while the other strains featured original compositions. Some marches would also
set the first strain to an Army song, but this was less common. Although these marches
were not published by the Army and approved by the editorial board, the manner in
which the texts were applied followed the principles of the Army’s policy for publishing
marches.
Figure 6.8 – Added text for March no. 34, from “Salvation Army American Marches,”
first cornet part book.
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The texts found in the part book correspond to songs included in the Information
Issued for Delegates, 20. However, it does not appear that they were cut out from that
pamphlet, but instead printed separately.
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This example, like others in the book, declares victory and triumph in a
representation of Salvationist imperialism that intended to reign from "shore to shore."
Many of these text inserts have fallen off over time, but they remain on about half of the
pieces. An in-depth exploration of this part book, and the reviews of the band at the 1904
Congress, provides an insightful look at how Salvationist bands in America navigated the
rules and regulations from International Headquarters and demands of the local mission
while attempting to be faithful to the spirit and objectives of the Salvation Army.
At the opening celebration of the congress, the Staff Band marched the American
delegates into the hall, playing an unidentified "national air."78 Brindley Boon reports that
the band only played secular arrangements at the congress, and no contemporary account
details them playing anything but American airs and marches.79 They were, however,
popular enough to be invited by the London County Council to perform at the Thames
Embankment.80 A War Cry report on that performance noted that “American airs were
rendered to the delight of thousands, who applauded heartily.” 81 Further, the Local
Officer reported that 10,000 people heard Army bands perform at Victoria Gardens,
where the “Cowboys of America” performed a cornet solo arrangement of "Swanee
River," likely by noted soloist John Allen, who received particular acclaim.82
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By 1904, it was already an established rule that Army bands ought only to play
Salvationist music, and while it was common practice for bands to bend these rules, it
was not common to flaunt this independence in such a public way. While thousands may
have been applauding heartily, Richard Slater, responsible for overseeing the music of the
Army, was not pleased by the rule-bending of the National Staff Band, commenting in his
journal, "As for the New York [staff] Band, it played no Salvation Army music but plays
chiefly Sousa's marches and also other pieces that have no religious aim in them
whatever… I raised a protest."83 Apparently, the renaming of the three Sousa marches
contained in the book (“King Cotton,” “The Liberty Bell,” and “Stars and Stripes
Forever”), and application of new texts was not sufficient to satisfy the music secretary.
The General, too, raised concerns with Frederick Booth-Tucker after hearing the National
Staff Band perform an air varié based on the tune, "Long, Long Ago." Markedly
disturbed, he questioned Frederick on the matter but seemed satisfied when Booth-Tucker
calmly replied that the band was playing "Cleansing for Me."84 Consequently, while the
application of new texts may not have satisfied this appropriation to the music secretary,
it was evidently sufficient to calm the concerns of the General.
Of the forty-seven previously published pieces included in the part book, only
twenty have been identified. Nine of the twenty identified works are essentially
American in nature: the three Sousa marches, William Fürst's "For Old Glory March," a
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(Woodbridge, Suffolk: Boydell Press, 2011), 73. Although his protest resulted in no
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march based on "My Old Kentucky Home" by Frank Panella, and four American Medley
Marches by Ellis Brooks that set American patriotic tunes like "Hail Columbia," "The
Star-Spangled Banner" and "Cheer Boys Cheer," among others.85 Other pieces included,
even those by European composers, such as "Under the Double Eagle" by J.F. Wagner;
"Siegesmarch" by Johann Gottfried Piefke; and "Kutschke Polka" by Ludwig Stasny,
would have been popular marches for bands in America.
Although the American brass band tradition was fading, it was still possible to
purchase music for brass band printed by American publishers. Of the twenty-three
pieces that did not have the publisher’s name removed, eighteen were published by three
of the largest American sheet music publishers; seven each by Carl Fischer and J.W.
Pepper, and four by the John Church Company. However, in the coming years as nonSalvation Army American brass bands disappeared entirely, this source of music would
cease to be viable. Salvation Army bands would eventually have to choose between
performing exclusively from Salvation Army journals, or modelling their bands after the
American wind band tradition.86
Among the pieces that would have "No religious aim," is the piece, “Belphegor
March,” by Edouard Brepsant and arranged by Paul DeVille. This piece serves as a
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In a program from American delegation at Carnegie Hall before their departure, “My
Old Kentucky Home,” was the tune of a sacred song sung by Colonel Holz and the
Kentucky Mountaineers. The arrangement in this part book may have accompanied it.
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There were a number of attempts made by Army bands to incorporate wood winds
sections, most notably the National Staff Band in 1922 under Bandmaster George Darby,
none of these attempts had lasting success. Darby’s band in 1922 included trumpets,
French horns, saxophones, flutes, and clarinets. Also, before the brass band morphed into
the modern wind band, there was a time in the late nineteenth century that most brass
bands included a clarinet, often spelled clarionette. This was true in army and non-army
bands in Britain and the United States. The clarinet was dropped from Army brass band
publications in 1903.
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particularly useful window into understanding how Salvationists adapted secular tunes
during this time, though in a way that was more acceptable by respectable society. While
this is not a song of the working class, it is also not merely a choice song of the devil; it is
a piece of music written about the devil, or, at least, one of his ambassadors. According to
De Plancy's Dictionnaire Infernal, Belphegor was one of the main demons, as well as
hell's ambassador to France.87 Belphegor also figures in John Milton's Paradise Lost and
Victor Hugo's The Toilers of the Sea. For most bands, this would have merely been a
popular march, and the contexts and connotation of its title of little significance.
However, it is unlikely that any band outside of the Salvation Army would have
considered using it in connection with a religious service. The inserted text, shown in
Example 6.6, is a typical jingoistic chorus of Salvationist imperialism, which seems
intent on conquering the world, regardless of the challenges from the devil or his
ambassadors:
Example 6.6 – Inserted text for March no. 20 [Belphagor’s March], from “Salvation
Army American Marches,” first cornet part book.
Led by God we plan and plod
‘Neath flag unfurled
To save the world;
We tread the path the Saviour [t]rod,
Come gain or loss,
We’ll bear the cross,
And bring lost souls to God.
This stanza of text, though iambic, is in an uncommon 7.4.4.8.4.4.6 metrical
pattern that suggests it was written specifically for this melody. The words can be sung to
the melody at the trio, though, it would be difficult and likely impossible to be sung by a
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crowd on the street on account of its new text and its disjunct and unfamiliar melody. The
marches included in the book also demonstrate, as seen in "Belphegor March," the
increased technical capacity of Salvationist brass bands. The first cornet part to the
march, shown in Figure 6.9, gives an example of the technical capacity of the band at this
time. Certainly, no group of converts given instruments and asked to learn to play could
manage the demands of this march. Pieces like this, and the others in the book, would
only be playable by a group of well-trained musicians. That the repertoire in this
collection is so demanding reflects the increased technical capacity of the National Staff
Band, and while this was the finest Salvationist band in America at the time, with
members drawn from corps bands, it also demonstrated the improvement of Salvation
Army Brass bands in America as a whole.
Figure 6.9 - March no. 20 [Belphagor’s March], from “Salvation Army American
Marches,” first cornet part book.

By 1904, the Salvation Army had a twenty-five-year history of brass bands in
Britain, and twenty years of a smaller, but growing, tradition in the United States. The
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National Staff Band was able to draw from the best Salvationist musicians in the
Northeast, many of whom, by this time, had grown up with a horn in their hands. In the
"Belphegor March," and its appropriation, we see not only the increasing capacity and
desire of Army bands to play challenging pieces, but also their efforts to maintain fidelity
to the mission, tradition, and purpose of Salvation Army banding. The compilers of this
book and authors of the inserted lyrics appropriated music and transformed it by the
application of a new text much in the same way their predecessors had with minstrel
melodies. However, while the General delighted in "robbing the devil of his choicest
tunes," he was not likely thinking of a popular march about Belphegor, hell's ambassador
to France.88 Although like Slater, the General disapproved of the use of non-Army music
for his bands, he would have delighted in taking a song from the enemy and applying a
new text that proclaimed the flying of the Army flag over a world redeemed by an everexpanding army of God.
Despite their brazen disobedience of Army policies for band repertoire, The
National Staff Band was not disciplined or punished when they returned to New York.
Furthermore, concert programs from the band in the coming years show a continued
willingness to skirt International Headquarters' policies for repertoire, although reports of
the General's American tour in 1907 show that the band was more intentional in abiding
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Salvationists often cite General William Booth as saying this, or rhetorically asking the
question, “why should the devil have all the good music.” There is no reliable source
attributing the latter quote to General Booth. The only citation of the former quote in a
scholarly publication is in Ronald Holz, “The Story Behind Salvation Army Music” in
Christian History, Volume 26, (1990): 30-32. The full quote is copied below:
I don’t care much whether you call it secular or sacred.
I rather enjoy robbing the devil of his choicest tunes, and, after his subjects
themselves, music is about the best commodity he possesses.
It is like taking the enemy’s guns and turning them against him.
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by the orders and regulations in his presence.89 There was, however, a more intentional
effort from London to encourage faithfulness to the orders and regulation, provide easier
access to Army music publications, and praise American bands that abided by the policy
in publications from London: an attempt to foster Richard Slater's goal of "one band life"
throughout the Army.90

EVANGELINE’S ARRIVAL AS NATIONAL COMMANDER
Grief-stricken by the loss of his beloved wife and exhausted by the work at
headquarters and with his six children at home, Frederick Booth-Tucker announced his
farewell as national commander in the War Cry in August of 1904, just after returning
home from the International Congress. For his replacement, the General delved into his
most trusted, if most volatile, source for Army leadership, his children. He appointed his
daughter Eva, the seventh of eight Booth children, and third consecutive to serve as
national commander. Her mother, Catherine, wanted to name her Evangeline after the
little heroine in Uncle Tom’s Cabin.91 William, however, chose for the birth certificate
his preferred name, Evelyne, though he called her Eva. After arriving in America,
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A review of the band’s performances during General Booth’s visit was submitted to the
Bandsmen and Songster, a magazine that came after the Local Officer, by Commissioner
Alexander Nicol. In this account, he described that the band "plays the same instruments
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Frances Willard, a suffragist and temperance activist, convinced her to adopt the name
Evangeline, to connect with the American public, who connected to that name because of
Uncle Tom’s Cabin and also Longfellow’s tragic poem, Evangeline.92 Ed McKinley
suggested that it was her “dramatic impulse” that caused her to select the “more
euphonious name,” under which she “reigned” over the Salvation Army in America.93
Often treated as a sort of Army princess by her father, Eva was afforded freedom
from oversight that was unusual for the Army. In her official commission as national
commander, Eva was subject to only the General's direction, removing her brother, Chief
of Staff Bramwell, from her chain of command.94 Even after her father's death, it
appeared that Bramwell, as General, still held little control over Eva and the American
Salvation Army, as she regularly disregarded his orders and instructions.
Many American officers privately shared concerns that yet another Booth coming
to command was evidence of the General’s nepotism. Eva was, however, well prepared to
lead, after having served as the Army’s commander in Canada for the previous eight
years. Ed McKinley describes her as being vain, imperious, condescending, impetuous,
highly emotional, and “something of a poseur.”95 She was, however, extremely dynamic
as both a speaker and public figure, as evidenced in her short time in interim command of
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the Army in America after Ballington and Maud's dismissal and before the arrival of the
Booth-Tuckers. She was remarkably effective at persuading rich and powerful men to
support the Army's work financially and logistically, even later convincing the United
States Army to allow young Salvationist women into the trenches of the First World War
to serve the soldiers on the front lines. Without question, Evangeline Booth became the
most famous Salvationist in American history, earning a celebrity unapproached by any
other Army character. Though not always loved by many that served beneath her
coercive control, Evangeline was adored by rank-and-file Salvationists and the public.
Her persona was larger than life and equal parts "fact and fancy," as described by Ed
McKinley, as she worked to make herself the image of the Army in the consciousness of
Americans.96
Evangeline took advantage of dramatic pageantry , as Diane Winston suggested,
to project the Army in the public arena while playing down its "particularities" and
emphasizing its contribution to society.97 Eva designed and promoted fundraising events
called "representations," that in their very name, demonstrated a tension between
Salvationists who valued plain speech and were leery of theater, and a public that was
drawn to extravagant events. Articles defending the productions in the War Cry
demonstrate this tension. After describing the emotional effect of Evangeline’s event,
“The Commander in Rags,” an article continued, “this was not a performance, it was
representation of real life—of a life lived by the one who was portraying it.”98
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In this representation, Evangeline reenacted her work as a teenager in London,
disguising herself so that she could be accepted and work among the urban poor. Now,
however, she was still dressing down, but in an attempt to gain acceptance and support
from wealthy Americans. By bifurcating the Army's mission into separate spheres—
evangelical outreach and social programs—Evangeline, like Ballington and Maud,
enabled multiple readings of Salvationist identity. This enabled Salvationists to perceive
themselves to be a part of a conquering army of God and allowed the American public to
understand the Army as nonsectarian advocates for the good of society.
Evangeline also embraced symbols of American patriotism, often appearing in
photos embracing both flags, and commissioning a march, "Under Two Flags," from
Salvationist composer Bramwell Coles, a title amazingly similar to Maud's book, Beneath
Two Flags. More aggressively, Evangeline even published a portrait, shown in Figure
6.10, of her and her brother Bramwell, while he was General, that flaunted the American
flag and declared that her allegiance was shared between the interests of both flags.
William Booth chose to give her authority subject only to him and God. It seemed that
even after her father’s death her chain of command remained unchanged, as Evangeline
regularly disregarded orders from her brother, the General. Beyond mere acts of
disobedience, she actively worked against Bramwell, even seeking, and ultimately taking
part, in his removal from his office as General in 1929.99 While these acts of
independence must have bothered Bramwell, he was unwilling to deal with the
consequences that demanding her obedience would have borne. He did not want to cause
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another schism in the American Salvation Army, as he feared that Evangeline’s
popularity would cause a split even more catastrophic than the two previous rebellions.
Figure 6.10 – Portrait of Evangeline and General Bramwell Booth beneath American and
Salvation Army flags.100

Music Under Evangeline
As with most things under her command, Eva took an active role in the life and
activity of Army bands, notably the National Staff Band. This included involving herself
in what the band played, what they wore, and where they performed.101 She sometimes
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This portrait is on display in the research room at the Salvation Army Heritage
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Goldman as a guest adjudicator at an Army band event, where a slight from Eva ended up
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dressed them in thematic costumes rather than uniforms, often included them in her
theatrical representations, and committed them to engagements with little notice. Despite
her seeming embrace of all things American, she appeared to understand the value of a
distinctly Salvationist musical identity. She encouraged the continued expansion of the
Army's brass band tradition through her support of Bandsman's Councils, through more
regional staff bands, and in newly formed music camps for the development of young
Salvationist musicians, which was likely the most crucial step in creating a selfsustaining musical culture.
Following the International Congress in 1904, a provincial band was formed in
Boston in 1905 for the Salvation Army's New England Division under the command of
Colonel Evans, who recruited young men from British bands at the congress. Colonel
Evans "had every arrangement made for the 'boys,'" and saw to it that the Salvation Army
emigration agency organized the relocation of twenty-eight musicians from seventeen
different corps.102 After one year, only eleven remained in the band, as some of the
"boys" went into training for Salvation Army officership, and others returned to "merry
England."103 The band was buttressed by other recruits and still had twenty-seven
members when the article ran in the Local Officer, although it did not clarify if these new
members were drawn from local corps or through more immigrating Salvationist
musicians. Heralded for its activity level, the New England Provincial Band "specialed"

causing Leidzen to disassociate from the Salvation Army for more than a decade. (Holz,
Proclaimers, 57-59.)
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Local Officer, Volume 9, Number 11 (November 1906), 423. The emigration agency
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converts pulled from London’s East End sent to Farm Colonies in America and Canada.
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at local corps three out of every four weekends. The band was also lauded for playing
exclusively from the latest Army journals. Evangeline Booth even singled out the band
for praise on account of their faithfulness in only playing Salvation Army music.104
In the same year, 1906, as the article on the New England Provincial Band, the
Local Officer featured the Princess Rink Corps Band from Chicago as its representative
band for its September edition.105 This was the first such feature on an American band in
the Local Officer.106 Like many Army bands of the time, the Princess Rink band was
primarily comprised of generational Salvationists, with fourteen of its nineteen members
having grown up in the Army. One of the musicians featured was William Broughton, a
Salvationist from England who immigrated to the United States after the International
Congress in 1904. He was a young man at the time, but later went on to an outstanding
career as an Army composer and conductor, leading the famous Flint Citadel Band, the
Chicago Staff Band, and the New York Staff Band.107
The article provided single-sentence biographies of each member, as well as an
outline of a few other distinctives of the band. For instance, Bandmaster R.J. Oliver
emphasized the band's commitment to quality musicianship, which seems to have been
much less a priority in earlier years. He declared: "What brings discredit on your Band in
turn reflects on our "Good Old Army," and if your Band is ridiculed by the public for
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poor playing there is generally good cause for it." He continued, "Remedy this
yourself."108 This statement demonstrated that Salvationists had a sense of nostalgia for
the “Good Old Army” but were simultaneously trying to distance themselves from the
reputation of the Army’s early, less polished, bands. This sort of imagined nostalgia is
consistent with the formation of new national identities, where origin myths communicate
important ideals that separate peoples from previously dominant identities. For
Salvationists of this time, imagining themselves reenacting the traditions of their
forefathers gave meaning and purpose to their activity and reinforced the distinctiveness
as Salvationists, regardless of whether their bands bore any semblance of the musical
practices of the “Good Old Army.” This sense of nostalgia is also noticeable in one of the
young members of the band, Railton Stillwell who was named after Commissioner
Railton, the first national commander of the Salvation Army in America.
Bandmaster Oliver also asserted that he believed “in having a Band composed of
all women or all men.”109 This was the first time a gender-separate approach to banding
was endorsed in an Army publication. The sex-segregated approach contrasted with
William Booth's desire that bands should contain both men and women, and ran counter
to the Salvationist theology that espoused gender equality in all avenues of Salvation
Army service. Booth's desire for mix-gendered bands ran counter to the masculine
gendered activity of bands that was pervasive in British band culture, and he even argued
that women in Army bands could keep the men from leaving for outside brass bands.
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Despite the General's desire, Army brass bands in Britain were predominantly male, as
Gordon Cox noted that only nine of over thirteen hundred bandsmen accounted for in the
Local Officer were women.110
In the early years of Salvationist brass bands in America, however, women were
present in almost every band, although much less frequently in staff bands.111 However,
Salvationist bands in America became increasingly gendered over time. The first
women's bands began appearing in Chicago just after the turn of the Twentieth Century
and in New York by 1913. This move toward gender separation in bands coincided with
less gender equality in Army leadership, racial segregation of corps, and a harsher
perspective on low-brow popular music, such as jazz. All three of these developments,
which were never codified in Army policy, ran counter to Salvationist theology and to the
practice of the early Army but were more in line with social expectations of churched
society.112
The Princess Rink Corps Band was particularly active and had a significant
influence on the Army in Chicago, as members of the Rink band were an integral part of
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the Chicago Staff Band when it was first formed in 1906.113 The Chicago Staff band was
formed by one of the most aggressive advocates of Army bands in the West, Lt. Colonel
John Fynn, the same officer who formed the Pacific Coast Provincial Band three years
earlier. Colonel Fynn would continue to oversee the Chicago Staff Band for the next
fourteen years, with the band growing from fourteen members to twenty-nine. It was
featured in the 1914 International Congress and maintained an active schedule as a
special band, supporting the work of the Army in every significant town within a 200mile radius. By the late 1920s the band, then under the direction of William Broughton,
was arguably the most heralded Army band in the country, being featured at the 50th
anniversary National Congress in 1930, which included two of the most prominent
American musicians as guests: John Philip Sousa, who wrote a march for the occasion,
and Edwin Franko Goldman.114 Shortly after this festival, Evangeline, who was
impressed by the quality of Broughton's leadership and compositional skill in
orchestrating some of her songs for the band, saw to it that he was appointed as the
bandmaster of the National Staff Band.
Building on the success of the Princess Rink and Chicago Staff Bands and buoyed
by the mass migration into industrial centers, Salvationist bands in the Midwest grew
significantly in quality and quantity. This was especially true in Michigan, the industrial
engine of the American automotive industry. In 1904, a band was organized in Flint,
Michigan, by William Bearcraft, an English Salvationist who was employed as the hiring
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manager at a Buick automotive plant.115 He began by teaching his two children, Grace
and Orton, to play before escalating the endeavor by advertising for jobs at the Buick
factory in Salvationist publications in Britain. Seeking able musicians to work and play,
he reorganized the band with higher numbers and along the model set forth by the
Princess Rink Band in 1908. The band was regarded highly enough that Eva invited it to
participate as a part of the American delegation at the 1914 International Congress. After
the First World War, the band recruited a new bandmaster, William Broughton, who led
the band before taking command of the Chicago Staff Band. The Flint band, and its new
leader, had a substantial reputation, consequently it was used in advertisements for the
Courtier Conical Bore Cornet.116 Under Broughton's leadership, the Flint Citadel Band
achieved great acclaim and continued to grow, numbering fifty-four men in 1921, when
they were featured at the Bandsmen's Councils in Chicago.
Demonstrating the strength of Salvationist bands in Michigan, at the same
councils the Detroit #1 Corps Band performed with sixty men. The influence of the
earlier Princess Rink band now relocated and known only as the Chicago #1 corps, could
be seen in leadership throughout the territory, as three bandmasters of featured bands
were members of the 1905 Princess Rink band. Moreover, the preference for gender
exclusivity in bands, articulated earlier by bandmaster R.J. Oliver, was now prevalent, as
all band rosters listed at the councils were entirely men.117
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New York Staff Band under George Darby
In New York, the National Staff Band continued under the leadership of Charles
Anderson until 1907, when he was replaced by Robert Griffith, the brother of
Evangeline's longtime personal secretary. Griffith's tenure lasted until 1912, when
George Darby took command of the band, a position he would hold for nineteen years.
During this time, the National Staff Band became known as the Territorial Staff Band,
because of a reorganization of the administration of the Salvation Army when National
Headquarters was separated from the four territorial commands.
By the time George Darby took over as bandmaster for the National Staff Band,
its primary purpose had changed. Brass bands were now clearly established in many
corps, and no longer was a staff band needed to model and encourage corps to start a
band, as any corps that could muster enough people already likely had one. Further, while
the open-air was a vital part of the life of a local corps, the staff band was more often
traveling around the territory performing festival concerts and supporting Evangeline in
massive campaigns or theatrical representations. Clearly, with Eva's blessing to eschew
orders and regulations from London, Darby developed a repertoire in his early years as
bandmaster that drew more from art music than it did from Army journals. Darby
carefully planned festival performances and the band's repertoire to present a Gospel
message. However, he did so in a much more elegant way than would have been
recognizable even fifteen years earlier.
A performance program from a festival in May 1913, included in Appendix 6.7,
contains six instrumental pieces, with only one piece from the Army band journal, Arthur
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Goldsmith’s selection, “My Guide.”118 There were two pieces by the Scottish composer,
Ord Hume: the first was a march, "Conqueror," and the second was a medley of folk
songs. A program note accompanying the folk song medley drew distinctions between
folk songs and both popular and art songs, though there was no effort to make any
evangelistic connection to these tunes. There were also two solos: a mazurka for cornet,
"The Star," by the American composer George Tracy, and a setting for trombone of a
Catholic parlor song, "Ora Pro Nobis," (Pray for us). The parlor song used for this
trombone solo was composed by Henry Pontet and elaborated on a section of the Ave
Maria that was meant to highlight the vulnerability of children with no home. The
content of this trombone solo makes sense in an Army program, but this piece, performed
without a program note, would have only carried meaning to a knowledgeable audience.
The band concluded the concert with a non-Army setting of a hymn, "Brother, Thou Art
Gone Before Us," misattributed to Arthur Sullivan.119 The festival also contained vocal
solos and pieces for the male chorus, a tradition of the band that began under George
Darby.120 These pieces were of similar content and character to the band pieces, and of
the four vocal numbers, only one, a setting by Bandmaster Darby of General Booth’s
“Boundless Salvation,” was based on a song in the song book. Most of the repertoire for
this performance violated the letter of Army policy that forbade the use of non-Army
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music, but also the spirit of the rules for Salvationist music that every piece played should
carry the message of the Gospel. Although most Americans would have seen this
performance as morally upright and even sacred in nature, it lacked evangelistic fervor
and had more in common with a performance by the Sousa Band than the open airs and
street parades of earlier eras.
Increasingly, performances by staff bands, and to a lesser extent corps bands,
were including pieces that were more technically challenging, but also more demanding
for the listener as programs were becoming more artful and the message further nuanced
and less direct. Music published by the Army was not engaging or appropriate for
excellent bands, such as the National Staff Band, that were capable of performing
elaborate festival concerts.121 Concert programs from throughout Darby's tenure as
bandmaster of the National Staff Band affirm this reality. A program from a festival
concert at Ellis Island in 1920, included in Appendix 6.8, is almost identical in thematic
material to the 1913 concert mentioned above, and also included only one piece from
Army journals. This sort of programming reflected an Army that sought to lend a hand to
the down-trodden immigrant but was dramatically different from an invading Army that
arrived in America forty years earlier and sought to identify with the poor working class.
This disjuncture from working-class culture does not suggest that Salvationists
were no longer attempting to reach the poor with the Gospel. However, increasingly, their
music became a less effective means of communicating to the working-class that they
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could be redeemed, transformed, and sanctified. Flamboyant Army characters like Joe the
Turk still sought to prolong the fight or at least the impression of one. There were also
Salvationists using banjos, concertinas, and any instrument that could be pressed into
service on city streets, and there was still a stream of converts testifying to the redemptive
work of God through the Army. However, by the second decade of the twentieth century,
Salvationist brass bands were becoming the most identifiable expression of Salvationist
music and were more likely to draw the praise of the critic but less likely to draw the
interest of those they proclaimed to be seeking.

HOW THEY SEE US
After years of encouraging the composition of new songs to create a selfsufficient musical culture, by the turn of the twentieth century, much of the hymnody
sung by Salvationists was composed by them as well. This had two distinct effects: first,
it effectively created a vibrant culture that reinforced a distinct Salvationist identity,
precisely as the General hoped. Second, it had the unintended consequence of isolating
Salvationists from the culture that surrounded them. While Salvationist brass bands
became a noisy and ubiquitous fixture on urban street corners, it was initially intended
only to be used to accompany singing. As the songs that were being accompanied grew
increasingly foreign to the passersby on the street, they also became less objectionable as
they were less associated with rough society. Additionally, as the bands improved and the
variety and quality of Salvationist band arrangements increased, the Salvation Army
street meetings became a more welcome sight. As society began to appreciate the social
effect of the Army's ministry to the impoverished, the Salvation Army became seen as a
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vital safety net for the unfortunate. It became such that Salvationists were seen as
essential to but still outside of the fabric of American society. Consequently, the public
reception of Salvationists improved, and the Salvation Army was well on its way to
becoming America's favorite charity.
General William Booth Enters Heaven
American poet Vatchel Lindsay (1879-1931) tramped nearly 3,000 miles around
the country on three trips trading poems, drawings, and songs for food and lodging.122 He
was raised in a prominent family in Springfield, Illinois, and his parents had come to be
supportive of the Salvation Army's work among the poor. Vatchel had himself been
nourished at Salvationist soup kitchens often while on his journeys. Upon receiving the
news of William Booth's death, while on a train in New Mexico after his 1912 tramp, he
immediately composed the poem that became his most famous, “General William Booth
Enters Heaven.”123
In the poem, Lindsay paints a picture of an elderly and blind General Booth,
playing the bass drum and leading a column of vile and dirty converts onto the
courthouse square in Heaven. Lindsay intended his poem to be sung to the tune of "The
Blood of the Lamb" and included performance instructions, indicating that the voice
should be joined at various times by bass drum, banjos, and flutes. He described
Salvationist converts as "big voiced lasses" banging banjos and shrieking songs, and as
loons blaring on trumpets. However, while Americans had at one time held these "vermin
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eaten saints with moldy breath" in vile contempt, the image of Salvationists that became
most common at this time had more in common with Lindsay's description of
Salvationists after their encounter with Jesus on the courthouse square. In the poem, Jesus
stretches his hands over the passing poor, drawing an allusion to the image of Christ on
the cross, and in an instant, the "walking lepers" and "lurching bravos" were transformed
into kings, princes, sybils, and angels. The transformation imagined by Lindsay in heaven
was similar to the transformation that took place in the American imagination. Where
once Salvationists were seen as vile blasphemers, society had come to see Salvationists
on the streets and in the foxhole as good, virtuous, and even angelic.
There have been many settings of this poem to music, some following the
instructions precisely, and others using Lindsay’s instructions in varying textures and
styles, as did Charles Ives when he set this poem for piano and voice in what he called a
“glory trance.”124 Beyond the extramusical directions, Ives relied on his own experiences
with the Salvation Army, having observed their camp meetings in Danbury when his
father was hired to train their band, and later, when he often heard a little band of soldiers
in open-airs while he was a student at Yale.
Ives was fascinated by, and drawn to, the Army, and this was not his first piece of
his inspired by Salvationists. His first published work, String Quartet No. 1, was
originally titled “From the Salvation Army,” and was inspired by the singing of
Salvationists in their outdoor evangelism. The quartet was later published with the title
“From a Camp Meeting,” because it was thought to have a broader appeal. It is also
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commonly referred to simply as “String Quartet No. 1.” Also, the hymns in the piece are
not distinct to the Salvation Army and are songs that would not be out of place at a
Methodist camp meeting. That Ives heard these songs, and not minstrel tunes, when
observing Salvationist meetings, further emphasizes the way the songs Salvationists sang
affected the way they were perceived by society. No longer were they singing music that
associated them with the poorest classes, but instead they were progressively identifying
themselves with Christian society and were valued for their service to the poor and
downtrodden.
When William Booth died in 1912, Charles Ives, who seemed to have a magnetic
pull to the Salvation Army, lived next door to Evangeline Booth in Hartsdale, New
Yorl.125 He encountered Lindsay’s poem a few years later, after it was published in the
New York Independent on January 12, 1914.126 Ives captured the effect of the bass drum
with low dissonant sonorities banged out aggressively by the pianist. He also used the
piano to imitate the strumming of a banjo, when called for by Lindsay. Oddly, the
instructions for performance of the most famous poem about the Salvation Army called
for instruments that became less associated with Salvationist music, but not for brass
instruments. The text of the poem, did, however, suggest that Salvationist “loons with
trumpets” were blowing “blare, blare, blare.” Ives emphasized this portion of the poem
by having the soloist mimic the sound of the trumpet, as seen in Example 6.7.
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Example 6.7 – Melody from Charles Ives’s “General Booth Enters Heaven,” measures
70-73.127

The primary melodic material for Ives’s setting of “General William Booth Enters
Heaven” is the hymn “There is a Fountain.”128 The text of this hymn parallels Lindsay’s
poem, as sinners lose their “guilty stains” when plunged beneath the fountain of Christ’s
blood. While the text of this popular hymn is never sung in Ives’ setting, his use of the
melody adds further meaning to the poem, which has Jesus greet the “passing poor” by
stretching out his arms, as if on the cross. By using the hymn “There is a Fountain,” Ives
emphasized that it was Christ’s blood poured out on the cross that was responsible for the
transformation of the detestable and undesirable Salvationists into clean athletes at the
courthouse square. The transformation was further highlighted by transforming the
pervasive atonality of the earlier poetic stanzas into lush, primarily functional, consonant
harmonies. Ives concluded the piece with a return to atonality with the dissonant bass
drum figure, which seems to echo the most repeated phrase of the poem, “Are you
washed in the blood of the lamb?” as though Booth, from heaven, is still seeking the lost
with his bass drum.
In both his String Quartet, “From the Salvation Army,” and his setting of
“General William Booth Enters Heaven,” it is clear that Charles Ives, like most
Americans, saw Salvationists as a significant force for good in American society.
127
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Nonetheless, in both pieces, Salvationists remain distinctly Other—valued, respected, and
beloved, but still aliens and strangers. In a way, it was not just William Booth who had
entered heaven, but also the kindly evangelists who wore his uniform.
Salvation Army Lasses on Stage
Newspapers were rarely critical of the Army at the beginning of the twentieth
century, and representations in media viewed Salvationists as models of moral purity.129
In particular, Salvationist women were the object of much attention on Broadway, in
early films, and in Tin Pan Alley songs. Salvationists were such an integral part of life on
American streets that fifteen movies were made between 1911 and 1920 that featured
them as main characters. Diane Winston reports that of these fifteen films, eleven
depicted "lassies whose goodness conquers recalcitrant men."130
Salvation Nell was a play written by the young playwright Edward Sheldon
(1886-1946) as he was finishing his education at Harvard, and premiered on Broadway in
1908. The play, championed by the famous actress Minnie Fiske (1865-1932), shown in
Figure 6.11, was financed and produced by her husband, producer Harrison Fiske (18611941). It was made into a film first in 1911, then later in 1921 and 1931. Some critics,
such as that for the New York Times, panned the play as being too graphic in its depiction
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of the “vulgar depravity” of slum life.131 However, others, including John Corbin, theater
critic of the Saturday Evening Post, praised the play enthusiastically as he wrote: “No
such artistically realized pictures of actual life have ever been presented on the American
stage.”132 Later, theater historian Albert Cohn, argued that Salvation Nell “contributed
more than any other [play] to American theatrical evolution by bringing to our stage…a
mature application of realistic technique.”133
Figure 6.11 – Photo of Minnie Fisk for the 1908 Broadway premiere of “Salvation
Nell.”134

The play's realism captured the world in which the Army was working and loudly
proclaimed the beneficial work of Salvationists in helping those outside of the reach of
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other churches. In his play, Sheldon depicts Nell, a barmaid who considered prostitution
after falling on hard times before being rescued by Major Maggie and the Salvation
Army. The emotional climax of the play takes place after Major Maggie and a prostitute,
Myrtle, each appeal to Nell to choose their path. Nell, at the point of crisis in her life,
throws her arms around Maggie's neck and cries, "Help me—there ain't no one else!"135
A promotional photo of this scene from the 1921 film is shown in Figure 6.12. As the
door opens, Maggie leads Nell out of the squalid bar, and the Salvation Army band can
be heard playing "Glory, Glory, Hallelujah." This Civil War song that sanctified the
action of the Union Army as bringing freedom to the enslaved, mirrors the action of
Major Maggie, who is freeing Nell from a life of sin and poverty. Being played at a
distance by a brass band, this this song furthers a nostalgic correlation between the
Salvation Army and the Civil War.
Figure 6.12 – Promotional photo from the 1921 film, “Salvation Nell.”136
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Later, after joining the Salvation Army and being transformed into a model of
purity and feminine virtue, Nell attempts and ultimately succeeds in redeeming her
sweetheart, who has been released from jail. Diane Winston notes that in theatrical
depictions, Salvationist women, who had a generation earlier been perceived as sexual
deviants, were now being exemplified as standard bearers of "true womanhood," by
upholding "the primacy of religion and family," yet boldly engaging in the public
sphere.137

DOUGHNUT GIRLS: AN ANGELIC ARMY
During the First World War, Evangeline augmented the already growing
popularity of the Army by promoting the work of the Doughnut Girls, who took bold
engagement in the world to the extreme. These young Salvationist lassies set off for
France to serve American soldiers in the trenches on the front lines of combat. 250
Doughnut Girls were deployed, but they made a remarkable impact on the men in the
trenches and on families back home who heard of them through the letters of soldiers and
the promotional efforts of Evangeline. On the front, the Salvation Army managed service
huts where they dispensed basic toiletries and writing material, much like other service
organizations.138
What set the Salvation Army apart was the presence of young, single, respectable
women providing mothering care and their iconic doughnuts that the women baked
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tirelessly. One Doughnut Girl, Helen Purviance, wrote home, "Well can you think of two
women cooking, in one day, 2,500 doughnuts, eight dozen cupcakes, fifty pies, 800 pan
cakes and 255 gallons of cocoa, and one other girl serving it. That is a day’s work,”139
Soldiers also appreciated that unlike other agencies, the Salvationists charged little to
nothing for their services. McKinley suggests that this was in part because their funding
was coming from street corner donations, while the government chartered the other
agencies, like the YMCA, and, as such, required them to account for their services.140
The Salvation Army lassies also provided spiritual care. They led meetings in traditional
Salvation Army style, sometimes accompanied by a passing regimental band, or a
Salvationist like Fred Stillwell, who brought his cornet with him as he served as canteen
driver for the Salvation Army. Though, the Doughnut Girls saw themselves as ministers
of the Gospel, explicit evangelism was not their mission in France. Diane Winston
summarizes the contrast between the Salvationists who came to America to conquer it for
God and those who returned across the Atlantic in service to the United States:
Unlike their counterparts a generation earlier, they did not see themselves
sacralizing secular space—they claimed neither France nor the AEF’s front lines
for God. Likewise, the Sallies did not define their mission as saving souls. Their
agenda was more modest.141
The Salvationists also prided themselves on their service to the working class and
most needy, and as such, chose to serve officers and soldiers equally, considering their
mission to be for the enlisted men. Soldiers wrote home in great numbers recalling
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gratefully the service rendered to them by the sweet Salvation Army lassies. McKinley
cites a U.S. Army General’s assessment of why the Salvationists were so beloved: "It is
always in the places where the boys need help and the closest hut to the lines you'll find
is The Salvation Army."142
Figure 6.13 – Poster for the Salvation Army’s United War Work Campaign143

Figure 6.14 – Photo have Salvation Army “Doughnut Girl” serving at a Salvation Army
service hut during the First World War.
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Evangeline Booth, ever the opportunist, did not let the heroic work of the lassies
in France go unnoticed. The Salvation Army promoted the work of their War Campaign
in advertisements and posters, as seen in Figure 6.13, and in printed accounts detailing
the work accompanied by photos, such as is seen in Figure 6.14.144 The Doughnut Girls
had captured the nation's attention, and the Army found its fortunes changed seemingly
overnight. In 1918, the Salvation Army set a fundraising goal for its War Campaign at an
unimaginable one million dollars, which they exceeded when they raised $2,370,000 that
year alone. When the soldiers returned home, they never forgot their gratitude for the
Salvation Army's work in the war. Teddy Roosevelt Jr, son of the former president,
recalled, “Before the war I felt that the Salvation Army was composed of a well-meaning
lot of cranks. Now what help I can give them is theirs,”145
The Army continued to promote its work in ways that capitalized on the fond
memories of soldiers who promised never to forget. Evangeline launched the Home
Service Fund Campaign in 1919 to support all of the Army's programs except the
evangelistic work of the corps. By separating the evangelistic work of Salvationists from
the social work of the Army, she perpetuated the dual messaging of the Army and
cemented the identity of the Salvationist as idealized Other. These were angelic creatures
sent to help, not a conquering Army calling sinners to join. The promotional flyer for the
campaign presents a young, attractive heroine who vaguely resembles Evangeline,
shielding a young girl beneath her uniform cape amidst a multitude of impoverished souls
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crying, praying, and pleading for help and declares that "a man may be down but he's
never out" (Figure 6.15). This image recalls the young heroic lassies from the war and
reinforces a public image of Salvationist lassies who were moral and beautiful women
and a force for societal good. However, Salvationists perceived themselves as a militant
force for the redemption of the world. Winston argued the Salvation Army was forced to
choose which image it would promote and ultimately chose to minimize the "lassie's
evangelical commitments while focusing on her womanly appeal."146
Figure 6.15 – Poster, “A Man May Be Down, But He’s Never Out.”147
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Evangeline turned out to be a master at maintaining a dual messaging that
endeared her to Salvationists through the War Cry and inter-army events, and to the
public through connections to powerful and wealthy men and a virtuosic sense of public
relations and marketing. In this way, the Army, in the years following the First World
War, minimized and silenced the publicity of evangelical warfare to the public, while still
attempting to proclaim this warfare as the primary mission of the Army when
communicating to soldiers and officers. Diane Winston argues that this enabled the
Salvation Army to thrive as a charitable organization in an increasingly secular and
progressive urban landscape:
Condoning this… change in perspective that enabled a sectarian, evangelical
movement to thrive in a diverse and modern city, the War Cry affirmed purity of
intention over the explicit efficacy of activity. In other words, a silent witness for
God might be more effective than an overt act of proselytization, “It is not what
you do—that may seem very important or may be very trivial; but it is the manner
of doing it and the motive behind it which is the main thing.”148
This savvy and diplomatic approach differed greatly from the tactics of the first
generation of American Salvationists, who seemed did nothing silently. When they
arrived in Battery Park in New York harbor in 1880, George Scott Railton and his seven
Hallelujah Lassies boldly proclaimed that they would win America for God. They were
willing to use any method and appropriate any technique for the mission, because, for
them, the positive reception of society was not nearly as essential as efficacy in winning
lost souls for God. There was no dual messaging for improved public relations or clever
strategies for courting the donations of benefactors with Railton.
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The prolonged good graces won by the Doughnut Girls was not only perpetuated
by the Army's public relations but also in the public memory by popular culture and
media. The Saturday Evening Post cover art featured angelic Salvation Army Lassies
twice in 1919. The first, from January 11, 1919, shown in Figure 6.16, depicts a rosycheeked doughnut girl passing out doughnuts to a grateful and admiring soldier. The
second, from March 29 of the same year, seen in Figure 6.17, features a similarly angelic
young Salvationist lassie, this time back home. Like the first cover, the lassie here is in a
similar pose, but instead of a plate of doughnuts, the young Salvationist is reaching out
with an empty tambourine seeking donations. She is quiet, pious, sincere and full of
feminine charm. Most of all, she is not the object of annoyance or scorn, but an image of
beauty and honor.
Figure 6.16 – Cover of the Saturday Evening Post, January 11, 1919.
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Figure 6.17 – Cover of the Saturday Evening Post, March 20, 1919.

Jack Caddigan and Chick Story further immortalized the angelic Salvation Army
Lassie from the war in their song, "Salvation Lassie of Mine" (1919), the cover of which
is shown in Figure 6.19. This song captured the selfless mothering care of the lassie
during the war and identified her red Salvation Army ribbon as a "symbol of all that’s
divine.”149 Although the narrator of the song sees her as an angel and hopes to see her in
heaven, she is not a warrior of the Gospel, but instead a nurturing mother figure deprived
of maternal agency. The melody is lyrical and smooth in a moderate and lilting triple
meter with none of the dotted martial rhythms often used to capture the militancy of
Salvationists. This piece poses a stark contrast to earlier popular songs with Salvationist
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subjects, such as Ed Abeles and Nat Mann's "I'se Gwine to Save Yo' Soul" (1897), the
cover of which is shown in Figure 6.18. 150 The song, full of exaggerated minstrel
stereotypes, is described on its cover as a "peace disturber in march tempo."
Figure 6.18 – Cover art for “I’se Gwine to Save Yo Soul.”

Figure 6.19 – Cover art for “Salvation Lassie of Mine.”
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In this older song, the heroine, if she could be called such, is a black Army
captain whose entire focus is on saving sinners. This minstrel song employs negative
stereotypes to denigrate African Americans and Salvationists simultaneously. The
songwriters attempted to further demean Salvationists by associating them with African
Americans, who occupied the lowest rung on the American social ladder. Although
insulting, the song also captured Salvationists' intensity for serving God, exemplified
when the narrator declares of the captain, "for she'd rather save a sinner, than ter eat a
possum dinner, she's the greatest army captain in the nation."151 The music combines
minstrelsy’s banal vernacular language and the rollicking and martial dotted rhythms of
militant Salvationist songs.
"I'se Gwine to Save Yo' Soul," published in 1897, captured a snapshot of the
Army transformation in the public imagination. Its mocking of the Army is pejorative but
playful as it harkens back to the earnestness and aggressive approach of the 1880s Army,
which was still present in the memory of most Americans. However, it also carries a
sense of romanticization of the Army’s fervent mission in saving souls. This duality,
combining both ridicule and idealization, was a common feature of minstrel songs that
often belittled black Americans as ignorant sages. R.C. Toll, in his book Blacking Up,
reminds us that minstrelsy “unequivocally branded Negroes as inferiors,” even if it
occasionally held black Americans as emblems of “shrewd folk wit.”152 The most striking
contrast between "I'se Gwine to Save Yo' Soul" and "Salvation Lassie of Mine" is that
while both songs see the Salvation Army lassie as an outsider, the former sees her as
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inferior and the latter sees her as superior. The lassie in 1919 was seen as an angel from
heaven, where previously she had been seen as intrinsically connected with the very
lowest stratum of American social life, black America.
The transformation reflected in the cover illustrations of these two songs was
understood profoundly by Salvationists. Having made the transformation from a reviled
iconoclast to a revered urban icon, Salvationists and their open-airs became more
commonplace but less aggressive. The improving quality of their bands, and a growing
repertoire that was increasingly less low brow, made such that Salvationist bands no
longer pushed the envelope and challenged accepted social norms. As a result,
Salvationist street meetings to become a beloved mainstay in American cultural life.
Ultimately, by 1920, Salvationists had become an Army that in some way was seen but
not heard - known but not understood - inside, but somehow still outside the culture of
the nation.

CONCLUSION
Following the resignation of Ballington and Maud Booth as national commanders,
an Army in crisis was stabilized by the steadying leadership of Frederick and Emma
Booth-Tucker, during whose administration American Salvationists reaffirmed their
identity under the flag of the Salvation Army. However, Salvationist brass bands in
America continued to show an independent streak and disregarded oversight and control
from International Headquarters and developed a repertoire that isolated them from both
the international Salvation Army, but also from the American musical scene, where brass
bands was falling into a nostalgic relic of the past. The Salvation Army brass bands at the
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turn of the twentieth century occupied a unique place in American musical life. The
American brass band tradition was completing its transformation in the modern wind
band, which enabled Salvationist brass bands to be more distinct, but in a way that
fostered nostalgia. Further, because there was a recently flourishing brass band tradition
in America, it enabled Salvationist bands to have easy access to instruments and
repertoire.153 Because of the association in America of brass bands with the Civil War,
Salvationist brass bands helped reaffirm a growing sense in American society that the
Salvation Army was a force for moral good. The Army brass band also kindled a sense of
nostalgia in Salvationist bandsmen who were now primarily generational Salvationists,
for what they perceived to be the “Good Old Army” by reenacting the activity of their
parents on city streets. However, the music of Army bands around the turn of the century
did more to isolate them from those they sought to reach with the Gospel than the music
of their forebears, who used music to identify with the working-class people they sought
to evangelize.
After Emma Booth-Tucker’s death and the transfer of her husband, Frederick,
back to London, Evangeline Booth was appointed as national commander. As Ballington
and Maud had done previously, Evangeline bifurcated the Army’s message and
encouraged multiple readings of Salvationists’ activities by simultaneously promoting the
social service of the Army to society and emphasizing evangelism to Salvationists. Under
her leadership, the Army grew in notoriety and esteem, but the bifurcated messaging
helped relegate the missional activity of Salvationist to the periphery of the consciousness
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As mentioned earlier, the South Manchester Corps Band purchased a complete set of
brass band instruments from a local mill that no longer maintained their brass band.
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of the nation. No longer perceived as noisy and vile invaders into American life,
Salvationists were now seen as angelic advocates for the good of society—still Other, but
now beloved.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
EPILOGUE AND CONCLUSION
Hooray for the Salvation Army Band,
You know I love ‘em but they just don’t understand.
Hooray for the Salvation Army Band,
Playing that music, going around,
Doing the best they can.
Bill Cosby1
EPILOGUE, 1919-1940
In the twenty-one years after 1919, the Salvation Army continued to build and
supplement a self-sustaining musical culture in the United States. These efforts took
place on three primary fronts: youth music education, music publishing, and leadership
training.
The Salvation Army held its first music camp for youth in Long Branch, New
Jersey, in 1920.2 Around this time, the Army placed a greater emphasis on the
development of youth bands in corps. This emphasis on youth music education was a
necessity because the improvement of bands made it impossible for beginners to join the
ensembles, as young Salvationist musicians had done decades earlier. Another
consequence of this improved quality of bands is that it meant it was also nearly

1

Bill Cosby, “Hooray for the Salvation Army Band” on Hooray for the Salvation Army
Band! (Warner Brothers, February 1968). This song from Bill Cosby’s second singing
comedy album parodied Jimi Hendrix's “Purple Haze.” The guitar solo was replaced with
a brass band accompanying the singing of the hymn, “Bringing in the Sheaves.” The
premise of the song was that every time the singer tries to sin, the Salvation Army band
marches in and prevents him from the pleasures of sinning.
2
Ronald Holz, Brass Bands of the Salvation Army: Their Mission and Music, Volume
One (Hitchin: Streets Publishers, 2006), 391.
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impossible for a convert with no musical experience to learn to play and join the band.
Bands during this time grew almost exclusively through children of the regiment or
Salvationists immigrating from Britain. Progressively, more divisions began holding
regional music camps. In 1934, the Central Territory held the first territorial music camp,
called the Central Music Institute.3 The following year, in 1935, Star Lake Music Camp
in New York opened its doors.4 This camp served the entire Eastern Territory and
became a sort of Mecca for young Salvationist musicians to come and receive instruction
from the best Army musicians in the country and often a guest from the International
Army.
Music camps at both the divisional and territorial levels became the single most
crucial structure for the maintenance of the Salvation Army musical culture. By 1940,
there was a music camp in every division in the country, which meant that all young
Salvationists had access to an intensive music education program that would teach them
to play a brass instrument, instruct them in theory, and provide them access to lessons in
composition. A tiered structure enabled the best students to excel and further their
development. This infrastructure helped further improve the quality of Salvation Army
bands, but it also helped propel many Salvationist musicians into careers as professional
performers, composers, and music educators.5

3

Edward H McKinley, Marching to Glory: The History of the Salvation Army in the
United States of America, 1880-1992 (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company, 1995), 170.
4
Ronald Holz, The Proclaimers: A History Celebrating the 120th Anniversary of the New
York Staff Band, 1887-2007 (New York, NY: Salvation Army Literary Dept., 2007), 317.
5
Most notable American Salvationists who have had professional orchestral careers and
their most significant affiliation; Phil Smith (Principal trumpet, New York Philharmonic);
Mark Ridenour (Assistant principal trumpet, Chicago Symphony Orchestra); Bill Scarlett
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The Salvation Army in America endeavored on multiple occasions to begin a
music publishing division. First under Edward Straubel in 1898 and again under Edward
Arkett in 1928.6 However, it was not until 1948, with the creation of the American Band
Journal, published from Eastern Territorial Headquarters, that a continued and successful
American music journal was established. Despite a lack of a steady vehicle for the
publication of Salvationist composers in this country, many American Salvationists
began to develop as composers.
When the Music Editorial Board in London held an international band
composition competition in 1926, three Americans won top honors, including Eric
Leidzén, Kristian Fristrup, and Emil Soderstrom.7 Other composers, in addition to the
three winners, such as Harold Zealley and William Broughton Sr, were regularly
published by the band journals in London.8 Pieces by American composers often used
distinctly American themes, such a Broughton’s “The Chicago March,” “The Flint

(Second trumpet, Chicago Symphony Orchestra); Phil Catlinet (tuba, Boston Symphony
Orchestra); Carol Reinhart (trumpet, Munich Philharmonic); Charley Baker (Principal
trombone, New Jersey Symphony Orchestra); and Michele Baker (Second horn,
Metropolitan Opera Orchestra); Notable Salvationist composers; Bruce Broughton (film
composer); James Curnow (wind band composer/arranger, conductor, educator); Stephen
Bulla (principal arranger, President’s Own United States Marine Band); and Bramwell
Tovey (orchestral conductor and composer).
6
Holz, Brass Bands, 390-392.
7
Holz, Brass Bands, 391. The winning pieces were printed in London the following year.
Eric Leidzen won the theme and variations section with his cornet solo: Eric Leiden, “A
Happy Day,” Festival Series (London: Salvation Army,1927) #40. Kristian Fristrup won
the simple melody section with his euphonium solo: Kristian Fristrup, “Calvary’s Stream
Now Is,” Festival Series (London: Salvation Army,1927) #34-1. Emil Soderstrom won
for the march section with: Emil Soderstrom, “Denmark,” Triumph Series (London:
Salvation Army,1927) #97.
8
Zealley was less productive than Broughton (see the next footnote), but had seven
pieces published by the Army. Most notably, his selection “Room,” General Series
(London: Salvation Army, 1935), #1095.
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March,” “American Melodies,” “The Golden Gate,” and others among his nearly fifty
pieces published in London.9
As Salvationist composers in America began flourishing, slowly but surely, Army
bands began removing non-Army pieces from their repertoire. By the 1940s, it was no
longer common to see festival concerts featuring primarily music from outside the Army,
as was familiar with the National Staff Band under George Darby in the 1910s and 20s.
This distancing from the repertoire of the American band tradition was an essential step
in creating a self-sustaining and separate musical culture. It may have come about
because of the increased productivity of Salvationist composers in America, but it may
also have been on account of the continued development of the American wind band
tradition. Access to American music for brass bands had declined and virtually
disappeared by the 1930s, so it would have been increasingly more challenging to find
non-Army music for Salvationist brass bands. The tension between the American wind
band tradition and the Army brass band can be seen in a few efforts by Army bands to
expand beyond the brass tradition. The National Staff Band attempted on a few occasions
in the 1920s to use orchestral horns and woodwind sections but ultimately reverted to an
all-brass band. Also, there was an effort by many corps in the 1920s to incorporate
saxophones, the most notable example being a saxophone quartet from the Flint Citadel
corps. While staff bands and the biggest corps may have been able to support a larger
wind band, this model would have been hard to support and replicate in small corps

9

William Broughton Sr. had forty-seven pieces published by the Army in London
between 1908 and 1950. “The Chicago March,” General Series (London: Salvation
Army, 1908), #568; “The Flint March,” General Series (London: Salvation Army, 1917),
#758; “American Melodies,” General Series (London: Salvation Army, 1920), #845; and
“The Golden Gate,” Festival Series (London: Salvation Army, 1925), #20.
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bands, where the flexibility of the brass ensemble made it possible to have a functioning
corps band with limited resources. Further, because bands were still expected to play
open-air services throughout the year regardless of the weather, brass instruments were
more reliable and durable. The all-brass band also simplified the pedagogic task of music
directors and bandmasters.
While the first Bandsmen’s Councils were held in Cleveland in 1904, this means
of developing Salvationist music leaders became more prominent in 1921, with the first
Councils for Bandsmen and Songsters in Chicago. During the 1920s and 30s, the Central
Territory took a particularly aggressive role in furthering music education and leadership
training. This emphasis can be seen by their starting the first territorial music camp, as
mentioned earlier. In addition to the founding of the Central Music Institute and the
Bandsmen’s Councils, the Central Territory also began publishing the Local Officer
Counselor magazine. This magazine was modeled after the Local Officer magazine that
was published in London before the First World War and sought to encourage lay leaders
in Salvationist churches, though in practice it focused disproportionately on bandsmen,
who were considered lay leaders in local Salvation Army corps. In 1923, Eric Leidzén
was hired in Boston as the first provincial, or divisional, music director. This position
became a model for other divisions, and soon many employed divisional music directors
to support local corps through developing and supporting local music leaders and
organizing summer music camps.10

10

In the 1980s, the Southern Territory expanded the music camp model and developed
music conservatories. These conservatories last four to six weeks, as opposed to the oneweek model of earlier music camps.
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As the quality of the ensembles increased, so too did their acceptance by society.
The music was no longer an amplification of the music of the poor and sinful, but a
pleasant and unique sound of a cherished cultural institution. It was during this time that
Salvationists distanced themselves from lower-class music. As Jazz bubbled out of the
cultural gumbo of New Orleans and began spreading across the country with the Great
Migration of African Americans out of the rural south, Salvationists swore off this music
as too base.11 This rejection of popular American culture created a conflict for many
young Salvationists. Now they had to choose between the music and culture of the
society around them and the musical culture of the Salvation Army. Essentially, they had
to choose between identifying as a Salvationist or as an American. A generation earlier,
Salvationists boldly declared, and put into practice, that the music of the world, even the
lowest and basest, could be redeemed and fit for service. As Salvationists sang to the
people on the street that they could transform from sinner to saint, they did so with songs
that reflected this exact message, having been refitted from anthems of the devil to
trophies of God's grace. It is not surprising then to learn that the open airs now captured
fewer and fewer converts, as the music of the Army continued to separate Salvationists
from those they wished to save.12
In 1930, Evangeline Booth held a national congress in New York City that
celebrated the growth and success of Salvation Army banding in America. Seven

11

Also, at this time, Salvationists disallowed facial hair, which had more in common with
respectable society than it did with Salvationist history, particularly the long pauper's
beard worn by the founder. It also reflected the status change experienced by the
Salvation Army.
12
This should not suggest there were not victories and a few heroic open-air fighters.
However, stories of redemption at the open airs became less frequent.
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hundred bandsmen attended the event that featured Edwin Franco Goldman and
John Philip Sousa as special guests. Sousa even composed a new march, “The
Salvation Army March,” for the occasion. Later that year, in an article for Etude
magazine on the importance of bands, he reflected on the example of the
Salvation Army:
If you want to know one of the very good reasons why the world needs
bands, just ask one of the Salvation Army warriors who for years has
searched carrying the Cross through the back alleys of life. Let him tell of
the armies of men who have been turned toward a better life by first
hearing the sound of a Salvation Army band. The first time you hear a
Salvation Army band, no matter how humble, take off your hat.13
Sousa’s statement encapsulates how American’s had come to value the service of
the Salvation Army and the performance of its bands. No longer the objects of
scorn, but instead the recipients of a tipped hat in gratitude.
In 1941, Newsweek magazine estimated that there were over one thousand
Salvation Army bands in the United States, most averaging between eight and
fourteen players.14 This article suggests that, even by a conservative estimate,
there were at least eight thousand Salvationist musicians throughout the country
regularly making music on city streets. Thousands of children each summer were
attending music camps in the most extensive music education program in the
country outside of the public schools. However, despite this activity level,
musicologists have almost entirely disregarded Salvation Army bands when

13

John Philip Sousa, “Why the World Needs Bands,” Etude Magazine (September,
1930), 613-614.
14
“Salvation Plus Music,” Newsweek (December 15, 1941), 69.
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telling the story of American music, demonstrating how Salvationists took up a
place both inside and outside American cultural life.

CONCLUSIONS
By exploring the musical activity of Salvationists within the greater context of
American musical life during the first forty years of the Salvation Army in America, we
see how they navigated two competing claims on their identities as Salvationists and
Americans. Further, as their musical traditions changed, Salvationists were less identified
with the working-class and its rough music and reminded Americans nostalgically of
Civil War brass bands. This transition coincided with a growing acceptance of the Army's
work by respectable society that brought about financial stability and a cherished place in
American cultural life. Salvationist musicians had, over forty years, gone from being seen
as reviled invaders to angels of mercy and grace. In the process, their music, which
initially aided the mission of winning lost souls to Christ by appropriating of workingclass music, came to separate and isolate Salvationists from their target audience. While
the creation of a self-contained music tradition fostered identity formation for
Salvationists, it created the ability for Salvation Army music to carry two different
messages—one to Salvationists and one to passersby. To the uninitiated, Salvation Army
bands played lovely melodies and happy marches, but to Salvationists, who knew the
songs to which the compositions were set, the music was an artistic and expository
reflection on sacred texts. Ultimately, the music of Salvationist brass bands helps
promote a distinct culture that existed both inside and outside of American culture.
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FUTURE BATTLEFIELDS AND PARTING SHOT
This project enters into the broader musicological discourse that seeks to
understand how music reflects how groups of people understand their corporate identity
and relationship to the society around them. Further, this text engages with the study of
Nationalism to explore of disenfranchised and anomic peoples subvert culture to create
new systems for meaning and identity. My thesis contributes to these fields be
demonstrating how Salvationists in America navigated complex claims placed on their
identity during the age of Nationalism. Due to the paradoxical relationship of the
Salvation Army to society—being ever-present but rarely understood—musicologists
have generally overlooked the musical experience and activity of Salvationists. Those
who have studied the music of Salvationists have, up to this point, laid the groundwork
for cataloging and describing the music of Salvation Army brass bands, but have not
contextualized it within the broader culture. Where scholars have done work regarding
the Salvation Army’s relationship to the prevailing culture, it has been in Britain, and to a
lesser extent, in other English-speaking countries. Hopefully, this research can be of use
to future researchers in their work to further contextualize and understand the musical
activity of Salvationists, in America and other places.
There are flourishing Salvation Army brass bands in countries around the world
that have received no scholarly attention. For instance, there are especially large
Salvationist populations in India, Zimbabwe, and Kenya. These are the three countries
with the largest Salvationist populations, but there is no scholarly work into their musical
traditions, brass band, and others.
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There are countless other expressions of Salvationist music for further research
that has been hitherto overlooked academically. Most notably, there is scant research into
the choral traditions of Salvation Army songsters. Salvationist Timbrel brigades, which
incorporate tambourines and dance, have been all but ignored in serious studies of
Salvation Army music. Further, there are entire traditions within the Salvation Army that
run counter to the prevailing tradition of its brass bands, such as Swedish string bands,
jazz bands, rock bands, gospel choirs, and hip-hop. While this text explored the way
Salvationists in the age of Nationalism navigate claims on their identity, similar research
on how contemporary Salvationists navigate similar tensions would offer much to the
expanding body of musicological and ethnomusicological research.
Another field of musical research within the Salvation Army is a thorough
exploration of the pedagogic traditions of the Salvation Army in America. Gordon Cox
has begun to explore this in Britain, but no one has yet applied a thorough lens to the
Salvation Army’s music education system in America, which provides music instruction
to thousands of children weekly throughout the country. Another avenue for future
research would be a study of the role Salvation Army brass bands, and Salvationists
musicians have played in the revival of the Brass Band movement in America. Many
Salvationists were vital in the formation of the North American Brass Band Association.
It is no longer true that the only brass bands in America are Salvationist brass bands, but
Salvationists musicians, and non-salvationists who benefited from the music educations
programs of the Salvation Army, have formed the bedrock for the growth of the brass
band tradition in the United States over the past thirty years.
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This project is merely providing a starting place for further research into
understanding how Salvationist musicians use music to navigate and express their shared
cultural identity. By considering the activity of Salvation Army brass bands in America
as Salvationists established a self-sufficient and distinct musical tradition, we can see and
hear how the Salvation Army brass band marked out a place, both inside and outside
American culture.
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- APPENDICES –

The following pages contain a variety of supplemental materials that enhance the
narrative of the preceding dissertation by providing greater context on that which is
discussed in the main body of this project. The following appendices are organized in the
order that they are referenced in dissertation, and include song sheets, hymns, unabridged
newspaper articles, and personal letters, among other supplemental documents.
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Appendix 1.1 - “Articles of War” (London: Salvation Army, 1921).
In order to become a Soldier, Salvationists had to sign the Articles of War.15 The articles
contain two parts; the first contains the eleven doctrines of faith; and the second contains
a series of covenants, as the solider pledges to consecrate their life for the Salvation of
the world.
THE SALVATION ARMY
ARTICLES OF WAR
SIGNED BY ALL SALVATION ARMY SOLDIERS

Having received with all my heart the Salvation offered to me by the tender
mercy of God, I do here and now acknowledge God the Father to be my King;
God the Son, Jesus Christ our Lord, to be my Saviour; and God the Holy Spirit
to be my Guide, Comforter and Strength; and I will, by His help, love, serve,
worship, and obey this glorious God through time and through eternity.
Believing that The Salvation Army has been raised up by God, and is sustained
and directed by Him, I do here declare that I am thoroughly convinced of the
truth of the Army's teaching, that is to say:
1. I believe that the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments were given
by inspiration of God and that they only constitute the divine rule of
Christian faith and practice.
2. I believe that there is only one God, who is infinitely perfect, the Creator,
Preserver and Governor of all things and who is the only proper object of
religious worship.
3. I believe that there are three persons in the Godhead, the Father, the Son,
and the Holy Ghost, undivided in essence and co-equal in power and
glory.
4. I believe that in the person of Jesus Christ the divine and human natures
are united, so that He is truly and properly God and truly and properly
man.
5. I believe that our first parents were created in a state of innocency but by
their disobedience they lost their purity and happiness and that in
consequence of their fall all men have become sinners, totally depraved,
and as such are justly exposed to the wrath of God.
6. I believe that the Lord Jesus Christ has by His suffering and death made
an atonement for the whole world so that whosoever will may be saved.
15

This was changed to the Soldier’s Covenant in 2010, but remains essentially the same
in substance.
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7. I believe that repentance toward God, faith in our Lord Jesus Christ and
regeneration by the Holy Spirit are necessary to Salvation.
8. I believe that we are justified by grace through faith in our Lord Jesus
Christ and that he that believeth hath the witness in himself.
9. I believe that continuance in a state of Salvation depends upon continued
obedient faith in Christ.
10. I believe that it is the privilege of all believers to be "wholly sanctified"
and that their "whole spirit and soul and body" may "be preserved
blameless unto the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ" (I Thessalonians
5:23).
11. I believe in the immortality of the soul, in the resurrection of the body, in
the general judgment at the end of the world, in the eternal happiness of
the righteous and in the endless punishment of the wicked.
THEREFORE, I do here and now, and forever, renounce the world with all its
sinful pleasures, companionships, treasures, and objects, and declare my full
determination boldly to show myself a soldier of Jesus Christ in all places and
companies, no matter what I may have to suffer, do or lose by so doing.
I do here and now declare that I will abstain from the use of all intoxicating
liquor, and from the use of all baneful drugs, except when such drugs shall be
ordered for me by a doctor.
I do here and now declare that I will abstain from the use of all low or profane
language and from all impurity, including unclean conversation, the reading of
any obscene book or paper at any time, in any company, or in any place.
I do here declare that I will not allow myself in any deceit or dishonesty; nor will
I practice any fraudulent conduct in my business, my home or in any other
relation in which I may stand to my fellow men; but that I will deal truthfully,
honorably and kindly with all those who employ me or whom I may myself
employ.
I do here declare that I will never treat any woman, child or other person, whose
life, comfort or happiness may be placed within my power, in an oppressive,
cruel or cowardly manner; but that I will protect such from evil and danger so far
as I can, and promote, to the utmost of my ability, their present welfare and
eternal Salvation.
I do here declare that I will spend all the time, strength, money and influence I
can in supporting and carrying on the Salvation war, and that I will endeavor to
lead my family, friends, neighbors and all others whom I can influence to do the
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same, believing that the sure and only way to remedy all the evils in the world
is by bringing men to submit themselves to the government of the Lord Jesus
Christ.
I do here declare that I will always obey the lawful orders of my officers, and
that I will carry out to the utmost of my power all the orders and regulations of
the Army; and, further, that I will be an example of faithfulness to its principles,
advance to the utmost of my ability its operations, and never allow, where I can
prevent it, any injury to its interest, or hindrance to its success.
And I do here and now call upon all present to witness that I have entered into
this undertaking and sign these Articles of War of my own free will, feeling that
the love of Christ, who died to save me, requires from me this devotion of my
life to His service for the Salvation of the whole world, and therefore do here
declare my full determination, by God's help, to be a true soldier of The Salvation
Army till I die.
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Appendix 1.2 - Salvation Army Timeline
Compiled from relevant information found during the course of research for this project.
The primary sources for this timeline are drawn from: Gordon Cox, The Musical
Salvatonist: The World of Richard Slater (1854-1939), 'Father of Salvation Army Music
(Woodbridge, Suffolk: Boydell Press, 2011); Ronald Holz, Brass Bands of the Salvation
Army: Their Mission and Music, Volumes One and Two (Hitchin: Streets Publishers,
2006); Ronald Holz, The Proclaimers: A History Celebrating the 120th Anniversary of
the New York Staff Band, 1887-2007 (New York, NY: Salvation Army Literary Dept.,
2007); Edward H McKinley, Marching to Glory: The History of the Salvation Army in
the United States of America, 1880-1992 (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans
Publishing Company, 1995); and Organizational Website, “History and Heritage
Timeline,” The Salvation Army Australia, http://www.salvationarmy.org.au/en/Who-WeAre/History-and-heritage/Timeline-1829---1999/.
1829

•

1844
1846
1855
1858

•
•
•
•

1859
1860
1865

•
•
•
•

1877

•

1878

•
•
•

1879

•
•
•

William Booth and Catherine Mumford (William's spouse-to-be
and the "Army Mother") born.
William Booth converted to Christianity.
Catherine Mumford converted.
Marriage of William Booth and Catherine Mumford.
Booth ordained as a Methodist minister, having been accepted on
probation in 1854.
Begins serving in Methodist New Connexion in Brighouse.
Catherine Booth's first pamphlet, Female Ministry, published.
Catherine Booth's first public address.
Rev. Booth begins work in East London. Christian Revival
Association is formed, which later becomes the Christian Mission.
Two converts from a brass band are used in a march in South
Stockton. Booth wonders “what we should do next.”
First use of the term "Salvation Army" and description of Booth as
"General."
First officially recognized use of brass instruments by Fry family
quartet.
Publication of Songs of the Salvation Army, formally the Christian
Mission.
First cadets trained as officers; first print run for the War Cry.
Eliza Shirley, and her parents, open the work, unofficially, in the
United States.
First corps bands are formed in England – perform outside
publications, manuscripts, and improvisationally.16

16

It has been long held that the first Corps band was in Consett (reported as such by the
War Cry in 1906). However, Glenn Horridge suggests that the band in Manchester
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1880

•
•

1881

•

•
1882

•
•

1883

•
•
•
•
•
•

1884

•
•
•
•

Salvationists "open fire" in the USA; children's work commences.
March 27, William Booth encourages all soldiers, men and women,
to take up instruments and form ‘bands’ (instrumentation not
specified) in a General Order that appears in the War Cry (U.K.).
February 24, Booth issues second General Order concerning
regulations and rules for ‘brass bands.’
o Only soldiers are allowed in bands, and all instruments must
belong to Army and only used for Army. Outlaws band
committees.
Booth appoints Fred Fry to produce brass arrangements for Army
bands.
In July, Fred Fry releases the first Salvationist brass music as a
sixpenny card with seven tunes.
Music publisher R. de Lacy of Brixton, London, publishes a band
tune book of 42 tunes for The Salvation Army, with official
sanction.
Salvation Army Music II (Vocal/piano) becomes the first music
book containing original material by Salvationist authors and
composers.
In October, the first Music Department begins work. Richard
Slater, Fred Fry, and Harry Hill form the first staff under the
general supervision of Herbert Booth.
Kingston, Ontario, Silver Band plays in Syracuse, NY on
November 11-12 – First Salvation Army Band performance in the
United States.
Army bans administration of the sacraments of baptism and the
Lord’s supper.
Richard Slater forms “Salvation Songsters.” Disbanded in 1885
February 15, First use of Song Book numbers in War Cry (U.S.).
Following this, articles in War cry reference the passing out, and
singing from, the Salvation Soldier’s Song Book.
Women's social work commences.
In August, the first Band Journal (General Series) begins monthly
publication.
GS 33, Roused from my Slumber, becomes the first classical
transcription for Salvationist bands.
In November, Band Music for the Salvation Army is published.
This revised and expanded version of Fry’s 1882 sixpenny cards
contained 88 tunes, numbered consecutively and arranged for
fourteen instrumental parts. Arrangements by Slater, Fred Fry, and
Henry Hill. Slater edited all arrangements.

predated it, while being formed the same year. This may have been ‘forgotten’ because it
was founded by Ballington. Glenn K. Horridge, The Salvation Army: Origins and Early
Days, 1865-1900 (Godalming, Surrey: Ammonite Books, 1993), 46-48.
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First Corps bands in East Liverpool, OH, and possibly Grand
Rapids, MI.
May 27, a General Order in the War Cry (U.K.) states that “From
this date no Band will be allowed to play from music excepting
‘The Salvation Army General Band Book’ – the Journals published
by us from time to time and other music issued from Headquarters.
Quicksteps and Introductions are strictly prohibited.”
Instruments begin to be sold by Trade Department in the U.S.
New Corps bands in Oakland Citadel, CA; Fall River, MA;
Danbury, CT; and Alliance, OH; A “Divisional Cornet Band’
formed for anniversary of Boston #1 Corps.
East Liverpool band plays at the dedication of the new Chicago
Temple.
“Favourite Songs of the Singing, Speaking and Praying Brigade”
(this group succeeds the Salvation Songsters) published.17
"The work" commences in Newfoundland and Germany; first "selfdenial" fundraising appeal held (reported in NYT 9.10.86)
In May the Musical Salvationist begins publication. It is the
Salvation Army’s regular vocal/choral publication subscription
series. Originally this magazine included articles on vocal and band
music, instrumental ensembles, solos, and choral music.
o First song in first issue is a setting of Slater’s words to a
tune, “On Yonder Rock Reclining,” from Auber’s opera,
Fra Diavolo [Brother Devil]. The tune was unattributed,
and the tune was listed simply as “classical.” This may have
been because the title referenced the Devil.
May 28-June 4, International Congress held in Exeter Hall
o 75 Americans/Canadians attend with Frank Smith, and
Commissioner Coombs (Canada).
New Corps bands at New York #1; Augusta, ME; Other divisional
bands functioning in several areas around the country.
General Booth visits United States and Canada, September –
December.
William Booth sponsors a song competition with eight winners
published in The Musical Salvationist.
March 12, Household Troops Band formed. Call put out for
musicians in the War Cry (U.K.).
National Staff Band formed; first appearance in Brooklyn on June
18.

17

Slater considered this the first publication of Salvation Army music. As the Salvation
Music II was published two years earlier, he may be differentiating between “pieces” and
congregational music.
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•
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•
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New Corps bands in Chicago #1; Barton, MD; Des Moines, IA;
Lawrence, MA; Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN; New Brunswick, NJ.18
In April, Ballington and Maude appointed National Commanders
First food depot opened; Catherine Booth, dying of breast cancer,
gives her last public address.
SA band music generally available in United States; Full sets of
brass band instruments available from Trade Dept.
New bands in Seattle #1, and South Manchester, CT.
October, Household Troops Band departs for US and Canada.
Visit of Household Troops Band to US. March 2-April 6 in NE and
NY.
Volunteer Brigade Band formed at National Headquarters, then
soon renamed National Guards Band.
Steubenville, OH, Girls’ Band formed.
New corps band at Worchester #1.
First Corps band tour taken by Grand Rapids Band.
Illinois Divisional Band formed, led by Captain Edward Parker
who could not read a note of music.19
Maud initiates slum work in New York
October 17, Re-union of American Salvation Army, the splinter
group that separated under Thomas Moore and now under the
leadership of Colonel Richard Holz, and the Salvation Army under
Ballington Booth.20
May, Army sets up instrument factory in London. First work is for
repairs. Staffed by two men and a boy.
Failed attempt to launch female Household Troops Band
The Salvation Army starts in Argentina and Uruguay; On October
4th Catherine Booth is "promoted to glory";21 The Salvation Army
opens its own bank; Booth publishes In Darkest England and the
Way Out.
Songs of Peace and War, containing 86 songs by Herbert Booth, is
published.
Music Department established at National Headquarters, vocal
music only (May Agnew, editor).
New Corps bands at Ishpeming, MI; Boston #1 and #2, MA.
Tours by Northwest Divisional Band (Chicago, Illinois), National
Staff Band, and National Guards Band
New corps bands at Georgia #1 (Atlanta Temple), San Francisco #3

18

Edward McKinley suggests the Chicago #1 Corps band was formed in 1888.
McKinley, Marching to Glory, 43.
19
McKinley, Marching to Glory, 43.
20
McKinley, Marching to Glory, 73.
21
Salvationists refer to death as a promotion to glory.
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Continental Congress, November 21-23 with massed band of 150.
Participating bands include Manchester, CT; Worchester #1, MA;
Bayonne, NJ; Swedish Band from Brooklyn, as well as the National
Staff Band, National Guards Band, and a Field Officer’s Band.
New bands at Butte, MT; Hyde Park, MA;
Salvation Army Cavalry Band, later called the Charioteers, begins
touring the West.
The Officer magazine is first issued for the Salvation Army's
clergy.
Staff Captain ‘Trumpeter” Trumble (later becomes NSB
bandmaster 1892-1896, then leaves with Ballington and becomes
responsible for bands in the VOA. later rejoins the Salvation
Army). Takes on tasks of organizing bands and various major
functions in a type of early band department.
New Corps band at Portland, OR.
Instrument factory moved to St. Albans. It can produce valves and
is able to manufacture all brass instruments.
New bands in Lowell, MA; Minneapolis #4.
New England Jubilee Band forms for tour.
William Booth tours USA September 1884-February 1885 though
was displeased at the Americanization of the Army and in
Ballington and Maude’s efforts toward the auxiliaries, which he
saw as playing up to the rich.
First complete set of instruments made by instrument factory for
the Luton Corps (U.K.).
Bb Flat “Monstre” bass comes into wider use in Salvationist bands.
June 4, NHQ moves from 111 Read Street to 120 W. 14th Street.
July 24, First record of a band festival, when NSB performed at
Harlem Corps.
December, Anglophobia arises from Venezuela boundary dispute.
The first music board, known as the International Headquarters
Music Board is formed to administer and control music
publications and other aspects of musical activity. The Music
Editorial Department, under the command of Richard Slater,
prepares music for review, instrumental music played for the board
by the International Staff Band.
International Exhibition hosted at Royal Agricultural Hall.
International Staff Band and Trade Headquarters Band on duty.22
Trade Headquarters Band makes first recording, The Indian March,
on a wax cylinder.

22

Each Band was supposed to play only published Army music, however the
International Staff Band also performed an unpublished march by Hawkes that was heard
by the General. He disliked the applause it drew, which may have led him to form the
music board.
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1899

•
•

1900

•

1901

•
•

Ballington and Maude resign on February 22. Evangeline takes
over in interim.
Frederic and Emma take command in April.
New Divisional bands include Ohio and Kentucky Divisional Band;
Quaker City Brass Band (PA); Pacific Coast and Golden State
Brass Band (CA).
Initial international social council held; Army opens its first
hospital, in India.
In August, the Local Officer magazine, forerunner of The
Bandsman and Songster, begins publication.
First corps band festival, New York #1 Band (BM A.J. Pike)
War Cry asks for 1000 more bandsmen for 1897.
o Bands struggling on account of membership loss due to
Ballington/Maude split.
William Bridgen working as a type of regional music director, in
Cleveland, leading largest band in the nation—40 member
Cleveland Amalgamated SA Band.
The Salvation Army commences in Alaska.
First commissioned songster brigade.23
Music department reestablished at NHQ, under Ensign Straubel
First band publications released in April (short term effort)
Rudiments of musical notation added to curriculum at Officers
Training School
First recording of NSB done on Graphophone Grand machine
Staff Bandmaster Charles Anderson initiates ‘modern’ series band
festival programs.
December 10, first American councils held for "bandsmen."
Salvation Army Songs, containing 870 songs and 216 choruses, is
published. This Song Book, words only, becomes the first principal
song book for congregational use that contained a significant
proportion of songs written by Salvationists.
Band Music No. 1 is published. This brass companion to the 1899
song book, Salvation Army Songs, contains 303 tunes for the
accompaniment of congregational singing. A Keyboard edition also
released.
o Salvation Army Music, keyboard edition
Original tune Competition held in the Musical Salvationist.
William Booth permits the use of band music for which no words
had been composed or intended. The Music Department, and
ultimately the Music Board, is thereby given further latitude,
subject to conditions, for decisions regarding instrumentation,

23

William Booth feared that choirs would distract from the mission of the Army and he
banned them from his organization at the start. It may be for this reason that when the
Salvation Army began its choral tradition, they were called songster brigades.
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•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•

1904

•

•
•
•
•
1905

•
•
•
•

1906

•
•
•
•
•

arrangement, and compositional style. This leads to three new
genres; Selections, Meditations, and Marches.
The work starts in St Lucia and Grenada.
First ‘Selection’ for SA band, Old Song Memories, released in
January.24
Prototype Hymn Meditation, Jesus, Hope of Souls Repentant
(Richard Slater), released in February.
First March, The Morning Hymn March (Richard Slater), released
in April.25
A migration department inaugurated (became Reliance World
Travel Ltd in 1981).
Starting in January, clarinets are dropped from scores. More closely
resemble British Brass Band scoring.
First American Bandmasters’ Councils are held in January.
National Staff Band and Canadian Staff Band together in NYC for
funeral of Consul Emma Booth-Tucker.
The Third International Congress is held in June-July in London
o Army is now active in 49 countries with 17,099
commissioned senior Bandsmen.
o National Staff Band makes trip to Congress.
Flugelhorn is added to General Series score.
First Local Officers and Bandsmen’s Councils held in Cleveland,
OH.
William Broughton Sr. immigrates to the US.
War Cry suggests instrument factory is making over 1000
instruments a year.
Evangeline appointed as National Commander
First emigrant ship chartered by the Salvation Army sails for
Canada.
Original March competition held.
New England Provincial Headquarters Band hailed by Commander
Eva Booth for playing only SA music
“New” 1899-1900 Tune Book finally on sale in US
First recordings by ISB on 10-inch single-sided records
The Salvation Army Year Book commences.
Selection competition added to the March competition
First Bandmasters’ training classes held

24

Ronald Holz lists “Old Song Memories” as the first selection, appearing in January
1902. (Holz, Brass Bands, 95.) However, there is no piece by that name in the Salvation
Army Band Music Index. There is a piece titled “Memories of Childhood” that was
published in 1903.
25
There is also a discrepancy between the date Holz provides for this march and the date
provided in the Salvation Army Band Music Index, which lists the date for this
composition as 1901.
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1908

•
•
•
•

1910

•

1912

•

1913

•
•

1914

•
•
•

1907

•

1915

•
•

•
1919

•

1920

•
•
•
•

Central Territorial Staff Band (Later, Chicago Staff Band)
formed.26
18,507 international bandsmen.
The Bandsman and Songster begins weekly publication.
A Band inspector appointed for British Territory.
Flint, MI Band reorganized via Bandmaster Bearcraft, a manager at
Buick Motor Co.
First programmatic work, or “Descriptive Music,” also listed as
“Bible Picture no. 1,” GS 601 Stilling the Tempest (Richard Slater),
is published.
William Booth is "promoted to glory"; his son, Bramwell, becomes
the Army's second General.
Chalk Farm Corps Band records first albums for Pathé Frères.
New York-area Women’s Brass Band flourishes, one of several
throughout the United States.27
25,537 international bandsmen
Richard Slater retires – break down of nerves, exhaustion
The fourth international congress is held; the First World War
commences.
Bands from Flint, Worchester #1, and the Chicago and National
Staff Bands and the Coloured Songsters participate in the fourth
international congress
Empress of Ireland sinks, killing 167/200 Salvationists on board.
Beginning is 1915 and concluding in 1916, the Commission of
Inquiry meets to review all matters pertaining to SA music
regulations. Leads to expansion of brass publications, including
new band journals and instrumental soloist and chamber music
albums.
First extensive Bandsmen’s Councils held in New York City for
Central Province (24 bands); Papers presented by George Darby,
John Allan, and others.
Local Officer Counselor magazine begins publication in Chicago.
Active until 1931
“Low” pitch A4=440, adopted as standard in American Salvation
Army.
Territories reorganized into Central, East, West.
First music camp held at Long Branch, NJ.
Salvation Army band first plays in Tournament of Roses Parade.

26

There is also a discrepancy regarding the founding date of the Chicago Staff Band.
Holz states that it was formed in 1907 (Holz, Brass Bands, 391.), while an article in the
Local Officer Counselor magazine sets the establishment date for the Chicago Staff Band
as 1906. Local Officer Counselor, (May, 1921), 12.
27
The movement for gender-separate bands is first articulated by Bandmaster Oliver of
the Princess Rink Corps in Chicago in 1905. Local Officer, (November, 1905), 615.
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•
•

1922

•

1923

•
•
•
•
•

1926

•

1927

•

1928

•
•
•

•

28

1929

•

1930

•

1934
1935
1936
1937
1941

•
•
•
•
•
•

First Councils for Bandsmen and Songsters held in Central
Territory.28
National Staff Band now frequently call the Territorial Staff
Band.
National Staff Band and Chicago Staff Band first appear on the
radio.
National Staff Band makes first recording on Vocalion label.
Western Staff Band formed (lasts until 1932).
210 bands in the United States.
1,926 bands internationally.
Erik Leidzén begins serving as New England provincial music
director in Boston and leading New England Provincial Staff Band
Several Americans placed as winners in International Band
Composition Contest, including Erik Leidzén, Kristian Fristrup,
and Emil Soderstrom.
Territorial Staff Band now no longer referred to as National Staff
Band.
Southern Territory formed, as is the Southern Territorial Band.
General Bramwell Booth's last public appearance.
Edgar Arkett named secretary for Bandsmen and Songsters in
Eastern Territory.
o Begins to publish National Band Journal (ABJ) and
American Festival Series.
Band Tune Book published (Hawkes edited) 542 tunes for the
upcoming 1930 Song Book.
General Edward Higgins elected by the First High Council; General
Bramwell Booth is promoted to glory.
May 16-22 Congress held in New York City. Approximately 700
bandsmen attended and were led by John Philip Sousa in his new
“Salvation Army March.” Solo bands included staff bands from
Atlanta, Chicago, New York City and corps bands from Flint, MI;
Cambridge, MA; and Manchester, CT.
New Song Book (Keyboard edition in 1931).
June 21-July 5, first Central Music Institute.
August 28-September 2, first Star Lake Music Camp.
Central Territory prints first tune book for small bands.
The Musician (U.S.) begins publication.
Newsweek magazine article estimates there are 1,000 SA bands in
the USA, most ranging from 8-14 players.

Local Officer Counselor (March, 1921).
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Appendix 2.1 – “O Boundless Salvation.”
William Booth, “O Boundless Salvation,” Salvation Army Song Book (London;
Salvationist Publishing and Supplies, 1987), #298.
1.
O boundless salvation! deep ocean of love,
O fulness of mercy, Christ brought from above.
The whole world redeeming, so rich and so free,
Now flowing for all men, come, roll over me!
2.
My sins they are many, their stains are so deep.
And bitter the tears of remorse that I weep;
But useless is weeping; thou great crimson sea,
Thy waters can cleanse me, come, roll over me I
3.
My tempers are fitful, my passions are strong,
They bind my poor soul and they force me to wrong;
Beneath thy blest billows deliverance I see,
O come, mighty ocean, and roll over me!
4.
Now tossed with temptation, then haunted with fears,
My life has been joyless and useless for years;
I feel something better most surely would be
If once thy pure waters would roll over me.
5.
O ocean of mercy, oft longing I've stood
On the brink of thy wonderful, life-giving flood!
Once more I have reached this soul-cleansing sea,
I will not go back till it rolls over me.
6.
The tide is now flowing, I'm touching the wave,
I hear the loud call of the mighty to save;
My faith's growing bolder, delivered I'll be;
I plunge 'neath the waters, they roll over me.
7.
And now, hallelujah! the rest of my days
Shall gladly be spent in promoting his praise
Who opened his bosom to pour out this sea
Of boundless salvation for you and for me.
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Tune Associated with “O Boundless Salvation”
J. Ellis, “My Jesus I Love Thee,” Cyber Hymnal,
https://hymnary.org/media/fetch/106863.
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Appendix 2.2 - Preface to William Booth, Songs of the Salvation Army, (London: S.W.
Partridge & Co., 1880).
PREFACE
This Song Book stands alone – 1st, from the violent religion it represents;
2nd, from the plain, straight-forward language of much of the contents; 3rd, from
the fact that so many of its songs are only capable of being sung to secular tunes,
for which purpose, indeed, they were in many cases composed.
The book is meant for the use of people who, having obtained the perfect
liberty of the sons of God, have thrown off all fear of man, and are determined to
serve the Lord and save others, not according to it ideas common amongst
professors of religion, but according to the movings of the Holy Ghost, upon
whose power and impulses they entirely depend. Only such people are capable of
valuing and making the most of it. Let others criticize it as they please.
Beware how you treat the great truths so clearly expressed here, for every
one will be judged according to the light they have had; and this is a collection of
hymns and songs almost all of which are known to have been mighty in God’s
hands in arousing the conscience and stirring the heart.
The tunes needed for these songs will be found in “Salvation Army
Music,” and extended notice of which will be found at the end of this book.
We thank God for the gifts of all His servants, ancient and modern, whose
compositions we have been able to adopt, and pray that others may be raised up to
put the best thoughts in still more simple and striking words, such as we are
always on the look-out for, We have added to the bulk of the Christian Mission
Hymn Book more than 100 hymns in this edition, and whenever we can find
another 100 new songs of equal value to our Salvation Army we shall consider the
propriety of enlarging it further still.
Let all who desire chaste, elegant, indefinite poetry, and cold, quiet
singing, look elsewhere. Let all who love these songs sing up, that every poor
sinner may hear them.
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Appendix 2.3 - Summary of Report from the Commission of Inquiry to General
Bramwell Booth.29
1. Fresh edition of the Band Tune Book.
2. Tunes pitched too high in present edition to be lowered and issued in current Band
Journals.
3. Fresh edition of the Song Book and Salvation Army Tune Book, with additions &
emendations.
4. Increase supply of suitable music for Sunday night and other Salvation services.
5. The leader of the meeting to be responsible for the selection for the music to be
played and sung at his services.
6. The publication of a Music Book consisting o songs selected from back volumes
of the Musical Salvationist.
7. Rearrangement of future Band Journals so as to provide music suitable for various
grades of bands.
8. Occasional arrangements of Band Selections to provide for a verse or chorus
being sung by a Band group with Instrumental accompaniment.
9. Episodes and elaboration of parts for particular instruments deprecated. Music
Board to exercise censorship.
10. Band Marches to revert to the older type of arrangement, with a definite religious
theme.
11. Minute to C.O.’s [Corps Officers] and D.C.’s (Divisional Commanders] and
Training College Authorities respecting strict adherence to Regulations re music.
12. List of approved copyright songs to be published in Bandsman and Songster or
War Cry.
13. Special paragraph on the same matter [copyright issues] to be inserted in Orders
and Regulations for Field Officers.
14. Encouragement of original song composition.
15. Publication of Solo and Chorus Books.
16. Provide supply of suitable music for Y.P. [Young People’s] Singing Companies
and Children’s Drills.
17. Safeguards against breaches of Regulations governing Musical Festivals.
18. Festivals by Outside Choirs.
19. More direct soul-saving work for Bands and Brigades.
20. Songster Brigades as a fighting force.
21. Social and fraternal spirit of band life.
22. Closer relationships between C.O.’s and Bandmasters and Songster Leaders.

29

Reproduced in Ron Holz, Brass Bands, Vol. 1, 116-117.
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Appendix 2.4 - George Bernard Shaw, “Letter to the Editor,” The Standard, (November
29, 1905).
I thought that nothing could provoke me to reply to a criticism of one of my plays; but
there is a passage in your notice of “Major Barbara” which I simply will not submit to.
Your critic speaks of the “ill-tuned bands of the Salvation Army.” Never was a greater
libel penned. From the early days of the Army, when I first heard a Salvation band play
as a march, that wedding chorus from Donizetti’s “Lucia di Lammermoor” which I have
introduced into my play, to the great meeting two months ago when the Salvation band
played “Dead March from Saul” as I verily believe it has never been played in the world
since Handel was alive to conduct it. I have never heard a Salvation band that deserved
your critic’s reproach. I have heard Handel’s great march sniveled through by
experienced professional bands until the thought of death becomes intolerable. The
Salvationists quite instinctively, and probably knowing as little of Handel as they do of
Donizetti, made it a magnificent paean of glory that sent me – a seasoned music critic of
many years’ standing – almost out of my senses with enthusiasm. After that, your critic
may say what he pleases about my plays; but he should not slander the Salvation bands
whilst my hand can wield a pen in their defense.
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Appendix 2.5 – “Are you soldiers? Do you Fight?,”
William Booth (compiler), “Are you soldiers? Do you Fight?,” Salvation Songs (London:
The Salvation Army Book Department, 1911), 382-383.
Oh, tell us why you call yourselves an Army?
Are you soldiers? Do you fight? –
Oh, yes, we are the real Salvation Army,
We are soldiers and we fight.
Our Leader is the Lord of Hosts,
‘Tis in His strength the Army boasts,
We’ll drive the devil from these coasts –
Trusting Jesus we shall win.
We’ll fight the fight for God and right,
We never will give in;
And trusting in the Saviour’s might,
The Army’s bound to win.
How do you know the Saviour leads the Army?
Is He with you? Are you sure?—
Oh, yes, we feel the Saviour leads The Army,
He is with us, to be sure!
‘Twas Jesus made us hate the wrong,
‘Tis Jesus fills our hearts with song,
Jesus will lead us all along—
Trusting Jesus we shall win.
But tell me where you’re going to march this Army—
What your fight for—what you want?
All round the world we’re going to lead this Army,,
And we fight for what we want.
We want to get the world to pray,
We want to put all sin away,
We want to get you saved to-day—
Trusting Jesus we shall win.
But tell me how you’re going to win the battle?
Shall you conquer? How d’you know?
I’ll tell you how we’re going to win the battle,
Why we’ll conquer—how we know.
We live holy in the light,
We’ll leave our all to go and fight,
We’ll keep straight on both day and night,
Trusting Jesus we shall win.
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Appendix 2.6 - First Three General Orders for Salvation Army Bands.
1. General Booth’s Order for Bands. William Booth, War Cry (U.K.) March 27,
1880.
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
By the General
Psalm xcviii, 6. – ‘With trumpets and sound of cornet make’, etc.
Psalm cl.4. – Praise Him with the timbrel’, etc.
Isaiah xxxviii.20 – The Lord was ready to save me; therefore we will sing my songs to
the stringed instruments’.
Whereas, during the late Welsh and Cornish Councils, and before that time at Plymouth,
Nottingham and elsewhere, we have proved the great utility of musical instruments in
attracting crowds to our openair and indoor services, we do here express our desire that as
many of our Officers and Soldiers generally, male or female, as have the ability for so
doing, learn to play on some suitable instrument. And as in many instances the obtaining
of an instrument is a difficulty, we shall be glad if any friends who may have such
instruments lying idle will consecrate them to this service, and send them to
Headquarters. This includes violins, bass viols, concertinas, cornets or any brass
instruments, drums or anything else that will make a pleasant sound for the Lord.
Headquarters, 272 Whitechapel Road, London, E
2. General Order for Brass Bands. William Booth, War Cry (U.K.) February 24,
1881.
In order to prevent misunderstanding, and to secure the harmonious working of the Brass
Bands with various Corps to which they are attached, the following Regulations are to be
strictly observed:
1. No one will be admitted or retained as a member of the Band who is not a member of
the Army.
2. All instruments in every Band are to be the property of The Salvation Army, no matter
by whom they may be purchased, or through whom they may be represented. The words
‘Salvation Army brass band’, followed by a number of the corps, must be marked on
every instrument. In no case are instruments to be used to play anything but Salvation
music; or in any but Salvation Army service.
3. In the event of any member of the band resigning his position as such, he will leave his
instrument behind him.
4. In no case will any Committee be allowed in connection with any band.
5. In every case the Captain of the Corps to which the band is attached shall direct the
movements of the band and shall appoint the Bandmaster.
6. In no case will any band, or member of any band, be allowed to go into debt, either for
instruments, or anything else, connected with the band.
7. In no case is the practice of the band, or any member of the band interfere with the
meetings of the corps.
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8. It is strongly recommended that in cases where a treasurer or secretary is required by a
band, the treasurer or secretary of the corps to which it is attached shall act in that
capacity.
9. Any band that may have been, or may have formed, which does not carry out this order
will not be recognised as a Salvation Army band, and must not in future be allowed to
take part in any operations of the Army.
10. Any band failing to carry out this order will at once be disbanded.
By order of the General, W. Bramwell Booth, Chief of the Staff 24 February, 1881.
3. General Order for Brass Bands. William Booth, War Cry (U.K.) May 27, 1885.
From this date no band will be allowed to play from music excepting ‘The Salvation
Army General Band Book’ – the Journals published by us from time to time and other
music issued from Headquarters. Quicksteps and Introductions are strictly prohibited.
By order of the General, W. Bramwell Booth, Chief of the Staff 27 May, 1885
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APPENDIX 4.1 – “We’re Bound for the Land of the Pure and Holy,” or “Eden Above.”
William Hunter, “Eden Above,” Salvation Army Music Volume 1 (London: S.W.
Partridge & Co.., 1880) #254.

1. We're bound for the land
of the pure and the holy,
The home of the happy, the kingdom of love;
Ye wanderers from God,
in the broad road of folly,
Oh, say, will you go to the Eden above?
Chorus - Will you go, will you go,
Will you go, will you go,
Oh, say will you go to the Eden above?
2. In that blessed land
neither sighing nor anguish
Can breathe in the fields
where the glorified rove,
Ye heart-burdened ones, who in misery languish,
O say, will you go to the Eden above?
3. No poverty there!
no, the saints are all wealthy,
The heirs of His glory, whose nature is love;
No sickness can reach them,
that country is healthy,
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O say, will you go to the Eden above?
4. Each saint has a mansion,
prepared and all furnished,
Ere from this small house
he is summoned to move;
Its gates and its towers with glory are burnished,
O say, will you go to the Eden above?
5. March on, happy pilgrims,
the land is before you,
And soon its ten thousand
delights we shall prove;
Yes, soon we’ll be massed
on the hills of bright Glory,
And drink the pure joys of the Eden above.
Final chorus - We will go, we will go,
we will go, we will go,
O yes, we will go to the Eden above.

Text as rendered most commonly in Salvation Army song books, such as Salvation Songs
(New York: The Salvation Army, 1889), #18; 100 Favorite Songs of the Salvation Army
(New York, The Salvation Army, 1899), #103; and Song Book of the Salvation Army
(London: Salvationist Publishing & Supplies, 1987), #905.
1. We're bound for the land of the pure and the holy,
The home of the happy, the kingdom of love;
Ye wanderers from God, in the broad road of folly,
Oh, say, will you go to the Eden above?
Chorus - Will you go, will you go,
Will you go, will you go,
Oh, say will you go to the Eden above?
2. In that blessed land neither sighing nor anguish
Can breathe in the fields where the glorified rove,
Ye heart-burdened ones, who in misery languish,
O say, will you go to the Eden above?
3. Each saint has a mansion, prepared and all furnished,
Ere from this small house he is summoned to move;
Its gates and its towers with glory are burnished,
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O say, will you go to the Eden above?
4. March on, happy soldiers, the land is before you,
And soon its ten thousand delights we shall prove;
Yes, soon we’ll be massed on the hills of bright Glory,
And drink the pure joys of the Eden above.
Final chorus - We will go, we will go,
We will go, we will go,
O yes, we will go to the Eden above.
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APPENDIX 4.2 – “Away Over Jordan,” or “O We are Going to Wear a Crown.”
As found in Salvation Army Band Music,
(London: 1886) No. 98.

As found in Salvation Army Songs,
(London: Salvation Army Book
Department, 1911), #652.

O we are going to wear a crown,
To wear a starry crown.

Oh we are going to wear a crown,
To wear a starry crown!

Away over Jordan,
With my blessed Jesus,
Away over Jordan,
To wear a starry crown

Away over Jordan
With my blessed Jesus,
Away over Jordan
To wear a starry crown.

2 You must repent to wear a crown.
2 You must be saved to wear that
crown.

3 You must be saved to wear a crown.
4 You must live right to wear a crown.

3 You must live cleansed to wear that
crown.

5 You must fight the fight to wear a
crown.

4 You must live aright to wear that
crown.

6 We’ll fight the fight to wear a crown.
7 O, come poor sinner, come with me.

5 You must fight the fight to wear that
crown.

8 O, come, poor drunkard, come with
me.

6 We’ll fight the fight to wear that
crown.

9 My Saviour’s gone to wear a crown.
10 The worst man here my wear a
crown.
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As found in: E.E. Nickerson, “Away Over Jordan,” Rescue Songs, (New York: S.T.
Gordon and Son, 1890), #26.
This is not a Salvationist hymnal, but it does include many songs popularized by
Salvationists. That this song is attributed to E.E. Nickerson, a noted officer in the mid and
late 1880s suggests that the books editors became aware of this song through his ministry
in the Salvation Army.
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APPENDIX 4.3 – “Traveler, Whither Art Though Going?”
Traveler, whither art thou going,
Heedless of the clouds that form?
Nought to me the wind’s rough blowing
There’s a land without a storm.
For I’m going, yes, I’m going,
To that land that has no storm.
Traveller, art thou here a stranger,
Not to fear the tempest’s power?
I have not a thought of danger,
Though the sky more darkly lower.
Traveller, now a moment linger,
Soon the darkness will be o’er;
No! I see a beckoning finger,
Pointing to a far off shore.
Traveller, yonder narrow portal
Opens to receive thy form!
Yes, but I shall be immortal
In that land without a storm.
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APPENDIX 4.4 – “With a Sorrow for Sin”
1. With a sorrow for sin let repentance begin,
Then conversion, of course, will draw nigh;
But still washed in the blood of a crucified Lord,
We shall never be ready to die
2. And that you may succeed, come along with all speed
To a Saviour who will not deny;
Tell him plainly, in brief, that for sin you feel grief,
And you long to be ready to die.
3. We’ve His and His oath, and His blood seals them both,
And we’re sure the Almighty can’t lie,
If you do not delay, but repent while you may,
He will soon make you ready to die.
4. When the fight we have done and the victory won,
We to mansions of glory shall fly;
There eternally praise the blest Ancient of Days,
For His love made us ready to die.
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APPENDIX 4.5 – “You Must Be a Lover of the Lord”
It is not clear if there was a verse sung with this chorus on this occasion, however,
the most associated verse in later Salvation Army song books, is “Return, O wanderer,
return.” the text below is drawn from the 1911 edition of “Salvation Army Songs,” #46.
The melody most associated with this text in the Salvation Army is listed
generically as an “American Folk Tune.” However, no matching folk tune has been found
to match the melody provided in Salvation Army tune book, as example of which is
included below as found in the 1987 edition of the Tune Book for Solo and First Corne1.
1. Return, O wanderer, return,
And seek thy Father's face;
Those new desires which in thee burn
Were kindled by his grace.
Chorus
O you must be a lover of the Lord,
Or you can't go to Heaven when you die!
2. Return, O wanderer, return,
He hears thy humble sigh;
He sees thy softened spirit mourn
When no one else is nigh.
3. Return, O wanderer, return,
Thy Saviour bids thee live;
Come to his cross, and grateful learn
How freely he'll forgive.
4. Return, O wanderer, return,
Regain they long-sought rest;
The Saviour’s melting mercies yearn
To clasp thee to His breast.
“Lover of the Lord,” Salvation Army Solo Cornet Tune Book (London: Salvationist
Publishing & Supplies, 1987), #109.
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Appendix 4.6 – “A Few More Years Shall Roll.”
1 A few more years shall roll,
a few more seasons come,
and we shall be with those that rest
asleep within the tomb:
then, O my Lord, prepare
my soul for that great day;
Refrain:
O wash me in thy precious blood,
and take my sins away.
2. A few more suns shall set,
O’er these dark hills of time;
And we shall be where suns are not,
A far serener climb.
Then, O my Lord, prepare
My soul for that blest day.
3 A few more storms shall beat
on this wild rocky shore,
and we shall be where tempests cease,
and surges swell no more:
then, O my Lord, prepare
my soul for that calm day;
from “The Evangelical Hymnal with Tunes” (1880), p.366
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APPENDIX 4.7 - Moore Schism Flow Chart
The black text represents the International Salvation Army. The blue text represents The
Salvation Army of America, which was later known as the American Rescue Workers.
The purple text represents the Christian Crusaders, a splinter group off of the Salvation
Army of America.
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Appendix 5.1 – “Glory, Honor to His Name.”
Ralph E. Hudson, “Glory, Honor to His Name,” Quartette (Alliance, OH: Ralph E.
Hudson, 1889).
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Appendix 5.2 – Excerpts from the New York Times report on the dedication of the
National Headquarters on 14th Street.
New York Times, (June 4, 1895).
JOY IN THE SALVATION ARMY
----The National Headquarters in West Fourteenth Street Formally Opened
----STREET PARADES DAY AND NIGHT
----Brigadier Holz Hugged His Horse When It Ran Away—A Holiness Convention To-day
and To-morrow
Amid the rattle of musketry and fervent cries of “Hallelujah!” and “Praise the
Lord!” Mrs. Ballington Booth yesterday afternoon pulled the cord that released the
scarlet banner of the Salvation Army upon the flagstaff of the eastern turret of the new
Salvation Army citadel in West Fourteenth Street, and thus proclaimed to the world at
large that the new building had been opened for the purposes of salvation for which it
was erected…
…The new building, which is situated in Fourteenth Street, just west of Sixth
Avenue, is architecturally quite pleasing to the eye, notwithstanding the fact that it is
somewhat of a cross between a sky-scraping office building and an armory. In the blen,
however, it has lost the ugliness of both of these structures. Every advantage had been
taken of what would otherwise be ugly corners to convert them into diminutive turrets.
The building is eight stories in height, and is surmounted by a large central tower and two
turrets. The entrance is through a massive military gateway, over which is a small stone
balcony. With the exception of two stores on the ground floor, the entire building is to be
devoted to the purposes of the Salvation Army…
…Probably no two people in this were more genuinely happy than Commander
Booth and his charming wife. The former wore the full insignia of the rank of General in
the Salvation Army, while Mrs. Booth wore a plain blue serge dress and the customary
poke bonnet, worn by the women member of the army. Around her body, however, in the
shape of a sash, Mrs. Booth wore a silk American flag, gathered in at the shoulder and
waist by large bunches of white satin ribbons…
…As the day progressed, delegations of Salvationists, some headed by brass
bands, arrived from Maryland, New-Jersey, Virginia, Pennsylvania, and Delaware, and
from Brooklyn and Peekskill in this state.
Elaborate preparations had been made for the parade, but, on account of the heat,
it was not as large in point of numbers as had been expected. It had been announced that
2000 officers would parade in the afternoon. (the rank and file were to parade at night,)
but less than half that number were in line.
Nevertheless, the parade was one of the most picturesque ever seen in New-York.
The women shoppers in Fourteenth Street rushed out of the stores to watch the marching
Salvation lads and lassies. Their comments were not always complimentary or goodnatured, but the Salvationists paid no heed to the criticism.
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Staff Captain Dunham was Grand Marshal, and had ten aides, who, like himself,
were mounted. They did not appear to be comfortable on their horses. Before the parade
started the horse ridden by Brig. Holz bolted. The Brigadier, a handsome young man with
blond, curly hair, had excited admiration by reason of his wearing over his tunic a
gorgeous cape, the exterior of which was white and the interior lined with scarlet silk. At
any rate, the horse ran away at a not very alarming gait, and the Salvationist Brigadier lay
down on his saddle, placed both arms around the animal’s neck, and shouted for help.
The horse was easily stopped before it had gone a block, and the Brigadier had to stand
an unmerciful guying [references stuffed effigies of Guy Fawkes that were ceremonially
burned on Guy Fawkes day. mocking his lack of control on the horse, as though he were
just a stuffed dummy] as he rode back to the head of the column…
…Commander Booth, accompanied by the headquarters and field staff, marched
behind the staff brass band, and next, in the words of the programme, came “Mrs.
Booth’s Chariot and Escort.” The central division banner was the next notable object of
the procession. It was conveyed in an empty hay wagon. Then came the Delaware
banner, the Bowery brass band, the Pennsylvania and Swedish divisions, and the Slim
and Rescue officers. The latter attracted much attention. They wore long gingham aprons
embroidered with yellow braid, and white sashes upon which in red letters were worked
the words, “Rescue” and “Slums.” All [not sure if this meant everyone or all the Rescue
and Slums workers] carried tambourines which they beat incessantly, all the time
shouting “Hallelujah.”
Then came the Peekskill Salvation Army brass band, four of the biggest brass
instruments being played by brawny country girls. This feature of the parade was a
source of much attraction to the small boy. The rest of the column consisted of the
Brooklyn, Jersey City, and New-York city Salvationists, the Norristown brass band, and
visiting soldiers…
…The parade returned to the building about 3:30, and Commander Booth and
Mrs. Booth and the other chief officers ascended to a little platform that had been erected
on the opposite side of the street. Massed before them were the soldiers of the army and
several thousand others. The staff band played “America,” and a gun was fired from the
western turret of the Salvation headquarters. As the smoke curled up, Commander Booth
pulled a rope that “broke” the stars and stripes. As he did so, he shouted, “Hallelujah,
Amen,” and the crowd shouted “Glory to God.” Then the commander made a little
speech, in which he said: “I am pleased and gratified and proud of this magnificent
building erected for the use of the Salvation Army. I am proud of the glorious flag that
floats above our building; it is typical of our union, and in that union there must be
strength. May God’s blessing fall on this building. Mrs. Booth will now unfurl the tricolor of the Salvation Army.
Another gun was fired from the east turret; Mrs. Booth pulled the rope, and a
crimson flag with blue border was unfolded. It bore, in white letters, the inscription,
“Salvation Army.”
Mrs. Booth also made an address.
“In this, our great city, of a mighty Nation,” she said, “it is fitting that the
Salvation Army should establish national headquarters that will reflect credit to us. We
are engaged in the noble work of cleansing from sin those of our brethren who have
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fallen. Those of us who have seen the victory of to-day have yet before them a more
glorious victory—the triumph over sin, the victory of God’s Word through your efforts.
An electric button was pushed, and upon the summit of the central tower appeared a
device of incandescent lights. The letter ‘S,” in white lamps, was entwined around a cross
of scarlet lamps; underneath was the letter “A,” in white lamps. It is asserted that this
electrical combination can be seen from the Narrows.
Mrs. Booth then crossed the street and unlocked the big oak doors of the new
building. As she did so, there were more cheers, more cries of “Hallelujah!” and vigorous
thumping of tambourines.
Commander and Mrs. Booth and the staff officers then ascended to the balcony,
where the Commander read the following declaration:
“We, Ballington and Maud B. Booth, hereby declare that tis building, which,
through the goodness and mercy of Almighty God, had been erected in memorial of His
intervention on behalf of those who have labored with zeal, love, and fidelity for the
salvation of men, was duly opened upon this, the 3d [sic] day of June, in the year of our
lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five. We hereby gratefully acknowledge our
indebtedness to God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Ghost, for His perpetual
assistance to us in seeking to raise a people who, by honesty of purpose, cleanness of life,
and union of action, shall bring about the reign of Jesus Christ in the hearts of men. We
also declare that it was the intention in erecting this building, that it should be used only
for the purpose of the common people of this great Nation, and for that work which has
for its object the proclaiming of out-and-out temperance, righteousness, and judgment to
come; and this still remains our most earnest desire and solemn injunction. We hereby, in
the name of the founder of the movement, Gen. Booth, and on behalf of the Salvation
Army throughout the United States, declare this building to be opened. May God’s
blessing rest upon every ministration carried forward beneath its roof, and may it be for
all time used solely for God’s honor and glory.”…
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Appendix 5.3 - “We Shall Win America,”
Ballington Booth, “We Shall Win America,” Salvation Songs (New York: The Salvation
Army, 1889) inside front cover.
We shall win America
For our heavenly King;
Hear its dying millions
Of salvation sing,
Washed in the blood of the Lamb.
We will plant our colors
In every state and clime,
Loudest hallelujahs
From all our soldiers chime—
Washed in the blood of the Lamb.
Though clouds of opposition
O'er our sky be cast;
Yet every vale of shadows
With Jesus shall be past,
Trusting in the strength of the King.
The chaffing and the laughing —
Aye, all the world may do,
Cannot mar the victory
The Lord will bring us through—
Trusting in the strength of the King.
We'll raise a host of praying men
With Daniel's courage bold;
In our ranks brave girls shall march,
As Miriam did of old,
Led by the arm of the Lord.
Courageous as was Joshua,
We'll cross each swelling flood,
And intercede like Esther
for the people of our God Led by the arm of the Lord.
Far braver than the bravest
Of earthly volunteers
Are the true Salvationists,
Who through the scoffs and jeers
Live for the Kingdom of the Lord.
Soon with gathering warriors
In council round the throne
We'll stand confessed by Jesus,
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triumphant as His own—
Forever in the presence of the Lord.
CHORUS.
We shall win America
Over to our King;
Hear its dying millions
Of salvation sing.
Hurrah! Hurrah!
The day of victory's nigh.
Fight on! Fight on!
We'll conquer or we'll die.
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Appendix 5.4 – “The Advance and Retreat of the Salvation Army.”
Charles Orth, The Advance and Retreat of the Salvation Army (No location: Charles Orth,
1892).
http://europeana.nialloleary.ie/index.php?navigation_function=2&navigation_item=41f41
e9431f4ee260742f5b841767b12&repid=2
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Appendix 5.5 – The Times (London). Annotations of reports and editorials regarding the
situation of the Salvation Army in Geneva, Switzerland.
Our Geneva Correspondent. "The Salvation Army in Switzerland." Times, February 13,
1883, 7. The Times Digital Archive (accessed July 12, 2019).
• This article is summarizing the circumstances of the Army in
Switzerland. It mentions Kate Booth and Colonel Clibbon by
name, and mentions, though doesn’t name, a young woman there
with Kate. The reporter suggests that the Army is doomed to fail
in Geneva, because it is no longer the protestant Rome, but instead
more cosmopolitan, free-thinking, and secular.
• He recounts the army’s work positively, and criticizes the Genevan
government for not keeping the peace, however, in spite of the fact
that their methods in Geneva have been less aggressive than in
other areas, the Swiss are not likely to support an Army that allows
women to walk alone without a bonne in the streets, much less
mount a pulpit.
• The end of the article summarizes a pamphlet published by the
influential Countess de Gasparin, who is particularly scathing in
her review of the Army. The reporter suggests that this pamphlet is
the death knell for the Army in mainland Europe. She compares
the Salvationists to Jesuits, and mocks Booth for claiming to invent
militant Christianity, reminding readers of the Jesuits role in the
inquisition. “Is Mr. Booth sincere? So was Loyola, and he created
the order of the Jesuits. Dominic was sincere, and he founded the
Inquisition.”
o She asks the Salvationists if they know what Jesus would
do if he were to come down and see them from heaven, and
then she proceeded to give them Jesus’ certain response.
(It is interesting that she wants women to know their place
and not speak from the pulpit, but she is more than
comfortable to speak as Jesus direct representative) “He
would break your trumpets and crush your platforms, tear
the epaulettes from the shoulders of your officers, bid your
women return to their hearths, follow their domestic duties,
cultivate humble virtues, fulfill their feminine mission.
Your young girls! Do you believe that Jesus, tearing away
the veil of modesty, would expose them on your
mountebank’s [charlatan – someone who tricks others out
of their money] stages and let them make public speeches?
Do you believe that he would send them in full uniform,
braving a fire of questionable gallantries, to sell your
pamphlets in the streets of Paris, and make them beat
tambourines in your bacchanalian [wild and drunken
revelry] processions? Jesus! Do not pronounce His name.
Invoked in your theatres it is a profanation the more.”
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Charlesworth, Samuel. "The Salvation Army in Geneva." Times, February 21, 1883, 12.
The Times Digital Archive
In this letter to the editor, Samuel Charlesworth describes his daughter’s attraction
and involvement with the Salvation Army in London, and eventually with his
begrudging support, in Paris. Upon reading in the Times of her traveling to
Geneva with Miss (Kate) Booth and encountering intense persecution, Samuel
penned this letter to the editor airing his grievances against the Army and their
methods. He does so in seeking the sympathy of other parents and ministers.
• Family supported the Christian Mission that was operating in the
same area of London. in 1871
• When Maud was 16 (1879), she was “impressionable and
excitable,” and thusly attracted to the meetings of the newly
organized Salvation Army. Became acquainted with members of
the Booth family.
• Sam attended a few meetings with her and he “shrank with
trembling” on account of seeing she was already “wrought upon”
by meetings that “carried on by exciting appeals to the feelings.”
Now, “no other form of worship satisfied her spiritual cravings.”
• He unsuccessfully tried to appeal to the Booths to not recruit his
daughter while she was so young.
• He discovered “to his deep sorrow” that his beloved and devoted
daughter was more strongly drawn to the Army than to her own
family.
• As a widowed husband, he felt an extra strong compulsion to
protect his daughter. Since he perceived that she was set on helping
the Army, he thought that the work among the poor in Paris might
be less exciting; he traveled with Maud to Paris. He was pleased
earnest worst among the poor and that it was attended to with
“moderation and propriety” under the supervision of Miss [Kate]
Booth, the eldest daughter of William and Catherine.
• He arranged for Maud to be left in Paris under the care of Kate,
stipulating that she be considered only “as a young friend and
visitor,” and that she should not wear the uniform as an officer or a
soldier.
• Shortly after this, Kate took Maud, without her father’s consent or
knowledge, to Geneva, where, as reported in The Times, the Army
endured some of its most intense persecution. Samuel only learned
of this from the articles in the paper.
• He, and other ministers, do not approve of the “material and
worldly element” that has been creeping into the Army. He is also
distrustful of the “autocratic and exacting obedience” that is
demanded of its followers, comparing it to Jesuit order, but without
the humility.
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Booth, William. "The Salvation Army in Geneva." Times, February 22, 1883, 5. The
Times Digital Archive.
William’s response to Samuel Charlesworth
• Bill brings the thunder in his response to Sam. “I cannot congratulate
those who have chosen the moment when my daughter is exiled and
silenced to heap reproaches upon her.” He then quotes from a letter of
Samuel to his daughter Kate, who was in England for a short time and had
consulted Sam on what she should due with Kate in Geneva. He leaves the
matter “entirely to your judgment.”
• Bill points out that this letter came after Maud was already in Geneva and
her position as an officer in the army was already established.
• He calls Sam “undutiful and untruthful” in his protestations against the
Army.
• Claims to have sympathy for a father whose daughter in a public position
of distress, but he casts the blame for this upon the Genevan Government.
• Really turns the screws here: “One might have expected sympathy, instead
of reproaches, from all fathers under such circumstances.”
• “Be that as it may, my daughter will certainly remain at her post in the
“very forefront of an aggressive movement in a foreign land,” no matter
what outrages and misrepresentations she may be subjected.”
Charlesworth, Samuel. "The Salvation Army in Geneva." Times, February 24, 1883, 8.
The Times Digital Archive.
• A response to William Booth’s rebuke.
o His last letter was moderate, but William’s response has made this a
matter of greater public importance. Booth’s reply was unchristian and
now Samuel must “fully unmask the dangerous principals and practice” of
the Army.
o Booth lied when he said the Samuel had not replied. .Samuel insists he
responded by special messenger.
o Samuel did allow for his daughter to stay in Switzerland, as Booth
suggested, except William left out that he asked that she be entrusted to
the care of a Christian friend of Samuel’s there.
o He did agree to let Maud stay, but this was before the trouble arose in
Geneva. He also suggests that he was not consulted about her going to
Switzerland. Insists that she was only to be a friend and visitor, and
mentions that he wrote to the English ambassador in Switzerland
underscoring these demands of his. However, he came to learn that we
was serving as Kate’s uniformed aide-de-camp.
o Booth is an “unworthy antagonist for a wronged parent.”
o He says that She is 18.
o Reiterates again that she should not be in uniform. Quotes from Booth’s
own account of the Army’s work in Paris from “The Salvation War.”
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§

o
o

o
o
o
o

Describing three young English girls in Paris selling En Avant.
Booth suggests that it is the prettiness of the Girls that attracts
young male customers.
He believes she is a “captive of the Salvation Army.”
Quoting Maud in a response to her father’s desire to come and bring her
home.
§ “I will always do what God tells me, and I intend till death to stick
to my colours, come what may. Precious father, if you love me,
which I know you do, leave me with Miss Booth.”
Booth might be working to save souls, but his system has “torn from my
widowed home” his precious daughter.
Claims that Booth, in the secret O+R for officers, sets himself up with the
power of the “Roman Jesuits,” and “ignores the holy Sacraments of the
Christian Church.”
Claims that Booth views his rules and regulations as the inspired work of
the Holy Spirit and as such on equal footing with scripture.
“By your journals, placards, and platform speeches, you have travestied
our holy religion.”
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Appendix 5.6 – “Storm the Forts of Darkness”
Robert Johnson, “Storm the Forts of Darkness,” 50 Uncommon Songs for
Partakers of the Common Salvation (Jefferson, OR: Timeless Truths
Publications, 2014), 34-35.
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Appendix 6.1 – Letters from Frederick Booth-Tucker to Herbert Booth.
The first was sent after Herbert left the Salvation Army and relocated to North America.
The second was sent following the funeral of Emma Booth-Tucker.
January 23, 1904. Held at the Booth Salvation Army Heritage Museum in West Nyack,
NY, and shared with permission.
COPY OF LETTER WRITTEN BY THE COMMANDER:
PERSONAL.
15, 1902

Sept.

Herbert H. Booth, Esq.
My dear Herbert:As per promise I enclose herewith copy of the General’s trip, so that in
arranging your lectures you will be able to avoid any clash, which possibility the more I
think of the more unnatural and unseemly does it appear.
I suppose however you still adhere to our plan? You might let me know. This is
my 4th letter, 5th including one to Corry, to your O. What have I done? Not even a
“thank you” when I offered to help you with funds!
I am tempted to think you have treated others as you have me, and that there are
those besides H.H.B. who might do a little justifiable growling.
Have you seen Ballington’s statement in the New York papers? What does it
mean? I have told Doctor Josiah Strong I am sure it has not your sanction, or approval.
The reporters were round here, but I declined to make any statement. We simply referred
the matter to Doctor Strong, who was Ballington’s representative when it was settled that
neither the V’s nor ourselves should make any public statements reflecting on the other.
We have kept strictly to our part of the compact, and the Lord has blessed us in so doing.
It can’t do Christianity or religion any good to see brothers of one family blasting
each other, least of all a son his father, and such a father! “Honor the father” &c. Where
does the 5th commandment [????] in with Ballington?
Well we don’t cease to pray for you, although it may be that “the more abundantly
we love the less we may be loved,” as poor old Paul said.
Emma feels your action very keenly and morns your loss continually. I
can’t make out why you should turn away from her! What has she done? You owe much
to her. You used to value her sound judgment and appreciate her tender and yet faithful
love. She has not altered. She is just the same. She has never done or said anything to
forfeit your affection and confidence. Don’t wound and trample on the hearts of your
nearest and dearest, dear Herbert! Don’t!
Yours sorrowfully and affectionately,
SIGNED:
Fritz.
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CONFIDENTIAL
San Diego,
California.
January
23rd, 1904.
Rev. Herbert H. Booth,
Caryl, N.Y.
Dear Herbert:Your long letter dated [date not included] reached me yesterday and I have gone
carefully through it page by page.
1. I appreciate the great trouble you have taken in endeavoring to remove the
impression made by what I cannot but confess I still regard so strange and
heartless conduct on that sad Sunday afternoon at precious Emma’s funeral.
2. It grieves me, my dear brother, that you should write in such sensorious and selfrighteous spirit, and I fear any prolongation of the controversy is not likely, in
your present state of mind, any such effect as would be beneficial to you or to
God’s cause
3. I reiterate most positively that you declined to pledge yourself not to refer to
controversial matters.
We could not take any risks at such a moment. You now admit that you had brought a
written statement which you intended to read. Why did you not frankly say so at the time,
and leave us to judge whether we considered it suitable. Was this not an unfair attempt on
your part to take advantage of us? However, even at this late hour, it would be a
satisfaction to me to have copy of this statement and to judge for myself whether I was
mistaken in believing it to be unsuitable. jIt might not be too late to publish it in the War
Cry even now if it was what you claimed. At any rate, I should be glad to know that it
was not of the controversial character, nor of the length that your refusal to pledge
yourself made us suppose.
4. As to your version of the facts, I would only say again that I see no reason for
altering what I have so fully stated in my previous letter:
a. Your attitude to Emma – the best sister with whom brother was ever blessed –
was unbrotherly and unkind since you landed in America.
b. Your action at the funeral was both cruel and heartless.
c. Since then you have continued to persist in justifying your strange conduct and in
defending it and in charging those who have protested against your action and
differed from your views, with falsehood and soforth.
The fact that you did go to the papers before the Carnegie Meeting and that unknown
to us you brought a written statement, which you already intended to read at the meeting,
without letting us have the slightest idea that you intended to so such a thing or allowing
us the opportunity of seeing it beforehand, proves in my opinion conclusively the wisdom
of our decision in refusing to let you speak at the meeting.
You made trouble enough and caused agony enough, and that you did not do worse
and that your plans failed to materialize, is surely no excuse for what you did do,
unconceivable as was the action which you now admit.
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Herbert, it is too sad that you should seek to justify such conduct and excuse such
duplicity.
However painful as has been the impression created by this last letter, I will not waste
your time or my own with further pursuing this painful controversy. I cannot honestly
take back what I have said. I cannot justify your conduct. I cannot regard you otherwise
than as a vow-breaker, and a backslider from the lofty standards you once raised up for
yourself and others. It grieves me that it should be so.
That you had not gone to deeper depths of backsliding, to which you refer in your
letter, ought to perhaps give me great satisfaction than it does, but, my dear Herbert, I
remember the lofty pinnacle of consecration and service which you once occupied and I
mourn with all my heart that you should have fallen. I mourn most of all that having
fallen you should be unable to see it. What you could so clearly see in others once you
can no longer in yourself. I mourn over you as a Samson shorn of his locks and I long
unspeakably for your restoration to what is my own highest ideal of God’s service and a
life of consecration to what was once yours.
You are mistaken in supposing that we think you should return to the Army with your
present feelings. We could not deem it advisable for you to do so in your present spirit. It
would neither be good for you nor for the Army. But we long inexpressibly for the
restoration of that spirit which once so beautifully animated you and which, in spite of
your protestations to the contrary, we cannot help but feel that you have lost.
We not onl[y] desire that you should recover that position, nay, we pray that God may
grant you to attain the higher heights of consecration within human reach. If this can be
done through the new paths which you have hewn out for your feet we shall still rejoice,
though, dear Herbert, your letter and recent actions do not, in my judgment, point to this.
But to the Lord we would commit you, and I would again [assure] you that I harbor
no ill-will, wounded and pained as I cannot but feel.
Prayerfully and sorrowfully yours,

P.S. This letter was written, as you will see, at San Diego, but I have held it over, as I was
anxious not to send anything hastily and without mature and prayerful consideration.
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Appendix 6.2 – Order of Service from Emma Booth-Tucker’s Memorial Service at
Carnegie Hall, November 1, 1903.
Shared with permission from the Salvation Army Heritage Center in West Nyack, NY.
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Appendix 6.3 – “The Liberty Bell.”
Frederick Booth-Tucker, “The Liberty Bell,” in The War Cry (U.S.), July 3, 1897.
The example below has been re-notated for clarity.
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Appendix 6.4 – “A Salvation Soldier.”
Text: Frederick Booth-Tucker, Songs and Music, (1921), #43.
Music: Philip Bliss, “Bury Thy Sorrow,” published in 1874.
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Appendix 6.5 – “Send the Fire.”
William Booth and Frederick Booth-Tucker, “Send the Fire,” Songs and Music (New
York: The Salvation Army, 1917), #135.
Text by William Booth
Music by Frederick Booth-Tucker
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Appendix 6.6 – Climbing Up the Golden Stair
“Climbing Up the Golden Stair,” Songs and Music, (1921), #122.
Text by Emma Booth-Tucker
Music by Frederick Booth-Tucker
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Appendix 6.7 – National Staff Band and Male Chorus Festival Program, May 31, 1913.
Reprinted in Holz, The Proclaimers, 262.
Part I.
Prayer
1. GRAND MARCH
“Conqueror” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Ord Hume
STAFF BAND
2. MONOLOGUE
“Extreme Unction” . . . . James Russell Lowell
STAFF-CAPTAIN W. PALMER
3. TROMBONE SOLO
“Ora Pro Nobis” . . . . . . . . . . . . . Piccolamini
(Pray for us)
STAFF-CAPTAIN S. HODGES
4. PART SONG
“The Christian Martyrs” . . . . . . . . . . L. de Rillé
(Les Martyrs Aux Arènes). (English trans). P. England
MALE CHORUS
5. SELECTION
“Gems of Song” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Various
Folk Songs
Arranger, Hume
STAFF BAND
6. SOUTHERN MELODIES
“Down South” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Various
Arranger, Darby
MALE CHORUS
*
INTERMISSION
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Part II
7. SELECTION
“My Guide” . . . . . . . . . . Major Goldsmith
STAFF BAND
8. BALLAD (BASS SOLO)
“The Voice of WIsdom” . . . . . . . . . . . . . Palmer
Music, Petrie
BROTHER F. FOWLER
9. CORNET SOLO
“The Star” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tracy
CAPTAIN J. ALLAN
10. PART SONG
“Boundless Salvation”. . .General Wm. Booth
Music, Darby
MALE CHORUS
HAVE YOU THIS GLORIOUS SALVATION?
11. BIBLE READING
“The Ministry of Music”
COLONEL W. PEART, CHIEF SECRETARY
12. HYMN (GREEK STYLE)
“Brother, Thou Art Gone Before Us”. . . . . .Sullivan
STAFF BAND
Benediction
*
Pianist, STAFF-CAPT. S. HODGES
Synopsis provided for selected pieces in Part I.
2.
This work about which, at a critical time in his life, W.T. Stead (who lost his life
in the Titanic disaster) wrote: “This poem changed my life and I don’t think any four
lines ever printed went into my life so deeply as these.”
Now here I gasp: What lose my kind.
When this fast-ebbing breath shall part?
What bands of love and service bind
This being to the world’s sad heart?
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The author portrays a death bed scene. The priest arrives to administer the last
rites of the Church, is repulsed. The dying man preferring to review his career alone with
God.
4.
CHRISTIANS
O Caesar, with one accord we salute thee!
Our bodies wait for death, that thy will hath ordained.
But our souls thou canst not destroy!
Great Lord of life and death!
ROMAN FESTIVAL
See to-day, the city rejoices.
Now thousands of jubilant voices
Make the circus ring with their cries.
With sounding horns and cymbals clashing.
CHRISTIANS
And we in the blood-stained arena,
Wait, all unarmed with heavy fetter laden;
Yet, calm and brave we hear, without dismay,
The roar of tiger and hyena
That e’en now, wait to seize their prey.
Hear the shouts of the crowd!
The barriers now are opened
And the hungry beasts in their fury
Are leaping with horrible cries.
BROTHERS, BE STRONG!
Now let our voices in fervent prayer ascend toward the skies.
SING ALL.
Hope of the faithful and lowly. O Christ.
Though who reignest on high.
Oh, take us to Thee.
Now that welcome death is nigh!
For now the joyful hour is sounding—
The hour that sets the captive free,
Oh, grant, in Thy mercy abounding,
Our souls may rise on wings to Thee!
But see the victims’ blood is pouring—
At last is o’er the dreadful strife!
THANKS BE TO GOD!
Our souls, heavenward soaring
Through gates of death.
Pass into life!
5.
This selection comprises a number of Folk Songs associated with the life of
English speaking people for many years.
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A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

“Orynthia”
Recit.
“The Pilgrim”
Euphonium Solo
“A Stream of Living Water”
Cornet Solo
“Love Will Find the Way”
Trombone Solo
“The Way-worn Traveller”
“When the Rosy Morn Appearing”
Alto and Soprano Solos
G. “Home, Sweet Home” Duet with Bass Varie
Finale. Allegro.
Folk Song is not popular song in the sense in which the word is most frequently
used, but the Song of the Folk: not only the song admired of the people, but, in a strict
sense, the song created by the people.
It is a body of poetry and music which has come into existence without the
influence of conscious art, as a spontaneous utterance filled with tradition and
characteristic expression of the feelings of a people.
6.
A.
B.
C.
D.

A collection of old favorites from the plantation and cotton field.
“Steal Away to Jesus.”
“Hear Dem Bells” (Bell Accomp.)
Tenor Solo
“I Got Shoes!” “You Got Shoes!” and “When I Gets to Heab’n.”
“De Old Folks at Home.”
Tenor Duet, with Banjo and Humming Effects.
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Appendix 6.8 – National Staff Band and Male Chorus Festival Program, from Ellis
Island, November 7, 1920.
Reprinted with permission for the Salvation Army Heritage Museum in West Nyack, NY.
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Appendix 6.9 – “Salvation Lassie Of Mine,"
Jack Caddigan,, and Chick Story, Salvation Lassie Of Mine (New York: Leo Feist, 1919).
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Library, last modified January 2, 2017,
https://digital.library.illinois.edu/items/f4579850-c556-0134-2373-0050569601ca-0.
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Salvation Lassie of Mine
Verse 1:
They say it’s in heaven that all angels dwell,
But I’ve come to learn they’re on earth just as well
And how would I know that the like could be so,
If I hadn’t found one down here below:
Refrain:
A sweet little angel that went o’er the sea,
With the emblem of God in her hand,
A wonderful angel who brought there to me,
The sweet of a war furrowed land
The crown on her head was a ribbon of red,
A symbol of all that’s divine,
Tho’ she called each a brother,
she’s more like a mother,
salvation lassie of mine.
Verse 2:
Perhaps in the future I’ll meet her again,
In that world where no one knows sorrow or pain
And when that time comes and the last word is said,
Then place on my bosom, her band of red.
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Appendix 6.10 - “I’se Gwine to Save Yo’ Soul.”
Ed Abeles and Nat D. Mann, I’se Gwine to Save Yo’ Soul, (New York; M. Whitmark and
Sons, 1897). Duke University Library Digital Collections,
https://library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/hasm_b0746/#info
This song is in the minstrel song tradition and exploits negative stereotypes of African
American for humor. This tradition fits in to a long a tragic tale of cultural appropriation
and white objectification of African Americans. These songs were sold in catalogues as
“coon songs,” as is seen on the back page of this sheet music.
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I’se Gwine to Save Yo’ Soul
Verse 1:
The army is a’comin’ down the street just like a cloud,
And there’s goin’ to be a hep p’ great commotion,
For the Captain is a colored lady large and very proud,
Who can save a soul just when she takes a notion.
They’re goin to have a meetin’ and the crowds will flock aroun’,
‘Mong the colored folks they’ll be great devastation,
For she’d rather save a sinner, than ter eat a possum dinner,
She’s the greatest army Captain in the nation.
Chorus:
Shout away! you sinners, old ones and beginners,
Glory Hallelujah! is the song.
Hear the trumpets blowin’, and the drums a goin’,
Now’s the time to quit a doin’ wrong!
See the flags a wavin’, Niggers souls a’ savin’,
Even if they’re black as coal,
Come and get salvation! Stop your dissipation!
I’m a gwine to save your soul!
Verse 2:
She can preach the longest sermon and can sing the loudest song,
Which is often more than twenty seven verses,
And if she once discovers that the flock has done a wrong,
She will bless ‘em with a hundred dif’rent curses,
She is bound to save a soul or she will know the reason why,
She’s particularly strong among the ladies,
There ain’t anything can phase her, for she’s got an ugly razor,
And she’ll save yer soul, or send yer plumb to Hades.
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Appendix 6.11 - “General William Booth Enters Heaven,”
Vatchel Lindsay, “General William Booth Enters Heaven,” Poetry: A Magazine of Verse,
January 1913, 101-103.
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poetrymagazine/browse?volume=1&issue=4&page=1
[To be sung to the tune of The Blood of the Lamb with indicated instrument]
[BASS DRUM BEATEN LOUDLY]
Booth led boldly with his big bass drum—
(Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?)
The Saints smiled gravely and they said: “He’s come.”
(Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?)
Walking lepers followed, rank on rank,
Lurching bravoes from the ditches dank,
Drabs from the alleyways and drug fiends pale—
Minds still passion-ridden, soul-powers frail:—
Vermin-eaten saints with mouldy breath,
Unwashed legions with the ways of Death—
(Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?)
[BANJOS]
Every slum had sent its half-a-score
The round world over. (Booth had groaned for more.)
Every banner that the wide world flies
Bloomed with glory and transcendent dyes.
Big-voiced lasses made their banjos bang,
Tranced, fanatical they shrieked and sang:—
“Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?”
Hallelujah! It was queer to see
Bull-necked convicts with that land make free.
Loons with trumpets blowed a blare, blare, blare
On, on upward thro’ the golden air!
(Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?)
[BASS DRUM SLOWER AND SOFTER]
Booth died blind and still by Faith he trod,
Eyes still dazzled by the ways of God.
Booth led boldly, and he looked the chief
Eagle countenance in sharp relief,
Beard a-flying, air of high command
Unabated in that holy land.
[SWEET FLUTE MUSIC]
Jesus came from out the court-house door,
Stretched his hands above the passing poor.
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Booth saw not, but led his queer ones there
Round and round the mighty court-house square.
Yet in an instant all that blear review
Marched on spotless, clad in raiment new.
The lame were straightened, withered limbs uncurled
And blind eyes opened on a new, sweet world.
[BASS DRUM LOUDER]
Drabs and vixens in a flash made whole!
Gone was the weasel-head, the snout, the jowl!
Sages and sibyls now, and athletes clean,
Rulers of empires, and of forests green!
[GRAND CHORUS OF ALL INSTRUMENTS.
TAMBOURINES TO THE FOREGROUND]
The hosts were sandalled, and their wings were fire!
(Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?)
But their noise played havoc with the angel-choir.
(Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?)
O shout Salvation! It was good to see
Kings and Princes by the Lamb set free.
The banjos rattled and the tambourines
Jing-jing-jingled in the hands of Queens.
[REVERENTLY SUNG. NO INSTRUMENTS]
And when Booth halted by the curb for prayer
He saw his Master thro’ the flag-filled air.
Christ came gently with a robe and crown
For Booth the soldier, while the throng knelt down.
He saw King Jesus. They were face to face,
And he knelt a-weeping in that holy place.
Are you washed in the blood of the Lamb?
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Appendix 6.12 – Salvation Army American Marches.
Created by the National Staff Band for the Salvation Army’s 1904 International
Congress in London. Reprinted with permission for the Salvation Army Heritage
Museum in West Nyack, NY. Ascension number, 93.0963.01.
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